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Abstract

Humans have a remarkable way of learning, adapting and mastering new manipulation
tasks. With the current advances in Machine Learning (ML), the promise of having
robots with such capabilities seems to be on the cusp of reality. Transferring human-level
skills to robots, however, is complicated as they involve a level of complexity that cannot
be tackled by classical ML methods in an unsupervised way. Such complexities involve:
(i) automatically decomposing tasks into control-oriented encodings, (ii) extracting
invariances and handling idiosyncrasies of data acquired from human demonstrations,
and (iii) learning models that guarantee stability and convergence. In this thesis, we
push the boundaries in the learning from demonstration (LfD) domain by addressing
these challenges with minimal human intervention and parameter tuning. We introduce
novel learning approaches based on Bayesian non-parametrics and kernel-methods while
encoding novel metrics and priors, leveraging them with dynamical systems (DS) theory.
In the first part of this thesis we focus on learning complex sequential manipulation tasks

from heterogeneous and unstructured demonstrations. Such tasks are those composed of a
sequence of discrete actions. The particular challenge is learning these tasks without any
prior knowledge on the number of actions (unstructuredness) or restrictions as to how
the human is demonstrating the task (heterogeneous), e.g. changes in reference frames.
We propose a Bayesian non-parametric learning framework that can jointly segment
and discover unique discrete actions (and their sequence) in continuous demonstrations
of the task. Hence, we learn an entire task from a continuous, unrestricted natural
demonstration. The learned structure of the complex tasks and the segmented data were
then used to parametrize a hybrid controller to execute two cooking tasks of increasing
complexity: (i) single-arm pizza dough rolling, and (ii) a dual-arm vegetable peeling task.
Throughout this thesis, we assume that both the human and robot motions are

driven by autonomous state-dependent DS. Hence, in the second part of this thesis we
offer two novel DS formulations to represent and execute a complex task. We begin
by proposing a DS-based motion generator formulation and learning scheme that is
capable of automatically encoding continuous and complex motions while ensuring global
asymptotic stability. The type of tasks that can be learned with this approach are
unparalleled to previous work in DS-based LfD and are validated on production line
and household activities. Further, we propose a novel DS formulation and learning
scheme that can encode both complex motions and varying impedance requirements
along the task; i.e., the robot must be compliant in some regions of the task, while stiff
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in others. This approach is validated on trajectory tracking tasks where a robot arm
must precisely draw letters and shapes on a surface. Due to the generalization power and
straight-forward learning schemes of the proposed DS-based motion generators, we also
apply them to more complex application. Such applications include providing adaptive
(i) navigation strategies for mobile agents, and (ii) locomotion and co-manipulation tasks
of biped robots. These applications are particularly novel in the LfD domain, as most
work is solely focused on robotic arm control.
In the last part of the thesis, we explore learning complex behaviors in joint space for

single and multi-arm systems. We begin by formulating a DS and learning scheme in
joint space that can reproduce a desired joint-space behavior while ensuring that a target
in task space is reached and is robust to kinematic singularities. Finally. for multi-arm
systems, we learn self-collision avoidance behaviors in an efficient and data-driven way.
By sampling the robots joint workspace and formulating a binary classification problem,
we use a sparse approximate kernel machine to learn a self-collision avoidance boundary.
The learned boundary is used as a constraint for a real-time centralized Inverse Kinematics
solver; providing reactive self-collision avoidance for multi-arm systems.

Keywords: Learning from Demonstration, Robot Learning, Bayesian Non-Parametrics,
Dynamical Systems, Priors, Physical-Consistency, Invariant Metrics
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Résumé

Les êtres humains ont une remarquable capacité d’apprendre, de s’adapter et de maîtriser
de nouvelles tâches de manipulation. Avec les progrès actuels de l’apprentissage artificiel
(ML), développer des robots qui disposeraient de capacités similaires semble être à
portée de main. Le transfert de compétences de niveau humain à des robots est toutefois
compliqué, car ce dernier implique un niveau de complexité qui ne peut pas être résolu
par les méthodes classiques d’apprentissage de manière non-supervisée. Résoudre ces
difficultés implique de : (i) décomposer automatiquement les tâches en encodages orientés
contrôle, (ii) extraire les invariances et traiter les particularités des données acquises à
partir de démonstrations humaines et (iii) apprendre des modèles qui garantissent la
stabilité et la convergence. Dans cette thèse, nous repoussons les limites du domaine
de l’apprentissage par démonstration (LfD) en abordant ces défis avec un minimum
d’intervention humaine et d’ajustement des paramètres. Nous introduisons de nouvelles
méthodes d’apprentissage basées sur des méthodes bayésiennes non-paramétriques et des
méthodes de kernel, incluant de nouvelles métriques et de nouveaux a prioris, utilisés
conjointement avec la théorie des systèmes dynamiques (DS).
Dans la première partie de cette thèse, nous nous concentrons sur l’apprentissage de

tâches complexes de manipulation séquentielles à partir de démonstrations hétérogènes et
non structurées. Ces tâches complexes sont composées d’une séquence d’actions unitaires
discrètes. Le défi consiste à apprendre ces tâches sans aucune connaissance préalable du
nombre d’actions (non-structuration), et sans restriction quant à la façon dont l’humain
démontre la tâche (hétérogénéité), par exemple les changements de référentiel. Nous
proposons un framework d’apprentissage bayésien non-paramétrique qui permet de
segmenter et de découvrir des actions unitaires discrètes (ainsi que leur séquence) lors de
démonstrations continues d’une tâche. Ainsi, nous apprenons une tâche complète à partir
d’une démonstration naturelle continue non-restreinte. La structure apprise à partir des
tâches complexes et les données segmentées ont ensuite été utilisées pour paramétrer un
contrôleur hybride pour exécuter deux tâches de cuisson d’une complexité croissante : (i)
rouler la pâte à pizza avec un bras et (ii) éplucher les légumes avec deux bras.
Tout au long de cette thèse, nous supposons que les mouvements de l’homme et du

robot sont pilotés par des DS autonomes dépendant de l’état. Ainsi, dans la deuxième
partie de cette thèse, nous proposons deux nouvelles formulations de DS pour représenter
et exécuter une tâche complexe. Nous proposons tout d’abord une formulation et un
système d’apprentissage pour générer les mouvements basée sur les DS, capable de coder
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Résumé

automatiquement des mouvements continus et complexes tout en assurant une stabilité
asymptotique globale. Le type de tâches que l’on peut apprendre avec cette approche
est sans comparaison avec les travaux antérieurs dans le cadre des DS LfD et est validé
sur une chaîne de production et dans le cadre d’activités domestiques. De plus, nous
proposons une nouvelle formulation et un système d’apprentissage de DS qui peut encoder
à la fois des mouvements complexes et des contraintes d’impédance variables tout au
long de la tâche, i.e., lorsque le robot doit être compliant dans certaines régions de la
tâche, et rigide dans d’autres. Cette approche est validée sur des tâches de suivi de
trajectoire où un bras robotique doit dessiner avec précision des lettres et des formes sur
une surface. La capacité de généralisation et la simplicité d’apprentissage des générateurs
de mouvement basés sur les DS proposés nous a conduit à les utiliser également pour
fournir des stratégies de navigation adaptatives (i) pour les agents mobiles et (ii) pour
les tâches de locomotion et de co–manipulation des robots bipèdes. Ces applications
sont particulièrement nouvelles dans le domaine du LfD, car la plupart des travaux se
concentrent uniquement sur le contrôle de bras robotiques.
Dans la dernière partie de cette thèse, nous explorons l’apprentissage de comportements

complexes dans l’espace articulaire pour les systèmes à un ou plusieurs bras. Nous com-
mençons par formuler un DS et un schéma d’apprentissage dans l’espace articulaire qui
peut reproduire un comportement souhaité dans l’espace articulaire tout en s’assurant
qu’une cible est atteinte dans l’espace des tâches et en étant robuste aux singularités
cinématiques. Enfin, pour les systèmes à plusieurs bras, nous apprenons les comporte-
ments d’évitement des collisions d’une manière efficace et guidée par les données. En
échantillonnant l’espace de travail commun des robots et en formulant un problème de
classification binaire, nous utilisons une kernel machine éparse approximative (sparse
approximate kernel machine) pour apprendre une limite d’évitement des autocollisions.
La limite apprise est utilisée comme contrainte pour un solveur de cinématique inverse
centralisé en temps réel ; elle fournit ainsi un système réactif d’évitement des autocollisions
pour les systèmes à bras multiples.
Mots-clés : Apprentissage par démonstration, Apprentissage robotique, Méthodes

bayésiennes non-paramétriques, Systèmes dynamiques, Priors, Cohérence physique, Mé-
triques invariantes
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Zusammenfassung

Menschen haben eine bemerkenswerte Art und Weise, neue Manipulationsaufgaben zu
erlernen, anzupassen und zu meistern. Mit den aktuellen Fortschritten im machinellen
Lernen (Machine Learning, ML) sind Roboter mit solchen Fähigkeiten zu haben an
der Schwelle zur Realität. Die Übertragung von Fähigkeiten von menschlichem Niveau
auf Roboter ist jedoch kompliziert, da sie einen Komplexitätsgrad aufweisen, der mit
klassischen unbeaufsichtigten (unsupervised) ML-Methoden nicht bewältigt werden kann.
Solche Komplexitäten beinhalten: (i) die automatische Zerlegung von Aufgaben in kon-
trollorientierte Kodierungen, (ii) die Extraktion von Invarianzen und die Behandlung von
Eigenarten von Daten, die aus menschlichen Demonstrationen gewonnen wurden, und
(iii) Lernmodelle, die Stabilität und Konvergenz gewährleisten. In dieser Arbeit gehen wir
an die Grenzen des Lernens von Demonstrationen (Learning from Demonstration, LfD),
indem wir diese Herausforderungen mit minimalem menschlichen Eingriff und Parame-
tertuning angehen. Wir stellen neue Lernansätze vor, welche auf unparameterisiertem
Bayes’schen und Kernel-Methoden basieren. Zudem das Enkodieren von neue Metriken
und vorausgehende Wahrscheinlichkeiten welche in Verbindung mit dynamischen Systeme
(DS) genutzt werden.

Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit konzentrieren wir uns darauf, komplexe sequentielle Ma-
nipulationsaufgaben aus heterogenen und unstrukturierten Demonstrationen zu lernen.
Solche Aufgaben bestehen aus einer Folge von diskreten Handlungen. Die Herausforde-
rung besteht darin, diese Aufgaben ohne Vorkenntnisse über die Anzahl der Aktionen
(Unstrukturiertheiten) oder Einschränkungen, wie der Mensch die Aufgabe darstellt
(heterogen), z.B. Änderungen des Referenzsystemes, zu erlernen. Wir schlagen einen un-
parameterisierten Bayes’schen Lernmethode vor, welche kontinuierliche Demonstrationen
segmentieren und einzigartige diskrete Bewegungen erkennen kann (inklusive Reihenfolge).
Somit kann lernen eine ganze Aufgabe aus einer kontinuierlichen, uneingeschränkten
natürlichen Demonstration erlernt werden. Aus der erlernten Struktur der komplexen
Aufgaben und den segmentierten Daten ist eine Hybridsteuerung parametrisiert, um zwei
Kochaufgaben mit zunehmender Komplexität auszuführen: (i) einarmiges Pizzateigrollen
und (ii) zweiarmiges Gemüseschälen.
In dieser Arbeit gehen wir davon aus, dass sowohl die menschliche als auch die Robo-

terbewegung von autonomen, zustandsabhängigen DS gesteuert werden. Daher führen
wir im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit zwei neue Formulierungen für DS zur Darstellung und
Ausführung einer komplexen Aufgabe ein. Wir beginnen mit einem Formulierungs- und
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Zusammenfassung

Lernmethode basierend auf DS für das Generieren von Bewegungsgen. Kontinuierliche
und komplexe Bewegungen können automatisch enkodiert werden, währen gleichzeitig
die globale asymptotische Stabilität gewährleistet ist. Dieser Ansatz erlaubt es Bewegun-
gen zu erlernen welche mit früheren Methoden basiert auf DS und LfD nicht möglich
waren, dies wird an Produktionslinien- und Haushaltsaktivitäten validiert. Darüber
hinaus schlagen wir eine neuartiges Formulierungs- und Lernansatz vor, welcher sowohl
komplexe Bewegungen als auch unterschiedliche Impedanzanforderungen entlang der
Aufgabe enkodieren kann; d.h. der Roboter muss in einigen Bereichen der Aufgabe
flexibel sein, während er sich in anderen steif verhalten soll. Dieser Ansatz wird bei
Trajektorieverfolgungsaufgaben validiert, bei denen ein Roboterarm Buchstaben und
Formen präzise auf einer Oberfläche zeichnen muss. Aufgrund der generellen Formulie-
rung und der einfachen Lernmethoden diser DS basierten Bewegungsgenerierungmethode
nutzen wir sie auch, um adaptive (i) Navigationsstrategien für mobile Agenten und (ii)
Bewegungs- und Co-Manipulationsaufgaben von zweibeinigen Robotern zu erzeugen.
Diese Anwendungen sind im LfD-Bereich neu, da sich die meisten Arbeiten ausschließlich
auf die Roboterarmsteuerung konzentrieren.
Im letzten Teil der Arbeit untersuchen wir das Lernen von komplexen Verhaltens-

weisen im Achsenraum (joint space) für ein- und mehrarmige Systeme. Wir beginnen
mit der Formulierung eines DS basierten Lernprogramms im Achsenraum. Dieses re-
produziert ein gewünschtes Achsenraumverhalten und stellt gleichzeitig sicher, dass ein
Ziel im Aufgabenraum (task space) erreicht wird und ist robust gegenüber kinemati-
schen Singularitäten. Schließlich lernen wir bei mehrarmigen Systemen das Verhalten um
Selbstkollisionen auf eine effizient und datenbasiert zu vermeiden. Durch systematisches
Datensammeln im gemeinsamen Arbeitsbereichs der Roboter und die Formulierung eines
binären Klassifizierungsproblems verwenden wir eine spärliche, approximative Kernelma-
schine (sparse approximate kernel machine), den selbstkollisionsfreien Raum zu erlernen.
Die gelernte Grenze wird als Grenzwert für einen zentralisierten Rückwärtstranforma-
tionslöser (centralized inverse kinematics solver) in Echtzeit verwendet, welcher eine
reaktive Selbstkollisionsvermeidung für Mehrarmsysteme liefert.

Stichwörter: Lernen von Voführungen, Roboterlernen, unparameterisiert Bayes’sche
Methode, Dynamische Systeme, Vorausgehende Wahrscheinlichkeit, physikalische Konti-
nuität, unveränderliche Metrik
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1 Introduction

By three methods we may learn wisdom: First, by
reflection, which is noblest; Second, by imitation, which
is easiest; and third by experience, which is the bitterest.

— Confucius

1.1 Motivation
Since the 1960’s we have lived with the promise of one day being able to own a robot
that would help us with our chores and everyday needs like Rosie, the robot maid from
The Jetsons (Figure 1.1). This future-predictive animated series envisioned robots and
humans co-existing; setting the stage on how robots can make human lives better. Not
surprisingly, the first episode of The Jetsons focused solely on how Rosie improves the lives
of every family member by performing (among others) the following tasks (Todd, 2019):

Figure 1.1 – Rosie the Robot.

• Cleaning a rug.

• Scratching the father’s back.

• Playing ball with the son.

• Cooking dinner for the family.

All of these tasks require robots to possess human-
level capabilities that allow them to perform the
desired task in changing and uncontrolled environments. Namely, the robot is expected
to interact and adapt to changes in the task; changes imposed either by the humans, the
tools, or the objects being manipulated. Such human-level capabilities span not only to
household activities, but also to workplace and industrial scenarios, where robots are
expected to aid humans with product assembly, packaging, inspecting, carrying/lifting
objects, etc. Hence, the desire of robots that can autonomously accomplish these tasks is
not only driven by science fiction and technology enthusiasts, but also by the current
industrial and consumer sectors (Figure 1.2), as well as academia. While many of the
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Figure 1.2 – Robots being used or envisioned in workplace, cooking and cleaning scenarios.

Part I

Part II

Part III

Task Goal
Flip the pancake

High-level Task Plan
1. Reach and slide under the 

pancake
2. Lift and flip the pancake

Task Execution
How do I reach and slide?

How do I lift and flip?

Low-Level Execution
How should I move my arms?

Figure 1.3 – Task abstraction levels for a complex manipulation task and corresponding Parts
I-III of this thesis that address challenges in robot learning at each level. c© This figure is a
modified version of an illustration made available by the Institute for Artificial Intelligence (IAI)
in University of Bremen, Germany. The illustration is part of the media package made for the
Robohow EU project which partially funded the work presented in this thesis.

tasks found in industrial, workplace or household activities seem trivial for humans, they
are notably complex for robots to perform. The complexity lies in the fact that in order
to achieve such tasks: (i) autonomously, and (ii) while being robust to changes, the
robots should have knowledge of the different levels of abstraction of the desired task.
Every task that is executed in the physical world, either by a human or a robot, has
three hierarchical levels of abstraction. Following, we define and illustrate these task
abstraction levels with the “simple” task of flipping a pancake, as shown in Figure 1.3.
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1.1. Motivation

At the highest level of abstraction, the robot must know the high-level task plan, involving:

High-level task plan:

(I) A decomposition of the task into a set of sub-tasks or actions.
(II) The sequence of these sub-tasks that leads to achieving the high-level goal.

For the pancake flipping task, as illustrated in Figure 1.3, this translates to (i) knowing
that the robot should reach and slide under the pancake, and (ii) then lift and flip the
pancake. Given this task decomposition, the robot should then know how to perform
each sub-task/action. Specifically, it should know how to properly execute the task; i.e.

Task execution:
(I) How to control for desired positions, forces and compliance?
(II) How to generate the desired motion of the robot?
(III) How much force should it apply while making contact with an object?
(IV) Where and when should it be stiff or compliant while executing the current

sub-task or action?

Finally, for some scenarios or specific robot morphologies solving for the questions posed
in the task-execution level might not be sufficient to execute the task properly. For
example, issues like kinematic constraints, environmental constraints, avoiding collisions,
etc. are issues that arise during the execution of the task, yet might not be foreseen by the
task execution level. Hence, we refer to these issues as the low-level execution issues. In
this thesis, we specifically focus on answering the following low-level issues:

Low-level execution:

(I) Resolving for kinematic singularities.
(II) Resolving for self-collisions in the case of multi-arm robots.

As summarized above, each task abstraction level comes with a set of problems. Solving
for these problems has been the focus of fundamental robotics research in the areas of
task planning, motion planning and robot control. Although great strides have been
made in these fields, most of these approaches, which we will refer to as the classical
robotics approaches, become inadequate when scaled to general-purpose scenarios where
autonomy and adaptability are crucial. In this thesis, we refer to autonomy as the
capability of a robot to perform new tasks with as minimal human intervention as possible.
Adaptability, on the other hand, is the capability of re-planning and complying to changes
in the task imposed by the human or the environment. Next, we briefly describe the
difficulties in providing autonomy and adaptability with classical approaches.

State-of-the-Art Robotics Approaches for Complex Task Execution
Task planning seeks to identify a sequence of discrete actions that change an initial state
of the world (or object) into a desired goal state or condition (Dantam et al., 2018). This
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specifically addresses the issues involved with high-level task abstraction. A task planner
finds a plan (sequence of actions) given a task domain that defines the available actions
and their pre-conditions and effects. A plethora of approaches have been proposed to
generate such plans for highly complex tasks, like re-arranging objects in a kitchen,
cleaning a table, etc. The leading methods to solve the task planing problem focus either
on heuristic search (Hoffmann and Nebel, 2001) or constraint satisfaction (Kautz and
Selman, 1999), they all require prior knowledge of the task domain. This task domain
includes a representation or vocabulary of all the possible actions the robot can take, and
has to be pre-specified. Although great strides have been made with these techniques, in
this thesis we seek to avoid any pre-specification or prior knowledge of the task domain
that must be hand-crafted by humans.

The problems that arise from generating the motion of the robot in the task execution
and low-level execution levels are generally tackled by motion planning algorithms
(Kavraki and LaValle, 2008). Motion planning is defined as the problem of identifying
a continuous collision-free path of valid joint configurations from an initial state to a
goal state. A myriad of approaches have been proposed throughout the years with the
primary methods focused on sampling or gradient descent and optimization techniques.
For an overview refer to LaValle (2006), Kavraki and LaValle (2008) or Chapter 2 of the
PhD Dissertation of Mirrazavi Salehian (2018). While motion planning algorithms have
become faster and more efficient as computing power increases, one of the remaining
drawbacks is that they assume that the world and obstacles are static and that the robot
will not be perturbed while executing the planned motion. This is a restrictive and
unrealistic assumption if we want robots to perform tasks in dynamic environments while
co-existing and collaborating with humans. In the motion planning framework, if the
robot is perturbed (or the state of the world changes) while executing the motion plan
the algorithm must re-compute a new plan from that new initial state. This can become
computationally inefficient and perhaps inadequate in highly dynamic environments
where the objects or targets are constantly changing or moving. In this thesis, we strive
for motion planning algorithms that are capable of adapting on-the-fly to such dynamic
environments.

The remaining objectives in the task execution level, regarding force and compliance,
are addressed with motion and force control schemes such as impedance control, parallel
control and hybrid motion/force control (de Wit et al., 1996). Any of these schemes
are capable of generating a dynamic behavior for a robot when it is in contact with
the environment or a human. Such control schemes are, in fact, used throughout the
contributions in this thesis. These control schemes are not necessarily limited, yet, the
limitation that we see is that they must be parametrized. Namely, to achieve the desired
behavior one should define a desired reference trajectory, a desired force and the expected
compliant behavior of the robot. Rather than manually specifying such desired control
parameters in this thesis we seek to autonomously transfer them to the robot.

To summarize, the first underlying limitation of the aforementioned state-of-the-art
methods is the necessity to pre-specify the desired tasks or the parameters of the control
scheme. Assuming that a robot can be pre-programmed with a library of planners and
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controllers that can achieve any complex task is intractable. Hence, to achieve the level
of autonomy that we seek, robots should be able to intuitively learn complex tasks and
behaviors from end-users (instead of being pre-programmed by an expert). Furthermore,
the robot should be able to reproduce the learned tasks whilst being robust to uncertainty
and variability from the environment. Specifically, the motion planning scheme should
be able to adapt and efficiently re-plan in the face of changes imposed by a dynamic
environment or a human (the second underlying limitation of the aforementioned classical
methods). To solve for the first limitation (autonomy), in this thesis we take inspiration
from the way humans learn and focus on developing strategies for robots to learn the
specifications of complex tasks at the different levels of abstraction.

Transferring Complex Tasks via Robot Learning
Humans have a remarkable way of learning, adapting and mastering new tasks in their
day-to-day life. With the current advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML), the promise of having robots with such human-level capabilities seems
to be on the cusp of reality. In general, AI seeks to design agents that perceive the state
of its environment and make decisions to maximize the chances of achieving a certain
goal. ML, on the other hand, is the sub-field of AI that gives these agents the ability
to learn without being explicitly programmed (Arthur Samuel, 1959). Hence, robot
learning is currently one of the most active fields of research in robotics. Within the
field, two main robot learning techniques prevail: (i) Reinforcement learning (RL), a
method by which the robot learns through trial and error, so as to maximize a reward
(Peters et al., 2003; Osa et al., 2018); (ii) Robot Learning from Demonstration (LfD),
a paradigm that endows robots with the capabilities of learning and generalizing from
observations of demonstrated tasks (Billard et al., 2008; Argall et al., 2009; Kulic et al.,
2011). LfD is inspired by the way humans learn through guidance, from childhood to
adulthood, and is strongly based on the mechanics of human behavior representation
and imitation learning (Allen, 1984; Schaal, 1999). Both of these techniques have proven
to be successful in many robotics applications. However, as stated by Confucius (in the
opening quote of this chapter), imitation is the easiest form of learning. Furthermore, it
provides non-experts a natural and practical way of transferring skills to robots. Hence,
in this thesis we focus on developing LfD strategies to transfer complex tasks to robots.

Dautenhahn and Nehaniv (2002) categorized the problems faced in LfD for learning
complex tasks into a set of key questions: “What to imitate?”, “How to imitate?”, “When
to imitate?” and “Whom to imitate?”. Most work in LfD has focused on addressing the
first two questions (Billard et al., 2008; Argall et al., 2009; Kulic et al., 2011; Osa et al.,
2018). The issue of “What to imitate?” solves the problem of determining which aspects
of a demonstration should be imitated. Specifically, determining what is the goal of the
task and discovering which features of the task should be reproduced. The problem of
“How to imitate?” consists on determining how the robot will perform actions necessary
to achieve the goal determined in the “What to imitate?” problem. In the LfD domain,
solving for these questions is analogous to tackling the different levels of abstraction with
a learning approach, specifically learning high-level task plan and solving all the issues
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Figure 1.4 – Workplace, industrial, cooking and cleaning tasks learned and analyzed in this thesis.

posed in the task execution level. The high-level task abstraction defined previously,
lies in the intersection of these two problems. Namely, given a demonstration of a
complex task, the robot should learn this high-level task plan. From a neuro-biological
perspective (Flanagan et al., 2006), a complex manipulation task is defined as one that
can be decomposed into a set of action phases1 (each with an underlying sub-goal), that
are executed in sequence in order to reach a high-level goal. After considering what to
imitate, the behaviors responsible for generating the desired actions or motions must be
learned as well, which relates to the “How to imitate?” problem. Specifically, given a
demonstration of a desired continuous action or behavior, the robot should learn a proper
control-oriented model or state-to-action mapping to achieve it. Such actions can be
learned in task space or in joint space, and can solve the issues with pre-specifying motion
planners and controllers for the task execution and low-level execution abstractions.

Research in LfD has spanned over the last 30 years with a myriad of statistical and
ML techniques proposed to address the aforementioned problems. However, we have
yet to see a robot that can autonomously learn a complex task without the need of
human intervention, data-processing and parameter tuning. In this thesis, we posit that
the reason for this is because the current ML techniques being used in robotics are
not equipped to handle the difficulties of learning complex tasks autonomously. Such
difficulties emerge when seeking to: (i) automatically decompose and discover the number
of control-oriented encodings of a complex task, and (ii) extract invariances and handle
idiosyncrasies that arise from motion data being acquired in a natural and unrestricted
manner. Furthermore, most techniques require model selection strategies which often rely
on human supervised heuristics and problem-specific parameter tuning. This is a nuisance
if we want to endow a robot with an autonomous LfD pipeline. Finally, in order to
offer adaptability during execution, the learned models should not only accurately
reproduce the demonstrated tasks, but also ensure stability and convergence guarantees.
Such guarantees are difficult to achieve with standard off-the-shelf ML techniques.

1Which we refer to as primitives, but also termed movement primitives, behaviors, skills, motion/action
primitives, atomic actions or options in robotics literature.
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1.2 Thesis Goals and Approach
The main goal of this thesis is to devise novel techniques to learn complex tasks from
demonstrations with (i) a high-level of autonomy during learning, while (ii) providing
adaptability during execution. To provide such capabilities we propose learning and
control strategies that step over traditional disciplinary boundaries, seamlessly blending
concepts from control theory, robotics and machine learning. We specifically focus on
developing algorithms that are applicable to a plethora of applications from the envisioned
scenarios introduced in Section 1.1. As will be shown in the subsequent chapters, we
learn and analyze complex manipulation tasks from workplace, industrial, cooking and
cleaning scenarios throughout the different levels of task abstraction (Figure 1.4). As
such, each part of this thesis tackles open challenges in robot learning from demonstration
corresponding to the aforementioned task abstraction levels.

In the first part of this thesis we aim at learning the high-level task plan of complex
sequential tasks from unstructured and heterogeneous demonstrations. The particular
challenge is learning these tasks without any prior knowledge on the number of actions
(unstructuredness) or restriction as to how the human is demonstrating the task (heteroge-
neous), e.g. changes in object reference frames and the way the human is demonstrating
the task. We further use the learned task decomposition to parametrize a hybrid switching
controller to execute cooking tasks including dough rolling and vegetable peeling. In
order to provide adaptability in the learned tasks, throughout this thesis we assume that
both the human and robot motions are driven by autonomous state-dependent dynamical
systems (DS). Hence, the motion models of each inferred action are encoded as DS.

Continuing with the idea that DS drive the behavior of a robot, in the second part
of this thesis we offer two novel DS formulations to represent and execute a complex
task. These DS formulations solve the problems posed for the task execution abstraction
level by accurately reproducing the demonstrations and providing a unified framework to
encode the desired compliance of the task. We begin by proposing a DS-based motion
generator formulation and learning scheme that is capable of automatically encoding
continuous and complex motions while ensuring global asymptotic stability. The type
of tasks that can be learned with this approach are un-paralleled to previous work in
DS-based LfD and are validated on production line and household activities. Further,
we propose a novel DS formulation and learning scheme that can encode both complex
motions and varying impedance requirements along the task; i.e. the robot must be
compliant in some regions of the task, while stiff in others. This approach is validated
on trajectory tracking tasks where a robot must precisely draw letters and shapes on a
surface. Due to the generalization power and straight-forward learning schemes of the
proposed DS-based motion generators we also use them to provide adaptive (i) navigation
strategies for mobile agents, and (ii) locomotion and co-manipulation tasks of biped
robots. These applications are particularly novel in the LfD domain, as most work is
solely focused on robotic arm control.

Finally, in the third part of this thesis we focus on tackling the problems defined for
the low-level execution abstraction. We learn complex joint-space behaviors, either from
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Chapter 1. Introduction

human demonstrations or from a simulated optimal dataset. We begin by formulating a
DS and learning scheme in joint space that can reproduce a desired joint-space behavior
while ensuring that a target in task space is reached while being robust to kinematic
singularities. In the case of a multi-arm system, it is of paramount importance to ensure
that the robot arms do not collide with each other. To solve this problem, we propose
a learning scheme where we sample collided/non-collided joint configurations from the
robots workspace. The collected dataset is then used to learn self-collision avoidance
behaviors in an efficient and data-driven way.

To achieve such learning capabilities in this thesis we employ Bayesian non-parametrics
and kernel methods. Specifically, we equip statistical models with priors biased by metrics
that are geometrically and physically consistent wrt. the data at hand. Whereas, kernel
methods are used to learn behaviors in joint space. These new statistical models are
leveraged with control theory, in the form of stable DS for motion generation. Next,
we briefly introduce these techniques and describe how they are used to solve the open
challenges in LfD addressed in this thesis.

Bayesian Non-Parametrics
The main bottleneck in state-of-the-art LfD approaches regarding autonomous learning is
the need for human intervention, parameter tuning and strict assumptions in the way the
tasks are demonstrated. It has been suggested by Tenenbaum et al. (2011) that the ability
of the human mind to generalize concepts from few examples (i.e. inductive reasoning)
could derive from a prior combined with Bayesian inference. Bayesian nonparametric
models hold the characteristic of having an expressive way to encode prior knowledge
while reflecting the belief that the world is infinitely complex (Neal, 1996). For this
reason, we adopt Bayesian non-parametric models for learning task decomposition in
Chapter 2, as well as for learning DS-based motion generators in Chapters 4 and 5.
Furthermore, by following the Bayesian treatment we can impose priors on the parameter
estimates of our probabilistic models and bias the results of the estimation. We do this
in both Chapters 2 and 4, where we bias the parameter estimates of a Gaussian Mixture
Model with novel metrics, in the space of covariance matrices (for the former), and for
trajectory data (for the latter).

Kernel Methods for Joint-Space Learning
Another challenge in LfD is learning appropriate representations in joint space. Learning
in a robot’s joint space is challenging as the manifold in which the joint angle vector lies
is an N -dimensional torus for an N -degree-of-freedom robots. To tackle this challenge we
exploit kernel methods to learn (i) a desired joint-space behaviors from demonstrations in
the form of a DS in Chapter 6, and (ii) a self-collision-avoidance boundary for multi-arm
systems in Chapter 7. In both contributions, kernel-methods are used as to map the
joint space data to a high-dimensional manifold in which salient features of the desired
behaviors can be extracted and learned.

8



1.3. Contributions and Thesis Outline

Dynamical Systems
Another central issue that we wish to address is how to learn motion/action models
from demonstrations that are robust to perturbations, such as changes in the target,
disturbances on the robot’s body or in any type of environmental perturbations. To
provide such robustness and adaptability in a learned model one must employ feedback
motion planning methods, where given the current state of the robot and a navigation
function are used to determine the next desired action (LaValle, 2006). Dynamical
Systems (DS) have become a favored method to provide such properties for motion
planning problems in robotics. This is due to their ability of generating on-line motion
plans inherently robust to uncertainties and changes in dynamic environments (Rimon
and Koditschek, 1992; Sanner and Slotine, 1995; Jacob et al., 1997; Aswani et al., 2013;
Koller et al., 2018). Hence, in this work, we specifically focus on using state-dependent
dynamical systems.

1.3 Contributions and Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized in three main parts corresponding to the three levels of task
abstraction that we introduced in Section 1.1. Each part contains two chapters with
independent contributions that provide novel mathematical formulations and learning
schemes to tackle the problems defined for each task abstraction level. Following, we
present brief overviews of each chapter and highlight their corresponding contributions.
An abstract illustration of the outline and contributions is provided in Figure 1.5.

Part I: High-Level Task Decomposition and Sequence Learning
A central goal of this thesis it to autonomously learn complex sequential tasks from
unstructured and heterogeneous demonstrations, with as minimal human intervention and
a priori knowledge as possible. In this part, we achieve this by solving for two problems:

(I) Jointly segment and discover the action phases from unstructured and heteroge-
neous demonstrations.

(II) Learn a sequence of task-space controllers from the action phases discovered with
the solution to Problem I.

Chapter 2: Geometric Invariance of Covariance Matrices for Unsupervised
Clustering, Segmentation and Action Discovery in Robotic Applications

In this chapter we offer a solution to Problem I, while Problem II is addressed in Chapter
3. To tackle the unstructuredness of the demonstrations we use a state-of-the-art Bayesian
non-parametric Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for sequential data analysis (Fox et al.,
2009). Using this Bayesian non-parametric formulation we can automatically discover
the number of actions in the demonstrations without any a a prior knowledge, model
selection or parameter tuning. Hence, the main contribution of Chapter 2 lies in the
way we deal with the heterogeneity in the demonstrated data. By heterogenous we
refer to demonstrations that exhibit differences in the way the task is demonstrated.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Part I: High-Level Complex Task Decomposition and Sequence Learning
Chapter 2: Segmentation and Task Decomposition Chapter 3: Complex Task Sequence Learning

Part II: Learning Continuous DS-based Motion Models of Complex Tasks 
Chapter 4: Physically Consistent DS Learning Chapter 5: Locally Active Globally Stable DS

Part III: Learning Complex Joint-Space Behaviors 
Chapter 6: Joint-Space Task-Oriented DS Chapter 7: Multi-Arm Self Collision Avoidance

Figure 1.5 – Abstract illustration of main contributions of each chapter. Part I: In Chapter 2
we tackle the problem of automatic segmentation and action discovery of complex sequential
tasks from heterogeneous and unstructured demonstrations. Chapter 3 uses the extracted task
decomposition to learn control-oriented encodings and execute the demonstrated task. Part II:
In Chapter 4 we propose a physically-consistent GMM and DS learning approach capable of
encoding highly non-linear motions. Chapter 5 introduces the Locally Active Globally Stable DS,
which is capable of encoding non-linear motions while allowing for stiffness-like behaviors around
reference trajectories. Part III: In Chapter 6 we proposed a DS in joint-space with a task-space
target. Finally, Chapter 7 proposes a data-driven self-collision avoidance scheme for multi-arm
robotic systems.

We specifically focus on differences that are caused by geometric transformations. To
impose invariance to such geometric transformations in our segmentation and action
discovery framework, we propose a novel geometric-invariant distance and Bayesian
non-parametric clustering approach for covariance matrices. We show that this novel
distance and clustering approach is useful in other robotic applications, such as grasping
and manipulability where ellipsoids are used to represent changes in physical quantities.
Hence, this chapter focuses on the derivation of this distance and clustering approach.
We validate its application not only on the problem of segmentation of complex tasks,
but also on clustering of ellipsoids and covariance matrices in other robotic applications.
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Chapter 3: Learning Complex Sequential Tasks from Demonstration

This chapter builds upon the task decomposition algorithm presented in Chapter 2,
to learn the underlying action sequence of tasks demonstrated in different reference
frames or contexts. We then construct and parametrize a multi-phase task-space control
architecture, bootstrapped by the segmented data and model parameters learned from
the action discovery approach. Successful case studies of the proposed methodology are
presented for uni/bi-manual cooking tasks demonstrated through kinesthetic teaching.

Part II: Learning Continuous DS-based Models of Complex Tasks

Chapter 4: Physically Consistent Dynamical System Learning

In this chapter, we begin by proposing a physically-consistent Bayesian non-parametric
approach for fitting Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) to trajectory data. Physical-
consistency of the GMM is ensured by imposing a prior on the component assignments
biased by a novel similarity metric that leverages locality and directionality. The
resulting GMM is then used to learn globally asymptotically stable Dynamical Systems
(DS) via a Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) formulation. The proposed DS learning
scheme accurately encodes challenging nonlinear motions automatically. Finally, a data-
efficient incremental learning framework is introduced that encodes a DS from batches
of trajectories, while preserving global stability. Our contributions are validated on 2D
datasets and a variety of tasks that involve single-target complex motions with a KUKA
LWR 4+ robot arm and wheelchair navigation scenarios. From herein, all of our DS
follow the same LPV formulation as the one introduced in this chapter.

Chapter 5: Locally Active Globally Stable Dynamical Systems

This chapter presents one of the most original contributions in this thesis. Most approaches
that learn DS from demonstration (including the one proposed in Chapter 4) that can (i)
accurately mimic the demonstrated motion, while (ii) ensuring convergence to the target;
i.e. they are globally asymptotically (or exponentially) stable. When the objective of a
task is to reach a target while tracking a reference trajectory, if perturbations are present
a compliant robot guided with a DS will ultimately reach the target, albeit failing to
track the reference trajectory. In this work, we propose a novel DS formulation referred
to as the locally active globally stable DS (LAGS-DS). The LAGS-DS provides both
global convergence and stiffness-like symmetric attraction behaviors around a reference-
trajectory in regions of the state-space where trajectory tracking is important. This
allows for a unified approach towards motion and impedance encoding in a single motion
model without parameterizing the controller of the robot; i.e. stiffness is embedded
in the motion model. To learn LAGS-DS from demonstrations we propose a learning
strategy based on Bayesian non-parametric Gaussian mixture models, Gaussian processes
and a sequence of constrained optimization problems that ensure estimation of stable
DS parameters via Lyapunov theory. This novel DS and learning scheme is extensively
validated on writing tasks with a KUKA LWR manipulator, as well as navigation and
co-manipulation scenarios with iCub humanoid robots.
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Part III: Learning Complex Joint-Space Behaviors

Chapter 6: Learning Stable Joint-Space DS with Task-Space Targets

In this contribution, we propose an asymptotically stable joint-space dynamical system
(DS) that captures desired behaviors in joint-space while converging towards a task-
space attractor in both position and orientation. To encode joint-space behaviors while
meeting the stability criteria, we propose a DS constructed as a Linear Parameter
Varying (LPV) system combining different behavior synergies and provide a method for
learning these synergy matrices from demonstrations. Specifically, we use dimensionality
reduction to find a low-dimensional embedding space for modulating joint synergies,
and then estimate the parameters of the corresponding synergies by solving a convex
semi-definite optimization problem that minimizes the joint velocity prediction error
from the demonstrations. The proposed approach is empirically validated on a variety
of motions that reach a target in position and orientation, while following a desired
joint-space behavior.

Chapter 7: Learning Self-Collision Avoidance Behaviors for Multi-Arm Robots

In this contribution, we propose a data-driven approach for real-time self-collision
avoidance in multi-arm systems. The approach consists of modeling the regions in
joint-space that lead to collisions via a Self-Collision Avoidance (SCA) boundary and
use it as a constraint for a centralized Inverse Kinematics (IK) solver. This problem is
particularly challenging as the dimensionality of the joint-configurations is in the order
of millions (for a dual-arm system), while the IK solver must run within a control loop
of 2ms. Hence, an extremely sparse solution is needed for this big data problem. We
model this SCA region via a sparse non-linear kernel classification method that yields a
runtime of less than 2ms (on a single thread CPU process) and has a False Positive Rate
(FPR)=1.5.%.

Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter we summarize the presented contributions and outline limitations and
future research directions.

Appendix
The appendix of this thesis is composed of five sections focused on mathematical prelimi-
naries, proofs, expansions and extensions to the presented contributions. In Appendix A
we introduce the salient mathematical concepts concerning robot control used throughout
the thesis. Specifically, we describe the use of DS as motion generators and the DS-based
impedance (Kronander and Billard, 2016) control law used to generate compliant behav-
iors in Chapters 4 and 5. In Appendix B we introduce technical preliminaries on the
adopted probabilistic approaches used throughout the thesis. Specifically, we introduce
formulations and inference schemes for finite Gaussian mixture models and their Bayesian
non-parametric counterpart. In Appendix C we provide expansions, heuristics, details on
sampling algorithms and extended descriptions of the approaches used to compare our
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proposed contributions for Chapter 2. Finally, in Appendices D-F we collect proofs of
theorems and propositions, as well as algorithmic details for the contributions introduced
in Chapters 4-6.

1.4 Publications
The contributions in this thesis have been published, presented or are currently under
review in peer-reviewed journals, conferences and workshops. The work presented
in Chapter 2 is currently under a second round of review in the Journal of Machine
Learning Research (JMLR) (Figueroa and Billard, 2019a). Large portions of Chapter 3
were presented in peer-reviewed robotics workshops and conferences (Beetz et al., 2016;
Figueroa et al., 2016; Figueroa and Billard, 2017). Chapter 4 was published and presented
at the Conference on Robot Learning (CoRL) (Figueroa and Billard, 2018). Chapter
5 is currently under review in the International Journal of Robotics Research (IJRR)
(Figueroa and Billard, 2019b). Chapter 6 was published in a peer-reviewed robotics
journal, with the first three authors (including the author of this thesis) contributing
equally to this work (Shavit et al., 2018). Details on authorship roles and contributions
are clarified in the corresponding chapter.

Finally, Chapter 7 was published in a peer-reviewed robotics journal (Mirrazavi Salehian
et al., 2018a). While the author of this thesis is the second author in this publication,
she holds equal contribution. In this publication we offered a unified framework for
coordinated multi-arm motion planning. The contributions in this publication are two-
fold. Primarily, we consider task-space coordination, where the robots must coordinate
with each other, with an object or with a target of interest. This was solved by proposing a
DS-based approach to ensure simultaneous reaching to a moving object. This contribution
was primarily proposed by the first author (Sina Mirazzavi) with the author of this thesis
aiding in the experimental validation of this approach. The second contribution concerns
coordination in joint space, as the robots should avoid self-collisions at any time. We
provide such joint-space coordination by introducing a centralized inverse kinematics
(IK) solver under self-collision avoidance constraints, formulated as a quadratic program
and solved in real-time. The ideas behind the IK solver were developed jointly with
Sina Mirrazavi taking the lead in formulating and implementing different solvers. The
author of this thesis proposed the idea of learning the self-collision avoidance constraints
from data and developed and implemented this approach. Hence, solely this latter
contribution is reported in this thesis. Furthermore, the majority of the text for this
specific joint publication was written and edited by the author of this thesis. Several
other peer-reviewed publications spawned from this collaboration with the author of
this thesis sharing authorship due to assistance in experimental validation, ideas and
manuscript writing and editing (Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2016a; Mirrazavi et al., 2017;
Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2018a,b).
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Decomposition and Sequence
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2 Geometric Invariance of Covari-
ance Matrices for Unsupervised
Clustering, Segmentation and
Action Discovery in Robotic
Applications
We begin this thesis by tackling the problem of automatically learning the high-level
decomposition of complex sequential tasks into a set of sub-tasks or action phases. As
defined in Section 1.3 this requires an algorithm that can jointly segment and discover
action phases from time-series of sequential tasks. While automatic segmentation of
time-series is a well-studied problem in machine learning literature, in this thesis, we
specifically focus on segmenting time-series that represent unstructured and heterogeneous
demonstrations. By unstructured and heterogeneous demonstrations we assume that:

(I) Segmentation or action labels are not available.
(II) Each demonstration has a different length or sequence repetitions.
(III) Prior knowledge of the number of models of unique actions is not available.
(IV) The teacher demonstrates the task as she/he prefers, spatially and temporally.
(V) The state of the object being manipulated is not tracked.

Namely, the demonstrations are not constrained to be spatially or temporally identical.
As shown in Figure 2.1, in this chapter we will focus on learning complex sequential
tasks from every-day activities, such as wiping door fenders and rim covers, rolling
pizza dough and peeling vegetables. As can be seen, the demonstrations collected from
all of these tasks are unstructured (I-III) and heterogeneous (IV-V). These types of
demonstrations are particularly interesting as humans naturally tend to change the way
they perform a task. Furthermore, in certain tasks where an object is being deformed, it is
inevitable for demonstrations to change as the whole task is being performed. Solving this
problem is challenging as state-of-the-art segmentation algorithms are not equipped to
automatically segment time-series holding these properties. Hence, in this chapter we offer
a segmentation algorithm that allows humans to demonstrate tasks in an un-restricted
and natural manner, by being robust to the spatial and temporal changes defined in
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(a) Task 1: Wiping a Door Fender
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(b) Task 3: Rolling a Pizza Dough
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(c) Task 2: Wiping a Rim Cover
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(d) Task 4: Peeling a Zucchini

Figure 2.1 – Learning from Demonstration (LfD) scenarios where geometric invariance is necessary
for autonomous segmentation and action discovery. Each of these tasks exhibit differences in
the way the task is demonstrated. These differences include (i) changes in the position and
orientation of the object due to user preference and/or (ii) changes in the demonstrations
due to the object being continuously manipulated/deformed. See supplementary video https:
//youtu.be/yVjRI5bbSbk

assumptions (I-V). To achieve this objective, we integrate a state-of-the-art probabilistic
segmentation algorithm (Fox et al., 2009) with a novel metric that is invariant to such
changes. Furthermore, we show how the proposed metric is useful for other data-driven
robotics applications, such as grasping and manipulation, in which ellipsoids and Gaussian
distributions are used to represent actions and constraints of a task.

Publication Note: The material presented in this chapter is adopted from:
• Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. (2019) “Geometric Invariance of Covariance Matrices for
Unsupervised Clustering, Segmentation and Action Discovery in Robotic Applications”.
Under review (2nd round) at the Journal of Machine Learning Research (JMLR).

Source Codes:
• Geometric Invariant Clustering of SPD Matrices

https://github.com/nbfigueroa/SPCM-CRP

• Geometric Invariant Time-Series Segmentation
https://github.com/nbfigueroa/ICSC-HMM

Supplementary Videos:
• Data Collection for Geometric Invariant Segmentation and Action Discovery

https://youtu.be/yVjRI5bbSbk
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2.1. Background

2.1 Background
Initial works on automatic segmentation and task decomposition in robotics focused solely
on the extraction of segmentation points. These methods were based on key changes in
the demonstration data, such as thresholding joint angle vector data (Fod et al., 2004)
and considering contacts with the environment (Lieberman and Breazeal, 2004). Later
on, variance-based approaches were introduced, which focused on minimizing the variance
of pre-specified salient features of the task (Koenig and Matarić, 2006). The drawback of
these methods is their dependence on a priori knowledge of the structure of the task.
Namely, the demonstrations must have either the same length, follow the same sequence
of actions and repeat the sequence the same number of times. This limits the use of these
methods to demonstrations that do not hold assumptions (II) and (IV) defined above.

A more holistic approach on task decomposition is to extract segmentation points
while using/learning parametrized models of the action phases. Ilg et al. (2004) used
zero velocity crossings to extract segmentation points and dynamic programming to
match known and observed action phase motions modeled as Spatio-Temporal Morphable
Models (STMM). Takano and Nakamura (2006) encode action phase motion models with
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and segmentation is determined by the HMM prediction
error. These methods, however, still require a priori knowledge of the action phase
motion models. As an alternative, Jenkins and Mataric (2004) proposed an extension of
the Isomap (ST-Isomap), that discovers manifolds of data with spatio-temporal coherence
from sequentially adjacent segments. From a control theory viewpoint, Dixon and Khosla
(2004) model a complete trajectory as a sequence of linear dynamical systems. These
latter approaches are indeed independent of a priori knowledge of the action phase motion
models, yet, are based on heuristics and task-dependent thresholding for segmentation.

Probabilistic modeling approaches, on the other hand, overcome the aforementioned
limitations. For example, Kulic et al. (2009) use an online segmentation approach
that defines an HMM over observed data by finding a minimum cost state sequence.
The extracted segments are encoded as short HMMs and automatically clustered in a
hierarchical grouping algorithm. In a similar fashion, but in a Reinforcement Learning
(RL) setting, Konidaris et al. (2012) use an online HMM for maximum a posteriori (MAP)
changepoint detection on the value function sample, resulting in a chain of skills used to
construct skill trees. This method, however, is unable to recognize repeated skills (as Kulic
et al. (2009)) and is prone to perceptual aliasing. Bayesian nonparametric approaches,
such as the HDP-HMM, allow for learning problems in sequential data to be independent
of a priori knowledge of model parameters such as the number of hidden states, cluster
or mixtures. For example, in order to alleviate the perceptual aliasing problem, Grollman
and Jenkins (2010) proposed the ROGER model, which applies multi-map regression
based on an infinite mixture of sparse Gaussian processes to segment subtasks and learn
their policies. Butterfield et al. (2010) proposed an extension to the Hierarchical Dirichlet
Process HMM (HDP-HMM (Teh et al., 2006)) that not only discovers latent variables
representing unknown action phases (inferred as policies) but also the transitions between
them. A limitation of the HDP-HMM, for our objective, is that it assumes all sequences
share the same set of action phases and exhibit similar switching dynamics. This limits
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the HDP-HMM to demonstrations in which assumption (II) does not hold. To overcome
this, Fox et al. (2009) introduced the IBP (Indian Buffet Process)-HMM, also known as
the Beta Process-HMM (BP-HMM), an algorithm capable of modeling multiple sequences
with different switching behaviors from an unbounded set of shared emission models.
In Niekum et al. (2013), the IBP-HMM is used with an autoregressive (AR) emission
model, to segment and recognize repeated action phases of a complex sequential tasks
from unstructured demonstrations. While the latter approach has shown to provide
un-paralleled segmentation performance on demonstrations with assumptions (I-II), it
is not robust to assumptions (IV-V), this holds for the other aforementioned HMM
approaches. As seen in Figure 2.1, if we allow assumptions (IV-V), the trajectories
for each demonstration will be isometrically transformed and/or scaled; i.e. they are
subject to isometry and homothety. Assuming that each action phase is represented by
the state of the HMM, parametrized by a Gaussian distribution, the fit and number of
Gaussians will be biased by these transformations. This leads to over-segmentation and
an incorrect discovery of the unique action phases in the demonstrations. Hence, to find
the unique set of actions that are shared across demonstrations we must not only segment
the demonstrations properly, but also find the Gaussians that are geometrically similar.

Since none of the aforementioned algorithms are capable of segmenting and discovering
the unique action phases in demonstrations holding all of the assumptions mentioned
above (I-V), in this chapter, we offer an algorithm that is capable of solving this problem.
We adopt a Bayesian non-parametric approach and propose an algorithm that uses the
IBP (Indian Buffet Process)-HMM to segment the demonstrations with assumptions
(I-III). To solve the issues induced by assumptions (IV-V), we begin by deriving a metric
in the space of covariance matrices that is capable of identifying geometrically similar
Gaussians that are subject to isometric and homothetic transformations. We then use this
invariant metric to cluster the Gaussian emission models discovered by the IBP-HMM
with a novel Bayesian non-parametric Gaussian mixture model (GMM).

For the interested reader, a brief overview on the derivation and inference of the Bayesian
non-parametric techniques for GMM’s used in this thesis is presented in Appendix B.3,
with an introduction on finite mixture models provided in Appendix B.2.

2.2 Geometric Invariance of Covariance/SPD Matrices
In this thesis we handle the issues induced by heterogeneous demonstrations by solving the
more general machine learning problem of determining geometric invariant representations
of data. Specifically, we focus on data encoded as covariance matrices and ellipsoids;
i.e., mathematical objects that lie in the space of all N ×N symmetric positive definite
(SPD) matrices S+

N ,

S+
N ={S ∈ RN×N | Sij = Sji ∀i, j = 1 . . . , N, xTSx > 0 ∀ x ∈ RN \ 0}. (2.1)

The term geometric invariance refers to invariance under isometry and homothety, which
are shape preserving transformations when applied to geometric objects (Kendall, 1984).
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Force Ellipsoids for Circle Drawing Task
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Figure 2.2 – Data-driven grasping scenario where geometric invariance is necessary for analyzing
task-wrench ellipsoids of a task demonstrated in different ways (subject preference or grasp type).

Let GL(N) be the general linear group of N ×N real invertible matrices that act on
S+
N by congruence transformations. In this thesis, we introduce the geometric linear

group, a subgroup of GL(N) that is conformed of solely shape preserving transformations,
as defined below.

Definition 1 (Geometric Linear Group). The geometric linear group GLG(N) is a
subgroup of GL(N), GLG(N) ⊂ GL(N), containing solely non-deforming transformations,
which include (i) isotropic scaling, (ii) rotations and (iii) reflections.

If two SPD matrices have similar geometric shapes, then there exists a geometric
transformation belonging to GLG(N), that makes them either congruent or homothetic.
A geometric invariant distance is one that can measure how far SPD matrices are from
being congruent or homothetic.

Definition 2 (Geometric Invariant Distance). Given two SPD matrices, S1,S2 ∈ S+
N , a

distance d(·, ·) : S+
N × S

+
N → R is geometric invariant if it contracts with (non-deforming)

geometric transformations G ∈ GLG(N), i.e.,

d(S1,S2) = d(S1,GS2GT ).

A measure of geometric invariance in S+
N , as per Definition 2, is interesting not only

in the LfD domain for segmentation and action discovery, but also in many robotics
applications involving manipulation and grasping (Yoshikawa, 1985; Chiu, 1987; Li and
Sastry, 1988; Borst et al., 1999; Friedman and Flash, 2007; El-Khoury et al., 2015).
In these applications, ellipsoids are used to represent changes in physical quantities
or processes; i.e.,positions, velocities, orientations, forces, torques. For example, task-
wrench-ellipsoids (Li and Sastry, 1988) represent the forces and torques that are needed to
achieve a task, which can be learned from humans performing the desired task (El-Khoury
et al., 2015). Every manipulation task has a unique ellipsoidal shape, yet, depending
on how the human is performing the task, the ellipsoids might differ in scaling and/or
orientation (as illustrated in Figure 2.2). This is analogous to the main problem we seek
to solve in this chapter in which we seek to find Gaussian emissions, fitted by HMM
on heterogeneous time-series, that are geometrically similar. This can be achieved if
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Table 2.1 – SPD/Covariance Matrix Distances and Divergences

SPD Distances/Metrics Equation for d∗(S1,S2) Symmetric Triangle Invariance to
Inequality Inversion Scaling Rotation Affine

Frobenius (Euclidean) dE = ||S1 − S2||F 3 3 7 7 3 7
Cholesky-Frobenius dC = ||chol(S1)− chol(S2)||F 3 3 7 7 7 7

Affine-Invariant (AIR) dR =
∣∣∣∣∣∣log(S−1/2

1 S2S−1/2
1 )

∣∣∣∣∣∣
F

3 3 3 3 3 3

Log-Euclidean (LER) dLE = ||log(S1)− log(S2)||F 3 3 3 3 3 7

KL-divergence (KL) dK = 1
2

√
trace(S−1

1 S2 + S−1
2 S1 − 2I) 3 7 3 3 3 3

JB-LogDet-divergence (JBLD) dJ =
√

log
∣∣S1+S2

2

∣∣− 1
2 log |S1S2| 3 3 3 3 3 3

we discover the set of geometrically invariant Gaussian emissions (via their covariance
matrices) being fitted by the HMM.

As evidenced by the LfD and other data-driven robotic applications, a geometric
invariant distance that can measure the dis-similarity between the shapes of ellipsoids
and covariance matrices is desirable. The space of SPD matrices S+

N is an open subset
of the real matrix space S+

N ⊂ RN×N . Such space cannot be considered analogous to a
vector space, as it is not closed under addition and scalar product. For instance, when
multiplying a SPD matrix with a negative scalar, the product becomes a symmetric
negative definite matrix (Harandi et al., 2018). SPD matrices belong to a self-dual
convex cone whose interior is a smooth differentiable topological space, a special case of
a Riemannian manifold. Hence, matrix distances derived from Euclidean geometry yield
poor distance estimates, are prone to swelling and can lead to non-positive estimates
as studied in Arsigny et al. (2006a); Dryden et al. (2009). Several works have proposed
distances for the SPD manifold (Förstner and Moonen, 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Wang
and Vemuri, 2004; Pennec et al., 2006; Arsigny et al., 2006b,a; Moakher and Batchelor,
2006; Sra, 2011; Sra, 2012; Cherian et al., 2013). The existing distance measures, listed
in Table 2.1, are derived from different geometrical (manifold and conic), statistical or
information-theoretic viewpoints, in the search for capturing the non-linearities in the
SPD manifold.

2.2.1 Geometric Invariance vs. Affine Invariance
Most SPD distances are invariant to affine transformations or a subgroup of them
(rotation/scaling), see Table 2.1. Nevertheless, an affine invariant distance does not
ensure the property of geometric invariance as stated in Definition 2. Recall the definition
of an affine invariant distance in S+

N (2.1),

Definition 3 (Affine Invariant Distance). Given two SPD matrices S1,S2 ∈ S+
N a

distance d(·, ·) : S+
N × S

+
N → R is affine invariant if:

d(S1,S2) = d(MS1MT ,MS2MT )

where M ∈ GL(N) is an affine transformation belonging to GL(N).

Though GLG(N) ⊂ GL(N), Definition 3 does not ensure Definition 2 as d(S1,MS2MT ) 6=
d(MS1MT ,MS2MT ) for M ∈ GL(N) and S1,S2 ∈ S+

N . Moreover, any SPD matrix
S1 ∈ S+

N , can be deformed into another SPD matrix via a combination of affine transfor-
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Figure 2.3 – Illustration of 3D ellipsoids and standard SPD distances between them. (top-left)
a linear 3D ellipsoid S1 = diag([1, 1, 5]), (top-right) a scaled and rotated version of S1, e.g.
S3 = GS1GT with G ∈ GLG(N), (bottom) a planar 3D ellipsoid S2 = diag([1, 5, 5]). The values
for dR(·, ·) and dLE(·, ·) denote the AIR and LER distance, see Table 2.1. Both distances yield
S1 closer to S2, rather than S1 being closer to S3.

mations, i.e., S2 = MS1MT . Specifically, with a combination of two simple operations:
(i) individual scaling of the eigenvalues and (ii) rotation of the eigenvectors Jung et al.
(2015). Hence, to achieve the property stated in Definition 2, one must be able to (i)
identify the rotation and (ii) disambiguate between individual and uniform scaling of the
eigenvalues. While the former is easily obtained via eigenvalue decomposition, the latter
can be achieved if,

d(S1,GS2GT ) < d(S1,DS2DT ) (2.2)

for G ∈ GLG(N) and D ∈ GLD(N). Where GLD(N) ⊂ GL(N) defines the subgroup
of GL(N) that contains SPD deforming transformations, i.e. anisotropic scaling and
shearing1. Ensuring this inequality would yield a relaxed geometric invariant distance.
However, none of the standard SPD distances (Table 2.1) are equipped with this property,
as illustrated next.

Example 1 (Figure 2.3). Let S1,S2,S3 ∈ S+
N be three SPD matrices. S1 = diag([1, 1, 5]),

S2 = diag([1, 5, 5]) and S3 = GS1GT is a geometrically transformed version of S1, with
G ∈ GLG(N). To ensure the relaxed geometric invariant property (2.2), we seek
d(S1,S3) < d(S1,S2). This is not ensured by the AIR or LER distances, denoted as
dR(·, ·), dLE(·, ·), respectively. On the contrary, the converse of (2.2) is achieved.

1Note that GLD(N) ∪ GLG(N) = GL(N)
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2.2.2 Contributions and Applications
The contributions of this chapter are three-fold:

(i) We propose a novel geometric invariant distance in the space of SPD matrices.
This is achieved by measuring the relative deviations in the intrinsic geometry of
SPD matrices via their eigenvalue decomposition. We refer to it as the Spectral
Polytope Covariance Matrix (SPCM) distance, which is a semi-metric in S+

N that
is geometric invariant, affine invariant and inversion invariant.

(ii) We then propose a geometric invariant clustering approach using the SPCM
distance. Since SPD matrices cannot be treated as vectors or matrices in Euclidean
space, we offer two vector space representations:

(a) A graph-based vector space embedding in which a random-walk model of a
dataset of SPD matrices is constructed directly from SPCM similarities.

(b) A deformed Hilbert space embedding in which the Riemannian geometry of
S+
N is leveraged with the discriminative power of the SPCM similarity.

Both approaches yield vector space embeddings that map geometrically similar SPD
matrices closer than geometrically dissimilar in Euclidean space. While a) works
best for datasets with few number of samples, b) is better suited for large datasets
and yields smoother embeddings. Since the SPCM distance is a semi-metric, the
distribution of the vector space representations might exhibit idiosyncrasies such
as high curvatures, non-uniformities, etc. To account for this and automatically
estimate the number of expected clusters, we propose a Bayesian non-parametric
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) that is applied on vector space representations
and biased the SPCM similarities.

(iii) Finally, we show how the SPCM distance, via the proposed clustering approach,
can be used in combination with Bayesian non-parametric HMM for unsupervised
decomposition of sequential tasks. This provides an automatic geometric invari-
ant segmentation approach that is validated on unconstrained human motions
encompassing wiping, polishing, dough rolling and peeling, shown in Figure 2.1.

Chapter Organization: In Section 2.3 we review technical preliminaries and related
works in applications and clustering of SPD matrices. Contributions (i-ii) are presented
in Sections 2.4,2.5,2.6, respectively. In Section 2.7 we validate all the approaches on
robotics tasks compared to state-of-the-art.

2.3 Technical Preliminaries and Related Work
2.3.1 SPD Matrices found in Robotics and Related Fields
Following we introduce the types of SPD matrices that will be used to evaluate our
proposed contributions described in Section 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6.
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The Gaussian distribution is one of the most widely-used representations of data in
any field of science. It is defined by a probability density function over a random vector
x ∈ RN whose density N (µ,Σ) is estimated with a mean µ ∈ RN and a covariance
matrix Σ ∈ SN+ as,

fX(x;µ,Σ) = 1√
(2π)N |Σ|

exp
{
−1

2(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ)
}
, (2.3)

where µ = E[x] is the formalization of the average value, Σ = E
[
(x− E[x])(x− E[x])T

]
is the generalization of covariance in N -dimensional space. The information compressed
in the covariance matrix Σ ∈ SN+ , which is an SPD matrix, is sufficient to describe the
variance of the distribution in all spatial directions. In robotics, besides probabilistic
models such as GMM and HMM, Gaussian distributions are widely used to represent
uncertainties in sensed data for planning and localization (Thrun et al., 2005). Another
SPD matrix that is prevalent in robotics is the N -dimensional ellipsoid,

E = {x ∈ RN | (x− c)TS(x− c) ≤ 1}, S = UΛUT ∈ SN++. (2.4)

For E centered at the origin c = 0, the surface coordinates x ∈ RN of the ellipsoid satisfy
the following constraint xTSx = 1. Let the eigen-decomposition of S ∈ S+

N be S = VΛVT

where the columns of V = [V1, V2, . . . , VN ] ∈ SO(N) consist of orthogonal eigenvectors of
S and Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λN ) ∈ Diag+

N is the diagonal matrix of positive eigenvalues2.
This eigen-decomposition defines the shape of the ellipsoid. Namely, the semi-principal
axes are given by V and Λ. Li and Sastry (1988) defined task-wrench-ellipsoids to model
tasks in the wrench space of a manipulated object or tool. They represent the principal
directions and range of the forces/torques needed to achieve a manipulation task. They
are centered ellipsoids defined as (2.4) with x = [fx, fy, fz, τx, τy, τz]T ∈ R6 representing
forces and torques in each Cartesian direction. When learning these ellipsoids from data,
as in El-Khoury et al. (2015), measurements {xi}Mi=1 are collected from a demonstrated
task. The ellipsoids are then constructed as the sample covariance matrix of these
measurements, i.e., S = 1

M−1
∑M
i=1(xi − x̄)(xi − x̄)T , with x̄ ∈ RN being the sample

mean. Task ellipsoids are widely used to generate and synthesize optimal grasping
strategies (Li and Sastry, 1988; Borst et al., 1999; El-Khoury et al., 2015).

Another ellipsoid found in robotics, is the manipulability ellipsoid (Yoshikawa, 1985),
which defines the capacity of change in Cartesian directions for velocity or force given
a robots joint configuration. Manipulability for a D-degree of freedom (DOF) robot is
an N -dimensional ellipsoid in Euclidean space whose geometry is defined by the set of
joint velocities of constant (unit) norm ||q̇||2 = 1, where q̇ ∈ RD. These joint velocities
are mapped to Cartesian space as ||q̇||2 = q̇T q̇ = ẋTMẋ where ẋ ∈ RN are task-space
velocities and M = (JJT )−1 ∈ S+

N is the manipulability ellipsoid computed by the
Jacobian of the robot J ∈ RN×D. Manipulability ellipsoids have been used in motion
planning and manipulation applications for single-arm and dual-arm robots (Lee, 1989;

2SO(N) denotes the set of N ×N real rotation matrices, while Diag+
N corresponds to the set of N ×N

positive real diagonal matrices.
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Table 2.2 – Properties of Riemmanian Manifolds

A manifold M is a N -dimensional smooth space, for which a point x ∈M has a local bijective mapping
with an open subset Ω ∈ RN , such mapping is known as the (coordinate) chart.
- The tangent space TxM at x is the vector space that contains the tangent vectors to all curves on M
passing through x.
- Given a Riemannian metric on M, we are equipped with a differentiable varying inner product 〈·, ·〉x∈M
on the tangent space TxM at x.
- 〈·, ·〉x∈M induces a norm the tangent space such that ||y||2x = 〈y,y〉x∈M for y ∈ TxM. The minimum
length curve connecting two points on the manifold x1,x2 ∈M is the geodesic, and the distance between
the points d(x1,x2) is the length of this curve.
- The logarithmic and exponential maps, logx(·) : TxM→M and expx(·) : M→ TxM, are used to map
points from M to TxM, and vice-versa to perform computations directly on the manifold.
- logx(·) is a coordinate chart of the Riemannian manifold.

Lee and Oh, 2016; Rozo et al., 2017; Jaquier et al., 2018).

Another type of SPD matrix that is not robotics-related, but relevant to this work, is
the diffusion tensor that arises from MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) scans. These
tensors identify regions of similar biological tissue structures through the diffusion of
water particles in the brain (Dryden et al., 2009; Cherian et al., 2013). Such diffusion is
measured via the probability density function p(x|τ,D) = 1√

(2π)N |2τD|
exp

{
−xTD−1x

4τ

}
,

with D ∈ S3
++, which defines the displacements of particles that undergo Brownian

motion given thermal fluctuations.

2.3.2 On Clustering in S+
N

Several works have generalized clustering algorithms in RN to S+
N . From a geometric

viewpoint, SPD matrices are mapped onto a vector space in which Euclidean geometry
holds. Then, standard RN -based clustering algorithms, such as k-Means or GMM, are
applied on this space. Vector spaces for SPD matrices have been constructed either by (i)
tangent-space embeddings or (ii) Hilbert space embeddings. From a statistical viewpoint,
mixture models have been extended to use Wishart distributions as the probability
density functions (Hidot and Saint-Jean, 2010; Cherian et al., 2016; Nielsen et al., 2017).
Following, we summarize the tangent space and Hilbert space embedding approaches
that will be used to compare our proposed approach.

Tangent Space Embeddings of SPD Matrices

To obtain Euclidean approximations of SPD matrices Pennec et al. (2006); Fletcher and
Joshi (2007); Tuzel et al. (2008); Goh and Vidal (2008) proposed Riemannian frameworks
where points on the SPD manifold are mapped to its tangent space. For a better
understanding of the following works, Table 2.2 lists properties of Riemannian manifolds.

In their seminal work, Pennec et al. (2006) introduced the Riemannian framework for
SPD matrices, resulting in (i) the AIR distance (Table 2.1), which is a geodesic on the
manifold and (ii) a minimal representation of SPD matrices S ∈ S+

N as vectors in their
respective tangent space t ∈ TSS

+
N . If t1, t2 ∈ TSS

+
N are two tangent vectors at S ∈ S+

N ,
the inner product at S can be defined in terms of the inner product at identity IN , i.e.,
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〈t1, t2〉S = 〈S−1/2t1S−1/2,S−1/2t2S−1/2〉IN with 〈t1, t2〉S = trace(S−1/2t1S−1/2t2S−1/2).
The exponential and logarithmic maps associated with the AIR distance are given
by expS(t) = S1/2 exp(S−1/2tS−1/2)S1/2 and logS(T) = S1/2 log(S−1/2TS−1/2)S1/2 for
T = expS(t). The tangent space of S+

N , TSS
+
N , is the space of N × N symmetric

matrices SN . Moreover, one can define a minimal vector representation for the tan-
gent vectors, t ∈ TSS

+
N , in an orthonormal coordinate system with the vector op-

eration vecS(t) = vecIN (S−1/2tS−1/2), where vecIN (·) : SN → RP . vecIN (·) yields a
P -dimensional vector with P = N(N + 1)/2 < N2 and can be computed as follows,

vecIN (t) = [t1,1,
√

2t1,2, . . . , t2,2,
√

2t2,3, . . . , tN,N ]T (2.5)

(2.5) relates the AIR metric on TSS
+
N to the canonical metric on RP ; i.e.,〈t, t〉S =

||vecS(t)||22 (Pennec et al., 2006). Since expS(·) and logS(·) are point dependent, the
Karcher (or intrinsic) mean S̄, as defined in Fletcher and Joshi (2007), can be used as
the reference point on the manifold. The P -dimensional tangent vectors {y(i)

S̄ }
M
i=1 ∈ RP

corresponding to the set of SPD matrices {Si}Mi=1 ∈ S+
N can then be computed as

yS̄ = vecIN (logS̄(S)).

Tuzel et al. (2008) used (2.5) and the AIR metric to extend boosting algorithms
for classification. Further, based on (2.5), Fletcher and Joshi (2007) introduced the
Principal Geodesic Analysis (PGA) algorithm, which is the Riemannian counterpart
of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the tangent space vectors. PGA flattens
the SPD manifold at the mean of the dataset as it is projecting every element from
the manifold to the tangent space at the Riemannian mean. The extracted principal
directions are those of the flattened space. Hence, any non-linearities in the datasets
are not well represented. To tackle this, Goh and Vidal (2008) used (2.5) and the AIR
distance extend non-linear dimensionality reduction schemes to the Riemannian manifold,
including Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE), Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) and Hessian LLE
(HLLE). These methods, however, are computationally expensive due to the the iterative
use of exp∗(·) and log∗(·).

To alleviate the computational complexity of the previous works, recent approaches
have adopted the log-Euclidean framework; where the LER distance (Table 2.1) is
used to construct the tangent space. This tangent space mapping exploits the result
from Preissman’s theorem (Chavel, 2006). This theorem shows that by taking the
geodesic triangle between IN ,S1,S2, yields the following equivalence, d∗(S1,S2) =
dE(logIN (S1), logIN (S2)) + Ξ(κIN ), where d∗(·, ·) is a Riemannian metric, dE(·, ·) is the
Euclidean metric and Ξ(κIN ) ≥ 0 is a residual function dependent on the sectional
curvature. If the curvature is small, this term can be neglected and the Euclidean
distance on the tangent space vectors, mapped at identity IN , will approximate the true
Riemannian distance. The P -dimensional tangent space vectors yi ∈ RP corresponding to
the SPD matrices Si ∈ S+

N can thus be computed as yi = vecIN (log(Si)). This drastically
simplifies the tangent space mapping, as log(·) is the standard matrix logarithm. Many
researchers have exploited the simplicity of this approach and used it for metric learning
in semi-supervised clustering and classification (Sivalingam et al., 2009; Vemulapalli and
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Jacobs, 2015), for image classification, segmentation and tracking (Porikli et al., 2006;
Tosato et al., 2010; Carreira et al., 2012; Gu and Khan, 2014).

Hilbert Space Embeddings of SPD Matrices

An alternative way to vectorize SPD matrices is to use kernel methods; where points
on the S+

N manifold are mapped onto a high-dimensional (possibly infinite) Hilbert
space H. H is a vector space endowed with an inner product 〈·, ·〉H where Euclidean
geometry applies, and is the Cauchy completion of the space spanned by real-valued
functions defined on the respective manifold. The true manifold structure is then
preserved via implicit non-linear mappings, Φ(·) : S+

N → RP , to H via a kernel function
k(·, ·) = 〈Φ(·),Φ(·)〉H : S+

N × S
+
N → <. When k(·, ·) is positive definite (i.e a reproducing

kernel) and all evaluation functionals are bounded and continuous, H is referred to as
the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) (Scholkopf and Smola, 2001).

The challenge of applying kernel methods to the SPD manifold lies in the construction
of the kernel function k(·, ·). The kernel function should (i) preserve the Riemannian
structure of the data by defining a true geodesic distance and (ii) be positive definite
(following Mercer’s theorem). The Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel k(x,x′) =
exp(−γdE(x,x′)2) for x ∈ RN , is the most widely used kernel as it preserves the
aforementioned properties for the Euclidean manifold. Li et al. (2013); Jayasumana et al.
(2014, 2015) studied and provided the necessary and sufficient conditions for an RBF
kernel generated by an SPD distance to be positive definite. Solely the log-euclidean
(LER) distance yields a positive definite kernel for any hyper-parameter value. The root
Stein (JBLD) divergence also yields a positive definite kernel, under the condition that
γ = {1

2 ,
2
2 , . . . ,

N−1
2 } (Sra, 2011). Both kernels have been used to extend kernel methods

to S+
N , including kernel-PCA, kernel k-Means, kernel SVM, random projections on RKHS

for classification and sparse coding (Li et al., 2013; Jayasumana et al., 2014; Alavi et al.,
2014; Wu et al., 2015; Jayasumana et al., 2015).

2.4 The Spectral Polytope Covariance Matrix (SPCM) Dis-
tance

2.4.1 Problem Statement
Consider two SPD matrices S1,S2 ∈ S+

N and the fact that any SPD matrix can be
expressed in terms of another, i.e., S2 = MS1MT for M ∈ GL(N). A distance d(·, ·) :
S+
N × S

+
N → <+ is geometric invariant if it yields a positive scalar value proportional to

the relative deformation between SPD matrices,

d(S1,MS1MT ) ∝ f(M)

where f(·) : GL(N)→ <+. If M ∈ GLG(N) is a (non-deforming) geometric transforma-
tion then f(M) = 0.
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Figure 2.4 – Illustration of Spectral Polytopes. The vectors {P (i)
j }3

j=1, depicted in black, are the
principal semi-axes of the i-th ellipsoid constructed via Si = V(i)Λ(i)V(i)T as P (i)

j = λ
(i)
j V

(i)
j

for i, j = 1, 2, 3. The spectral polytopes of each ellipsoid are conv(Pi) for Pi = {P (i)
1 ,P

(i)
2 ,P

(i)
3 }.

We show the spectral polytopes for (left) linear ellipsoid S1 = diag([1, 1, 5]), (center) spherical
ellipsoid S2 = diag([2.5, 2.5, 2.5]), (right) planar ellipsoid S3 = diag([1, 5, 5])

2.4.2 Spectral Polytopes of Covariance/SPD Matrices
To achieve the criteria presented in the problem statement, we propose a novel geometric
representation for SPD matrices called the Spectral Polytope, as defined below,

Definition 4 (SPD Spectral Polytope). Given an SPD matrix S ∈ S+
N , let S = VΛVT

be the eigen-decomposition that defines its principal semi-axes. Let P = {P 1|P 2| . . . |PN}
be the set of scaled principal semi-axes, with P i = λiV i ∈ RN . The Spectral Polytope is
the convex hull of the vertexes of P, i.e., conv(P).

As illustrated in Figure 2.4 and defined in Table 2.3, the conv(P) creates an (N − 1)-
convex polytope3, with N being the dimension of the SPD matrix S+

N . Geometrically
dissimilar SPD matrices will have geometrically dissimilar spectral polytopes. However,
if an SPD matrix is subject to geometric transformations, in GLG(N), the geometric
shape of the spectral polytope will be preserved. In Figure 2.5 we illustrate a simulation
of a linear SPD matrix, as defined in Figure 2.4, being geometrically transformed with
either uniform scalings or uniform scaling+rotations. The spectral polytopes of the SPD
matrices subject to uniform scalings are similar up to homothety, while those subject to
uniform scalings+rotations are similar up to isometry and homothety. Conversely, if an
SPD matrix is subject to deforming transformations, in GLD(N), the geometric shape of
the spectral polytope is not preserved. We illustrate this in Figure 2.6, where individual
eigenvalue scalings and rotations are applied to the same SPD matrix as Figure 2.5.
Hence, the relative deformation f(·) defined in Section 2.4.1 can be characterized by
measuring how far the spectral polytopes of two SPD matrices are from being homothetic

3In the case of 3D SPD matrices this reduces to a triangle.
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Figure 2.5 – Illustration of Spectral Polytopes for simulations involving geometric transformations
of a linear ellipsoid

Figure 2.6 – Illustration of Spectral Polytopes for simulations involving deforming transformations
of a linear ellipsoid.

Table 2.3 – Properties of Convex Polytopes

A convex polytope is a compact convex set K of RN with a finite number of extreme points Grünbaum
(2003). A bounded convex polytope is defined as the convex hull of a finite set of points conv(P) with
P = {P 1,P 2, . . . ,PN} for P i ∈ RN , containing the set of extreme points of the polytope. This is
referred to as the vertex representation, often called the V-polytope. Geometrically, a V-polytope is the
projection of an (N − 1)-dimensional simplex, 4′N−1, in RN .

and congruent4. Since SPD matrices can be aligned to a common coordinate system
via an eigenvalue decomposition, it suffices to measure solely homothety. Two spectral
polytopes are homothetic according to Theorem 1 (Soltan, 2010):

Theorem 1 (Homothety in Convex Sets (Soltan, 2010)). Let conv(P1) and conv(P2) be
4Two geometric shapes are congruent if there exists an isometric transformation between them.
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two compact convex sets in RN . conv(P2) is a homothetic copy of conv(P1) if

conv(P2) = z + τconv(P1),

for a point z ∈ RN and a scalar value τ ∈ <6=0 referred to as the homothetic ratio.

Proof. See Soltan (2010).

From Theorem 1, we derive the following proposition for homothety between SPD
matrices,

Proposition 1 (Homothety in SPD Matrices S+
N ). Let S1,S2 ∈ S+

N be two SPD matrices
with eigen-decomposition Si = ViΛ↑iVT

i , where Λ↑i is a diagonal matrix of positive
eigenvalues in ascending order and Vi is the matrix of corresponding eigenvectors.
Let Sei = (V−1

i Vi)Λ↑i (V
−1
i Vi)T be the axis-aligned version of Si to the canonical basis

E = {e1| . . . |eN}. Then, Se2 is a homothetic copy of Se1 with a homothetic ratio τ ∈ <+,
if their corresponding spectral polytopes are homothetic with ratio τ (or vice-versa),

Se2 = τSe1 ⇔ conv(Λ↑2) = τconv(Λ↑1)

Proof. The axis-aligned version of any Si ∈ S+
N reduces to a diagonal matrix of ordered

eigenvalues, as follows,

Sei = (V−1
i Vi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
IN

Λ↑i (V−1
i Vi)T︸ ︷︷ ︸
IN

= Λ↑i . (2.6)

The scaled principal semi-axes of an axis-aligned SPD matrix become
Pe
i = {λ↑1e1|λ↑2e2| . . . |λ↑NeN}. From Table 2.3, we can see that the spectral polytope of

Sei reduces to,

conv(Pe
i ) = conv(Λ↑i )

which is the convex hull of the eigenvalues taken as vectors aligned to each axis of the
canonical basis. If Se2 is a homothetic copy of Se2, via Theorem 1, the following should
hold,

Se2 = ��
0

z + τSe1 ⇒ Λ↑2 = τΛ↑1 (2.7)

The homothetic center point z ∈ RN is set to 0 as the SPD matrices are centered at the
origin. The implication derived in (2.7) comes from substituting Sei with (2.6), and it
follows that conv(Λ↑2) = τconv(Λ↑1) are homothetic copies with factor τ .

2.4.3 Distance between Spectral Polytopes (SPCM)
Via Proposition 1, measuring homothety between the spectral polytopes of two SPD
matrices reduces to analyzing the relationship between their eigenvalue sets.
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Figure 2.7 – Illustration of axis-wise homothetic ratios for homothetic similar (left) and dis-similar
(right) spectral polytopes.

Corrolary 1 (Homothetic similarity). Two SPD matrices S1,S2 ∈ S+
N are homothetically

similar, if their associated eigenvalues have the following homothetic relationship Λ↑2 =
τΛ↑1 for τ ∈ <+. Moreover, the following statements can be inferred,

τ > 1 → S2 is a magnification of S1

τ < 1 → S2 is a dilation of S1

τ = 1 → S2 is geometrically identical to S1

We measure homothetic similarity between two SPD matrices S1,S2 ∈ S+
N by computing

the axis-wise homothetic ratios τ (Λ↑1,Λ
↑
2) ∈ RN between Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2 ∈ Diag+

N , as,

τ (Λ↑1,Λ
↑
2) = [τ1, . . . τi, . . . , τN ] for τi = λ

(2)
i /λ

(1)
i (2.8)

where Λ↑i = diag([λ(i)
1 , . . . , λ

(i)
N ]) with λ

(i)
1 < · · · < λ

(i)
N . As illustrated in Figure 2.7

(left), if S2 is homothetically similar to S1, all elements of τ (Λ↑1,Λ
↑
2) are equivalent,

i.e. τ1 = · · · = τi = · · · = τN , hence there is a single homothetic ratio τ which defines
Λ↑2 = τΛ↑1 at homothetic copies of each other. Conversely, if the axis-wise homothetic
ratios are not all equivalent, i.e. τ1 = · · · 6= τi 6= · · · = τN , as depicted in Figure 2.7
(right), S1 and S2 are homothetically dis-similar. Thus, we propose to measure the
homothetic dis-similarity between S1 and S2 by measuring the relative variability of their
axis-aligned homothetic ratios as follows,

d→SP (S1,S2) = CV
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)

=
σ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)

µ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
) , (2.9)

where CV(·) represents the coefficient of variation, with σ(·) being the standard deviation
and µ(·) the mean of the axis-wise homothetic ratios. We refer to (2.9) as the Spectral
Polytope Covariance Matrix (SPCM) distance, as it measures how far the spectral
polytopes are from being homothetic.

The distance between two SPD matrices measured by (2.9) is proportional to the vari-
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ation of their homothetic ratios d→SP (S1,S2) ∝ σ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)
, with a non-linear growth

proportional to σ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)
. Further, when S1 and S2 are homothetically similar,

the true homothetic ratio is approximated by τ ≈ µ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)
and σ

(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)

= 0,
which yields d→SP (S1,S2) = 0. The superscript ()→ in (2.9) denotes a uni-directional
distance. We offer a symmetrized version below,

dSP (S1,S2) = H(δ)d→SP (S1,S2) + (1−H(δ)) d→SP (S2,S1)

with δ = µ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)
− µ

(
τ (Λ↑2,Λ

↑
1)
)
,

(2.10)

where H(δ) = 1
2 (1 + sign(δ)) is the heavyside step function. Next, we list and prove the

properties held by (2.10).

Theorem 2. Given two SPD matrices S1,S2 ∈ S+
N , the distance dSP (·, ·) : S+

N × S
+
N →

<≥0 defined in (2.10) is a semi-metric and has the following properties,

(i) dSP (S1,S2) ≥ dSP (S1,S1) = 0 Positive definiteness

(ii) dSP (S1,S2) = dSP (S2,S1) Symmetry

(iii) dSP (S1,S2) = dSP (S−1
1 ,S−1

2 ) Inversion-Invariant

(iv) dSP (S1,S2) = dSP (MS1MT ,MS2MT ) Affine-Invariant

(v) dSP (S1,S2) = dSP (S1,GS2GT ) Geometric-Invariant

where M ∈ GL(N) and G ∈ GLG(N).

Proof. Following we prove each property stated above.

(i) Positiveness follows from noting that S1,S2 are SPD matrices, which implies
Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2 > 0 ⇒ τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2) > 0. If τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2) > 0 then d→SP (S1,S2) > 0 ⇒

dSP (S1,S2) > 0. When S2 = S1, then µ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
1)
)

= 1 and σ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
1)
)

= 0,
which leads to dSP (S1,S1) = 0.

(ii) Symmetry is explicit defined in (2.10).

(iii) To prove invariance to inversions, let us observe the homothetic ratios between
S−1

1 and S−1
2 ,

τ
(
(Λ↑1)−1, (Λ↑2)−1

)
= [τ1, . . . τi, . . . , τN ]

=
[

1/λ(2)
1

1/λ(1)
1
, . . .

1/λ(2)
i

1/λ(1)
i

, . . . ,
1/λ(2)

N

1/λ(1)
N

]

=
[
λ

(1)
1

λ
(2)
1
, . . .

λ
(1)
i

λ
(2)
i

, . . . ,
λ

(1)
N

λ
(2)
N

]
= τ (Λ↑2,Λ

↑
1).
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This implies that dSP (S−1
1 ,S−1

2 ) = dSP (S2,S1). Due to symmetry enforced in
(2.10), the following holds,

dSP (S−1
1 ,S−1

2 ) = dSP (S2,S1) = dSP (S1,S2).

(iv) Note that M ∈ GL(N) can be decomposed into M = TR where T ∈ Diag+
N

represents scaling operations on each axis; i.e. T = diag([t1, t2, . . . , tN ]), and
R ∈ O(N) represents the rotational operations. Using this decomposition we can
observe the following for matrix Si for i = 1, 2,

MSiMT = (TR)Si(TR)T

= (TR)(ViΛ↑iV
T
i )(TR)T

= (RVi)(TΛ↑iT
T )(RVi)T .

Hence, spectral polytopes for MS1M and MS2M are conv(TΛ↑1TT ) and conv(TΛ↑2TT ),
respectively. Their axis-wise homothetic ratios are then computed as,

τ
(
TΛ↑1TT ,TΛ↑2TT

)
= [τ1, . . . τi, . . . , τN ]

=
[
t21λ

(2)
1

t21λ
(1)
1
, . . .

t2iλ
(2)
i

t2iλ
(1)
i

, . . . ,
t2Nλ

(2)
N

t2Nλ
(1)
N

]

=
[
λ

(1)
1

λ
(2)
1
, . . .

λ
(1)
i

λ
(2)
i

, . . . ,
λ

(1)
N

λ
(2)
N

]
= τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2),

which implies that dSP (S1,S2) = dSP (MS1MT ,MS2MT ).

(v) G ∈ GLG(N) is a non-deforming affine transformation that can be decomposed
into G = tR where t ∈ <+ is the isotropic scaling factor and R ∈ O(N) represents
the rotational operations). Using this decomposition we can observe the following,

GS2GT = (tR)S2(tR)T

= (tR)(V2Λ↑2VT
2 )(tR)T

= (RV2)(t2Λ↑2)(RV2)T .

Hence, spectral polytope for GS1G is conv(t2Λ↑2). The axis-wise homothetic ratios
are then computed as,

τ
(
Λ↑1, t2Λ

↑
2

)
= [τ1, . . . τi, . . . , τN ]

=
[
t2
λ

(2)
1

λ
(1)
1
, . . . , t2

λ
(2)
i

λ
(1)
i

, . . . , t2
λ

(2)
N

λ
(1)
N

]

= t2
[
λ

(1)
1

λ
(2)
1
, . . .

λ
(1)
i

λ
(2)
i

, . . . ,
λ

(1)
N

λ
(2)
N

]
= t2τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2).
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Figure 2.8 – Effect of hyper-parameter γ on computation of SPCM similarities κSP (·, ·). (top)
Simulation showing the similarity limit. (bottom) Similarities computed with different γ for a
simulated dataset of linear ellipsoids subject to anisotropic scalings/rotations (see Figure 2.6).

Plugging this into (2.9) we get the following equivalence,

d→SP (S1,GS2GT ) = CV
(
t2τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)

=
σ
(
t2τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)

µ
(
t2τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)

=
σ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)

µ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
) = d→SP (S1,S2),

which yields dSP (S1,GS2GT ) = dSP (S1,S2) via (2.10)

Note that, while (2.10) reflects the homothetic similarity between spectral polytopes of
SPD matrices, these are not explicitly constructed, it suffices with computing the ratios
of the eigenvalues. Moreover, while the standard distances (Table 2.1) require matrix
logarithms, square roots and eigen-decomposition, we only require the latter plus simple
statistical operations.
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2.4.4 Similarity between Spectral Polytopes (SPCM)
In Section 2.5, we propose embedding and clustering algorithms that require a similar-
ity function, rather than a distance. The most well-known similarity/kernel function
used to construct similarities from distances is the Gaussian RBF kernel kE(·, ·) =
exp(−γdE(·, ·)2), where dE(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance. We propose an SPCM similar-
ity function inspired by the Gaussian RBF kernel below,

κSP (S1,S2) = exp (−γdSP (S1,S2)) (2.11)

with dSP (S1,S2) computed by (2.10). As for any Gaussian RBF kernel variant, we have a
hyper-parameter γ, that must be set appropriately. γ is often called the shape parameter,
as it defines how “wide” or “narrow” the radial basis should be. For proper RBF kernels,
γ is usually set to reflect the distribution of the data points. In (2.11), γ represents
a tuning parameter for the desired discriminatory measure of the similarity between
spectral polytopes. As shown in Figure 2.8, when γ << 1 is a small number below 1,
(2.11) becomes a linear relationship between dSP → κSP , reaching the flat limit when
γ → 0. Since the SPCM distance is a relative measure we can define an appropriate
range for γ by analyzing the behavior of d→SP (S1,S2) (2.9), as follows,

d→SP (S1,S2) = 1 → σ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)
≡ µ

(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)

d→SP (S1,S2) > 1 → σ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)
> µ

(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)

d→SP (S1,S2) < 1 → σ
(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)
< µ

(
τ (Λ↑1,Λ

↑
2)
)

When d→SP (S1,S2) = 1 the variability in homothetic ratios is equivalent to their mean.
Meaning that the homothetic ratios are different in all directions and thus the spectral
polytopes are dissimilar. As d→SP (S1,S2) >> 1 increases, the variability is higher than the
mean, signifying that there is a considerable dis-similarity between the spectral polytopes
of the SPD matrices. We define dSP (S1,S2) = 1 as the limit of similarity, and thus γ can
be appropriately tuned to represent this limit of similarity wrt. the application or dataset
at hand. An optimal range for γ is between [2, 10]. When γ ≈ 2 the similarity limit is
defined as κSP (·, ·|γ ≈ 2) ≈ 0.1, while when γ ≈ 10 the similarity limit is already close
to 0, i.e. κSP (·, ·|γ ≈ 10) → 0. Further, as γ > 10 increases above 10, the radial basis
function starts becoming narrower, with a shape similar to a dirac delta function when
γ ≥ 100. In Figure 2.8 we show plots of the SPCM distance and similarities with different
γ values for the running example of a linear ellipsoid subject to anisotropic scalings for
indices i = 1, . . . , 20 in Si and anisotropic scalings + rotations for indices i = 21, . . . , 40
with S1 = S21. Setting γ = 2 yields the most “distance” preserving similarity, as the
relative changes in dSP appear coherent with the relative changes in κSP . By increasing
γ > 2 the similarity function κSP becomes more discriminative, only when the spectral
polytopes of the SPD matrices are very similar will they be deemed similar, otherwise
similarity will be very low.
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Figure 2.9 – Comparison of SPD distances and similarities on Simulation 1: A dataset of 3D
SPD matrices of linear ellipsoid subject to non-deforming+deforming transformations.

2.4.5 Comparison to Standard SPD Distances
We compare the behavior of the SPCM distance (dSP (·, ·)) and similarity (κSP (·, ·)) vs.
the log-Euclidean distance (dLE(·, ·)) and JBL divergence (dJ(·, ·) ), see Table 2.1, and
their RBF kernel counterparts (kLE(·, ·) and kJ(·, ·)).

The first simulation consists of a combination of the two running examples used in
this Section, which involve non-deforming and deforming transformation of a linear 3D
ellipsoid. The dataset is composed of 80 3D SPD matrices {Si}80

i=1. The first matrix S1 is
a linear ellipsoid, as defined previously. The next 39 SPD matrices {Si}40

i=2 represent the
original linear ellipsoid subject to isotropic scalings and rotations. S41 = S1 and the next
19 matrices are anistropic scalings of S1. S61 = S41 = S1 and the next 19 matrices are
anistropic scalings and rotations of S1. Thus, we expect a geometric invariant distance
between the first 40 matrices to be equivalent and 0, while the distances between the
deformed matrices to increasing wrt. the degree of deformation. The inverse is expected
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Figure 2.10 – Comparison of SPD distances and similarities on Simulation 2: A dataset of 3D
SPD matrices of linear, planar and spherical ellipsoid sampled from a Wishart distributions.

from the similarities. As shown in Figure 2.9, solely the SPCM distance and similarity
yield the expected behavior. Furthermore, the standard SPD distances/similarities yield
ambiguous values when one seeks to discriminate between non-deforming and deforming
transformations. The negative effect of this ambiguity will become apparent in the next
Section, where we compare embeddings derived from these distances.

In the second simulation, we construct a dataset by sampling SPD matrices from
Wishart distributions S ∼WN (ν,Σ), defined in Appendix C.1. We define the degrees
of freedom ν = 100 and set the covariance matrix Σ to three geometrically different
ellipsoids (linear, spherical and planar) as in Figure 2.4. The dataset is conformed by
120 3D SPD matrices {Si}120

i=1. For indices i = 1, . . . , 20 the SPD matrices are sampled
as follows Si ∼ WN (ν, 1

νS1), where S1 = diag([1, 1, 5]) is the 3D linear ellipsoid. The
next 20 SPD matrices (i = 21, . . . , 40) are as sampled as follows Si ∼WN (ν, 1

νR1S1RT
1 ),

with R1 ∈ SO(3) being a proper 3D rotation matrix. For indices i = 41, . . . , 80 the SPD
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matrices are sampled the same way as previously, yet with Si ∼WN (ν, 1
νS2) for the first

20 and Si ∼ WN (ν, 1
νR2S2RT

2 ) for the latter. With S2 = diag([1, 5, 5]) being a planar
3D ellipsoid and R2 ∈ SO(3) a proper 3D rotation matrix. Finally, the remaining 40
SPD matrices {Si}120

i=81 are sampled a spherical 3D ellipsoids, as follows Si ∼WN (ν, 1
νS3)

with S3 = diag([2.5, 2.5, 2.5]). This dataset represents 3 sets of geometrically distinct
SPD matrices, with each set being subject to random noise and rotations, as illustrated
in Figure 2.10. Only the SPCM distance and similarity achieve the expected geometric
invariant behavior; i.e. the SPD matrices in each set are more similar to each other than
to the other sets. Both log-Euclidean and JBLD distances yield SPD matrices sampled
from different covariance matrices more similar than those sampled from rotated versions
of the same covariance matrix. This is an artifact that we have noticed throughout our
research, standard SPD distances yield ambiguous distances when it comes to different
types of transformations, specifically rotations.

2.5 Geometric Invariant Clustering of SPD Matrices via
the SPCM distance

2.5.1 Problem Statement
Consider a dataset of SPD matrices {Si}Mi=1, which could be:
(I) Task-wrench ellipsoids collected from demonstrations of grasping tasks, as illustrated

in Figure 2.2.
(II) Manipulability ellipsoids, as defined in Section 2.3.1, describing demonstrated or

executed joint behaviors.
(III) Gaussian distributions estimated from fitting HMMs on sequential demonstrations,

as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
(IV) A diffusion tensor image as defined in Section 2.3.1.
and a matrix of corresponding pairwise SPCM similarities KSP ∈ RM×M where [KSP ]ij =
κSP (Si,Sj) is computed via (2.11). We seek to extract a partition Z = {z1, . . . , zM}
for zk ∈ {1, . . . ,KZ} that uncovers the KZ geometric invariant clusters in the dataset,
without knowing a priori KZ .

2.5.2 Proposed Approach
SPD matrices cannot be treated as vectors or matrices in Euclidean space, due to their
underlying Riemmanian geometry. Hence, to construct a clustering scheme in S+

N we
must define a vector space representation onto which the SPD matrices are mapped
and Euclidean geometry holds. In this work, we offer two vector space representations,
y∗ ∈ RP , that are induced by the SPCM similarity KSP ∈ RM×M :

(I) A graph-based vector space embedding, ySP ∈ RP<M .
(II) A deformed Hilbert space embedding, yLE+SP ∈ RP<M .

Since the SPCM distance (2.10), used to compute KSP ∈ RM×M , is a semi-metric, the
distribution of the vector space representations might exhibit idiosyncrasies such as high
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curvatures, non-uniformities, etc. To account for this and to automatically estimate KZ ,
we propose a Bayesian non-parametric GMM applied on vector space representations
y∗ ∈ RP and biased by the SPCM similarities between SPD matrices in S+

N .

2.5.3 Graph-Based Vector Space Embedding
We model a dataset of SPD matrices {Si}Mi=1 as a weighted and undirected graph
GSP = (VSP , ESP ) with M vertices (or nodes) VSP and ESP representing the weighted
edges (or link) between them via a weight matrix W ∈ RM×M . The edges are weighted
with our SPCM similarity function; i.e. W = KSP , where KSP ∈ RM×M via (2.11).

To achieve an embedding that preserves Euclidean distances, we compute distances on
the graph based on a Markov-chain model as in Fouss et al. (2007). Given a random
walk model of a graph, Göbel and Jagers (1974); Klein and Randić (1993) proved that a
proper distance measure can be computed by defining the average number of steps that
a random walker should take from node V(i)

SP 6= V(j)
SP to reach node V(j)

SP and come back to
V(i)
SP . This distance is the average commute time, nij , and is analogous to the resistance

distance in electrical network theory. Fouss et al. (2007) show that nij can be computed
via the pseudo-inverse of the graph Laplacian and yields a Euclidean distance.

Euclidean Distance Measure on a Graph: We begin by defining the symmetrized
Laplacian matrix of the graph LSP = DSP −KSP , where DSP = Diag(κ(i)

SP ). With the
assumption that the graph is fully connected, rank(LSP ) = M − 1 for M nodes (or SPD
matrices). The average commute time or resistance distance, nij , is computed as,

nij = VG
(
l+ii + l+jj − 2l+ij

)
= VG

(
(ei − ej)TL+

SP (ei − ej)
)
,

(2.12)

where VG =
∑M
k=1 dkk represents the volume of the graph. The first line in (2.12)

is known as the effective resistance equation in electrical network theory (Klein and
Randić, 1993). The second line in (2.12) is the matrix form of nij with column vectors
ei = [0, . . . , ei = 1, 0, . . . ]T as the canonical eigen-basis. √nij can be seen as a Maha-
lanobis distance with a weighting matrix L+

SP in the Euclidean space spanned by the
node vectors of the graph. Thus, it is a Euclidean distance (Gower and Legendre, 1986).

Euclidean Embedded Node Vectors in RM : In (2.12), the nodes V(i)
SP are represented

by the unit vectors ei, referred to as the node vectors. These can be mapped to a new
Euclidean space ei → x

(i)
SP ∈ RM , where the new node vectors are separated by the

Euclidean distance √nij . Let L+
SP = UΛ↓UT be the eigen-decomposition of the pseudo-

inverse of the graph Laplacian, with U ∈ SO(M) and Λ↓ ∈ Diag+(M) with eigenvalues
in descending order. Given the transformation x(i)

SP = (Λ↓)1/2UTei, (2.12) becomes

nij = VG
(
(x(i)

SP − x
(j)
SP )T (x(i)

SP − x
(j)
SP )

)
= VG||x(i)

SP − x
(j)
SP ||

2,
(2.13)

which is a squared Euclidean distance in the new vector space. A Euclidean vector space
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embedding for the graph GSP with the mapping φSP (·) : S+
N → RM is given as,

xiSP = φSP (Si|L+
SP ) = (Λ↓)1/2UTei =

√
λiuTi . (2.14)

Low-Dimensional Node Vectors in RP<M : The Euclidean vector nodes constructed
by (2.14) can be very high-dimensional when the number M is high. This can be
alleviated by retaining the first P < M − 15 eigenvectors of L̂+

SP =
∑P
k=1 λkukuTk .

A node vector transformation for the approximate L̂+
SP , as y

(i)
SP = (Λ̂↓)1/2ÛTei with

Û = [u1, . . . ,uP ,0, . . . ,0] and Λ̂↓ = Diag(λ1, . . . , λP , 0, . . . , 0), yields an approximation
to (2.12) in RP<M−1 as n̂ij = VG||y(i)

SP − y
(j)
SP ||2 ≈ VG||x(i)

SP − x
(j)
SP ||2. A sub-space

Euclidean vector space embedding in RP<M with the mapping φ′SP (·) : S+
N → RP<M

can be computed as,

yiSP = φ′SP (Si|KSP , P < M) = (Λ̂↓)1/2ÛTei =
√
λiûTi . (2.15)

Connection to Kernel-PCA: The sub-space projection method described above is
equivalent to applying the kernel-PCA algorithm on L+

SP . Fouss et al. (2007) proved
that the elements of L+

SP are the inner products between the transformed node vectors
l+ij = 〈x(i)

SP ,x
(j)
SP 〉; i.e. it is a valid gram matrix.

Kernel-PCA is the application of the PCA algorithm on a high-dimensional feature
(Hilbert) space H. In our setting, we consider the data-points in the original space as
the nodes in the graph V(i)

SP ∈ RN , with an unknown dimension N . We then assume that
these are lifted to H via implicit non-linear mappings, Φ(·) : RN → RP≤M , with a kernel
function given by k(·, ·) = 〈Φ(·),Φ(·)〉H. Hence, we can think of the M -dimensional node
vectors xSP ≈ Φ(·) : RN → RM as the graph nodes V(i)

SP ∈ RN that have already been
lifted to H. We prove this as follows,

l+ij = 〈x(i)
SP ,x

(j)
SP 〉

= k(V(i)
SP ,V

(j)
SP ) = 〈Φ(V(i)

SP ),Φ(V(j)
SP )〉

⇒ x
(i)
SP = Φ(V(i)

SP ).

(2.16)

Kernel-PCA begins with the Covariance matrix of the data-points centered in feature
space H; i.e.

∑M
i=1 Φ(V(i)

SP ) = 0: CSP = 1
M

∑M
i=1 Φ(V(i)

SP )Φ(V(i)
SP )T . As in PCA, one

must find eigenvalues Λ↓ ∈ Diag+(M) and eigenvectors U ∈ SO(M), that satisfy
λkvk = CSPvk. Since vk lies in the span of Φ(V(1)

SP ), . . . ,Φ(V(M)
SP ) the problem becomes:

λ〈Φ(V(k)
SP ),vk〉 = 〈Φ(V(k)

SP ),CSPvk〉 ∀ k = 1, . . . ,M. (2.17)

This implies that vk =
∑M
i=1 α

k
i Φ(V(k)

SP ). Via the kernel trick k(VSP ,V(k)
SP ) = 〈Φ(VSP ),Φ(V(k)

SP )〉

5M − 1 is the upper bound as L̂+
SP is positive semi-definite.
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and knowing that L+
SP is a kernel matrix, the eigen-decomposition of CSP is,

λkMαk = L+
SPα

k (2.18)

which is a dual Eigenvalue problem where l+ij = [L+
SP ]ij = k(V(i)

SP ,V
(j)
SP ) is the kernel

(Gram) matrix, and α is a column vector of M entries αk = [αk1 , . . . , αkM ]. Diagonalizing,
and solving for the eigenvectors of L+

SP = VΛVT , is equivalent to finding the coefficients
α. The eigenvectors of L+

SP represent the data points already projected onto the respective
principal components. Hence, one must compute the projection of the image of each
point Φ(VSP ) onto each k-th vk eigenvector (for k = 1, . . . , P ) as follows:

〈vk,Φ(V(i)
SP )〉 =

M∑
i=1

αki 〈Φ(VSP ),Φ(V(i)
SP )〉 =

M∑
i=1

αki k(VSP ,V(j)
SP ) (2.19)

The P -dimensional projection of a node VSP is the vector ySP = [y1, . . . , yp] for yk ∈ <,
where each yk is,

yk(VSP ) = 〈vk,Φ(VSP )〉 =
∑M
i=1 α

k
i k(VSP ,V(i)

SP ) (2.20)

∀ k = 1, . . . , P . The full data matrix of projections YSP ∈ RP×M is straightfor-
ward to compute from the eigen-decomposition. Given V̂ = [v1, . . . ,vP ] and Λ̂↓ =
Diag(λ1, . . . , λP ), YSP is computed as,

YSP = (Λ̂↓)−1/2V̂TL+
SP = (Λ̂↓)1/2V̂T (2.21)

Since the eigenvectors are normalized to have unit sum-of-squares, to get the correct
scaling in the projections, one must multiply by the square roots of the eigenvalues. The
equivalences in (2.21) follow from (2.18). Thus, the per-point Euclidean vector space
embedding in RP<M derived by kernel-PCA with L+

SP as its Gram matrix yields,

yiSP = φSP (Si|L+
SP , P < M) =

√
λiv̂Ti , (2.22)

with v̂i ∈ RP . Notice how (2.22) is equivalent to (2.15).

2.5.4 Deformed Hilbert Space Embedding
In the graph-based approach presented above, the resulting vector space embedding
(2.15), only reflects the topology of the graph GSP constructed by KSP . It does not
reflect the Riemannian geometry of the SPD manifold. To be able to leverage both
geometries in a single embedding, we propose a kernel deformation approach, following
the works of Sindhwani et al. (2005); Wu et al. (2015). We extract an embedding via
kernel-PCA (as described above) from a deformed Hilbert space H̃. The original Hilbert
space H is induced by the log-Euclidean Gaussian RBF kernel Jayasumana et al. (2014)
as defined below,

kLE(S1,S2) = exp
(
−γ|| log(S1)− log(S2)||2F

)
, (2.23)
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Next, we state the definition of the kernel deformation principal Sindhwani et al. (2005),
re-phrased for the SPD manifold S+

N .

Definition 5 (Deformed Kernel (Sindhwani et al., 2005)). Let H denote the original
RKHS reproduced by the kernel function k(Si,Sj) and H̃ denote the deformed RKHS.
For a dataset of SPD matrices {Si}Mi=1, the deformed kernel function k̃(Si,Sj) associated
with H̃ is,

k̃(Si,Sj) = k(Si,Sj) + kTSi(IM + MK)−1MkSj

where M ∈ RM×M is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, [K]ij = k(Si,Sj) is the
original kernel matrix and kSi = [k(Si,S1), . . . , k(Si,SN )]T ∈ RM and IM is the identity
matrix.

The matrix M ∈ RM×M is used to define a semi-norm in RM and introduces prior/side
information of the data that is not reflected in the original Hilbert space H.

SPCM Deformed Kernel

We impose geometric invariance to the Hilbert space H, formed by the log-Euclidean
RBF kernel, by deforming the Hilbert space H̃ via the graph Laplacian associated to the
graph of SPCM similarities LSP as defined in Section 2.5.3. Thus, the SPCM deformed
kernel is becomes,

k̃SPLE(Si,Sj) = kLE(Si,Sj) + kLE
T
(Si)(IM + LSPKLE)−1LSPkLE(Sj) (2.24)

with kLE(·, ·) defined by (2.23). To interpret how the different geometries are being
leveraged, we can see that the Gram (kernel) matrix of (2.24) reduces to6,

K̃SP
LE = KLE −KLE(IM + LSPKLE)−1LSPKLE

= (K−1
LE + LSP )−1,

(2.25)

i.e., K̃SP
LE is the reciprocal mean of K−1

LE and LSP . Meaning that, when the values of
LSP are large, the SPCM similarities deform the kernel significantly, while when the
values of LSP are small ≈ 0, the kernel reduces to the log-Euclidean RBF kernel. Points
in feature space will be pushed away when κSP (·, ·) is high and will remain at the same
locations induced by the original kernel if κSP (·, ·) is low.

Low-Dimensional Vector Space Embedding RP<M

Given K̃SP
LE we follow the same procedure as described in Section 2.5.3 Connection to

Kernel-PCA. Let the eigen-decomposition of the kernel matrix be K̃SP
LE = VΛ↓V and

let V̂ = [v1, . . . ,vP ] and Λ̂↓ = Diag(λ1, . . . , λP ) represent the first P leading eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. The full data matrix of projections YLE+SP ∈ RP×M in the SPCM

6See Appendix C.2 for full expansion.
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deformed space is,

YSP = (Λ̂↓)−1/2V̂T K̃SP
LE = (Λ̂↓)1/2V̂T (2.26)

The per-point Euclidean vector space embedding of φSPLE(S) : S+
N → RP<M yields,

yiLE+SP = φSPLE(Si|K̃SP
LE , P < M) =

√
λiv̂Ti . (2.27)

2.5.5 SPCM biased Bayesian Non-Parametric Clustering
To discover the geometric invariant partition Z and number of clusters KZ , we propose a
Bayesian non-parametric GMM applied on the vector space embeddings {yi∗}Mi=1 ∈ RP<M .
Th GMM is constructed with a distance dependent (dd)-CRP (Blei and Frazier, 2011)
prior, parametrized by the SPCM similarity KSP ∈ RM×M , to further bias the clustering
assignments.

SPCM-dependent CRP Prior

The Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) is a distribution over partitions of integers
described by a culinary metaphor of a Chinese restaurant with an infinite number of
tables. It is used as a prior on mixture models for the number of clusters KZ and defines
a sequence of probabilities for the incoming customers (data samples) to sit at specific
tables (clusters) (Jordan, 2005). The dd-CRP (Blei and Frazier, 2011), on the other
hand, models the probability of customers sitting with other customers based on an
external measure of distance. This makes culinary metaphor customer centric biased
by this external distance. In this work, we re-formulate the dd-CRP to be a similarity
dependent-CRP by using our SPCM similarity κSP (·, ·) (2.11) forcing the clustering to
be geometric invariant. The SPCM-dependent CRP generates a prior distribution over
customer seating assignments C = {c1, . . . , cM} where i : ci = j indicates that the i, j-th
customers, i.e. the vector space embeddings yi∗ and y

j
∗, are clustered together based

on their SPCM similarity κSP (·, ·) (2.11). This is done by constructing a sequence of
probabilities, where the i-th customer (yi∗) has two choices, she/he can sit with the j-th
customer (yj∗) with a probability proportional to (2.11), or sit alone with probability
proportional to α, which is the concentration parameter. This process is generated by,

p(ci = j |KSP , α) ∝

κij if i 6= j

α if i = j
(2.28)

where KSP ∈ RM×M is the matrix of pairwise SPCM similarities constructed from the
dataset {Si}Mi=1. Via (2.28), the sequence of probabilities yields a prior distribution which
is a multinomial over customer seating assignments C conditioned on KSP and α,

p(C |KSP , α) =
M∏
i=1

p(ci = j |KSP , α) (2.29)
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where

p(ci = j |KSP , α) =


κij(·)∑M

j=1 κij(·)+α
if i 6= j

α
M+α if i = j

(2.30)

We refer to (2.29) as the SPCM-dependent CRP prior.

SPCM-CRP Gaussian Mixture Model

Using (2.29) and the Normal Inverse Wishart distribution NIW(λφ) as prior to the
model parameters, with hyper-parameters λφ = {µφ, κ0,Λφ, ν0}, we construct the SPCM-
CRP-GMM as follows,

ci ∼ SPCM − CRP(KSP , α)
zi = Z(ci)
θk ∼ NIW(λφ)

yi∗|zi = k ∼ N (φk)

(2.31)

where φk = (µk,Σk) are the parameters of the Gaussian distributions on the vector
space embeddings. For each k-th cluster, its parameters are drawn from a NIW(λφ)
distribution. C = {c1, . . . , cN} are sampled from the SPCM-CRP prior distribution
(2.29) and then mapped to Z = {z1, . . . , zN}, via a recursive mapping function Z = Z(C)
that gathers all linked customers. The optimal number of Gaussian components KZ is
given by the number of unique clusters that emerge from C; i.e. KZ = |Z(C)|. Due to
conjugacy, we integrate out the model parameters φk and the full posterior becomes,

p(C|Y∗,KSP , α,λ) = p(C |KSP , α)p(Y∗|Z(C),λφ)∑
C p(C |KSP , α)p(Y∗|Z(C),λφ) . (2.32)

The prior probability p(C|KSP , α) is determined by (2.30). The likelihood of the partition
Z = Z(C) is computed as,

p(Y∗|Z(C),λφ) =
|Z(C)|∏
k=1

p(Y∗Z(C)=k|λφ) (2.33)

where |Z(C)| denotes the number of unique tables emerged from Z(C) and Z(C) = k is
the set of customers assigned to the k-th table. The marginal likelihoods in (2.33) are,

p(Y∗Z(C)=k|λφ) =
∫
φ

 ∏
i∈Z(C)=k

p
(
yi∗ |φ

) p (φ |λφ) dφ. (2.34)

Since p(yi∗|φ) = N (yi∗|µ,Σ) and p(θ|λ) = NIW(µ,Σ|λφ) are conjugate, (2.34) has
an analytical solution derived from the posterior p(µ,Σ|Y∗). Sampling from the full
posterior (2.32), however, is intractable. Hence, it is approximated via Collapsed Gibbs
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sampling, by sampling ci from,

p(ci = j |C−i,Y∗,KSP , α,λφ) ∝
p(ci = j |KSP , α)︸ ︷︷ ︸
SPCM Similarities

on SPD space

p(Y∗ |Z(ci = j ∪ C−i),λφ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Observations in

Vector Embedded Space

(2.35)

with C−i indicating the customer seating assignments for all customers except the i-th.
The graphical model of this generative process is provided in the left block of Figure
2.13.

(2.35) holds some particularities as opposed to typical collapsed conditionals and typical
mixture models. First of all, the prior is represented through customer assignments, while
the likelihood is in terms of table assignments. Second, due to our adaptation of the
dd-CRP , the prior uses the SPCM similarity measure directly on the SPD matrices, while
the likelihood is computed solely on the observations which live in the lower-dimensional
vector-space embedding of choice. Finally, the likelihood is computed for all points Y∗,
rather than just for the sampled point yi∗, this is due to the fact that the partition
of the dataset depends on customer assignments and not table assignments. In the
CRP-GMM, sampling for new table assignments does not affect the overall partition of
the data because we assume that each customer is conditionally independent of the other
customers’ assignment. In the SPCM− CRP mixture this is not the case, sampling for
new customer assignments directly affects the partition in several ways; e.g. a table could
be split or two tables could be merged; all because the customers are not conditionally
independent of the other customers’ assignments. Since the SPCM− CRP has the same
form as the dd-CRP , we adapt the Collapsed Gibbs sampler proposed by Blei and Frazier
(2011), as described in Appendix C.5. 78

2.6 Unsupervised Geometric Invariant Segmentation and
Action Discovery

2.6.1 Problem Statement
Consider a dataset of unstructured and unconstrained demonstrations of a complex
sequential task X = {x(i)}Di=1, as those shown in Figure 2.1. Each dataset contains D
time-series x(i) = {x(i)

t }
Ti−1
t=0 with x(i)

t ∈ RN being the state variable9 of a robot’s end-
effector or sensorized tool and Ti being the number of samples/time-stamps. We assume
x(i)
t ∈ RN to be an observation that is independently sampled and conditioned on an

underlying hidden state sequence s(i) = {s(i)
t }

Ti−1
t=0 . The hidden state s(i)

t ∈ {1, . . . ,KS}
evolves through a first-order temporal Markov process modeled through a transition
probability matrix π ∈ RKS×KS . Each hidden state s(i)

t = k indicates an action that
corresponds to a Gaussian emission model (2.3) parametrized by θk = {µk,Σk}. The

7A MATLAB implementation of this clustering approach can be found in https://github.com/
nbfigueroa/SPCM-CRP.

8Convergence analysis of the sampler is provided in Appendix C.6.
9This state variable can include kinematic (position/orientation) and dynamic (forces/torques) states.
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Figure 2.11 – Illustration of Example 2. The shaded colors of each Gaussian θk defined in (2.37)
(right) correspond to the hidden state sequences s = {{s(i)

t }
T3
t=1}3

i=1 denoted by the lower colored
label of each time-series (left). The colored squares enclosing each Gaussian (right) indicate
the geometric invariant clusters that parametrize the super state sequence z = {{z(i)

t }
T3
t=1}3

i=1
denoted by the upper colored label of each time-series (left)

transitions between hidden states st → st+1 denote the segmentation points.

Since the demonstrations are unstructured and heterogeneous (see Section 2.2), we
assume that they are subject to unknown geometric transformations (isometry and homo-
thety). Hence, the set of Gaussian emission models Θ = {θk}KSk=1 are also geometrically
transformed. We posit that Θ = {θk}KSk=1 can be described by a sub-set KZ ≤ KS

of geometric invariant clusters of Gaussians, which denote the unique actions in the
dataset. These unique actions are shared across demonstrations and provide a geometric
invariant state sequence of super states z(i) = {z(i)

t }
Ti−1
t=0 . For clarity of exposition, we

will use the following low-dimensional toy example10 to represent the problem and our
approach.

Example 2. Assume a dataset of three time-series X = {x(i)}3i=1 with x(i)
t ∈ R2. Each

times-series x(i) = {x(i)
t }

Ti−1
t=0 has different time length {T1, T2, T3} and their observa-

tions are sampled from a selection of 4 Gaussian emission models Θ = {θ1,θ2,θ3 =
f1(θ2),θ4 = f2(θ1)}, defined in (2.37). f1(·) and f2(·) are homothetic and isometric
transformations, respectively. A geometric invariant segmentation will extract KS = 4
Gaussians that parametrize the hidden state sequence s and group them into KZ = 2
unique Gaussian clusters that parametrize the super state sequence z, as shown in Figure
2.11.

In this work, we seek to obtain a geometric invariant segmentation that will yield,

(I) A geometric-dependent sequence of hidden states s = {{s(i)
t }

Ti
t=1}Di=1 parametrized

by KS Gaussians.
10This toy example emulates the unstructured and unconstrained demonstrations from robotics

applications (Figure 2.1).
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SPCM-CRP-GMM Clustering

Geometric Invariant Segmentation

IBP-HMM Segmentation

Figure 2.12 – Illustration of the Sequential Geometric Invariant Segmentation Approach applied
to the toy dataset from Example 2 (Figure 2.11). The flow of variable is described in Section
2.6.3 below.

(II) A geometric-invariant sequence of super states z = {{z(i)
t }

Ti
t=1}Di=1 parametrized by

KZ Gaussian clusters.

while assuming no a priori knowledge of KZ ,KS ,π or Θ. To obtain (I) and (II) in an
unsupervised manner, we propose an algorithm that couples two Bayesian non-parametric
models: (i) the IBP-HMM (Fox et al., 2014) and (ii) the SPCM-CRP-GMM proposed
in Section 2.5.

2.6.2 Preliminaries: The IBP-HMM
The IBP-HMM is a collection of D Bayesian HMMs, each with its own independent
transition distribution π(i) for i = {1, . . . , D} time-series defined over an unbounded set of
shared Gaussian emissions Θ = {θk}KSk=1 with KS →∞. The Gaussian emissions present
in each time-series are indicated by the matrix F ∈ ID×KS , sampled from a beta-Bernoulli
process BP −BeP (D, 1, γ), with hyper-parameter γ (Thibaux and Jordan, 2007). The
rows of F correspond to the time-series, while the columns indicate the inclusion of the
k-th Gaussian emission model θk in each time-series. A sample from the BP − BeP
begins by drawing a beta process realization B ∼ BP(1, B0) with B =

∑∞
k=1 ωkθk, where

ωk ∈ {0, 1} indicates the inclusion probability of Gaussian emission θk. The vector
fi ∈ I1×KS , which indicates the Gaussian emission included in the i-th time-series, is
then drawn from fi ∼ BeP (γB).

Given fi ∈ I1×KS the transition distributions π(i) for each time-series are defined
as follows. We sample from a doubly infinite collection of random variables η(i)

jk ∼
Gamma(αb + κδjk, 1), where δjk is the Kronecker delta function, κ is the sticky hyper-
parameter which places extra expected mass on self-transitions to induce state persistence
Fox et al. (2008) and αb is the concentration hyper-parameter analogous the one used in
the SPCM-CRP prior (2.28). The individual transition probabilities π(i)

jk that compose
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π(i) are computed by normalizing the transition variables η(i)
jk over the set of Gaussian

emission models present in the i-th time-series; i.e. K(i)
S =

∑KS
k=1 f

(i)
k . After sampling π(i)

for each time-series, we assign a hidden state s(i)
t = k at each t-th time step, determining

the Gaussian parameters θk that generated x(i)
t drawn from a NIW distribution, with

hyper-parameter λ = {µ0, κ0,Λ0, ν0}, as in (2.31). This generative process is,

F ∼ BP −BeP (D, 1, γ)

η
(i)
jk ∼ Gamma(αb + κδjk, 1)

s
(i)
t ∼ π(i)

st−1 with π
(i)
jk =

η
(i)
jk f

(i)
k∑

n f
(i)
n η

(i)
jn

x(i)
t |s

(i)
t = k ∼ N (θk) with θk ∼ NIW(λ)

. (2.36)

Posterior inference is performed through a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme
that estimates the posterior of (2.36) with collapsed ΘFox (2009); i.e. p(F, s,Θ). This
is achieved by alternating between (i) re-sampling F given {η(i),Θ,X} and (ii) sampling
{η(i),Θ} given F,X; by interleaving Metropolis-Hastings and Gibbs sampling updates
Fox (2009)Hughes et al. (2012), as listed in Algorithm 1 from lines 4-12. The graphical
model of (2.36) is shown on the green right block in Figure 2.13.

2.6.3 Sequential Geometric Invariant Segmentation
Applying the IBP-HMM (2.36) to the toy dataset from Example 2 yields a hidden state
sequence s = {{s(i)

t }
T3
t=1}3i=1 and emission models Θ = {θi}4i=1, with KS = 4, shown in

the upper-left green block of Figure 2.12. The true Gaussian emission parameters of
Example 2 are,

µ1 =
[
0
0

]
,Σ−1

1 =
[

27 −22
−22 27

]
; µ2 =

[
0
2

]
,Σ−1

2 =
[
5 0
0 5

]

µ3 =
[
2
0

]
,Σ−1

3 =
[
20 0
0 20

]
; µ4 =

[
2
2

]
,Σ−1

4 =
[
27 22
22 27

] . (2.37)

The Gaussian parameters estimated by the IBP-HMM are,

µ1 =
[
0.05
0.04

]
,Σ−1

1 =
[

24.74 −17.19
−17.19 21.97

]
; µ2 =

[
−0.02

2

]
,Σ−1

2 =
[

4.63 −0.16
−0.16 4.99

]

µ3 =
[

1.99
−0.006

]
,Σ−1

3 =
[

19.41 −3.42
−3.42 16.84

]
; µ4 =

[
1.98
2.02

]
,Σ−1

4 =
[
17.62 12.29
12.29 17.55

]. (2.38)

The estimated Gaussian parameters (2.38) were obtained after running the MCMC
sampler for (2.36) 10 times with 1000 iterations each, and selecting the best run with the
maximum posterior probability. As evidenced, both graphically (Figure 2.11 vs. 2.12)
and numerically (Eq. 2.37 vs. 2.38), the Gaussian emission Θ and consequently the
state sequence s estimated by the IBP-HMM (2.36) are good approximations of the true
geometric dependent parameters. The geometric invariant parameters, however, cannot
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IBP-HMM SPCM-CRP-GMM

Figure 2.13 – Graphical representation of the algorihmic coupling between the IBP-HMM
and SPCM-CRP-GMM. Colored gray nodes correspond to observed variables, black nodes
correspond to latent variables and small gray nodes correspond to hyper-parameters. Green nodes
correspond to hyper-parameters being coupled between the two models. Green and Red arrows
indicate the flow of variables between the two models as each MCMC iteration, see Algorithm 1.

be extracted by this algorithm. To alleviate this, we consider the Gaussian parameters
estimated by the IBP-HMM, i.e. Θ=(2.38), as a dataset of SPD matrices {Σk}KSk=1
with Σk ∈ S+

N and compute the matrix of pair-wise SPCM similarities KSP ∈ RKS×KS
via (2.11). We then generate a corresponding dataset of vector space embeddings
YSP = {ykSP }

KS
k=1 via the graph-based approach presented in Section 2.5.3, i.e. (2.15).

Given KSP ∈ RKS×KS and YSP ∈ RP×KS we run the SPCM-CRP-GMM defined in
(2.31) to estimate the cluster assignments Z = Z(C) as described in Section 2.5.5. The
number of geometric invariant Gaussian clusters is thus KZ = |Z(C)|. As shown in the
right violet block of Figure 2.12, for the toy example, with this approach we can recover
the true KZ = 2 and cluster assignment Z = [z1, . . . , zKS ] with zk ∈ {1, . . . ,KZ}.

Given the cluster assignments Z and the geometric-dependent hidden state sequences
s = {{s(i)

t }
Ti
t=1}Di=1, we can compute the entries of the geometric-invariant super state

sequences z = {{z(i)
t }

Ti
t=1}Di=1 as below,

z
(i)
t = ϕ(s(i)

t , Z) = z
s

(i)
t .

(2.39)

As shown in the lower-left blue block of Figure 2.12, for the toy example, by applying
(2.39) to the output of the IBP-HMM and the SPCM-CRP-GMM, we can achieve the
desired geometric-invariant segmentation. Although this sequential approach already
achieves objectives (I) and (II) defined in Section 2.6.1, we go one step further and
propose an algorithmic coupling of the two models during posterior inference. This allows
us to provide data-driven estimates for the hyper-parameters of the IBP-HMM, rather
than relying on random measures and empirical tuning.
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2.6. Unsupervised Geometric Invariant Segmentation and Action Discovery

Algorithm 1 Joint Segmentation and Geometric-Invariant Action Discovery Sampler
Input: X = {x(i)}Di=1 for x = {x(i)

t }
Ti−1
t=0 where xt ∈ RN . D Time-Series

Output: Ψ = {KS , s,Θ,KZ , z,Φ} . Markov Chain State
1: procedure ICSC-HMM-MCMC-Sampler
2: Set Ψt−1 = {·} . Initialize Markov Chain
3: for iter t = 1 to Maxiter do
4: Set {η(i)} = {η(i)}(t−1) , Θ = Θ(t−1) , F = F(t−1)

5: From current F, compute count vector m = [m1, . . . ,mKθ+]
6: with mk = number of time-series possessing feature k.
7: Sample Shared Features fik with Const. MH Updates Fox (2009)
8: Sample Unique Features fik with RJ-DD Updates Fox (2009)
9: Sample State Sequence {s(i)}Mi=1 with Gibbs sampler Fox (2009)
10: Re-sample F and {s(i)}Mi=1 with split/merge moves Hughes et al. (2012)
11: Sample trans. probabilities {η(i)} with Gibbs updates Fox (2009)
12: Sample emission parameters Θ with Gibbs updates Fox (2009)
13: Estimate KSP ∈ RKS×KS via (2.11) and YSP ∈ RP×KS via (2.15)
14: Sample geometric invariant cluster assignments Z with Collapsed
15: Gibbs updates of the SPCM-CRP-GMM(2.31) (Appendix C.5)
16: Sample hyper-parameter γ with Gibbs updates (2.40) with (2.41)
17: Sample hyper-parameters αb, κ with MH updates with (2.42)

2.6.4 Coupled Geometric Invariant Segmentation
Recall from Section (2.6.2) that the IBP-HMM (2.36) has three hyper-parameters which
influence both (i) the number of Gaussians that are sampled for each i-th time-series
through γ, αb and (ii) the persistence of each hidden state via κ.

These hyper-parameters can either be set manually or they can be sampled from priors.
While Fox (2009) proposed a set of hyper-priors for γ, αb, κ; each of these hyper-priors
still rely on another set of parameters (often called the hyper-hyper-parameters), which
directly influence the behavior of the sampler. In this work, we propose a data-driven
approach to define the parameters of the hyper-priors by parametrizing them with the
latent variables of the SPCM-CRP-GMM (2.31), as illustrated in Figure 2.13.

The algorithm coupling lies in a modification of the MCMC sampler of the IBP-HMM,
as listed in Algorithm 1. The colored lines correspond to our modifications. We begin by
cycling through the different sampler moves for the main latent variables {F, s,Θ} of the
IBP-HMM, as proposed in Fox (2009); Hughes et al. (2012), see lines 7-12. We then take
Θ, estimate KSP ∈ RKS×KS ,YSP ∈ RP×KS and feed it to the Collapsed Gibbs sampler
of the SPCM-CRP-GMM (2.31), lines 13-14. This will estimate the current geometric
invariant Gaussian clusters Z and number of Gaussian cluster KZ .

Note that, the steps described in lines 12-14 are analogous to performing the sequential
approach described in Section 2.6.3. However, instead of letting the Collapsed Gibbs
(Appendix C.5) chain run for Maxiter ≈ 100 steps, the number of iterations depends
on the current Markov Chain state of the IBP-HMM Ψ(t). More specifically, if the
current estimated features K(t)

S have not changed from the previous sample K(t−1)
S we

run a limited number of iterations, namely iter ≤ 5, and initialize the next chain with
the previous cluster assignments Z(t−1) transformed to customer assignments C(t−1).
Whereas, if the Gaussian emissions have changed we reset the chain and let it run for
iter ≤ 10. Once C,Z = Z(C) and KZ = |Z(C)| have been computed we parametrize
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the hyper-priors for γ, αb, κ.

Parameterizing γ hyper-prior: As shown in Fox (2009); Griffiths and Ghahramani
(2011), the probability of any matrix F being produced by the IBP given hyper-parameter

γ can be expressed as p(F|γ) ∝ γKS exp
(
−γ

D∑
d=1

1
d

)
. Where D indicates the number of

time-series and KS is the number of active Gaussian emissions in the current iteration
Ψ(t) of the MCMC sampler. We can then place a conjugate prior on γ via the gamma
distribution Gamma(aγ , bγ), which leads to the following posterior distribution with
closed form solution,

p(γ|F, aγ , bγ) ∝ p(F|γ)p(γ|aγ , bγ)

∝ γKS exp
(
−γ

D∑
d=1

1
d

)
γaγ−1 exp(−bγγ)

Γ(γ)

= Gamma
(
aγ +KS , bγ +

D∑
d=1

1
d

) . (2.40)

We propose to define the free parameters aγ , bγ as,

aγ = bγ = KS

KZD
(2.41)

The intuition behind (2.41) is to set aγ , bγ as the ratio of geometric-invariant clusters in
the total set of Gaussian emission, scaled by the number of time-series D. This ratio
will implicitly control the number of new Gaussian emissions to be sampled for the IBP
prior. When KZ << KS is low, this indicates that the current sampled features are very
similar. In this situation, the ratio is high, inducing γ to be higher, in order to increase
the number of unique Gaussian emissions to improve mixing and parameter exploration.
Conversely, when KZ = KS , it means that all Gaussian emissions are different (i.e.
homothetically dis-similar) and hence, it is not necessary to push towards sampling more
Gaussian emissions. By constraining aγ , bγ via the estimates of the geometric invariant
clustering we are imposing dynamically informed parameters on the hyper-priors. As
aγ , bγ stabilize to a constant value, so will γ and the number of Gaussian emission
parameters KS . This step is listed in line 16. Parameterizing αb, κ hyper-priors:
For the hyper-parameters on η(i), we also place Gamma priors, namely,

αb ∼ Gamma(aαb , bαb)
κ ∼ Gamma(aκ, bκ)

(2.42)

We define aαb , bαb equivalent to (2.41) and aακ , bακ = KS
KZ

, as it is the sticky-parameter
inducing state-persistence, we force it to be higher than the concentration parameter
αb. As discussed in Fox (2009), sampling from η(i) is a non-conjugate process and thus
does not have a closed form solution. Hence, we must apply Metropolis-Hastings steps
to iteratively re-sample αb|κ and κ|αb, a detailed description of these steps is provided
in Fox (2009). This step is listed in line 17 of Algorithm 1. After performing all of
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2.7. Evaluation and Results

Table 2.4 – Datasets of SPD Matrices for Embedding and Clustering Evaluation.
Variables: M denotes number of samples in {Si}Mi=1, N is dimension of the SPD matrices S ∈ S+

N and KZ is
the number of expected geometric invariant clusters.

Name M N KZ Description
Dataset 1 80 3 3 Artificially generated SPD matrices corresponding to Simulation 1 from Section 2.4.5, shown in Figure 2.10,

with additional random isotropic scaling to each of the SPD matrices, i.e. S̃i = τiSi for τi ∼ N (0, 2).
Dataset 2 120 3 3 SPD matrices sampled from Wishart distributions S ∼ WN (ν,Σ) with 3 different priors (Σ, ν), from

Simulation 2 in Section 2.4.5, shown in Figure 2.10.
Dataset 3 200 6 3 SPD matrices sampled from Wishart distributions S ∼ WN (ν,Σ) with 4 different priors. Degrees of free-

dom of all 4 sets defined as ν = 100 and covariance matrix of each set {Σi}4
i=1 as follows. The 1st set

{Si}50
i=1 is sampled from Si ∼ WN (ν, 1

ν
RiS1Ri), where S1 = diag([1, 1, 5, 5, 2, 2]) and Ri ∈ SO(6) are

orthonormal matrices randomly sampled every 10-th sample. The three subsequent sets are sampled in the
same manner, with set-2:{Si}100

i=51 sampled from S2 = diag([1, 1, 1, 5, 5, 5]), set-3: {Si}150
i=101 sampled from

S3 = diag([0.5, 2, 2, 2, 5, 5]) add set-4: {Si}200
i=151 sampled from S4 = diag([5, 5, 5, 5, 1, 1]).

Dataset 4 105 6 3 SPD matrices representing 6D task-ellipsoids as described in Section 2.3. These were collected from human
demonstrations of 3 tasks (circle drawing, cutting, screw-driving) with a sensorized tool (i.e. force/torque
sensor at the end-effector) (El-Khoury et al., 2015). Each SPD matrix belongs to unique group/class of
tasks: (a) circle drawing - 63 samples, (b) cutting - 21 and (c) screw-driving - 21 samples.

Dataset 5 727 3 5 SPD matrices representing 3D manipulability ellipsoids as described in Section 2.3. This dataset is generated
by a collection of joint-space trajectories of 4 distinct behaviors demonstrated of a 7-DOF robot, involving
(1) a forehand swing, (2) a backhand swing, (3) a pouring motion and (4) a foot-stop motion; which were
collected in Shavit et al. (2018). For each of the behaviors we compute manipulability ellipsoids. To generate
“ground truth” labels we use the manipulability index mi =

√
det(Si) (Yoshikawa, 1985). This index yields

a measure of how constrained the robots motion is wrt. its current joint configuration. As it is a continuous
value, we generate “ground truth” labels by binning the manipulability index values into 5 bins within the
range of the dataset. Being in the same bin (or cluster) means that the robot is similarly constrained in its
motion at that joint configuration. Notice that these labels are only an approximation of the true “ground
truth”. Hence, we solely use them as a baseline to evaluate how well the clustering approaches are capable
of finding regions across joint-space trajectories where the robot is similarly constrained.

Dataset 6 1024 3 4 Dataset of 3D diffusion tensors (DT) extracted from a slice of a real DT image from an isolated MRI of
a rat’s hippocampus (Barmpoutis et al., 2007). To generate the DT image we use the fanDTasia Matlab
Toolbox (Barmpoutis et al., 2007) and the accompanying tutorial (Barmpoutis, 2010). The DT image is a
32 × 32 lattice of diffusion tensors. Different shapes of DT’s correspond to different regions. Such regions
are often characterized by the Fractional Anisotropy (FA) value of the tensor field (Lenglet et al., 2006).
Since the FA value is a continuous scalar between [0, 1] we can only use it to visually compare segmentation
results. As in Dataset 5 we generate “ground truth” by binning the FA values of the entire tensor field into
4 bins. Being in the same bin (or cluster) means that the DT’s are similar.

the sampling steps described above we obtain the full state of the Markov chain at the
t-th iteration Ψt = {K(t)

S , s(t),Θ(t),K
(t)
Z , z(t),Φ(t)} and continue with the next iteration

cycling through the same steps11. This coupled approach will yield similar or slightly
better results than the sequential approach. However, due to the parametrization of
the hyper-priors and the sequential estimation of the geometric invariant clusters, the
Markov Chain will converge faster to the desired states12.

2.7 Evaluation and Results
2.7.1 Datasets for Embedding and Clustering Evaluation
In Table 2.4 we provide a description of the datasets used in this evaluation. These
include datasets of robotic applications involving task-wrench ellipsoids and manipulability
ellipsoids, as defined in Section 2.3.

2.7.2 Evaluation of Geometric Invariant Embeddings
We use the datasets described in Table 2.4 to compare the geometric invariant embeddings
proposed in Section 2.5 with two state-of-the-art Riemmanian-based SPD embeddings:

(I) Log-Euclidean Tangent: We evaluate the log-Euclidean tangent space mapping
approach described in Section 2.3.2. This vector space is reduce to a lower dimension
via PCA.

11MATLAB code of this sampler is provided in: https://github.com/nbfigueroa/ICSC-HMM
12We show evidence of this in Section 2.7.
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Figure 2.14 – Clustering Performance on Dataset 1
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Figure 2.15 – Dataset 1 (top row) Vector Space embeddings (following rows) Clusters from
GMM variants.

(II) Log-Euclidean Hilbert: Vector space embeddings of SPD matrices via kernel-PCA
on a kernel matrix constructed with the log-Euclidean kernel (2.23), see Section
2.3.2.

For details on the mathematical formulation of (I-II) see Appendix C.3. All methods
being compared in this work rely on selecting the leading eigenvalues/eigenvectors P
of either a covariance matrix (tangent-space) or a kernel (Gram) matrix (Hilbert space
approaches and graph-based approach). We use selection heuristics detailed in Appendix
C.4, to automatically select P and γ for the RBF kernels. The top rows of Figures
2.15-2.25 illustrate the vector space embeddings of each dataset. For all datasets, class
labels shown are the “ground truth” labels for the desired geometric invariant clustering.
All vector space embedding approaches are unsupervised, i.e. labels are not used. We
include them in the illustrations to obtain a visual evaluation of the embeddings. An
optimal embedding will map SPD matrices closer in the embedded space if they belong
to the same class; while preserving a separation between different classes.
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Comparative Analysis of Embeddings

In Dataset 1 we seek to construct an embedding where data-points pertaining to the
geometrically (non-deforming) transformation of the linear ellipsoid are very closer
together (class 1), while the sets of deformed ellipsoids (classes 2-5) should be further
apart. As seen in Figure 2.15, none of the Riemannian-based approaches are capable of
producing such embedding. In fact, the opposite is achieved, class 1 has a larger spread
than the deformed classes, with data-points from class 1 very close to the other classes.
This is a clear example of the ambiguity in Riemannian distances mentioned in Section
2.4.5; where distances of deformed ellipsoids are smaller than those of geometrically
transformed (non-deformed) ellipsoids. In this case, the graph-based embedding is capable
of reflecting the desired geometric invariant properties. All the data-points belonging to
class 1 are very close to each other, almost overlapping. This is expected as the SPCM
distance between these points will reflect only the isotropic random noise applied to
them. On the other hand, the deformed classes are spread further apart with no overlap
across classes. Finally, the SPCM deformed Hilbert embedding approach is capable of
separating class 1 from the rest, mainly due to the strong similarity imposed by the
SPCM kernel. Yet, due to the strong similarities imposed by the log-Euclidean kernel on
the deformed classes, the SPCM deformation does not influence them as much.

Regarding Dataset 2, both of our geometric invariant methods out-perform the
Riemannian-based methods. As is illustrated in Figure 2.17, the latter methods are
unable to find within-class similarities that would achieve a clear separation of the classes
in the embedding. Both class 1 and 2 are sampled from covariance matrices with unique
eigenvalues, yet from 2 distinct orthonormal basis. This is reflected in the embedding, as
one can see two separated groups of data-points in each class. The SPCM graph-based
method is robust to the different orthonormal basis. The SPCM kernel deforming method
is capable of correcting the separation between points belonging to class 2, but not class
3. This is the result of (2.25), which shows that the deformed kernel is the reciprocal
mean of K−1

LE and LSP . If both similarities are strong, the deformation will have no
effect.

Dataset 3 is a more complex version of Dataset 2, with higher dimensional SPD
matrices, more variations in per-class orthonormal basis and more distinct covariance
matrices. As seen in Figure 2.19, both geometric invariant methods out-perform the
Riemannian-based methods. While the results of the former approaches are better than
those from Dataset 2, the results of the Riemannian-based methods are worse. We do
not show the tangent space approach in Figure 2.19, as this resulted in high-dimensional
embedding with no clear separation.

Dataset 4 contains three distinct sets of 6D task ellipsoids, each class in Figure 2.21
represents a different task. Intuitively, one would think that if the tasks are different,
the shape of the ellipsoids would be considerably different, and indeed they are. Yet, the
samples from each class were collected from different users, hence, there is great variation
in the way the tasks are demonstrated. Such variations directly affect the orientation of
the eigenvectors and scale of the eigenvalues of the task ellipsoids. This is reflected in the
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Figure 2.16 – Clustering Performance on Dataset 2
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Figure 2.17 – Dataset 2 (top row) Vector Space embeddings (following rows) Clusters from
GMM variants.

spread of the corresponding data-points in all of the embeddings shown in Figure 2.21.
In this case most of the embedding approaches are capable of producing data-points
that have class 1 well separated from the other classes. Yet, in the Riemannian-based
embeddings, samples of the remaining classes are closer (and/or overlapping) to the
samples from other classes. Conversely, in both SPCM based embeddings we can see a
stronger inter-class separation and a more even within-class distribution of data-points.

In Dataset 5 we can clearly see how the geometric invariant methods out-perform the
Riemannian-methods. Since the manipulability ellipsoids represent how the motion of the
robot is constrained in different directions, we would like to unravel in which regions of
the demonstrated behaviors the robot is similarity constrained. In other words, we want
to discover in which regions of the joint-space trajectories the manipulability ellipsoids
have similar shape. Hence, we expect an embedding that aligns manipulability ellipsoids
belonging to different joint-space trajectories wrt. to their homothetic similarity. As can
be seen in Figure 2.23, both SPCM-based embeddings clearly reflect the desired results.
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While the graph-based embedding is excessively intertwining the trajectories, the SPCM
deformed Hilbert space embedding yields a better distribution of points. This is the
effect of weighting the log-Euclidean kernel with the SPCM similarity. On the other
hand, the Riemannian-based methods only reflect how the ellipsoids are deforming along
the joint-space trajectories, yet they do not find any similarities across the manipulability
ellipsoids.

The SPD matrices from Dataset 6 belong to the DT image of a slice of a rat’s
hippocampus. With this dataset, we seek to show that the clustering approaches
proposed in this work are also applicable to standard SPD matrix clustering applications,
where the property of geometric invariance is not crucial. In this case, the distinct shape
of the SPD matrices are used to indicate different diffusive properties of the brain’s
tissues. Hence, the classes that we virtually created are deemed to be intertwined. This is
evident in most of the embeddings where classes 3 and 4 seem to have some overlap, see
Figure 2.25. Given that this dataset is not subject to strong geometric transformations
we can see that the Riemannian-based embeddings do a good job at unrolling the
intricate structure of the underlying Riemannian geometry. In this particular case, the
tangent space embedding is quite successful at mapping SPD matrices to data-points
resembling the inter-class distribution. Both Hilbert space embeddings and SPCM-based
embeddings are also capable of extracting a vector space representation where the classes
are well-separated, albeit with non-linear curvature.

Via this analysis, we conclude that both SPCM-based methods yield good performance
wrt. geometric invariance; i.e. homothetically similar SPD matrices are embedded
closer together in the vector space. However, due to the fact that the deformed kernel
approach leverages the strengths of both Riemannian and SPCM-based methods, the
resulting embeddings for all the datasets analyzed have more desirable properties when
it comes to applying clustering algorithms to the datasets. In any case, none of the
approaches offer embeddings in which the intra-class distribution of the points is somewhat
equally distributed. The main reason for this is because the embedding approaches are
unsupervised, i.e. class labels are not used when constructing the embeddings. This will
undoubtedly pose a challenge for any unsupervised clustering approach. To circumvent
this problem we propose a robust clustering approach which takes the SPCM similarity
values as a covariate or side-information to bias clustering of the vector space embeddings,
regardless of the distribution or non-Gaussianity of the embedded points or the embedding
approach itself.

2.7.3 Evaluation of Geometric Invariant Clustering

External Clustering Metrics

Given that we have the true labels for all of our datasets (from manual assignments), we
will use the following external clustering metrics:

(I) Purity is a simple metric that evaluates the quality of the clustering by measuring
the number of clustered data-points that are assigned to the same class (Manning
et al., 2008).
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Figure 2.18 – Clustering Performance on Dataset 3
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Figure 2.19 – Dataset 3 (top row) Vector Space embeddings (following rows) Clusters from
GMM variants.

(II) Adjusted Random Index (ARI): is a function that measures the similarity of the
two assignments, ignoring permutations and with chance normalization (Hubert
and Arabie, 1985).

(III) The Fβ-measure is a well-known classification metric which represents the harmonic
mean between Precision and Recall applied to clustering problems (Manning et al.,
2008). In all datasets we use a value of β = 2 to have a stronger penalization on
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Figure 2.21 – Clustering with GMM variants on Vector Space Embeddings for Dataset 4

false negative over false positives.

See Appendix C.7 for clustering metrics equations.

Clustering Performance

The proposed clustering framework is a mixture model applied to a vector-space embed-
ding Y∗ ∈ RP×M of the dataset of SPD matrices {Si}Mi=1. The novelty of our approach
is not only that we use a Bayesian non-parametric Gaussian mixture model on the chosen
embedding, but, that we impose a SPCM similarity-dependent prior on the partitions.
Hence, in order to highlight the power of imposing this new prior on GMM we compare
our approach to three GMM estimation variants:

(I) GMM w/BIC Model Selection: Here we fit a standard GMM on Y∗ ∈ RP×M
via Expectation-Maximization (Bilmes, 1998). We choose the optimal number of
components K, by evaluating and selecting the best resulting model using the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Bishop, 2006). Typically, one chooses the
optimal K manually, by visually identifying the point at which the BIC curve
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produced from a Krange stops changing or plateaus; i.e. the “elbow” of the curve.
To automate this process, we devised an approach which selects the optimal K as
the one which yields the highest inflection point on the second order derivative of
the BIC curve. In all experiments, we set Krange = [1, . . . , 15].

(II) CRP-GMM: Here we estimate a Bayesian non-parametric GMM with the Chinese
Restaurant Process (CRP) prior via Collapsed Gibbs Sampling.

(III) GMM-Oracle: Given the “ground truth” labels of each dataset, we construct a
standard GMM by using the labels as the responsibilities. This approach is used as
a baseline, as its performance will indicate the expected performance of a “perfect”
GMM fitted to the data.

For the interested reader we offer description of GMM estimation variant (I) and
(II) in Appendix B.2 and B.3, respectively. The Bayesian non-parametric approaches
(SPCM-CRP-GMM and CRP-GMM) share the same hyper-parameters for the NIW
distribution prior. Typically, the hyper-parameters of the NIW , i.e. λ = {µ0, κ0,Λ0, ν0},
are set to data-driven values. For example, µ0 = 1

M

∑M
i=1 y

i
∗ can be set to the mean value

of all data-points or simple zero-mean (if the data is centered), while Λ0 = 1
MY∗YT

∗ can
be set to the sample covariance of all data-points and κ0 = 1, ν0 = M . The concentration
parameter for both approaches is set to α = 1.

Oftentimes, if the data-points are not well separated or unevenly distributed, the
standard GMM approaches (finite and Bayesian non-parametric) will yield either higher
or lower number of components K. Our goal in this evaluation is to show that the
proposed SPCM-CRP-GMM clustering approach yields not only a good estimate of the
true cluster value K (when achievable), but also that the recovered partitioning is less
prone to assign dissimilar SPD matrices to the same cluster. This property is evaluated
with the purity and ARI scores. While a measure of closeness to the true clusters K is
given by the Fβ score.

We further seek to show, that such clustering properties are achievable not only for
the SPCM-based embeddings (e.g. graph-based and deformed Hilbert space approaches)
but also for the Riemmanian-based embeddings (e.g. tangent-space and log-Euclidean
Hilbert space approaches). Hence, we compare our SPCM-CRP-GMM to the three
GMM variants defined above with the four main vector-space embeddings on Datasets
1-6. We ran the clustering algorithm variants 10 times and report mean and standard
deviation of the corresponding clustering metric in Figures 2.14, 2.16, 2.18, 2.20, 2.22
and 2.24 for Datasets 1-6 respectively. We also show examples of clustering results for
each variant on each dataset in Figures 2.15, 2.17, 2.19, 2.21, 2.23 and 2.25 respectively.

As shown in Figure 2.14, Dataset 1 is challenging to cluster as the GMM-oracle is
not capable of achieving neither the true clusters nor perfect scores of purity, ARI or
Fβ-measure. The vector space embedding which achieves the best metrics, comparable
to the GMM-oracle, is the (SPCM) graph-based embedding. Even though the optimal
cluster K is not achieved by any GMM variant, we can see how the SPCM-CRP-GMM
yields slightly superior performance. This is due to the fact that both the embedding and
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Figure 2.22 – Clustering Performance on Dataset 5
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Figure 2.23 – Clustering with GMM variants on Vector Space Embeddings for Dataset 5

the GMM are induced or biased by the SPCM similarity. For the remaining vector-space
embeddings, the SPCM-CRP-GMM also yields consistently higher purity and ARI scores
as opposed to the other GMM variants. This is where the effect of the SPCM-CRP prior
comes into play. As seen in Figure 2.15, the SPCM-CRP-GMM yields higher K than
the true clusters, yet the Gaussians are placed such that the points belonging to them
are similar based on the SPCM similarity, even when the embeddings are not optimal.

Datasets 2/3 are clear examples of how the geometric invariant embeddings influence
the performance of the clustering scheme. For Dataset 2, as shown in Figure 2.17, solely
the (SPCM) graph-based embedding is capable of generating an embedding with 3 clearly
defined clusters. Thus, all of the GMM variants are capable of performing as well as the
GMM-Oracle on this embedding (Figure 2.16), with SPCM-CRP-GMM yielding more
consistent results than GMM+BIC. For the remaining embeddings SPCM-CRP-GMM
yields perfect purity scores and higher (or more consistent) ARI scores than the other
GMM variants. This again shows the effect of the SPCM-CRP prior. The GMM+BIC
and CRP-GMM show higher variance in the metrics, meaning that the Gaussians are
randomly placed solely based on the distribution of the points. Hence, sets of points
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Figure 2.24 – Clustering Performance on Dataset 6
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Figure 2.25 – Clustering Dataset 6 (top row) Vector Space Embeddings with ground truth,
(center and bottom row) GMM variants.

belonging to different clusters can be assigned to the same Gaussian (as shown in Figure
2.17). This is not the case for the SPCM-CRP-GMM, as it is biased to disambiguate
between such points. For this reason the Fβ scores are slightly lower, as it penalizes
when points from the same cluster are separated. On Dataset 3, both SPCM-based
embedding methods yield a good vector-space representation of the cluster distribution
(Figure 2.19). Hence, all GMM variants are near to optimal, with the CRP-GMM yielding
a higher variance in the clustering metrics. This means that that estimated K from this
approach are not consistent. Consistent results of the SPCM-CRP-GMM are enforced by
the similarity dependent prior. In this case, the tangent-space embedding is not shown
in Figure 2.19, as the dimensionality is too high P = 8. Yet, we can see in the results of
Figure 2.18 that for both Riemannian-based embeddings, the SPCM-CRP-GMM yields
higher purity scores than the GMM-Oracle and higher ARI scores than the other GMM
variants; as in Dataset 2.

Interesting results arise from Dataset 4, which is a real-world dataset of Task-Wrench-
Ellipsoids. In Figure 2.20 we can see how, overall, the GMM variants applied on both
SPCM-based embeddings yield higher clustering metrics than the Riemannian-based
embeddings. As in the previous datasets, the SPCM-CRP-GMM yields comparable purity
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scores to the GMM-Oracle and outperforms the other GMM variants on the Riemannian-
based embeddings. In this case, the ARI scores for all GMM variants applied on the
SPCM-based embedding are within the same range, yet, with the SPCM-CRP-GMM
yielding much lower variance, reflecting the consistency in the estimations.

Dataset 5 is another challenging dataset to cluster. As can be seen by the performance
metrics in Figure 2.22, not even the GMM-Oracle is capable of achieving clustering scores
higher than 0.8. This means that the data-points belonging to each cluster are highly
intertwined and/or overlapping. Albeit, the GMM variants applied on all embeddings
yield comparable (or sometimes better) performance wrt. purity, ARI and Fβ scores.
Notice, however, in Figure 2.23, that even though the SPCM-CRP-GMM yield a higher
number of clusters K for all embeddings, the resulting cluster labels resemble the “ground
truth” labels the most (compared to the other GMM variants). This is an indication
that the purity and ARI scores are indeed reflecting the properties that we seek, as they
favor clusterings that do not mix points from different clusters. Such scores are always
higher for the SPCM-CRP-GMM.

Dataset 6 can be seen as the “control group” of our evaluation, since it doesn’t
necessarily require the geometric invariant property. However, since the SPCM “distance”
holds the affine transform invariant property, the proposed methods should be able to
perform well on standard applications of SPD matrices, such as DT image segmentation.
As can be seen in Figures 2.24, 2.25, all of the proposed variants yield good performance,
comparable to the performance of the GMM-Oracle. In this case, the behavior of the
SPCM-CRP-GMM is consistent to how it behaves on the previous datasets. Even though
a higher number of clusters K is achieved, purity scores are higher on all vector-space
embeddings. Meaning that dis-similar SPD matrices are less prone to be assigned to the
same cluster.

2.7.4 Evaluation of Geometric Invariant Segmentation

Datasets & Metrics

To evaluate the geometric invariant segmentation approaches proposed in Section 2.6,
we use datasets of the 4 robotic tasks detailed in Table 2.5 and shown in Figure 2.1.

External Segmentation Metrics: Given that we have the true labels for all of our datasets
(from human segmentations), we use the following external segmentation metrics (in
addition to the clustering metrics used in the previous section) to evaluate our proposed
approach:

(I) Hamming distance: measures the number of mismatches between two segmenta-
tions (Mulmuley et al., 1987).

(II) Global Consistency Error (GCE): measures differences in granularity while com-
paring two segmentations (Martin et al., 2001).

(III) Variation of Information (VI): defines the distance between two segmentations
as the average conditional entropy of the two segmentations (Meilǎ, 2005).

Refer to Appendix C.9 for computation details of each metric.
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Table 2.5 – Datasets of Complex Manipulation Tasks (Figure 2.1) Segmentation Evaluation.
Variables: (See supplementary video https://youtu.be/yVjRI5bbSbk.)
D denotes number of time-series in the dataset, N is dimension of the data and consequently the dimension of
the SPD (covariance) matrices Σ ∈ S+

N , Ti is the duration of each time-series, KS is the number of geometric
dependent Gaussian emission models and KZ is the number of geometric invariant Gaussian clusters.

Name D N T KS KZ Description
Task 1:
Fender
Wiping

2 12 T1 = 2239
T2 = 2256

4 2 Time-series data of kinesthetic demonstrations on a 7DOF KUKA arm for Wiping a Door Fender.
The variables in each time-series x(i) = {x(i)

t }
Ti−1
t=0 with x(i)

t ∈ R12 correspond to xt =
[x1, x2, x2, ẋ1, ẋ2, ẋ2, fx, fy , fz , τx, τy , τz ]T which denote position, velocity, forces and torque sensed on the
end-effector during kinesthetic teaching. The task involves 2 unique actions: (a) reach and (b) wipe, which
are repeated 4 times within each time-series. During demonstrations two distinctive wiping directions are
observed which depend on the pose of the fender, see Figure 2.26 and supplementary video. Hence, we expect
4 geometric dependent actions and 2 geometric invariant actions.

Task
2: Rim
Wiping

4 12 T1 = 1238
T2 = 1096
T3 = 1457
T4 = 1120

6 3 Time-series data of kinesthetic demonstrations on a 7DOF KUKA arm for Wiping a Rim Cover. The variables
in each time-series are the same as Task 1. The task involves 3 unique actions: (a) reach, (b) circular wipe
and (c) retract. The sequence of actions is repeated once per time-series. However, the number of cycles of
the circular wiping motion varies accross demonstrations. Also, each demonstration has distinctive wiping
directions which depend on the pose of the rim, see Figure 2.27 and supplementary video. Hence, we expect
6 geometric dependent actions and 3 geometric invariant actions.

Task 3:
Dough
Rolling

5 16 T1 = 6000
T2 = 5500
T3 = 4800
T4 = 4800
T5 = 5300

6 3 Time-series data of kinesthetic demonstrations on a 7DOF KUKA arm for a Dough Rolling Task.
The variables in each time-series x(i) = {x(i)

t }
Ti−1
t=0 with x(i)

t ∈ R16 correspond to xt =
[x1, x2, x2, ẋ1, ẋ2, ẋ2, qi, qj , qk, qw, fx, fy , fz , τx, τy , τz ]T correspond to position, velocity, orientation, forces
and torque sensed on the end-effector during kinesthetic teaching. The task involves 3 unique actions:
(a) reach (b) roll and (c) back, which are repeated 2-4 times within each time-series. During demonstrations
two distinctive rolling directions are observed: (i) along the x -axis and (ii) y-axis of the table, see Figure 2.28
and supplementary video. Hence, we expect 6 geometric dependent actions and 3 geometric invariant actions.

Task
4: Zuc-
chini
Peeling

3 26 T1 = 9092
T2 = 10952
T3 = 13342

7 5 Time-series data of kinesthetic demonstrations on a pair of 7DOF KUKA arms for a Zucchini Peeling Task.
The trajectories consist of M = 3 (26-D) time-series X(i) =

{
[x(left)

1 ; x(right)
1 ], · · · , [x(left)

T ; x(right)
T ]

}
for

i = {1, . . . , 5}, where x(·)
t corresponds to the position, velocity, forces and torque of an end-effector. This task

involves 5 bi-manual actions: (a) reach, (b) reach-to-peel,(c) peel, (d) rotate and (e) retract. Each demonstration
begins with a reach and ends with a retract. Between these two actions a sequence of reach-to-peel, peel and
rotate is repeated ≈ 3 − 5 times. Moreover, an internal sub-sequence of reach-to-peel and peel is repeated in
each case ≈ 3 − 5 times. Even though the workspace of the robots is limited to the cutting board (in red),
we observe some transformations between time-series corresponding to the location and length of the zucchini.
Moreover, this dataset is particularly challenging due to its dimensionality and switching dynamics. Hence,
the goal is to segment all time-series into K ≈ 7 geometric-dependent actions and group them into Kz ≈ 5
geometric-invariant actions.

Segmentation Performance

The proposed segmentation algorithm can be seen as an extension of a Bayesian non-
parametric HMM. The novelty, however, is that we can jointly estimate geometric-
invariant segmentations which are capable of providing a more semantically rich descrip-
tion of a set of time-series data, as opposed to the state-of-the-art HMM variants. Hence,
we compare our approach on the presented datasets against following HMM estimation
variants:

(I) Sticky HDP-HMM: We use a variant of the HDP-HMM with state persistence
induced by the sticky hyper-parameter κ Fox et al. (2008). This hyper-parameters
is analogous to κ in the IBP-HMM described in Section 2.6.2.

(II) IBP-HMM: The algorithm described in Section 2.6.2.

In Table 2.6 we compare the performance of our proposed geometric invariant segmen-
tation approach with both sequential and coupled estimation options. Further, in Figures
2.26,2.27,2.28,2.29, we show the ground truth segmentations for each dataset and the best
segmentations extracted from different approaches. The scale of some dimensions are
considerably different, for example the position variables range between [0.1, 1] meters,
while the forces/torques range between [1, 50], hence, we scale the latter dimensions such
that they all lie within a comparable range and the Gaussian distributions estimated by
each HMM are not skewed towards a few dimensions. To avoid redundancy in Figures
2.26-2.29, we abstain from showing results from both sequential and coupled geometric
invariant segmentation approaches yield similar segmentations.
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Table 2.6 – Performance Comparison of Segmentation and state clustering with sticky HDP-HMM,
IBP-HMM vs. IBP-HMM + SPCM-CRP-GMM approaches (presenting mean (std) of metrics
over 20 runs).

Dataset Approaches
Metrics (Segmentation | Gaussian Emission Clustering)

Hamming GCE VI Purity ARI Fβ KS KZ

Task 1
sticky HDP-HMM 0.483 (0.051) 0.143 (0.096) 1.710 (0.309) 0.894 (0.097) 0.342 (0.115) 0.565 (0.052) 4.400 (0.966) -

Dataset
IBP-HMM 0.485 (0.127) 0.201 (0.056) 1.802 (0.462) 0.848 (0.069) 0.294 (0.099) 0.601 (0.140) 4.200 (1.619) -

KZ (2)
IBP-HMM + SPCM-CRP (Seq) 0.416 (0.137) 0.204 (0.096) 1.689 (0.457) 0.799 (0.118) 0.259 (0.143) 0.643 (0.131) 4.200 (1.619) 3.400 (1.430)

IBP-HMM + SPCM-CRP (Coupl) 0.442 (0.094) 0.331 (0.072) 1.841 (0.385) 0.712 (0.046) 0.173 (0.059) 0.576 (0.077) 3.100 (0.316) 2.800 (0.422)

Task 2
sticky HDP-HMM 0.545 (0.082) 0.269 (0.052) 2.010 (0.258) 0.777 (0.056) 0.239 (0.115) 0.538 (0.075) 5.000 (1.155) -

Dataset
IBP-HMM 0.543 (0.104) 0.195 (0.046) 2.045 (0.301) 0.854 (0.041) 0.276 (0.072) 0.512 (0.110) 6.700 (2.364) -

KZ (3)
IBP-HMM + SPCM-CRP (Seq) 0.468 (0.065) 0.275 (0.044) 1.705 (0.272) 0.761 (0.057) 0.266 (0.118) 0.634 (0.074) 6.700 (2.364) 3.600 (0.754)

IBP-HMM + SPCM-CRP (Coupl) 0.449 (0.104) 0.292 (0.101) 1.563 (0.359) 0.723 (0.076) 0.262 (0.223) 0.661 (0.111) 4.600 (0.843) 2.800 (0.632)

Task 3
sticky HDP-HMM 0.545 (0.035) 0.159 (0.032) 2.258 (0.148) 0.894 (0.027) 0.360 (0.031) 0.506 (0.035) 9.600 (1.430) -

Dataset
IBP-HMM 0.553 (0.024) 0.213 (0.049) 2.358 (0.152) 0.846 (0.045) 0.334 (0.027) 0.495 (0.022) 9.100 (1.595) -

KZ (3)
IBP-HMM + SPCM-CRP (Seq) 0.403 (0.097) 0.335 (0.120) 1.976 (0.392) 0.665 (0.100) 0.270 (0.177) 0.667 (0.088) 9.100 (1.595) 3.900 (0.738)

IBP-HMM + SPCM-CRP (Coupl) 0.378 (0.066) 0.294 (0.098) 1.840 (0.294) 0.674 (0.098) 0.308 (0.176) 0.684 (0.055) 8.550 (1.050) 3.950 (1.050)

Task 4
sticky HDP-HMM 0.432 (0.054) 0.394 (0.043) 2.246 (0.165) 0.708 (0.047) 0.332 (0.082) 0.628 (0.046) 4.100 (0.994) -

Dataset
IBP-HMM 0.463 (0.037) 0.388 (0.041) 2.301 (0.093) 0.721 (0.065) 0.300 (0.065) 0.599 (0.019) 5.300 (0.483) -

KZ (5)
IBP-HMM + SPCM-CRP (Seq) 0.359 (0.097) 0.323 (0.092) 1.943 (0.344) 0.706 (0.069) 0.417 (0.125) 0.703 (0.080) 5.300 (0.483) 3.200 (0.422)

IBP-HMM + SPCM-CRP (Coupl) 0.342 (0.083) 0.297 (0.095) 1.894 (0.304) 0.733 (0.043) 0.428 (0.094) 0.722 (0.087) 4.500 (1.509) 3.200 (0.789)

Each HMM variant, including our approaches, relies on running an MCMC samplers.
The best segmentations from each approach are selected by running the samplers 20 times
with T = 1000 iterations each. We evaluate the posteriors of each chain and select the one
which reaches the highest posterior probability. The metric statistics presented in Table
2.6 are computed by evaluating all of these chains. In general, such complex Bayesian
non-parametric models are inconsistent estimators, hence, the need for multiple runs of
the MCMC chains. Thus, there is no model that is consistently outperforming all the
others in all the metrics. Yet, it can be seen that with our combined segmentation and
clustering approach we can achieve a considerable improvement from the state-of-the-art
in terms of geometric invariance.

While variants (I) and (II) both share the state-persistence prior κ, they yield different
segmentations due to the priors used on the hidden states/Gaussian emissions. The
HDP-HMM does not select a subset of Gaussian emissions for a given time series, but
assumes that all time series share the same set and switch among them in exactly the
same manner (Fox et al., 2009). This leads to inconsistent results, depending on the
datasets. For example, in Figure 2.27 we can see that the HDP-HMM is capable of
grouping two of the four circular wiping motions from Task 2: Rim Wiping, but only
because they lie close to each other spatially. On the contrary, in Figure 2.26, we can see
how an entire demonstration of Task 1: Fender Wiping is not properly segmented
and considered as one state. Note that these exemplars are the best segmentations, based
on the posterior probabilities.

In Task 1: Fender Wiping, we expected to recover 2 super-states (i) reaching and
(ii) linear wiping motion. As shown in Figure 2.26, we achieve this with our approach;
albeit, the segmentation points not being as exactly accurate wrt. ground truth. Rather
than giving a discriminative segmentation between non-contact and contact motion, we
recover a wiping motion including a quick transient state from non-contact to contact.
This is not an issue, as in this work we seek solely a high-level segmentation of the task.
Further, the wiping motion with the included transition can be learned with the approach
presented in Mirrazavi Salehian and Billard (2018). Such approximate segmentation
points are also the reason the Fβ scores are not higher across all methods. Further, the
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Figure 2.26 – Segmentation Results on Task 1: Fender Wiping. Top row plots show the first
3 dimensions of the time-series, corresponding to Cartesian position of the end-effector. Labels
on top plots correspond to shaded regions in bottom time-series.

ground truth is selected manually by the author visually inspecting the data. Hence, we
only consider the scores presented in Table 2.6 as relative performance, not absolute. In
Task 2: Rim Wiping, we expected to recover 3 super-states, involving (i) reaching, (ii)
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Figure 2.27 – Segmentation Results on Task 2: Rim Wiping. Top row plots show the first 3
dimensions of the time-series, corresponding to Cartesian position of the end-effector. Labels on
top plots correspond to shaded regions in bottom time-series.
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circular wiping and (iii) retracting. As can be seen in Figure 2.27, none of the methods are
successful with disambiguating between reaching and retracting; they are considered as
the same action. The main reason for this is data-dependent. As opposed to the circular
wiping motion, each time-series contains solely a single trajectory, which is not sufficient
to push for a new Gaussian emission in any of the sampler updates. This, however, is
not a detriment, as the important action that we would like to group is the circular
wiping motion. As described in Armesto et al. (2018), a dataset of distinct pre-segmented
circular wiping motions is necessary for learning constraint-aware policies. Further, as
in Task 1: Fender Wiping, the circular wiping motion includes the transient state
from linear to circular motion. This can be learned as a single policy following the
work proposed in Lauzana and Billard (2019), which uses the extracted segments of
this dataset. In Task 3: Dough Rolling, we expected 3 super-states, involving (i)
reaching, (ii) rolling and (iii) retracting. As can be seen in Figure 2.28, in this case,
the approaches are capable of disambiguating between reaching and retracting. This
is because we have more data belonging to these segments. While both the variant (I)
and (II) over-segment the demonstrations, i.e. there is an excessive number of states,
our approach is capable of grouping them according to the homothetic similarity of
their corresponding Gaussians. The rolling motion, is segmented into two states, one
describing the actual rolling and a short transient state when the rolling tool hits the
table, as can be seen in the supplementary video https://youtu.be/yVjRI5bbSbk. This
was not taken into consideration in the ground truth labels. Hence, we posit that our
extracted segmentations are more rigorous than the human ground truth. The extracted
segments for this dataset were used to learn low-level motion models, force and stiffness
profiles (Ureche and Billard, 2018), as presented in (Figueroa et al., 2016; Figueroa and
Billard, 2017) and described in detail in Chapter 3.

Finally, in the more challenging but less geometrically-transformed Task 4: Zucchini
Peeling, we can see that the proposed algorithm also yields better results than the
state-of-the-art methods. While variant (I) is capable of disambiguating between the
reach and retract motions, the inner reach and peel cycles are over-segmented and
not correctly clustered. Given that each time-series is generated by peeling a different
zucchini at a different location we can see how the geometric-dependent segmentations are
excessive, as in the previous dataset. By grouping the states with our geometric-invariant
approach, we can achieve a segmentation that is closer to the expected ground truth. As
in the previous task, the extracted segments for this dataset were used to learn low-level
bi-manual couplings, motion models, force and stiffness profiles. The use of the resulting
segmentation of this dataset as detailed in (Figueroa et al., 2016; Figueroa and Billard,
2017) and described in Chapter 2.6.3.

Notice, that for all of the tasks, although the metrics are comparable, we can see that
the number geometric-dependent Gaussian emissions for the coupled algorithm is lower
than the sequential one. This is thanks to our coupled sampler, which constrains the
number of features for the IBP samples. Following we provide sampler convergence tests
to further support this claim.
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Figure 2.28 – Segmentation Results on Task 3: Dough Rolling. Top row plots show the first
3 dimensions of the time-series, corresponding to Cartesian position of the end-effector. Labels
on top plots correspond to shaded regions in bottom time-series.
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Figure 2.29 – Segmentation Results on Task 4: Zucchini Peeling. Top row plots show the
first 3 dimensions of the time-series, corresponding to Cartesian position of the end-effector.
Labels on top plots correspond to shaded regions in bottom time-series.
MCMC Sampler Convergence of Coupled Algorithm

To evaluate the convergence properties of the modified MCMC Sampler for the coupled
approach we recorded the trace of the log posterior probabilities, accompanied by the
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Figure 2.30 – Sampler Tests on (left)2D Toy Dataset (center)Rolling Dataset, for 20 random
initializations with 500 iterations.

Hamming distance (for segmentation evaluation) F-measure (for clustering evaluation)
on an Intel R© CoreTM i7-3770 CPU@3.40GHz×8; for three of our datasets: 2D Toy
Dataset and Task 3 (see Figure 2.30, respectively).

We devised sampler tests where 20 independent chains were run for 500 iterations
each. The coupled algorithm has one hyper-parameter which needs to be defined, namely
the αb of the SPCM-CRP prior. We thus, randomly sample αb from a range of [1, D].
Moreover, for all runs we randomly sample the initial value of the features KS within a
range of [1,M ] corresponding to the number of shared states for the multiple HMMs and
define the initial KZ = KS . For all datasets, we observe that the estimated Gaussian
emissions/states and its corresponding geometric-dependent segmentation (measured
through the Hamming distance) stabilize in < 100 iterations. One can also see how the
Gaussian emission clustering Z comes closer to the true clusters as the feature matrix F
are better estimated. Once features F stabilize, we can see how the SPCM-CRP-GMM
explores customer assignments with all chains reaching higher Fβ-measure with Z than
with F, which is the main desideratum of this algorithm.
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2.8 Discussion
In this chapter, we presented three main contributions for geometric-invariant analysis
of data. We specifically focused on introducing (i) a novel measure of similarity in
the space of SPD/covariance matrices which allowed us to derive (ii) Bayesian non-
parametric clustering and (iii) segmentation algorithms for applications which seek
geometric-invariance in robotics.

The proposed similarity function (SPCM) is inspired on spectral graph theory and the
geometry of convex sets. Although simple, we proved its effectiveness on several synthetic
and real-world datasets with promising results. Even though the proposed similarity
function is only valid on the space of covariance/SPD matrices, the presented clustering
approach (SPCM-CRP mixture model) is not. In fact, any dataset that has a proper
measure of similarity which can generate a matrix of pair-wise similarities KSP ∈ RM×M ,
and a corresponding set of real-valued observations {yi}Mi=1 ∈ RP<M , be it a spectral
embedding or not, can be clustered with this algorithm.

Regarding the proposed segmentation and action discovery approach, we presented
successful results on difficult datasets which would otherwise need manual tuning and
pre-processing. The novelty of our approach does not lie on the fact that we use the IBP-
HMM, it lies on the joint estimation of geometric-invariant segmentations. The offered
coupling is not limited to the IBP-HMM. One could easily couple the SPCM-CRP-GMM
with the alternative Bayesian non-parametric approach, the HDP-HMM. However, this
Bayesian non-parametric formulation does not provide the flexibility of assuming different
switching dynamics which would limit the number of geometric-dependent states.

An interesting extension to this work, would be to handle time-series with missing
dimensions. For example, let us assume one of the force/torque sensors was saturated
during recordings and only a sub-set of time-series provides valid force/torque measure-
ments. A method that can be robust to such missing data would be extremely useful.
Another extension would be to automatically infer the weights of the variables. In this
work we set them empirically, as they have known units of measurement. This will be
explored in future work.

In the following chapter, we will show how the segmented data and parameters learned
from our proposed geometric invariant segmentation algorithm are used to parametrize a
controller to execute the tasks of pizza dough rolling and zucchini peeling.
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3 Learning Complex Sequential
Tasks from Demonstration

The goal of Part I of this thesis is to autonomously learn complex sequential tasks from
unstructured and heterogeneous demonstrations, with as minimal human intervention
and a priori knowledge as possible. As stated in Section 1.3, we propose to achieve this
by solving two problems: (I) automatic segmentation and discovery of the unique action
phases in the complex task, and (II) learning a sequence of task-space controllers from
the discovered action phases. In Chapter 2, we offered an algorithm that solves problem
(I). In this chapter, we build upon the work from Chapter 2, to learn the underlying
action sequence of tasks demonstrated in different reference frames or contexts. We then
construct and parametrize a multi-phase task-space control architecture, boot-strapped
by the segmented data and model parameters learned from the action discovery approach.
We showcase and analyze the proposed learning framework with successful case studies
for uni/bi-manual cooking tasks demonstrated through kinesthetic teaching.

Publication Note: The material presented in this chapter is adopted from:

• Figueroa, N., Pais, A. L. and Billard, A. (2016) “Learning Complex Sequential Tasks
from Demonstration: A Pizza Dough Rolling Case Study”. In Proceedings of the 2016
ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction. HRI Pioneers.

• Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. (2017) “Learning Complex Manipulation Tasks from
Heterogeneous and Unstructured Demonstrations”. In Proceedings of Workshop on
Synergies between Learning and Interaction. IEEE/RSJ International Conference on
Intelligent Robots and Systems.

Project Webpage and Source Codes:

• https://nbfigueroa.github.io/complex-seq-task-learning/

Supplementary Videos:

• Approach description and Uni-manual pizza dough rolling task
https://youtu.be/br5PM9r91Fg

• Bi-manual vegetable peeling task
https://youtu.be/0g0t5m6mV1M
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(a) Demonstrations: Rolling a Pizza Dough

(b) Execution Robot 1: Rolling a Pizza
Dough

(c) Execution Robot 2: Rolling a Pizza Dough
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(d) Demonstrations: Peeling a Zucchini (e) Execution: Peeling a Zucchini

Figure 3.1 – Learning from Demonstration (LfD) case studies where geometric-invariant segmen-
tation and action discovery from Chapter 2 was used to discover their action phases and learn
their sequence and control-oriented encodings. For videos of real-time execution for dough rolling:
https://youtu.be/br5PM9r91Fg and zucchini peeling: https://youtu.be/0g0t5m6mV1M
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3.1. Introduction

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we describe how we use the results from the segmentation approach
in Chapter 2 to parametrize a control architecture that is capable of executing the
demonstrated complex sequential tasks. In the LfD paradigm, after discretization of the
task via the segmentation algorithm of choice, complex tasks are typically executed as
a sequence of task-space controllers, each corresponding to a discovered action phase
(Pais et al., 2013; Ureche et al., 2015). Seldom approaches have tackled this in a unified
way or by coupling the stages of (i) segmentation and sequence learning, and (ii) action
phase model learning. The sequential task is either executed as a blind replay of the
sequence (as in Niekum et al. (2012) and Wu et al. (2014)) or inferred from the segmented
demonstration as in Pais et al. (2013); Ureche et al. (2015) and Niekum et al. (2013),
where a Finite State Automaton (FSA) is learned. Each state represents each action phase
by their respective parametrized motion models. To transition from one state to the next,
the goal of the current state has to be reached, which is generally the pre-condition of the
next state. In Pais et al. (2013); Ureche et al. (2015) the flow of the states is restricted to
the specific demonstrated sequential task. The inferred FSA can only execute the action
phases in a fixed order and thus cannot be used to sequence actions in previously unseen
ways to create new, adaptive behaviors. In Niekum et al. (2013), a more flexible approach
was proposed, where a grounding of the action phases (motion models) is performed by
correlating them with observations about actions, objects, and their relationships. A
trained classifier on the grounded actions is then used to determine state transitions.
When the task execution fails it is interactively corrected by the demonstrator and
the FSA is updated. As an alternative to FSA approaches, Pastor (2012) developed
associative skill memories which are motion models associated with corresponding sensory
input data. The associated sensory information is continuously predicted throughout the
execution of the task allowing to confirm a failure or contingencies which are used to
enable recovery actions from a default task sequence with a pre-defined segmentation.
One of the main drawbacks of the aforementioned approaches is their assumption that
the demonstrations are temporally identical in a sequential sense. Namely, they are not
capable of segmenting (and thus, learning the sequence of actions) from unstructured
and heterogeneous demonstrations.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the issue with unstructuredness in the demonstrations
can be tackled by taking some of the probabilistic approaches to decompose the demon-
strations, namely Hidden Markov Models (HMM). Several of those approaches use
control-oriented representations of the action phases to segment demonstrations of com-
plex sequential data and execute the desired tasks. Both Calinon and Billard (2007) and
Kulić et al. (2012) used HMM’s to segment and learn a sequence of joint-space behaviors
for a humanoid robot, parametrized as HMM themselves. Hence, these methods can be
considered as coupled approaches between the high-level and low-level task representation,
however, they have several drawbacks. First, since the underlying motion representations
are HMM, the action phases result in time-dependent motion models. Second, both of
these approaches do not use the HMM parameters for sequencing per se, rather an action
graph or FSA (as above) is computed from the segmented data and task-dependent
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assumptions. Finally, seldom work has focused on deriving a task-space controller that
is fully parametrized by the models learned for each action phase. These task-space
controllers are parametrized by mapping functions that approximate the underlying policy
of the targeted behavior for the corresponding action phase. These mapping functions
are generally control-oriented encodings that generate the desired motion, impedance
and/or force applied to an object or environment for each action phase.

In this chapter, we seek to make an explicit connection between learning (i) the task
decomposition and (ii) the action phase control-oriented encodings in order to achieve
a more autonomous learning pipeline. We do so by bootstrapping the execution of the
sequence of action phases with the HMM parameters used to segment the unstructured
and heterogeneous demonstrations, as will be described next.

Proposed Approach
Given the number of KZ geometric-invariant Gaussian emission models discovered in
the demonstrations and the corresponding transition probability matrices, we can infer
the most likely action sequence. Once the action phases and the desired sequence are
known, we extract the set of time-series corresponding to each action phase and apply
a variance-based constraint-extraction algorithm, proposed in Ureche et al. (2015), to
discover the variables of interest, i.e. the type of controller to use for each action phase.
Finally, the controller parameterizations are learned for each action phase, culminating
in a multi-phase task-space control architecture. We showcase the execution of this
control architecture in two case studies: (i) pizza dough rolling and (ii) zucchini peeling,
as illustrated in Figure 3.1. As alluded to above, the action phase control-encodings
required for the targeted tasks include not only a continuous motion model, but also
desired stiffness and force mapping functions. Such mapping functions are necessary as
the tasks that we learn in this chapter require applying force to an object in order to
deform it. Hence, a hybrid/impedance force control law is employed, which requires a
characterization of stiffness and force as will be described in Section 3.2.2.

Before describing in detail the proposed approach, in the following section we present
an overview of state-of-the-art approaches for learning and controlling tasks that require
the generation of forces to manipulate/deform objects.

3.2 Background and Related Work
3.2.1 Learning Continuous Motion Models
Much effort in LfD has focused on dealing with the representation, encoding and genera-
tion of the desired motion plan of single action phases (for an overview refer to Billard
et al. (2008); Argall et al. (2009); Kulic et al. (2011)). As summarized in Argall et al.
(2009), these approaches fall into two categories: (i) learning a mapping function from
the state observations to actions or (ii) learning a model of the world dynamics and
possibly a reward function formulated as a Reinforcement Learning (RL) problem. As
we focus solely on LfD approaches, in the following paragraphs we review techniques
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developed for (i).

Learning a mapping function involves approximating a direct mapping from the state
observations to the required actions for the demonstrated behavior. Such mapping
functions are motion plans often represented as f(ξ) : RM → RM , where ξ̇ = f(ξ)
with ξ ∈ RM being the state-space variable of the robotic system. The goal of this
approach is to learn the underlying policy of the behavior, i.e. dynamics of the motion
encoded in f(ξ), and to generalize to untrained regions in the state space. Several
approaches use probabilistic generative models to approximate the mapping function,
such as Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR) (Schaal et al., 2002), Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) (Billard et al., 2006; Kulic et al., 2009) and Gaussian Processes
(GPR) (Shon et al., 2005), Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) (Calinon et al., 2007)
and Dirichlet Process GMR (DP-GMR) (Chatzis et al., 2012). The latter methods model
the uncertainty in the demonstrations by assuming noise in the data and estimate the
trajectories as a set of random variables. Such standard regression methods, however,
cannot guarantee convergence to a desired target or stability while executing the motion.
Furthermore, the mapping functions learned with some of the aforementioned methods
are not only state-dependent but are also dependent on time or phase variables.

A popular trend to overcome the limitations of standard regression algorithms is to
follow a dynamical system (DS) based approach in order to ensure robustness to spatial
and temporal perturbations. This issue was initially tackled in the dynamical movement
primitives (DMP) formulation (Schaal et al., 2003). DMP couples a nonlinear DS with
prescribed attractor dynamics estimated through Locally Weighted Regression (LWR)
with a stable linear DS. Global stability is ensured by giving precedence to the stable
linear DS as the state reaches the goal. The switch from non-linear to linear DS proceeds
smoothly according to a phase variable that acts as an implicit clock. This implicit
time-dependency requires heuristics to reset the phase variable in the face of temporal
perturbation. To remove the time dependency of the model, the stable estimator of
dynamical systems (SEDS) approach was later introduced as an alternative to DMP
for discrete time-independent motions (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011). The SEDS
approach formulates f(ξ) as a first-order autonomous DS that is globally asymptotically
stable (GAS); i.e. converges to a single stable equilibrium point ξ∗ (a target or attractor)
(Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011). To learn such DS from demonstrations the SEDS
approach approximates f(ξ) as a non-linear combination (or mixture) of linear DS as:

ξ̇ = f(ξ) =
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)(Akξ + bk) (3.1)

where γk(ξ) is a state-dependent mixing function. Given a set of reference trajec-
tories {Ξ, Ξ̇} = {ξreft , ξ̇reft }t=1...TN SEDS parametrizes (3.1) via GMR. Namely, it
estimates a joint density of {Ξ, Ξ̇} through a K-component GMM, p(ξ, ξ̇|θγ) =∑K
k=1 πkN (ξ, ξ̇|µk,Σk) where µk ∈ R2M , Σk ∈ R2M×2M are the mean and Covari-

ance of each k-th component and πk are the priors (or mixing weights) of each Gaussian
component, satisfying the constraint

∑K
k=1 πk = 1. θ = {πk,µk,Σk}Kk=1 is the complete
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set of parameters. (3.1) is estimated by computing the expectation over the conditional
density ξ̇ = E{p(ξ̇|ξ)}. Via a slight change of variables (3.1) is parametrized by:

γk(ξ) = πkp(ξ|k)∑
j
πjp(ξ|j)

Ak = Σk
ξξ̇

(Σk
ξ)−1

bk = µk
ξ̇
−Akµ

k
ξ

(3.2)

To ensure convergence, the SEDS approach defines sufficient conditions for global asymp-
totic stability on θ, namely (Ak)T + Ak ≺ 0 ∀k = 1, . . . ,K must hold. These
conditions are derived via Lyapunov’s second method for stability, re-stated in Ap-
pendix A.1, which imposes conditions on a quadratic Lyapunov function (QLF); i.e.
V (ξ) = (ξ − ξ∗)T (ξ − ξ∗). Due to its advantageous properties regarding stability and
convergence, in this chapter, we will use the SEDS approach to learn and generate the
desired motion model of each action phase. Although popular in the LfD community, the
SEDS approach is known to suffer from the accuracy vs. stability dilemma, i.e. it performs
poorly in highly non-linear motions that contain high curvatures or are non-monotic
(temporarily moving away from the attractor). This is, however, not an issue in this
chapter as the motions corresponding to the action phases in the demonstrated complex
sequential tasks are either linear or quasi-curvilinear motions. Nevertheless, if one seeks
to encode a more non-linear motion or an entire task with a DS the SEDS approach is
not applicable. This problem is tackled in Part II of this thesis, in which novel DS-based
learning approaches are introduced to reproduce complex tasks while being GAS.

3.2.2 Control and Learning of Motion, Variable Impedance and Force
In the targeted case studies of this chapter we need to apply a controlled force to an object;
e.g. while executing the rolling motion with the dough in contact or while peeling the
skin of the vegetable. Hence, the control-encodings for the action phases that correspond
to such in-contact behaviors must generate and control not only a desired motion but
also a desired force at contact. Controlling for both the position of an end-effector
and the contact forces that it applies to the environment is a problem that has been
studied in robotics for the last 30 years ago and is best known under the umbrella term
of compliant manipulation (Raibert and Craig, 1981). Several approaches have been
proposed to tackle the problem of compliant manipulation, the most salient ones include
(i) hybrid control (Raibert and Craig, 1981), (ii) stiffness control (Salisbury, 1980), and
(iii) impedance control (Hogan, 1984).

Impedance Control and Variable Impedance Learning

The impedance control approach resolves the conflict of position vs. force by modeling a
dynamic relationship between the force response and velocity through a virtual mass-
spring-damper system. Assuming that the physics of an N -DOF robot manipulator is
accurately described with the rigid body dynamics equations (see Appendix A.2.1) the
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impedance control law is:

τ c = J(q)T
(
M(ξ̈ − ξ̈d) + D(ξ̇ − ξ̇d) + K(ξ − ξd)

)
(3.3)

where M ,K, D ∈ RM×M are the desired inertia, stiffness and damping matrices that
parametrize the impedance of the task, ξd, ξ̇d, ξ̈d ∈ RM×1 indicate the desired Cartesian
position, velocity and acceleration, while ξ, ξ̇, ξ̈ ∈ RM×1 correspond to the state (position
and orientation), velocities and accelerations of the end-effector of the robot. Finally,
J(q) ∈ RM×N represents Jacobian and τc ∈ RN indicates the control torques sent to
the robot in joint-space. (3.3) is a general control-law that can be simplified through
different assumptions. For example, if inertia-shaping is not required (which is generally
assumed in most state-of-the-art approaches), we can choose M to be the intrinsic inertia
of the robot, and (3.3) is then reduced to:

τ c = J(q)T
(
D(ξ̇ − ξ̇d) + K(ξ − ξd)

)
(3.4)

An even further simplification is to only consider the static relationship between force
and end-effector position, which results in the following control-law:

τ c = J(q)T
(
K(ξ − ξd)

)
(3.5)

otherwise known as the stiffness controller (Salisbury, 1980). (3.4) and (3.5) define
straight-forward control-laws to robustly execute a compliant task. However, besides
solving the position/force control problem, we also need the impedance parameters to
vary. Namely, in order to achieve a varying compliant behavior K and D should not be
constant, but rather vary depending on the desired task or state of the robot.

Learning how and when K and D should vary is known as the variable impedance
learning problem. Most state-of-the-art approaches focus specifically on learning a varying
stiffness matrix profile and either fix the damping term D or estimate it based on a
proportional relationship to the stiffness matrices. In order to learn the desired varying
stiffness most LfD approaches follow the assumption that variability in the kinematic
(positions/velocities) demonstrations is correlated to the desired impedance of the task. In
other words, if the kinematic demonstrations exhibit low variability this might mean that
the user is conveying high stiffness, and vice-versa. This idea has been used to directly
extract varying stiffness information from the kinematic demonstrations. For example,
Calinon et al. (2010b) and Kormushev et al. (2011) use the inverse covariance matrices of
a GMM learned on kinematic data to estimate the desired stiffness at each point in the
trajectory. Along the same line, Lee et al. (2015) introduced a Bayesian framework that
uses the variation between the demonstrations to extract a single trajectory, along with
time-varying feedback gains (corresponding stiffness/damping) that determine how to
trade-off errors in position vs. force. All the aforementioned works rely on the assumption
that variability in the kinematic demonstrations is an indication of the desired impedance
of the task. However, this assumption might not always hold. To alleviate this, an
approach presented in Kronander and Billard (2012) and later extended in Kronander and
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Billard (2014) introduced an online learning scheme which uses physical perturbations
and/or pressure variations on the robot to convey a desired change in stiffness in the
task. With this approach, one can ensure that the learned impedance of the task is
the one desired by the human. However, learning these impedance profiles requires a
two-stage procedure where the position/velocity trajectories are learned or defined prior
to interaction. Then, as the desired motion plan is being reproduced, the teacher perturbs
the robot so that its stiffness is increased/decreased.

An alternative approach to learning variable impedance control policies is adopting
the RL/Optimal Control paradigm, where a reward/cost function is defined for the
desired task and the optimal policies are learned through trial-and-error (Yang and
Asada, 1996; Theodorou et al., 2010; Buchli et al., 2011). In Buchli et al. (2011) they
extended the DMP motion model by formulating the varying stiffness as a differential
equation and adding it as an additional state in the DMP. The Path Integrals PI2

(Theodorou et al., 2010) RL policy search algorithm is then used to learn the nominal
trajectory and the stiffness profile simultaneously. A concurrent attempt at learning
variable stiffness profiles with motion policies was made by Kormushev et al. (2010)
and Calinon et al. (2013) where the parametrized policies introduced in Calinon et al.
(2010b) Kormushev et al. (2011) (for the LfD approach), were used in an Expectation-
Maximization based RL approach. Following this combined approach of RL with LfD,
Rey et al. (2018) have recently proposed a variant of the PI2 policy search algorithm
where a time-invariant policy is used. A stable time-invariant DS is initially learned via
SEDS. The PI2 is then used to refine the model parameters in order to learn the motion
model and state-dependent variable stiffness simultaneously. Given well-designed cost
functions and proper parameter initialization, the RL approaches summarized above
work well. However, designing such cost functions is not a straight-forward and often
task-dependent.

While a more physically accurate representation of the desired stiffness is achieved with
the aforementioned interactive and RL approaches, they are cumbersome to demonstrate,
impractical and not applicable to tasks that require contact forces to deform objects,
as is the case in this chapter. An approach that is independent of redundant and
cumbersome interactions is proposed in Ureche et al. (2015). In this approach, a stiffness
modulation function, encoded as a GMM/GMR, is learned from the relative importance
between force and position extracted from a constraint-based variance-dependent learning
algorithm. This approach is free of the need to redundantly interact with the robot
as it learns the stiffness modulation from both kinematic (position/orientation) and
dynamic (force/torque) variables from the demonstrations. Due to its practicality in this
chapter we use this approach to learn the varying stiffness profiles of every action phase
discovered by the segmentation algorithm from Chapter 2.
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It must be noted, however, that with control-laws (3.3)-(3.5) and the variable impedance
learning approaches summarized above one does not control for or learn the desired force
explicitly, but rather implicitly through the spring-damper relationship.

Hybrid Impedance/Force Control and Variable Force/Impedance Learning

To control for a desired force/wrench, the hybrid control approach can be used, in which
the task-space is separated into orthogonal sub-spaces that can be controlled either in
position or force (Raibert and Craig, 1981). This decomposition is typically done through
a selection matrix S ∈ IM×M which is used to indicate when the corresponding directions
require either position or force control (Marin and Weitschat, 2016), using (3.5) to control
for compliance, one can derive a hybrid impedance/force control-law as follows:

τ c = J(q)T
(
SKp(ξ − ξd) + (I− S)Kf (F d − F ext)

)
. (3.6)

where F d ∈ R6 is the desired force/wrench that the robot should exert on the environment
and F ext ∈ R6 is the actual force/wrench acting on the robot, which can be measured by a
sensor mounted on the end-effector or approximated from joint measurements (Ficuciello
et al., 2015). Moreover, the directions selected by S must be mutually orthogonal in order
to comply with the natural constraints of the task. Kp ∈ RM×M would be equivalent
to the stiffness matrix in (3.5) and Kf ∈ RM×M can be seen as the force-tracking gain,
which generally is set to IM×M . In this case, we seek to learn F d which is the desired
force and S the selection matrix. In the LfD paradigm, when it comes to learning force
profiles to generate F d, these are typically learned from the force/torque measurements
of the demonstrated task and encoded with probabilistic methods such as GMM/GMR
(Ureche et al., 2015), time-based HMM (Medina et al., 2013) or even as extended DMPs
(Kormushev et al., 2011). As we seek to learn state-dependent models which are time-
invariant we follow the approach proposed in Ureche et al. (2015). Furthermore, regarding
the sub-space selection matrix the approach presented in Ureche et al. (2015) learns this
implicitly by setting zero stiffness on the axis in which force control is required.

3.3 Constructing a Multi-Phase Task-Space Controller from
Segmented Demonstrations

Given the segmentation results from Chapter 2, specifically those illustrated in Figure 2.28
and 2.29 for the rolling and peeling tasks, respectively, we begin by learning the action
sequence of each task. Recall from Section 2.6 that the output of our geometric-invariant
segmentation algorithm yields,

(I) A geometric-dependent sequence of hidden states s = {{s(i)
t }

Ti
t=1}Di=1 parametrized

by KS Gaussians.
(II) A geometric-invariant sequence of super states z = {{z(i)

t }
Ti
t=1}Di=1 parametrized by

KZ Gaussian clusters.

The learned set of Gaussian emission models Θ = {θk}KSk=1 are also geometrically
dependent, yet they are grouped in a sub-set KZ ≤ KS of geometric invariant clusters
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of Gaussians, which denote the unique actions in the demonstrations. Given these
“labels” and the transition probability matrix π ∈ RKS×KS for each time-series we infer
the action sequence of the demonstrated as described below.

3.3.1 Action Sequence
We infer the action phases and action sequence from our set of heterogeneous and
unstructured demonstrations, with the following assumptions:

A.1 Every demonstration/time-series starts with the initial action phase.

A.2 The unique action sequence is repeated throughout the demonstration, yet, not
necessarily completed; i.e. we can have cycles and the final state is not necessarily
the terminal one.

Considering A.1-2, we posit that the number of geometric-invariant clusters, KZ ,
indicates the number of action phases. Given KZ and the index of the first action phase
of each demonstration, we use the transition probability matrices from the geometric-
invariant super states πZ = {π(i)

Z }
Ti
i=1 to find the most likely state path (i.e. action

sequence), similar to the approach presented in Akgun et al. (2012). Note that, in the
ICSC-HMM, only the transition probabilities of the geometric-dependent features are
estimated π = {π(i)}Mi=1. However, given the cluster assignments Z = {z(i)}Tii=1 we can
construct a mapping function fZ(·) : RKS×KS → RKZ×KZ that reduces π(i) to:

π
(i)
Z = fZ(π(i), Z) = IZπ

(i)ITZ for IZ ∈ IKZ×KS (3.7)

where IZ is an indicator matrix indicating the inclusion of the index of π(i) in a cluster
from Z. Once πZ = {π(i)

Z }Mi=1 are computed, we can find the state path ρ
(i)
∗ which

maximizes

arg max
ρ

(i)
∗ ∈P

|ρ
(i)
∗ |∏
j=1

p(z(i)
j |z

(i)
j−1)

 (3.8)

where P is the set of possible paths with length KZ starting with z(i)
0 for each transition

probability π(i)
Z . For example, assuming we found KZ = 3 action phases and that z(i)

0 = 1,
the set of possible paths would be P = {[1, 2, 3]|[1, 3, 2]}. Once ρ(i)

∗ is found for each
π

(i)
Z , the most likely state path ρ∗ is selected as the most frequent from {ρ(1)

∗ , . . . , ρ
(M)
∗ }

through majority vote.

3.3.2 Controller
To execute the inferred action sequence, e.g. ρ∗ = [1→ 2→ 3], we must define what type
of controller each action phase requires. In both our case studies (see Figure 3.1), we
require to not only control for the motion of the end-effector but also for a desired force,
to successfully accomplish a roll or a peel. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, when one seeks
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Initial State
[ξ0, ξ̇0]

Action 1
ξ̇d = f1(ξ)
λd = s1(ξ)
F d = 0

Action 2
ξ̇d = f2(ξ)
λd = s2(ξ)
F d = F2(ξ)

Sub-Goal 1
Reached

Action 3
ξ̇d = f3(ξ)
λd = s3(ξ)

fd = 0

Final State
[ξ∗T , ξ̇

∗
T ]

Sub-Goal 2
Reached

Sub-Goal 3
Reached

Figure 3.2 – Multi-Phase Task-Space Control Architecture for a 3-Phase Task.

to control for both motion and force, an impedance control architecture is necessary.
Specifically, a hybrid impedance/force control-law as the one defined in (3.6). In this
work, we adopt a simplified version of (3.6) as proposed in Ureche et al. (2015), which
models the static relationship between the force response and position, while tracking a
desired force the in orthogonal axes:

τ c = J(q)T
(
λdK(ξ − ξd) + F d

)
. (3.9)

where J(q) ∈ RM×N is the Jacobian matrix of the robot, q ∈ RN×1 is the joint
position and τ c ∈ RN×1 is the control signal (i.e. desired torque) for an N -DOF robot.
K ∈ RM×M is a nominal stiffness matrix and λd ∈ RM is a modulation factor that varies
the stiffness throughout the task, F d ∈ RM×1 is the desired force of the task, ξd ∈ RM×1

represents the desired reference Cartesian trajectory, respectively; whereas, ξ ∈ RM×1

is the current state of the robot. With (3.9) we can alternate between controlling for
force or positions, depending on the requirements of each action phase. Thus, the action
sequence can be executed by switching between different parametrization of stiffness,
force and desired trajectory as illustrated in Figure 3.2, where action phases 1 and 3
require solely position control, while action phase 2 requires both position and force
control. This type of switching architecture is suited for both the rolling sequence and
the peeling sequences from our case studies.

Rather than manually deciding which action phase corresponds to which control-law,
we automatically determine the variable of interest of each action phase through a
variance-based task-constraint extraction approach proposed in Ureche et al. (2015).
Once the time-series corresponding to each action phase are aligned wrt. their end-points,
denoted by the geometric-invariant state transition zt → zt−1 for zt 6= zt−1, we determine
the significant control variable (position or force) by computing a criterion that leverages
intra and inter-demonstration variability throughout the demonstrations. Since this
is not the contribution of this thesis, we refer the reader to Ureche et al. (2015) for a
detailed description of this approach.

3.3.3 Action Models
Once the control variable is automatically selected for each i-th action phase using the
approach presented in Ureche et al. (2015), we learn the corresponding control parameters
for each action, which include:

• The i-th target ξ∗i which includes both position and orientation. The target ξ∗i of each
action phase represents the sub-goal of the overall task and is used as the attractor for
a goal-oriented dynamical system. It is estimated as the mean segment end-points of
each action phase.
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• A desired motion plan in the form of a coupled globally asymptotically stable DS
ξ̇d = f i(ξ) → limt→∞ ‖ξ − ξ∗i ‖ = 0. This DS is a coupling between a DS learned
on the position variable, fp(ξp), and another DS learned on the orientation variable,
fo(ξo). Following the approach introduced in Shukla and Billard (2012b), the coupling
of these two DS yields a GAS, as each of them is GAS wrt. their corresponding
attractor. Following Ureche et al. (2015) each DS is learned via the Stable Estimator
of Dynamical Systems (SEDS) algorithm, which is a stability-constrained Gaussian
Mixture Regression (GMR) (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011). Notice that this
DS-based motion generator approach will yield a desired velocity, not a desired
position/orientation as needed in (3.9). However, we can generate the desired reference
trajectory for (3.9) with a DS f i(ξ) given an initial condition ξd(0) by the following
forward integration: ξd(t) = ξd(0) +

∫ t
0 f i(ξd(τ))dτ

ξ̇d(t) = f i(ξd(t))
(3.10)

The numerical solution of the initial value problem yields ξd and is fed directly to the
hybrid/impedance control-law define in (3.9).
• A state-dependent stiffness modulation function λd = s(ξ). The term λdK in (3.9)
yields the so-called desired stiffness profile. The state-dependent function s(ξ) : RM →
RM is a mapping function from the current distance of the robot to the attractor
ϑ(ξ) = ||ξ − ξ||2 to a desired modulation factor λd ∈ [0, 1]. This mapping function is
given by performing GMR on a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) learned on the joint
distribution of both variables, p(λd, ϑ(ξ)), i.e.

s(ξ) = E{p(λd|ϑ(ξ))} (3.11)

The modulation factors, λtd, corresponding to each t-th position sample, ξt, from the
segmented time-series corresponding to this action phase are computed as a weighting
factor that balances the contribution of force and position. This weighting factor is
computed via the constraint-extraction algorithm from Ureche et al. (2015).
• A state-dependent force profile, F d = Fi(ξ), that varies along the desired trajectory
of the action phase. The force profile is learned in the same manner as the stiffness
modulation function defined above; i.e.

F(ξ) = E{p(F d|ϑ(ξ))}. (3.12)

which is GMR performed on the joint distribution p(F d, ϑ(ξ)).

3.4 Case Studies
3.4.1 Uni-manual Pizza Dough Rolling
Given the segmented data and labels from Chapter 2, i.e. Figure 2.28, we follow
the approach presented in the previous previous to learn the action phase parameters.
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Figure 3.3 – Learned DS-motion plans f i(ξ) and modulation functions si(ξ) for each action
phase of the Rolling task
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Figure 3.4 – Positioning of the attractors wrt.
dough shape
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Figure 3.5 – Model of the vertical force F z
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Specifically, three phases were learned: (1) reach, (2) roll and (3) retract. In Figures
3.3 and 3.5 we illustrate the learned DS motion models, f i(ξ), the learned stiffness
modulation si(ξ) and the learned force profile for the rolling phase F2(ξ). In Figure 3.6a
we show snapshots of a single rolling sequence executed on a KUKA LWR 4+ robotic arm
different from the one used to collect the demonstrations. This is one of the advantages
of learning the action models wrt. to the reference frame of the object. Motion, stiffness
and force models are learned wrt. the attractor of the current phase. Hence, they are
robust to spatial changes of the target, which in this scenario should change after every
rolling sequence. To autonomously run multiple rolling sequences until a desired size
and shape of a dough is reached, we execute a high-level plan based on a task metric as
described next.

Task Metric Encoding

The goal of this task is to achieve a desired size/shape of the pizza dough. From the
demonstrations, we discovered that all rolling trajectories followed the same direction as
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(a) Snaps of a roll execution.

(b) Progression of Dough Shape per/roll r

Figure 3.6 – Execution of learned dough rolling complex sequential task. See video for continuous
frames: https://youtu.be/br5PM9r91Fg

the secondary principal component of the dough (when fitting an ellipse to the shape).
In addition, the ending points of the reaching segments were clustered at the beginning
points of that direction and the ending of the rolling segments were clustered on the
same direction but on the opposite side (see Figure 3.4). Thus, we use the secondary axis
of a fitted ellipse on the dough as the main feature to parametrize the rolling direction
and reached the desired circular shape. Using this simple task metric we are capable
of achieving autonomous rolling; i.e. the robot stops rolling until a desired size of the
dough is reached. In Figure 3.6b we show the different rolling directions being computed
after multiple sequence executions.
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Dough Type
Control Mode Metrics Soft Stiffer Elastic

Hybrid

Defratio 2.6270 (0.0602) 2.585 (0.379) 2.5048 (0.1892)
Isoquot 0.9907 (0.0068) 0.9981 (0.0024) 0.9949 (0.0074)
Numrolls 12.3333 (1.5275) 38.66 (3.055) 76.3333 (3.5119)
Maxforce 38.3540 (3.1945)N 41.126 (1.899)N 45.5943 (3.4927)

Pos-Stiff

Defratio 2.5240 (0.2507) 2.5559 (0.2128) 2.8250 (0.3952)
Isoquot 0.9940 (0.0047) 0.9855 (0.0110) 0.9932 (0.0072)
Numrolls 14.6667 (1.5275) 46.6667 (4.0415) 118.6667 (19.1398)
Maxforce 71.0843 (1.7159)N 78.9383 (2.8563)N 83.0120 (3.2562)N

Table 3.1 – Evaluation of control modes. (Hybrid) is our proposed framework, (Pos-Stiff) is a
standard position controller with fixed high stiffness values. The values in the metrics are the
mean (std.) of 3 trials per control mode/dough consistency.
Control Framework Performance

We evaluate our proposed control framework with 2 different control modes: (hybrid)
being our approach where we control for position and modulate force/stiffness during
interaction and (pos-stiff) is a standard position controller that will follow the desired
trajectories with high stiffness, but with a hand-tuning in the position for the rolling
phase (in order to achieve flattening of the dough). We ran each control mode 3 times for
3 different dough consistencies: (i) very soft (freshly made) dough, (ii) a bit stiffer dough
(once it cooled down) and (iii) a hard dough, almost elastic. The task performance is
then evaluated with the following measures:

(I) Defratio: Deformation achieved, computed by dividing the ellipse area ratio between
last/first roll.

(II) Isoquot: The isoperimetric quotient evaluates the obtained roundness of the resulting
deformed dough.

(III) NR: # of rolls needed to achieve the target area (0.025m2).

(IV) Maxforce: Maximum force applied to the dough.

Using the following task settings across trials: initial dough area ≈ 0.01m2, dough
weight ≈ 0.5kg and goal area ≈ 0.025m2 we gathered the results presented in Table 3.1,
with (hybrid) achieving more consistent shapes (Isoquot) than (pos-stiff). Both control
modes achieve the desired size. However, since (pos-stiff) uses a fixed high stiffness and
hand-tuned position, it reached extremely high values during contact (70-80 N), which
causes the robot to become unstable. Whereas (hybrid) reached the target size/shape
with less rolls and safe force levels (40N), as the ones learned from human demonstrations.

3.4.2 Bi-manual Zucchini Peeling
For this scenario we needed to re-rerun the segmentation algorithm with more features
in order to properly extract the action sequence. Notice that, in this task, we expect 5
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(a) Geometric-Invariant Segmentation with Object Features

(b) Geometric-Invariant Segmentation with Object Features

Figure 3.7 – Object Feature tracking and Updated Geometric-Invariant Segmentation.

bi-manual actions: (a) reach, (b) reach-to-peel,(c) peel, (d) rotate and (e) retract. Each
demonstration begins with a reach and ends with a retract. The segmentation algorithm
applied solely on the kinematic and dynamic data of the two arms cannot distinguish
between the initial reach and the final retract. Further, the rotate action is clustered with
the reach-to-peel action. It must be noted that all approaches evaluated in Chapter 2 yield
the same results, see Figure 2.29. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the initial reach
and the final retract are only performed once in the entire time-series with a duration of
a couple of seconds each; while the reach-to-peel and peel actions are performed multiple
times in sequence. This intuitively biases the HMM’s to fit the Gaussians mostly on the
inner sequence actions. For this reason, the geometric-dependent segmentation variants
group these two quick actions even before the geometric-invariant step can be applied.
This is the same for the rotate action, it happens only a couple of times throughout the
time-series, with the data being not sufficiently distinct from any other actions. Thus, it
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Figure 3.8 – Execution of learned zucchini-peeling complex sequential task. See video for
continuous execution: https://youtu.be/br5PM9r91Fg

is considered as noise an encapsulated in the reach-to-peel action. The second reason is a
contiguous to the first one. If we had some other features that would consistently vary
in during these quick motions, the HMM’s would be able to identify them as a separate
state. For this reason, we computed a set of 6 new variables which represent the object
state. These features are simply the mean and std. deviation of the RGB colors from the
Zucchini. These statistics are computed after applying RGB-D processing algorithms on
the point-cloud captures by the Kinect mounted between the two robot arms, see Figure
3.7a. We thus re-run the geometric-invariant segmentation algorithm from Chapter 2
on this new augmented dataset. As illustrated in Figure 3.7, by simply adding these
features to our time-series, we are capable of extracting the expected action phases.

We then parametrize a hybrid/impedance control-law, as the one defined in (3.9), for
each arm with models akin to those presented in Section 3.3.3 but with couplings between
arms as proposed in Ureche and Billard (2018). The initial reach and final retract actions
were encoded with the bi-manual coordinated DS proposed in Mirrazavi Salehian et al.
(2016a). Snapshots of a continuous execution are provided in Figure 3.8.
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3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we presented an approach that seamlessly extracts the underlying action
sequence of a complex sequential manipulation task from unstructured and heterogeneous
demonstrations using the segmentation algorithm proposed in Chapter 2. Moreover, the
approach is used to bootstrap a control architecture for execution of uni-manual and
bi-manual cooking tasks on real robotic platforms. However, in order to reach a fully
autonomous learning pipeline one needs to bootstrap more high/low-level information of
the task. For example, in all case studies we manually encoded the high-level task goal; i.e.
dough size/shape and zucchini color. Jointly learning this high-level task goal/features
with the action sequence is an interesting research direction. Furthermore, even though
our segmentation algorithm is shown to perform well in several complex sequential tasks,
it is highly dependent on the features/variables that are fed to it. For example, for the
zucchini task, we had to add features from the object state in order to extract the correct
action sequence. This might be an indication that applying segmentation algorithms
solely on the kinematic or dynamic variables of the demonstrations might not be sufficient
to infer a high-level goal or plan. If the demonstration is structured, in the sense that
the same action is repeated multiple times, like the rolling task, then this is not such a
big issue. However, as was demonstrated with the peeling task, it was paramount for us
to add this new features representing the evolution of the object’s state. This problem,
however, is the age-old machine learning problem of finding the correct or more salient
features to properly any type of model.

To circumvent this problem, rather than creating more features or identifying which
ones are the most salient, we should impose prior knowledge on our learning algo-
rithms that explicitly model the relationships or couplings between the kinematic and
dynamic variables. For example, treating positions, velocities, forces and torques as
a N -dimensional vector of unknown dynamics and disregarding the relations between
them, as we (and most state-of-the-art) do with the HMM approaches, might not be the
most clever way of analyzing this type of data. We know what the physical relationships
are between these variables; i.e. velocity is computed from position differences, force is
proportional to acceleration, etc. So, why not use this information about our data within
our learning models? This idea is the main motivator for the contributions in Chapter 4,
where we identified issues with standard GMM estimation approaches (e.g. EM-based
or sampling-based) when applied to trajectory data and use the physical relationship
between position and velocities to properly fit probabilistic models.

Finally, the current task discretization achieved by our segmentation algorithm follows
closely the idea of “contact-events” being sub-goals of an action phase. When transfered
to a controller, this creates a discrete switching between contact/non-contact action
phases. This might be suitable for the rolling task, in which it is required to stop the
motion and apply high forces in order to properly achieve a proper flattening of the
dough. However, for the peeling or the wiping tasks analyzed in Chapter 2, one might
want a smoother transition between these action phases. In that case, the reaching
and wiping/peeling motions should no longer be treated as two separate action phases,
but as single action phase with a known transition. One of the reasons this is difficult
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to achieve is because one would need to learn a motion plan or DS that is capable of
encoding motions with high curvatures where the transition should happen. If a motion
learning algorithm is capable of doing that, while ensuring the robustness and stability
conditions we seek from a GAS DS, then we wouldn’t need to impose discrete switches
in a task that requires smooth transitions. In the next part of this thesis, we make
strides in this regard, by proposing DS variants that are capable of (i) encoding highly
non-linear motions that go beyond “reaching movements” (Chapter 4) and (ii) that are
capable of encoding varying stiffness within the DS formulation and using a DS-based
impedance control-law rather than the classical impedance controllers (Chapter 5). With
the latter contribution, we alleviate the need of learning both a DS for motion control
and a stiffness modulation profile, as we do in the approach presented in this chapter.
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4 Physically Consistent Stable
Dynamical System Learning

Throughout this thesis we work under the assumption that both the motion of the human
and the robot are driven by autonomous time-invariant dynamical systems (DS). In
Chapter 3 we used this notion by encoding the desired motion of each action phase with
a corresponding DS-based motion model. The entire sequence of actions of a complex
task is then executed by discretely switching between each DS. In Part II of this thesis,
instead of following this discretization and switching approach, we propose to learn and
control for the entire complex tasks with a single DS. This cannot be achieved by the
leading method in learning DS-based motion models from demonstrations presented in
the previous work (SEDS) due to overly conservative stability constraints and restrictions
on the learning scheme (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011). To achieve this objective, in
this chapter we propose a re-formulation of SEDS and a novel learning scheme capable of
encoding tasks with highly complex motions while ensuring global asymptotic stability.

Publication Note: The material presented in this chapter is adopted from:
• Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. (2018) “A Physically-Consistent Bayesian Non-Parametric

Mixture Model for Dynamical System Learning”. In Proceedings of the 2nd Conference
on Robot Learning (CoRL) - 2018

Project Website and Source Codes:
• Project Website

https://nbfigueroa.github.io/pc-gmm-ds-learning/

• Physically-Consistent Gaussian Mixture Model
https://github.com/nbfigueroa/phys-gmm

• Dynamical System Optimization
https://github.com/nbfigueroa/ds-opt

• Code for Executing Learned LAGS-DS models in C++
https://github.com/nbfigueroa/lpvDS-lib

Supplementary Videos:
• Approach Description and Robot Manipulation Experiments

https://youtu.be/HfV4jbJBWTQ

• Wheelchair Navigation Simulation
https://youtu.be/r5EjMoMuOrs
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Chapter 4. Physically Consistent Stable Dynamical System Learning

4.1 Introduction
As summarized in Section 3.2.1 much effort in LfD has focused on learning the desired
motion plans of a task or action phase from demonstrations. To recall, these learned
motion plans are mapping functions, f(ξ) : RM → RM , that approximate a direct mapping
from the state observations to the required actions for the demonstrated behavior; i.e.
ξ̇ = f(ξ) with ξ ∈ RM being the state-space variable of the robotic system. From a
machine learning perspective, estimating f(ξ) from data can be framed as a regression
problem, where the inputs are the state variables ξ and the outputs are their first-order
derivatives ξ̇. Several statistical methods have been proposed in the past to approximate
f(ξ), such as Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR) (Schaal et al., 2002),
Gaussian Processes (GPR) (Shon et al., 2005) and Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR)
Calinon et al. (2007). Due to its intuitive nature of representing a non-linear regressive
function as a mixture of linear regressors, a great body of work uses the latter statistical
method (GMR) to encode motions from demonstrations. However, as discussed in
(Gribovskaya et al., 2010; Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011, 2014) and in Section 3.2.1,
solely using any of these techniques cannot ensure convergence to a desired target. This
led to researchers formulating f(ξ) as a first-order, autonomous Dynamical System (DS)
that is globally asymptotically stable (GAS); i.e. converges to a single stable equilibrium
point ξ∗ (a target or attractor). To learn such GAS-DS from demonstrations, the SEDS
approach (used in Chapter 3) was introduced, which approximates f(ξ) as a non-linear
combination (or mixture) of linear DS parametrized by GMR (Khansari-Zadeh and
Billard, 2011). To recall, the non-linear DS learned with the SEDS approach is defined
as:

ξ̇ = f(ξ) =
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)(Akξ + bk) (4.1)

where γk(ξ) is a state-dependent mixing function and {Ak ∈ RM×M , bk ∈ RM} are
the linear system parameters for each k-th DS. Given a set of reference trajectories
{Ξ, Ξ̇} = {ξreft , ξ̇reft }t=1...TN SEDS parametrizes (4.1) via GMR as defined in (3.2). To
ensure convergence, SEDS defines sufficient conditions for global asymptotic stability
on the GMM parameters derived via Lyapunov’s second method for stability (re-stated
in Section A.1). In SEDS and its latest extensions (Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2016b;
Medina and Billard, 2017) a quadratic Lyapunov function (QLF) of the following form
V (ξ) = (ξ − ξ∗)T (ξ − ξ∗) is used to derive the stability constraints on the DS parameters.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, SEDS is known to suffer from the accuracy vs. stability
dilemma, i.e. it performs poorly in highly non-linear motions that contain high curvatures
or are non-monotic (temporarily moving away from the attractor). This is mainly due to
the choice of Lyapunov function; e.g. geometrically, a QLF can only allow trajectories
whose L2-norm (i.e. ||ξ − ξ∗||2) distances decrease monotonically (Khansari-Zadeh and
Billard, 2011; Neumann and Steil, 2015). In this chapter, we offer an approach that
alleviates this limitation through a novel learning scheme of the parameters of (4.1) via
Bayesian non-parametrics and semi-definite programming.
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4.2 Related Work
Several works have sough to tackle the accuracy vs. stability dilemma inherited from the
SEDS formulation by proposing extensions with less conservative stability conditions via
diffeomorphisms or contraction theory. Neumann and Steil (2015) began by introducing
the τ -SEDS approach, a theoretical framework that embeds complex Lyapunov functions
into the SEDS learning scheme via diffeomorphic transformations. The main idea behind
τ -SEDS is to learn a diffeomorphic mapping, τ , that transforms a complex Lyapunov
function learned from the training data to a quadratic form. The training data is
transformed via τ to a new space that is consistent with the standard QLF. A DS is then
learned in this transformed space via SEDS. Since τ is a diffeomorphism, it is bijective
and an inverse transformation τ−1 exists. The learned DS is then back-transformed
to the original space, resulting in a DS that inherits the stability properties of SEDS
while accurately reproducing highly complex motions. Following the diffeomorphism
idea, Perrin and Schlehuber-Caissier (2016) introduced an approach, like τ -SEDS, which
maps complex non-linear trajectories onto linear trajectories that would comply with a
QLF. The diffeomorphic function is learned via an efficient matching algorithm between
a single non-linear reference trajectory representing the demonstrations and a virtual
linear trajectory. By parameterizing/learning a DS on the linear trajectories that is
GAS, the transformed DS is also GAS. Although this approach does not follow the SEDS
formulation it is important to highlight as it partially solves the objectives of this chapter.

Both Khansari-Zadeh and Billard (2014) and Blocher et al. (2017) follow a control-
stabilization approach, in which an unstable DS learned via GMR (Blocher et al. (2017))
or any other regressive algorithm (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2014) are stabilized by
a control input that is derived from either a data-driven Lyapunov function (Khansari-
Zadeh and Billard, 2014) or from partial contraction theory (Blocher et al., 2017). In
the latter approach, an unstable GMM-based DS, formulated like (4.1), is stabilized via
a locally activated online corrective input. However, rather than learning a Lyapunov
function a priori to compute the corrective signal, a set of control input matrices are
computed based on an L1-norm matrix measure to ensure that an auxiliary DS, of the

form ζ̇ =
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)Ak(ζ − ξ∗), is globally contracting to the unique target. By proving

such a condition, the resulting DS is not only asymptotically, but exponentially stable.
This approach is more flexible in terms of reproduction accuracy thanks to the use of
partial contraction theory. Nevertheless, both of these control-stabilization approaches
suffer from the risk of over-corrections which might deviate the DS from the desired non-
linear motion. To alleviate this, Ravichandar et al. (2017) on the other hand, proposed
a partially contracting SEDS-like estimation approach that by construction generates
trajectories that can (i) accurately reproduce the demonstrations and (ii) guarantee
exponential convergence to the attractor. This is done by solving a non-linear constrained
optimization problem for the estimation of the GMM parameters (as in the original SEDS
approach), yet, under constraints derived via partial contraction analysis. Namely, if an
auxiliary DS (as defined before) satisfies a globally contracting condition, parametrized
by some contraction metric M(ξ), then the original DS is partially contracting. This
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Chapter 4. Physically Consistent Stable Dynamical System Learning

approach is referred to as the CDSP (Contracting Dynamical System Primitives).

From the previously mentioned body of work, τ -SEDS (Neumann and Steil, 2015),
CDSP (Ravichandar et al., 2017) and the diffeomorphic matching approach (Perrin and
Schlehuber-Caissier, 2016) have shown the best performance. Yet, they have their own
drawbacks. For example, τ -SEDS and CDSP remain limited to offline batch learning
settings due to the tying of the individual linear DS parameters Ak, bk to the parameters
of the GMM. When optimizing for the GMM parameters, the locality and geometrical
notion of the GMM wrt. reference trajectories is lost. This is an artifact that is not
desirable if one seeks to exploit the generative nature of the GMM which can potentially
be used for recognition or in incremental learning settings. The diffeomorphic matching
approach, is also limited to offline learning, and further it can only learn a single behavior
in the state-space, as the diffeomorphism is assumed to be (and learned) as a global
operator. To alleviate these limitations, in this chapter, we advocate and present an
approach that:

(i) Through a simple re-formulation of the parameters of (4.1) is capable of outper-
forming SEDS using standard Lyapunov stability theory; i.e. without having to
rely on diffeomorphisms or contraction analysis.

(ii) Preserves the locality of the Gaussian functions such that recognition and incre-
mental learning is feasible.

4.3 Proposed Approach
Consider (4.1) as a polytopic (quasi) Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) system (Apkarian
et al., 1995); i.e. Ak’s, are linear time-invariant (LTI) and the state-dependent mixing
function γk(ξ) yields a parameter vector γ = [γ1, . . . , γK ] belonging to the convex
K-unit polytope. In LTI systems parametrized QLF (P-QLF) are commonly used to
ensure stability, i.e. with V (ξ) = (ξ − ξ∗)TP(ξ − ξ∗) one can ensure GAS of a linear
DS if ATP + PA ≺ 0 holds, as shown in Proposition 2, which can easily be extended
for a mixture of linear systems (4.1). The effect of P is a reshaping of the simple
QLF to an “elliptical” form, allowing for trajectories which exhibit high-curvatures
and non-monotonicity towards the target. Solving an optimization problem for SEDS
with such conditions, however, becomes unfeasible. To alleviate this, we propose to
decouple the GMM parameters θγ from the linear DS parameters θf = {Ak, bk}Kk=1,
as introduced in Mirrazavi Salehian (2018); Shavit et al. (2018); we will herein refer
to this parametrization of (4.1) as LPV-DS. Due to this decoupling of parameters, the
LPV-DS approach preserves the geometric representation of the GMM, while accurately
representing highly non-linear motions due to the less conservative P-QLF. Yet, the
performance of the LPV-DS approach relies heavily on a “good” estimate of the GMM
parameters θγ . Not only must one find the correct number of Gaussians K that best
represent the reference trajectories, but they should also be aligned with the trajectories
such that each Gaussian represents a local region in the state space that follows a linear
DS. Such an estimate is empirically hard to find, as standard EM estimation or Bayesian
Non-parametric approaches, do not optimize for these properties in the data. We refer the
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4.4. Physically-Consistent Bayesian Non-Parametric Mixture Model

reader to Appendix B.2 and B.3 for a brief overview of these different GMM estimation
approaches. Hence, for the LPV-DS approach to achieve comparable performance to
the works mentioned above, a physically-consistent estimate of the GMM parameters is
crucial.

Proposition 2. A linear DS of the form ξ̇ = Aξ+b is globally asymptotically converging
at the attractor ξ∗ iff,{

ATP + PA ≺ Q, P � 0, Q ≺ 0
b = −Aξ∗

(4.2)

where ≺ (and �) refer to negative (and positive) definiteness of a matrix, respectively.
Recall that a matrix A is deemed negative (or positive) definite iff it’s symmetric part
Ã = 1

2(AT + A) has all negative (or positive) eigenvalues. Both P ∈ RM×M and
Q ∈ RM×M are symmetric.

Proof. See Appendix D.1

Contributions We tackle two main issues involved with fitting GMM to trajectory
data for accurate DS estimation: (i) cardinality: automatically estimating the optimal
K Gaussian components (ii) physical-consistency: ensuring that the location and
coverage of each Gaussian component corresponds to a linear DS. To solve (i) we adopt
a Bayesian non-parametric approach. When fitting a mixture model, instead of doing
model selection to find the optimal K, a Dirichlet process (DP) prior (or its Chinese
Restaurant Process CRP representation) is used to construct an infinite mixture model.
In order to bias the Gaussian fitting (or clustering) of the trajectories in a physically
consistent way, we propose to use a novel similarity measure based on a locally-scaled
cosine similarity of the velocity measurements of the trajectories as side-information
(Jonschkowski et al., 2015). A prior that is capable of including such side-information
in a Bayesian non-parametric model is the distance-dependent CRP (dd-CRP) (Blei
and Frazier, 2011). We adopt this prior and propose a Bayesian non-parametric GMM
that is biased by this measure of physical-consistency as described in Section 4.4. We
then introduce a generalized formulation of LPV-DS with several optimization variants
and prove that using our physically-consistent GMM yields improved reproduction and
generalization accuracy over SEDS (Section 4.5). Finally, in Section 4.7, we propose an
incremental approach to learning LPV-DS based on the approached proposed in Sections
4.5 and 4.4 and prove that the resulting estimate is GAS.

4.4 Physically-Consistent Bayesian Non-Parametric Mix-
ture Model

We begin by re-interpreting the finite GMM as a hierarchical model, where each k-th
mixture component is viewed as a cluster, represented by a Gaussian distribution N (·|θkγ)
with θkγ = {µkγ , θkγ} and mixing weight πk. Each data-point ξi is assigned to a cluster
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k via cluster assignment indicator variables Z = {z1, . . . , zM}, where i : zi = k for M
samples. This process is represented as:

zi ∈ {1, . . . ,K}
p(zi = k) = πk

ξi|zi = k ∼ N (θkγ)
(4.3) p(ξ|θγ) =

K∑
k=1

p(zi = k)N (ξ|µk,Σk) (4.4)

Via (4.3), the probability density function of the mixture model is defined by (4.4) with
θγ = {πk, θkγ}Kk=1. In the finite case, since K is known apriori the marginal distribution
over Z is solely defined by the set of mixing weights π = {πk}Kk=1 and thus the prior
probability of the cluster assignment indicator variable zi is p(zi = k) = πk. In the
infinite case, K → +∞ and all parameters are treated as latent variables by placing priors
on them. The Normal-Inverse-Wishart (NIW) distribution can be placed as a prior
on the cluster parameters θkγ and the DP is placed as a prior on the cluster assignment
variables p(Z). Since the DP is an infinite distribution over distributions, to evaluate
an infinite mixture model on a finite set of samples, the Chinese Restaurant Process
(CRP) is commonly used to yield a tractable estimation of the prior p(Z). The process
is inspired by a culinary metaphor of a Chinese restaurant with an infinite number of
tables (Jordan, 2005). It defines a sequence of probabilities for the incoming customers
(i.e. observations ξi) to sit at specific tables (i.e. to be assigned to a specific cluster)
p(zi = k) (Jordan, 2005). Through inference of the CRP-GMM one can jointly estimate
the optimal number of components K and corresponding parameters θγ . While this solves
the cardinality problem, L2 distance-based approaches can perform poorly when the
distribution of the points exhibits idiosyncrasies such as high curvatures, non-uniformities,
etc, as shown in Figure 4.1. To tackle this physical-consistency issue, rather than using
the CRP as a prior on p(Z), we propose to use a variant of the similarity-dependent CRP
used in Chapter 2; i.e. the SPCM-CRP-GMM, to model the probability of customers
sitting with other customers (i.e. observation ξi being clustered with ξj) based on a
similarity measure based on the directionality and locality of trajectory data.

4.4.1 Physical Consistency via ξ̇-Similarity
In trajectory data, there are two main properties that must hold in order for a cluster of
points to be physically consistent: (i) directionality and (ii) locality. We thus propose a
similarity measure composed of a locally-scaled shifted cosine similarity kernel, which we
refer to as ξ̇-similarity,

∆ij(ξi, ξj , ξ̇i, ξ̇j) =
(

1 +
(ξ̇i)T ξ̇j
||ξ̇i||||ξ̇j ||

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Directionality

exp
(
− l||ξi − ξj ||2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Locality

(4.5)

The first term measuring directionality is the shifted cosine similarity of pair-wise velocity
measurements; i.e. cos(∠(ξ̇i, ξ̇j)) ∈ [0, 2] and is bounded by the angle between the pair-
wise velocities θij = ∠(ξ̇i, ξ̇j). When θij = π (its maximum value), the velocities are in
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Figure 4.1 – Performance of different GMM fitting strategies on concentric trajectory dataset.
Arrows in (a) indicate velocity directions.

opposite direction and cos(θij) = 0, when θij = {π/2, 3π/2} the velocities are orthogonal
to each other, which yields cos(θij) = 1 and finally, when θij = {0, 2π} the cosine similarity
value is at its maximum cos(θij) = 2 as the pair-wise velocities are pointing in the same
direction. This term would suffice as a measure of physical-consistency for trajectories
that do not include repeating patterns, however for trajectories such as a sinusoidal
wave, cos(θij) can yield its maximum value even if the trajectories are not close to each
other in Euclidean space. Hence, to enforce locality we scale the cos(θij) with a Gaussian
kernel on the position measurements, i.e. the second term in (4.5). Notably, l = 1

2σ2

is a hyper-parameter that can be a nuisance if not set properly. We thus propose to
set σ with the following data-driven heuristic: σ =

√
Mo(D)/2 where D ∈ RM×M is a

matrix of pairwise squared Euclidean distances dij = ||ξi − ξj ||2 and Mo is the mode of
all entries of D. Intuitively, we are approximating the length-scale of the trajectories.
Such approximation is sufficient, as we solely use this kernel to scale high cos(θij) values
that are ‘far away’ in Euclidean-position space.
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4.4.2 ξ̇-Similarity Dependent-CRP
Our physically-consistent similarity-dependent CRP generates a prior distribution p(C)
over customer seating assignments C = {c1, . . . , cM} where i : ci = j indicates that the
i, j-th customers (i.e. observations ξi and ξj are clustered together based on an their
ξ̇-similarity (4.5). This is done by constructing a sequence of probabilities, where the
i-th customer (ξi) has two choices, she/he can sit with the j-th customer (ξj) with
a probability proportional to (4.5), or sit alone with probability proportional to α.
Such sequence yields a prior distribution which is a multinomial over customer seating
assignments C conditioned on ∆ and α; i.e. p(C|∆, α) and can be computed as,

p(C |∆, α) =
M∏
i=1

p(ci = j |∆, α) where p(ci = j |∆, α) =


∆ij(·)∑M

j=1 ∆ij(·)+α
if i 6= j

α
M+α if i = j

(4.6)

where ∆ ∈ RM×M is the matrix of pairwise similarities computed by (4.5) between the
M customers and α is the concentration parameter. We refer to this distribution as the
ξ̇-SD-CRP prior.

4.4.3 ξ̇-SD-CRP Mixture Model or PC-GMM
Using (4.6) and the NIW(λ0) distribution we construct the following Physically-
Consistent GMM (See Figure 4.2 for graphical model):

ci ∼ ξ̇-SD-CRP(∆, α)
zi = Z(ci)
θkγ ∼ NIW(λ0)

ξi|zi = k ∼ N (θkγ)

(4.7)

Where C = {c1, . . . , cN} are sampled from the ξ̇-SD-CRP prior and then mapped
to Z = {z1, . . . , zN}, via a recursive mapping function Z = Z(C) that gathers all
linked customers. For each k-th cluster, its parameters θkγ are drawn from a NIW
distribution, with hyper-parameters λ0 = {µ0, κ0,Λ0, ν0}. The optimal number of
Gaussian components K is given by the number of unique clusters that emerge from
C; i.e. K = |Z(C)|. Due to conjugacy, we can integrate out the model parameters θγ
from the posterior distribution p(C, θγ |Ξ) and estimate solely the posterior of the latent
variable C, p(C|Ξ,∆, α, λ) = p(C |∆,α)p(Ξ|Z(C),λ)∑

C
p(C |∆,α)p(Ξ|Z(C),λ) . As this full posterior is intractable,

we approximate it via Collapsed Gibbs sampling, by drawing samples of ci from the
following posterior distribution,

p(ci = j |C−i,Ξ,∆, α, λ) ∝ p(ci = j |∆, α)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Similarities in

Scaled-Velocity Space

p(Ξ |Z(ci = j ∪ C−i), λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Observations in
Position Space

(4.8)
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Figure 4.2 – Graphical model of PC-GMM.

where the first term is given by (4.6) and the second term is the likelihood of the table
assignments that emerge from the current seating arrangement Z(ci = j ∪ C−i). C−i
indicates the customer seating assignments for all customers except the i-th. Due to
conjugacy with the NIW, the likelihood term has an analytical solution, see Appendix
D.4.1. (4.8) holds some particularities as opposed to the standard collapsed conditionals
and mixture models. First, the prior is represented through the latent variables C, while
the likelihood is in terms of Z. Furthermore, the key component behind what makes this
mixture physically-consistent is the fact that the prior uses similarity measures from the
scaled-velocity space, while the likelihood is computed solely on the observations which
live in the Euclidean-position space. In terms of computation, the likelihood is computed
for all points Ξ, rather than just for the sampled point ξi, this is due to the fact that
the partition of the dataset depends on C and not on Z. A new sample ci affects the
overall partition; e.g. a table could be split or two tables could be merged; all because
the customers are not conditionally independent of the other customers’ assignments.
Hence, this effect must be taken into consideration after each iteration in the sampler.
We adapt the Collapsed Gibbs sampler proposed by Blei and Frazier (2011) and apply it
to our mixture model setting. Details are reported in Appendix D.4.2.

4.4.4 Estimating the GMM parameters θγ from table assignments Z(C)
and NIW

After running the sampler on (4.8) for a pre-defined number of T iterations, the iteration
with the max log posterior conditional probability is chosen as the optimal partition; i.e.
the MAP (Maximum A Posteriori) estimate. This gives us the MAP estimate of the
optimal number of Gaussians K = |Z(C)| and the observations that are assigned to each
Gaussian ΞZ(C)=k. Hence, to estimate the table parameters (i.e. Gaussian parameters)
{µk,Σk}Kk=1 we take ΞZ(C)=k for each k-th cluster and the set of hyper-parameters λ
and sample the Gaussian parameters µk,Σk from the posterior of the NIW, refer to
Appendix B.1 for exact equations. Finally, the mixing weights {πk}Kk=1 are estimated
as πk = Mk/M , where Mk = |ΞZ(C)=k| is the number of observations assigned to the
k-th cluster. In Figure 4.1 we show the performance of our PC-GMM vs. a CRP-GMM
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Figure 4.3 – GMM fit on 2D Opposing Motions (Different Targets) Dataset.

Figure 4.4 – GMM fit on 2D Multiple Motions (Different Targets) Dataset.

Figure 4.5 – GMM fit on 2D Multiple Motions (Same Target) Dataset.

Figure 4.6 – GMM fit on 2D Messy Snake Dataset.
estimated via Collaped Gibbs Sampling and the finite GMM estimated via EM on two
challenging datasets, on an exemplary dataset of the concentric circular trajectories.
Further exemplars of challenging datasets in which PC-GMM outperforms all approaches
are illustrated in Figures 4.3,4.4,4.5,4.6 1.

4.5 Physically Consistent GMM-based LPV-DS Learning
To model non-linear motions from demonstrations, we parametrize the mixture of linear
DS (4.1) in a decoupled manner (Mirrazavi Salehian, 2018). Given the set of reference
trajectories {Ξ, Ξ̇} = {ξreft , ξ̇reft }t=1...TN and the attractor ξ∗ (i.e. the desired target), we
begin by learning the GMM parameters θγ = {πk,µk,Σk}Kk=1 via the approach presented
in Section 4.4. Then, we estimate the parameters for the individual DS θf = {Ak, bk}Kk=1
by minimizing the velocity error between the approximated desired velocity given by (4.1)

1MATLAB code for PC-GMM+datasets available at: https://github.com/nbfigueroa/phys-gmm
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and the observed velocity from the reference trajectories ξ̇ref. This can be formulated as
minimizing the following objective function:

min
θf

J(θf ) =
Nref∑
n=1

TN∑
t=1
||ξ̇reft,m − f(ξreft,m)||2 (4.9)

where Nref is the number of reference trajectories, TN is the number of samples in each
trajectory and f(·) is given by (4.1). Depending on the sufficient stability conditions
for the system parameters Ak, bk, different constrained optimization problems can be
formulated. To allow the DS to encode highly-nonlinear motions, in this work we advocate
the use of the following P-QLF based sufficient stability conditions.

Proposition 3. The nonlinear DS defined in (4.1) is globally asymptotically converging
at the attractor ξ∗ iff,(Ak)TP + PAk ≺ Qk, Qk = QT

k ≺ 0
bk = −Akξ

∗ ∀k = 1, . . . ,K (4.10)

Proof. See Appendix D.2.

4.5.1 Generalized GMM-based LPV-DS Learning
Due to the decoupling of the parameters in the LPV-DS formulation, imposing constraints
on the DS parameters is quite flexible. Following, we propose 3 constraint variants to
solve (4.9) derived from: (O1) a QLF (like SEDS) (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011),
(O2) a conservative P-QLF as in Mirrazavi Salehian (2018) and (O3) a less conservative
P-QLF (following Proposition 3) :

min
θf

J(θf ) subject to

(O1)
{

(Ak)T + Ak ≺ 0, bk = −Akξ
∗ ∀k = 1, . . . ,K

(O2)
{

(Ak)TP + PAk ≺ 0, bk = ~0 ∀k = 1, . . . ,K; P = PT � 0

(O3)
{

(Ak)TP + PAk ≺ Qk, Qk = QT
k ≺ 0, bk = −Akξ

∗ ∀k = 1, . . . ,K

(4.11)

(O1) follows the same conditions used in SEDS (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011),
yet, instead of it being a non-linear constrained optimization problem, it is a convex
semidefinite optimization problem which can be solved via standard semi-definite pro-
gramming solvers such as SeDuMi (Sturm, 1999). This approach is comparable to SEDS
and will be exploited for our incremental learning approach in Section 4.7. (O2) has
non-convex constraints as P is unknown, yet it can be solved via non-linear semi-definite
programming solvers, such as PENLAB (Fiala et al., 2013). Note that (O2) assumes
the attractor is at the origin, hence the constraint bk = ~0, without this assumption it
may converge to unstable solutions. We propose (O3), where we assume to have a prior
estimate of P obtained through the data-driven approach presented in Khansari-Zadeh
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Figure 4.8 – Illustrations of our PC-GMM-based LPV-DS learning variants learned on the
messy-snake dataset. Result of the optimization variant (4.11) (1st row) (O1), (2nd row) (O2).

and Billard (2014), which learns a weighted sum of asymmetric quadratic functions
(WSAQF) from data. Yet, we simplify the optimization problem by allowing only one
P-QLF and forcing it to be symmetric. Given such prior estimate of P, we introduce the
auxiliary matrices Qk which allow for a wider exploration of the parameter space. (O3) is
also a non-convex semidefinite program, which we solve with PENLAB. In this work we
use the aformentioned solvers with the YALMIP MATLAB toolbox Lofberg (2004). (O2)
yields similar results as (O3) when it finds a feasible solution. Due to the non-linearity
of the problem it might converge to a solution where not all of the constraints are met.
(O3) always converges to a feasible solution, as long as P = PT and has well-balance
eigenvalues. In Figure 4.7 we show the results of (O3) on the messy-snake compared to
those with (O1)− (O2) in Figure 4.8. As can be seen, for this specific dataset (O2) and
(O3) yield very similar results, which means that the constrained optimization for (O2)
managed to find a suitable P together with the DS parameters θf 2. Further, in Figure
4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 we show examples of the three optimization variants presented in this
work compared to SEDS on twelve challenging motions from the LASA dataset. As can
be seen, for the more challenging motions our approach with (O3) optimization variant
outperforms all of the other methods.

2MATLAB code for DS-optimization+datasets available at: https://github.com/nbfigueroa/ds-opt
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Figure 4.9 – Exemplary models learned from the LASA handwriting dataset. (1st row) PDF of
Physically-Consistent Mixture Model (2nd row) SEDS estimated with J(θγ)=MSE (3rd row) GMM-
based LPV-DS estimated via (O1) (4th row) GMM-based LPV-DS estimated via (O3). (5th row)
Performance Metrics on Training set. (5th row) Performance Metrics on Testing set
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Figure 4.10 – Exemplary models learned from the LASA handwriting dataset. (1st row) PDF of
Physically-Consistent Mixture Model (2nd row) SEDS estimated with J(θγ)=MSE (3rd row) GMM-
based LPV-DS estimated via (O1) (4th row) GMM-based LPV-DS estimated via (O3). (5th row)
Performance Metrics on Training set. (5th row) Performance Metrics on Testing set.
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Figure 4.11 – Exemplary models learned from the LASA handwriting dataset. (1st row) PDF of
Physically-Consistent Mixture Model (2nd row) SEDS estimated with J(θγ)=MSE (3rd row) GMM-
based LPV-DS estimated via (O1) (4th row) GMM-based LPV-DS estimated via (O3). (5th row)
Performance Metrics on Training set. (5th row) Performance Metrics on Testing set.
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4.6 Evaluation and Experiments
Learning Evaluation We quantitatively evaluate the physical consistency of our
proposed methodology on the entire LASA dataset (excluding the multi-model motions);
i.e. 26 handwritten motion sets. Each motion set contains 7 trajectories, 4 are used
to train our models and evaluate reproduction accuracy and the remaining 3 are used
to test generalization accuracy; i.e. reproduction accuracy of unseen trajectories. We
employ three metrics: (i) prediction RMSE = 1

M

∑M
m=1 ||ξ̇refm − f(ξrefm )|| as in Medina

and Billard (2017), (ii) prediction cosine similarity ė = 1
M

∑M
m=1

∣∣∣1− f(ξref
m )T ξ̇ref

m

||f(ξref
m )||||ξ̇ref

m ||

∣∣∣ as
in Mirrazavi Salehian (2018) and (iii) dynamic time warping distance (DTWD) as in
Ravichandar et al. (2017). While (i-ii) give an overall similarity of the shape of the
resulting DS wrt. the demonstrations, (iii) measures the dissimilarity between the shapes
of the reference trajectories and their corresponding reproductions from the same initial
points. Figure 4.12 shows the performance of SEDS (S), EM-based GMM E(·) fitting
and PC-GMM PC(·) with (O1− 3) LPV-DS optimization variants from (4.11). RMSE is
comparable throughout all methods as this metric is not representative of reproduction
accuracy. If we focus on ė and the DTWD on the training set, methods E(O2− 3) and
PC(O2 − 3) clearly outperform SEDS with a drastic gap in the DTWD. This is due
to some of the more challenging motions, as the illustrated in Figures 4.9, 4.10 and
4.11, where SEDS either diverges or goes directly to the attractor. While the E(O2− 3)
approaches have comparable accuracy on the training set, their error increases on the
testing set. This indicates that the E(O2−3) are over-fitting and only locally shaping the
DS, yet the overall shape of the motion is not being generalized. The relative train/test
errors for our approach, on the other, tend to be in the same range. In Figures 4.9, 4.10
and 4.11 we also show the individual error statistics corresponding to twelve of the more
challenging motions in the LASA handwriting dataset.

4.6.1 Robotic Experiments

Robotic manipulation tasks

The proposed approach was used to learn complex motions for three real-world scenarios
involving: (i) an inspection-line task, (ii) a branding-line task and (iii) a shelf-arranging
task, as depicted in Figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15, respectively. Videos in real-time of the
data-collection and execution of these tasks are provided in the following link:

http://lasa.epfl.ch/files/Nadia/Figueroa-CoRL2018-Experiments.mp4
For a sped up version of these videos refer to the video available on-line:

https://youtu.be/HfV4jbJBWTQ .

On robot control: The KUKA LWR 4+ arm in these experiments is controlled in
torque mode via the closed-loop DS-based impedance control-law (Kronander and Billard,
2016) described in detail in Section A.2.2. Due to the passivity provided by this control
law, we can actively perturb the robot while executing the commanded velocities from
the learned DS, as showcased in the videos. This was not possible with the classical
impedance control framework used in Chapter 2.6.3. Thanks to this closed-loop control
law we can clearly showcase the robustness to perturbations of our learned DS.
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Figure 4.12 – Overall Performance Metrics on LASA Library. (Left) Performance on the training
data. (Right) Performance on the testing data. Each bar-graph shows the mean (and std.) of the error
for every approach. S=SEDS, E(·)=EM-GMM, PC(·)=PC-GMM and (O1− 3) stands for the type of
optimization variants.

Navigation tasks

We also validated our presented approach on a navigation scenario for a semi-autonomous
wheelchair in the Gazebo physics simulator. A video of data-collection and execution of
this scenario is provided in the following video available on-line:

https://youtu.be/r5EjMoMuOrs

On wheelchair control: In this scenario the commanded velocities from the learned
DS are sent in open-loop as reference velocities to the low-level wheelchair navigation
controller. To define the desired angular motion of the wheelchair we use the direction
of Cartesian motion given by our learned DS f(ξ) and force the heading axis of the
wheelchair to always be aligned to this direction. Let R ∈ SO(3) be the current
orientation of the wheelchair, parametrized by a 3-D rotation matrix. The desired
heading angle θz(ξ) wrt. the x-axis of the global coordinate frame, is then computed
by aligning the x-axis of R, denoted as Rx ∈ R3, with the direction of motion defined
by f(ξ). Since the motion plan is defined on the x− y plane we compute the angle of
rotation needed to align Rx with f(ξ) as follows,

θdz(ξ) = arccos
(
RT
xf(ξ)

||RT
xf(ξ)||

)
(4.12)

The perturbations shown in the accompanying video where simulated by applying external
forces to the CoM of the wheelchair. The wheelchair is robust to perturbations in the sense
that it will continue following the desired path delineated by the DS. If the perturbation
is too high and the wheelchair is close to the target then it will simply converge it. This
scenario showcases the advantage of using DS for navigation, as they are capable of
re-planning the entire path on the fly. Furthermore, one case use real-time collision
avoidance strategies that are tailored for DS, as the ones introduced in Khansari-Zadeh
and Billard (2012); Saveriano and Lee (2013); Huber et al. (2019), to actively avoid
obstacles or humans while re-planning on the fly.
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Figure 4.13 – Inspection task. (center) PC-GMM. (right) LPV-DS estimated with PC-GMM
and (O3) optimization variant.

Figure 4.14 – Branding task. (center) PC-GMM. (right) LPV-DS estimated with PC-GMM
and (O3) optimization variant.

Figure 4.15 – Shelf-Arranging task. (center) PC-GMM. (right) LPV-DS estimated with PC-
GMM and (O3) optimization variant.

Figure 4.16 – Wheelchair Navigation task. (center) PC-GMM. (right) LPV-DS estimated with
PC-GMM and (O3) optimization variant.

4.7 Towards Incremental Learning of LPV Dynamical Sys-
tems

Problem Setting: Assume we obtained an initial batch, b = 1, of reference trajectories
{Ξ, Ξ̇}b = {ξreft , ξ̇reft }bt=1...TN we then learn a DS f b(ξ) on these demonstrations and use
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it to generate motions. After a while, we obtain a new batch of reference trajectories
{Ξ, Ξ̇}b+1 that we wish to use to update the DS f b(ξ) → f̃ b+1(ξ), and so on. A naive
approach to tackle this problem would be to simply concatenate the batches of reference
trajectories {Ξ, Ξ̇} = {Ξ, Ξ̇}b ∪ {Ξ, Ξ̇}b+1 ∪ · · · ∪ {Ξ, Ξ̇}b+∞ and learn a new DS every
time new data arrives. Such an approach becomes not only computationally expensive
as the number of batches increases, and is data-inefficient as it does not use the previous
batches of data in an efficient way. For example, if a new reference trajectory arrives,
that is overlapping with trajectories from the old batches, learning new parameters θγ
and θf might have no effect on the resulting model, hence there is no need to re-learn
the DS. Another example of such data-inefficiency occurs if the batches of reference
trajectories are non-overlapping as in the example in Figure 4.17, it is not necessary to
learn the DS parameters θbf associated to the previous batch from scratch. In lieu if these
observations, we propose an incremental learning algorithm that can update a DS f b(ξ)
learned on a dataset {Ξ, Ξ̇}b with new incoming reference trajectories {Ξ, Ξ̇}b+1, while
(i) re-using the parameters θbγ and θbf learned from the previous batch, (ii) solely using
the newly arrived batch of data {Ξ, Ξ̇}b+1 and (iii) preserving GAS.

An Incremental Learning Approach for LPV-DS Consider each batch of demon-
strations {Ξ, Ξ̇}b and {Ξ, Ξ̇}b+1 representing two independent DS,

f b(ξ) =
Kb∑
k=1

γbk(ξ)(Ab
kξ + bbk),f b+1(ξ) =

Kb+1∑
k=1

γb+1
k (ξ)

(
Ab+1
k ξ + bb+1

k

)
(4.13, 4.14)

The updated DS f̃ b+1(ξ) = f b(ξ)⊕ f b+1(ξ) is constructed by merging (4.13) and (4.14),
with operator ⊕ denoting the merge operation of two functions. In order for f̃ b+1(ξ) to
be globally asymptotically stable we propose the following sufficient conditions which are
derived from a QLF:

Theorem 1. The merged DS f̃ b+1(ξ) = f b(ξ)⊕ f b+1(ξ) composed of individual DS (4.13)
and (4.14) is globally asymptotically converging at the attractor ξ∗ iff,

Kb∑
k=1

γbk(ξ) +
Kb+1∑
k=1

γb+1
k (ξ) = 1

(Ab
k)T + Ab

k ≺ 0, bbk = −Akξ
∗ ∀ k = 1, . . . ,Kb

(Ab+1
k )T + Ab+1

k ≺ 0, bb+1
k = −Akξ

∗ ∀ k = 1, . . . ,Kb+1

(4.15)

Proof: See Appendix D.3. �

Updating the mixing function θbγ → θb+1
γ from new data Given new data θbγ →

θb+1
γ we learn a new PC-GMM θb+1

γ . We then follow the incremental estimation of
GMMs approach for online data stream clustering approach presented in Song and
Wang (2005). However, instead of using multivariate statistical tests for equality of
covariance and mean as a merging strategy, we use the Kullback-Leibler Divergence
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Figure 4.17 – Example 1 of Incremental PC-GMM-based LPV-DS Learning Approach.
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Figure 4.18 – Example 2 of Incremental PC-GMM-based LPV-DS Learning Approach.

DKL(N (µbk,Σb
k)||N (µb+1

k ,Σb+1
k )) between each k-th Gaussian component of each GMM.

If any bi-directional DKL < τ is less than a threshold τ ∈ <, normally set to 1, then
the Gaussians are deemed similar and their sufficient statistics are used to update the
components. Illustrative results of this procedure are shown in Figures 4.18 and Figure
4.17 for examples that need and don’t need merging of Gaussians.

Compute DS parameters θbf → θb+1
f for new local components For the new

set of Gaussian components created from the previous step we now compute the DS
parameters θb+1

γ on the newly arrived training data {Ξ, Ξ̇}b+1 by solving the convex
optimization problem (4.11) with variant (O1).
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4.8 Discussion
In this chapter, we proposed several contributions for the DS-based LfD domain. Firstly,
we introduce the PC-GMM, a GMM estimation approach for trajectory data that yields
physically consistent fits of the Gaussian functions. By physical-consistency, we mean
that the principal directions of each Gaussian function should be consistent with the
main direction of motion in the trajectory data. This is achieved by our novel similarity
kernel that is used as a prior for the assignment of data-points to Gaussian functions.

We then introduce an alternative to the SEDS learning approach. Our new method
estimates the parameters of a non-linear DS as a mixture of linear DS that unties the
GMM parameters from the DS system parameters. This new DS formulation, which
we refer to as LPV-DS, can be estimated via semi-definite solvers and outperforms the
SEDS (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011) approach in both accuracy and reproduction
of desired non-linear motions. Historically, DS have been mainly used to encode simple
reaching motions. With the DS formulation and learning scheme that were introduced in
this chapter we are capable of encoding and reproducing entire tasks in a single DS, that
would have otherwise needed to be discretized into less non-linear motions as in Chapter
3. As evidenced by our robotic experiments, the LPV-DS is capable of reproducing
highly non-linear manipulation and navigation tasks that go beyond simply “reaching to
a target”. Further, by untying the parameters in the mixture of linear DS formulation,
we are capable of learning a DS incrementally. Although we only show examples in
simulation, to the best of our knowledge, a non-linear DS, that ensures GAS and allows
for an incremental learning approach, does not exist.

Another advantage of the PC-GMM that was not explored in this work is its potential
use for estimating DS with multiple attractors. Even though throughout this thesis
we only focus on DS with a single global attractor, as shown in Figures 4.1, 4.3 and
4.4 the Gaussians are perfectly aligned with the trajectory data and do not mix data-
points whose corresponding velocities are in opposite directions. Having such physically-
consistent GMM fit can alleviate the problem of discovering multiple dynamics in a set
of demonstrations in which the number of attractors is unknown and greater than one.

One drawback of our approach is the computational complexity of the Collapsed Gibbs
Sampler for the PC-GMM. As highlighted in Blei and Frazier (2011) at each iteration all
points are visited, hence, making the initial iterations computationally heavy if many
points are used. One future direction of this work involves optimizing such computations.

One of the main advantages of using DS for motion planning is their inherent robustness
to perturbations. As shown in the experiments, no matter how many times a robot is
perturbed, it will ultimately reach the target. However, if following a reference trajectory
is one of the objectives of the task, then a non-linear DS like the one presented in this
chapter (and most state-of-the-art) might not be suitable. This is one of the main draw-
backs of state-dependent DS. In the next chapter, we introduce a new DS formulation
that is capable of preserving the GAS properties of non-linear DS found in literature,
while also providing a stiffness-like behavior around a reference trajectory, endowing the
DS with different trajectory tracking functionalities in distinct regions of the state-space.
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5 Locally Active Globally Stable
Dynamical Systems: Theory,
Learning and Experiments

In this chapter we continue with the over-arching goal of Part II of this thesis which
is focused on learning complex tasks with a single DS. In Chapter 4, we formulated
a DS and learning scheme that can encode highly complex motions while remaining
globally asymptotically stable. Oftentimes, state-dependent DS, as the ones formulated in
Chapter 4, are overlooked as they lack the precise trajectory tracking capabilities offered
by time-dependent approaches. In this chapter, we tackle this problem by proposing a
novel time-invariant DS formulation that can track reference trajectories (via stiffness-like
behaviors) in desired regions of the state-space, while ensuring global asymptotic stability
to a global target. We offer a learning scheme to estimate stable parameters for this DS
and show results on manipulation, co-manipulation and navigation scenarios.

Publication Note: The material presented in this chapter is adopted from:

• Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. (2019) “Locally Active Globally Stable Dynamical
Systems: Theory, Learning and Experiments”. Under Review in International
Journal of Robotics Research (IJRR)

Project Website and Source Codes:
• Project Website

https://nbfigueroa.github.io/lags-ds-learning/

• Code for LAGS-DS in MATLAB
https://github.com/nbfigueroa/lags-ds-opt

• Code for Executing Learned LAGS-DS models in C++
https://github.com/nbfigueroa/lagsDS-lib

Supplementary Videos:
• KUKA Writing Experiments

https://youtu.be/sR6oF2PpVno

• iCub Navigation and Co-Manipulation Simulations in Gazebo
https://youtu.be/_y2t81uu-bg
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Figure 5.1 – Scenarios where we would like a Locally Active Globally Stable - DS to encode
stiffness-like symmetric behaviors in shaded regions of the state space (top) manipulation
(bottom) locomotion.

5.1 Introduction
The use of Dynamical Systems (DS) for solving motion planning problems in robotics
has become a staple method thanks to their ability to generate on-line motion plans
inherently robust to uncertainties and changes in dynamic environments (Rimon and
Koditschek, 1992; Sanner and Slotine, 1995; Jacob et al., 1997; Aswani et al., 2013; Koller
et al., 2018). In a DS-based motion planning problem, we assume that the motion of a
robotic system is defined in state space ξ ∈ RM and constrained by a system of ODEs
(Ordinary Differential Equation). Let f(ξ) be a first-order, autonomous DS describing a
nominal motion plan for a robot, such that,

ξ̇ = f(ξ)→
{

limt→∞ ‖ξ − ξ∗‖ = 0 (5.1)

where f(·) : RM → RM is a continuous differentiable vector-valued function representing
a DS that converges to a single stable equilibrium point ξ∗; i.e. target or attractor.

In recent years researchers have focused on formulating DS to model robotic tasks
that can be learned; either in a Learning from Demonstration (LfD) (Gribovskaya et al.,
2010; Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011) or in a Reinforcement Learning (RL) setting
(Kober et al., 2013). A single non-linear DS as (5.1) can be used in a plethora of robotic
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Figure 5.2 – Illustrative example of a robot being guided by a standard non-linear Global DS
(left), and by our proposed approach, (right), a Locally Active - Globally Stable DS that not
only converges symmetrically to the reference trajectories, but also reaches the target.

applications, from executing simple point-to-point motions, such as pick-and-place and
imitating motion patterns (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011; Neumann et al., 2013a;
Lemme et al., 2014; Perrin and Schlehuber-Caissier, 2016) to more dynamic scenarios,
such as generating golf swings (Kronander et al., 2011), obstacle avoidance (Jacob et al.,
1997; Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2012; Huber et al., 2019) and even catching objects in
flight with one (Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2016b) or two arms (Mirrazavi Salehian et al.,
2016a). To further exploit the power of DS-based motion representations, researchers have
used sequences of DS to model more complex tasks of repetitive nature, from sequential
point-to-point motions (Medina and Billard, 2017) and pick-and-place tasks (Stulp et al.,
2012), to peeling (Figueroa and Billard, 2017) and cutting vegetables (Lioutikov et al.,
2016) and rolling pizza dough (Figueroa et al., 2016). Recent applications in complex
continuous manipulation and navigation tasks were presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

In the robotics literature two approaches for encoding DS prevail, (i) autonomous
(i.e. time-invariant) DS and (ii) time (phase)-dependent DS representations. Both
have their advantages and draw-backs, however, as we will focus on a novel method
to encode the former, a comparison of these two paradigms is out of the scope of
this work (refer to Khansari-Zadeh and Billard (2011)). When learning a DS from
demonstration, one aims at solving the following problem: “Given a set of reference
trajectories {Ξ, Ξ̇} = {ξreft , ξ̇reft }

TN
t=1 estimate the parameters of the non-linear function

(5.1), such that it captures the invariant features of the trajectories, and is capable of
generating motions that resemble them, while ensuring that the target ξ∗ is reached.”
This can be summarized into two objectives: (i) mimicking the motion pattern, and, (ii)
converging to the attractor. These objectives are desired for any motion planning task.
However, when the task requires a precise following or tracking of the provided reference
trajectories, as in the scenarios depicted in Figure 5.1, depending on the way the robot
is controlled, a DS that only complies with objectives (i-ii) might not be suitable.

This is specifically a problem if the robot is compliant, either actively or passively
(Hogan, 1984). In Figure 5.2 (left), we illustrate a DS learned by a set of demonstrations
(red trajectories) which guide the motion of the end-effector of a 2D robot controlled via
a DS-based impedance control law (Kronander and Billard, 2016). In the absence of
any external perturbation and if the robot initiates its motion near the initial points of
the reference trajectories, it can precisely follow the motion delineated by the reference
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trajectories. However, if the robot is perturbed along the way, it will follow the next
integral curve of f(ξ), initiated from the perturbed state. As illustrated in Figure 5.2
(left), the robot will undoubtedly reach the target ξ∗, regardless of the region in the
state-space where it is perturbed. Yet, it will no longer faithfully follow the reference
trajectories. This issue could be alleviated if we restrict the robot’s compliant behavior.
This, however, is not desirable as compliance is a key requirement for robots to interact
with humans and perform human-level manipulation skills (Billard, 2017).

As discussed in Kronander and Billard (2016), to provide a ‘trajectory-tracking’ like
behavior while preserving compliance at the control-level, this behavior should be encoded
in the DS itself. To achieve this, we require for a DS, f(ξ), to symmetrically converge
to the reference trajectory (or trajectories), as shown in Figure 5.2 (right). As can
be seen, this DS exhibits a behavior inside the shaded regions which is qualitatively
similar to a stiffness attraction around a local reference trajectory. When the robot
is perturbed and still inside the shaded region, the integral curve of f(ξ) will pull the
robot back to the reference trajectory. On the other hand, if the robot exhibits a large
perturbation, the integral curve of f(ξ) will guide the robot towards the target. Such
locally attractive behavior can be useful in applications that go beyond point-to-point
motions, such as (i) compliant manipulation where the DS can exhibit different reference
trajectory attraction behaviors in local regions of the state-space, (ii) encoding sequential
point-to-point motions in a single DS through via-points in the state-space or (iii) even
to teach a floating-base robot to navigate in constrained environments, see Figure 5.1.

To the best of our knowledge, a DS that locally activates stiffness-like behaviors while
still ensuring global convergence to a single target ξ∗ does not exist. In this chapter,
we propose a DS formulation and estimation approach that is capable of generating
such locally active behaviors while ensuring global asymptotic stability. We refer to this
novel DS as the Locally Active Globally Stable - DS (LAGS-DS). The main idea behind
LAGS-DS is (see Figure 5.3):
“Let fg be a global/nominal DS which should strictly converge to the global attractor ξ∗g,
as shown in Figure 5.3 (top-left). We also have a set of local DS fkl for k = 1, . . . ,K,
as the ones shown in Figure 5.3 (right column), that exhibit a specific trajectory
tracking behavior around a local virtual attractor ξ∗k 6= ξ∗g. Finally, we have a set of
local activation regions, indicating where the local DS fkl should be active. The goal of a
LAGS-DS is to evolve according to fg where the local activation regions are inactive. In
the regions where a local activation region is active, the state evolves according to the
locally active fkl . In the absence of perturbations, if the state is in a locally active region
it will reach the local virtual attractor ξ∗k and then transit back to fg or to another local
DS, ultimately reaching the global attractor ξ∗g.”

Given the existence of this set of local DS, the challenge is then to formulate a combined
DS with the aforementioned properties but whose local virtual attractors vanish when
mixing DS, leading to one unique global target. As we are mixing multiple dynamics with
different attractors, achieving global asymptotic stability towards one global attractor
is challenging. Typically, a system with multiple attractors would be considered as a
quasi-gradient system which can be locally stable in different regions of the state-space,
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Figure 5.3 – Illustration for constructing the Locally Active Globally Stable (LAGS)-DS. The top-
left plot shows a Globally Stable DS. The top-right plot shows the set of local DS corresponding
to each linear reference trajectory. The bottom-left plot shows the activation regions of the
local DS and the bottom-right plot shows the resulting LAGS-DS.

but not globally stable (Shukla and Billard, 2012a). This, however, is not our goal. In
this work, we prove global asymptotic stability of our DS by deriving conditions for the
system matrices via Lyapunov’s second method for stability (Khalil, 2002). To achieve
this, we use a data-driven Lyapunov candidate function that is tied to the parameters of
our proposed DS. We then propose a learning scheme to estimate the parameters of a
LAGS-DS via constrained optimizations of global and local DS parameters.

As stated earlier, LAGS-DS is a novel DS formulation, the novelty being that it can
offer different types of dynamical behaviors locally. However, at its core it is a nonlinear
combination of linear DS. In the following section, we provide some background on the
Lyapunov candidate function used to prove stability in this work. We also summarize the
most salient techniques to-date for estimating globally asymptotically stable (GAS) DS
from demonstrations. Since most approaches represent the non-linear DS as a non-linear
combination of linear DS, we discuss the similarities to our proposed approach. We also
touch upon stable DS estimation approaches based on local and global deformations that
might be a suitable to solve the problem at hand and discuss their applicability.

The contributions of this chapter are the following:

(I) The LAGS-DS formulation, a unification of local trajectory attraction and motion
pattern encoding, in a single globally asymptotically stable DS.
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(II) A learning scheme to estimate LAGS-DS from reference trajectories and user-defined
task-requirements.

(III) Experimental validation of the proposed DS-based motion planning approach on
two robotic scenarios: i) compliant robot control of robot manipulators and ii)
compliant locomotion and object co-manipulation.

Chapter Organization: Section 5.2 introduces background and highlights related work
on GAS DS estimation techniques. In Section 5.3 we present the LAGS-DS formulation.
Section 5.4 introduces the proposed learning scheme for LAGS-DS. Finally, we validate
the proposed DS with robotic experiments in Sections 5.5 and 5.6.

5.2 Background and Related Works
5.2.1 DS Learning from Demonstrations
In this chapter we follow the same methodology presented in Chapter 4. Namely,
we formulate a global non-linear DS as a mixture of linear DS as in (4.1) and adopt
Lyapunov’s second method for stability (re-stated in Section A.1) to derive constraints
on the DS system parameters. Several techniques have been proposed in literature to
learn such DS from demonstrations (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011, 2014; Neumann
and Steil, 2015; Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2016b; Medina and Billard, 2017; Blocher
et al., 2017; Ravichandar et al., 2017; Figueroa and Billard, 2018). We refer the reader
to Section 4.2 where each of these methods are described and compared in detail.

The approaches listed above and described in Section 4.2, are targeted at solving the
main objectives of DS estimation defined in Section 5.1; i.e, (i) accurately reproducing
the demonstrations and (ii) globally converging at a single target. None of them, however,
are formulated in a way that a third objective can be introduced, i.e. introducing task-
specific dynamics locally, which can contradict both objectives (i)-(ii). An objective that
is necessary for our desiderata. From DS estimation literature, the only approaches that
could be capable of encoding such task-specific local dynamics are those involving local
or global deformations of a nominal DS (Kronander et al., 2015; Perrin and Schlehuber-
Caissier, 2016), rather than a mixture formulation as (4.1).

The concept of “local activation” introduced in this paper is similar in nature to “local
modulation” of a DS (LMDS) as introduced in Kronander et al. (2015). Nevertheless,
our proposed DS is fundamentally different by construction. In LMDS, an original DS is
pre-multiplied by a modulation matrix that rotates and scales it at specific locations; i.e.
ξ̇ = M(ξ)f(ξ). Although the symmetric behavior desired for the local dynamics can be
encoded in the modulation matrix M(ξ)f(ξ), the LMDS formulation can only ensure
local asymptotic stability, while in this work we seek GAS. The approach presented by
Perrin and Schlehuber-Caissier (2016) learned GAS via diffeomorphisms (described in
Section 4.2) is specifically relevant to our work, as it is the only “global” method found
in literature that is not limited to a specific type of dynamics. It has the additional
advantage that it requires fewer parameters, as the only requirement for the DS in
the linear space is that the trajectories should end at the attractor. Thus, we can
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generate DS which follow closely the demonstrations and at the same time have a
specific trajectory converging behavior locally as in our desiderata. The sole limitation
of this approach is an artifact of the diffeomorphism learning approach itself. To find
a transformation that is bijective, the algorithm finds a one-to-one matching between
a single contiguous trajectory representing the entire training data and an artificially
generated linear trajectory between the initial and final points of the single contiguous
trajectory. This approach is, thus, limited to demonstrations of contiguous reference
trajectories ending in the global attractor only. Thus encoding DS from trajectories as
the ones shown in Figure 5.3 or involving multiple behaviors is not possible with this
approach. This is not a limitation for the LAGS-DS formulation proposed in this chapter.

5.2.2 Data-Driven Lyapunov Candidate Functions
In previous works (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011; Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2016b;
Medina and Billard, 2017), V (ξ) has often taken the form of a quadratic function, which
we will denote as VQ(ξ) = ξ̃

T
g ξ̃g, where ξ̃g = ξ − ξ∗g. This quadratic Lyapunov function

(QLF) is sufficient to provide global asymptotic stability, but can only accurately model
trajectories whose L2-norm (i.e.||ξ− ξ∗g||2) distances to the target decrease monotonically.
Hence, highly non-linear motions that do not comply with this implication will not be
accurately represented. To alleviate this, Lemme et al. (2014) and Figueroa and Billard
(2018) (Chapter 4) proposed to use a matrix parametrized QLF (P-QLF) VP (ξ) = ξ̃

T
g Pξ̃g,

where P is a positive definite symmetric matrix that can be parametrized from the
demonstrations. This P matrix reshapes the standard QLF to an “elliptical” shape,
providing a less conservative stability constraint and improving the reproduction of
non-linear trajectories. However, for a DS as the one proposed in this work, where the
desired trajectories should deviate from the overall motion towards the attractor, will
undoubtedly violate the Lyapunov conditions, defined in Theorem 3 in Section A, of a
P-QLF. For this reason, we need a more complex Lyapunov function, that will allow for
more flexibility in the design and estimation of the parameters of our DS.

In the literature, several data-driven approaches have been introduced that learn
complex Lyapunov functions from data. Two techniques prevail: (i) the neurally-
imprinted Lyapunov candidate (NILC) (Neumann et al., 2013a) and (ii) the weighted
sum of asymmetric quadratic functions (WSAQF) approach (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard,
2014). NILC defines a Lyapunov candidate as a scalar function VNILC(ξ) : RM → R
parametrized by an Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) architecture. The weights of the
neural network are trained via an optimization that minimizes a measure of violation
between the velocities of the training data (which include the demonstrations and random
samples from a pre-defined workspace Ω ⊆ RM ) and the negative gradient of the function,
i.e. −∇V (ξ). The learned Lyapunov function is thus capable of capturing the complex
structure of the data, but is only valid locally; i.e. within the defined workspace.

The WSAQF parametrization, on the other hand, is by construction a valid Lyapunov
function in the entirety of the state-space. As its name implies, VWSAQF (ξ) : RM → R
is defined by a weighted sum of multiple asymmetric QLF’s which act locally without
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introducing any discontinuities in the global function. As in the NILC approach, the
parameters of WSAQF (a set of asymmetric matrices and location vectors) are learnt via
an optimization which minimizes a reformulation of the measure of violation between
the negative direction of movement in the training data and ∇V (ξ). Applications of
both NILC and WSAQF parametrizations have shown to estimate stable DS from highly
non-linear training data. Yet, the way they accomplish this is quite different. In Neumann
et al. (2013a) the learnt Lyapunov candidate VNILC(ξ) is used to sample equality and
inequality constraints for the optimization of a second ELM that estimates the DS as time-
independent vector fields. Since VNILC(ξ) is learnt on a closed region Ω, the approximated
DS is solely locally asymptotically stable. Conversely, in Khansari-Zadeh and Billard
(2014) the learnt Lyapunov function VWSAQF (ξ) is used in a Control Lyapunov Function
(CLF) control scheme. Namely, it stabilizes an (independently) learned unstable DS
via online corrections at runtime. Although the resulting DS is ensured to be globally
asymptotically stable, the fact that it applies an online correction that interferes with the
DS learnt from data is undesirable for our desiderata. Moreover, as shown in Neumann
and Steil (2015) the computation of an optimal stabilizing signal is extremely sensitive
to parameter selection. To achieve a globally stable DS by construction which also
meets our desired criteria, we propose a DS learning scheme with a dynamics-driven
Lyapunov function derived from the WASQF parametrization. However, instead of
following the CLF scheme, we integrate the Lyapunov function into the learning step of
the DS, resulting in a globally stable DS by construction. This is achieved through a
semantic re-formulation of the WSAQF parametrization.

To describe the proposed learning scheme we begin by drawing parallels between
LAGS-DS and the WASQF parametrization. In LAGS-DS we have a global DS that
converges to the global attractor; similarly, in WASQF a global asymmetric QLF is
centered at the unique attractor. Further, in LAGS-DS we have multiple local DS
that converge to local virtual attractors, while WASQF is composed of multiple local
asymmetric QLF that are shaped by corresponding location vectors. The role of these
location vectors is to influence the asymmetric shape of the Lyapunov function in regions
of the state space that might lead to violation of the Lyapunov conditions (Theorem 3
in Section A). Due to the construction of LAGS-DS we know a priori the regions that
will lead to instabilities, i.e. around the local virtual attractors and activation regions.
Hence, we derive a dynamics-driven WSAQF VDD−WASQF (ξ) pre-parametrized with a
priori knowledge of the number of local asymmetric QLFs (equivalent to the number of
locally active dynamics) and location vectors (equivalent to the local virtual attractors).
Given a learnt VDD−WASQF (ξ) we derive stability conditions for the global and local
DS system matrices using Theorem (3). The stability conditions of the global DS, fg(ξ),
reduce to negative definite constraints on the system matrices, which are estimated by
solving a non-convex semidefinite optimization problem. After estimating the stable
system parameters of fg(ξ), we estimate the parameters of each fkl (ξ). To ensure global
asymptotic stability, the dissipation rate each of the local DS fkl (ξ) is bounded wrt. fg(ξ)
in the corresponding locally active region. We ensure this bound by estimating the local
DS parameters via non-linear constrained optimization.
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5.3 Locally Active - Globally Stable
Dynamical Systems (LAGS-DS)

For ease of exposition, we begin in Section 5.3.1 by describing a linear LAGS-DS
formulation with a single locally-active region. The theoretical findings from this section
are then used to introduce the general LAGS-DS formulation for non-linear DS with
multiple local active regions (Section 5.3.2).

5.3.1 Linear LAGS-DS with a Single Locally Active Region
Let fg(ξ) be a globally stable linear DS that converges to a known global attractor ξ∗g, as
shown in Figure 5.4, which is shaped to follow a reference trajectory {ξreft , ξ̇reft }t=1...TN .
Given fg(ξ) and a reference trajectory, we seek to design a DS whose global dynamical
behavior is to converge to ξ∗g. While doing so, it symmetrically converges to the reference
trajectory in a locally activated region of the state space. In order to achieve this
desiderata, we propose the following LAGS-DS formulation:

ξ̇ = α(ξ)fg(ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Global

Dynamics

+ α(ξ)fl(h(ξ), ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Local Dynamics (5.2)

where ξ̃g = ξ − ξ∗g and ξ̃l = ξ − ξ∗l define the error vectors between the current state
and the global and local virtual attractor, respectively. fl(·) denotes the locally active
dynamics parametrized by a partition function 0 ≤ h(ξ) ≤ 1. Finally, α(ξ) : RM → R
is a continuous activation function in the range of α(ξ) ∈ [0, 1] indicating the regions
in state-space where the local dynamics are active, further α(ξ) = (1 − α(ξ)). When
α(ξ) = 1 the global DS fg(ξ) is activated, while when α(ξ) = 0 the local DS fl(·) is active,
see Figure 5.4. When α(ξ) ∈ (0, 1) this results in a mixture of fg(ξ) and fl(·). Following,
we describe the properties and roles of each term in (5.2), as well as the derivation of the
constraints on each DS that will ensure our system to be globally asymptotically stable.

Global Dynamics:

fg(ξ) is a linear DS of the form:

fg(ξ) = Agξ + bg (5.3)

where Ag ∈ RM×M is the system matrix and bg ∈ RM is the bias term which is
parametrized as bg = −Agξ

∗
g. The role of this DS is to impose the global converging

behavior towards the global attractor ξ∗g. To ensure such convergence (5.3) should ensure
the conditions stated in Theorem 3 given a candidate Lyapunov function V (ξ).

Activation Function:

The activation function α(ξ) activates the local dynamics, i.e. α(ξ) < 1, only in the
compact set χ ⊂ RM , while in the converging region C ⊂ RM and the ball Br of radius
r centered at ξ∗g the global dynamics are active; i.e. α(ξ) = 1, see Figure 5.5. We
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Figure 5.4 – Illustrative 2D example for Linear LAGS-DS Exposition. (left) Linear Global-DS
shaped with the reference trajectory. (right) LAGS-DS composed of the Global-DS and a
symmetrically converging local dynamics.

Figure 5.5 – State-space partitioned by the acti-
vation function α(ξ) (5.4)

parametrize this activation function as follows:

α(ξ) =
(
1− r(ξ)

)(
1− 1

Z
N (ξ|µ, Σ̃)

)
+ r(ξ), (5.4)

where N (·) is the Gaussian distribution, µ is the sample mean and Σ̃ is a re-scaled
covariance matrix of the reference trajectory; i.e. by modifying the eigenvalues of
the real covariance matrix Σ̃ the region of activation can be enlarged or contracted.
Z = N (µ|µ, Σ̃) is a normalization factor, by normalizing the Gaussian distribution with
its maximum value, we are flattening the probability values on the reference trajectory
such that regions where α(ξ) ≈ 0 are wider within the compact set χ. Finally, r(ξ) is a
radial exponential function centered at ξ∗g as,

r(ξ) = exp
(
− c||ξ − ξ∗g||

)
(5.5)
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where c is proportional to the radius r of Br. Intuitively, this function enforces α(ξ) = 1
in the region within Br.

Lyapunov Candidate Function:

To determine sufficient conditions that will bound the locally active dynamics fl(·) and
ensure global asymptotic stability of the composed system (5.2), we propose the following
Lyapunov candidate function:

V (ξ) = ξ̃
T
g Pgξ̃g + β(ξ)

(
ξ̃
T
g Plξ̃l

)2
(5.6)

with,

β(ξ) =

1 ∀ξ : ξ̃Tg Plξ̃l ≥ 0
0 ∀ξ : ξ̃Tg Plξ̃l < 0

(5.7)

(5.6) is of class C1 and is radially unbounded; i.e.

V (ξ) = ξ̃
T
g Pgξ̃g︸ ︷︷ ︸

||ξ̃g ||→∞⇒ξ=∞

+β(ξ)
(
ξ̃
T
g Plξ̃l

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

(5.8)

as proven in Khansari-Zadeh and Billard (2014) and Neumann and Steil (2015). The
structure of (5.6) is derived from the WSAQF (weighted sum of asymmetric quadratic
functions) proposed in Khansari-Zadeh and Billard (2014). In this work, however,
Pg = PT

g ,Pl = PT
l � 0 are both symmetric positive definite matrices. The first term in

(5.6) is a standard P-QLF centered at the global attractor ξ∗g, while the second term is an
asymmetric local P-QLF shaped by the local virtual attractor ξ∗l and activated via β(ξ).
We refer to (5.6) as a dynamics-driven WSAQF (DD-WSAQF) as it is parametrized
by the global and local virtual attractor from the desired dynamics (5.2). Following we
provide the gradient of (5.6), as it will be used in the next section, i.e.,

∇ξV (ξ) = (PT
g + Pg)ξ̃g + β2

l (ξ)
[
Plξ̃l + PT

l ξ̃g

]
(5.9)

with

β2
l (ξ) = 2β(ξ)ξ̃Tg Plξ̃l. (5.10)

Locally Active Dynamics:

The fl(·) component in (5.2) denotes the dynamics that will induce the desired attractive
behavior in the locally active regions. We design fl(·) such that there is no equilibrium
point within the compact set χ; i.e. the local virtual attractor ξ∗

l vanishes. To achieve
this, we propose fl(·) as a weighted combination of a locally active and a locally deflective
DS. Both are centered at the local virtual attractor and modulated via a hyper-plane
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partitioning function h(ξ) as follows,

fl(h(ξ), ξ)
= h(ξ)fl,a(ξ) + h(ξ)fl,d(ξ)− λ(ξ)∇ξh(ξ)

(5.11)

with h(ξ) = 1− h(ξ). Next we describe the roles of each term. The locally active DS,
fl,a(ξ), is defined as:

fl,a(ξ) = Al,aξ + bl,a. (5.12)

To induce a locally attractive behavior towards the reference trajectory, the parameters
of (5.12) are constructed as follows,

Al,a = Ul,aΛl,aUT
l,a, bl,a = −Al,aξ

∗
l (5.13)

for

Ul,a =
[
ξ0 ξ0

1
⊥, . . . , ξ0

M−1
⊥

]
, Λl,a =


λ1
l,a 0 0

0 . .
.

0
0 0 λMl,a

 (5.14)

where ξ0 ∈ RM×1 is the direction of motion of the reference trajectory towards the local
virtual attractor ξ∗l and ξ0

i
⊥ ∈ RM×1 are orthonormal vectors indicating the direction

of convergence towards the reference trajectory. By imposing λil,a < 0, we can achieve
Al,a ≺ 0. To ensure symmetric convergence to the reference trajectory, the eigenvalues
must comply with the following condition |κiλil,a| > |λ1

l,a|, where κi ∈ <+ indicate the
“stiffness” of the DS around the reference trajectory in each i-th orthogonal direction.
Hence, under a perturbation, this DS will pull the robot towards the reference trajectory,
in a spring-like manner, rather than converging to the attractor. In Figure 5.6 we
illustrated locally active DS formulated as described above with different values of κ1 for
the 2D trajectories linear trajectories in the running example.

Local Linear Basis and Virtual Attractor Extraction: The orthonormal basis
vectors that form Ul,a are estimated by computing the covariance matrix of the reference
trajectory, i.e. ΣΞ = E{ΞΞT }, and then extracting its eigenvalue decomposition ΣΞ =
VLVT . Assuming that the eigenvectors V = [v1, . . . ,vM ] are sorted in descending order
wrt. their corresponding eigenvalues L = diag([l1, . . . , lM ]) for l1 > · · · > lM . Since the
eigenvectors of a covariance matrix yield the principal directions of most variance in a
dataset, given a linear dataset we can assume that the first principal direction is the
reference trajectory we should track and all the others are directions pointing towards
this reference trajectory. Hence, we can define ξ0 = v1, ξ0⊥ = v2 for M = 2. This can
be generalized for M > 2, with Ul,a = [v1,v2, . . . ,vM ]. From herein, we will refer to
Ul,a as the local basis for the locally active DS fl,a(ξ).

Given the desired main direction of motion, ξ0, and the Gaussian distribution,
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Figure 5.6 – Effect of κi stiffness values on the locally active DS fl,a(ξ) from (5.12).

N (ξ|µ, Σ̃), that parametrizes the activation function (5.4), we find the local virtual
attractor ξ∗l by searching for the point along ξ0 where N (µ, Σ̃) = εl. εl is set empirically
to a small value such that the local attractor lies in the outer tail of the distribution.
To find this point we perform a local line search in the direction of ξ0 by evaluating the
following update step,

ξ∗l ← ξ∗l + ρξ0 (5.15)

until N (ξ∗l |µ, Σ̃) = εl, ρ ∈ <+ is the update rate which can be set to a very small number.

Notice that, by construction, the locally active DS, fl,a(ξ), defined in (5.13) is globally
asymptotically stable towards the local virtual attractor ξ∗l as <λi(Al,a) < 0 ∀i =
1, . . . ,M . To preserve the desired locally attractive behavior of fl,a(ξ) while vanishing
the attractor in the composed system, we introduce the locally deflective term, fl,d(ξ),
defined as:

fl,d(ξ) = Al,dξ + bl,d. (5.16)
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Figure 5.7 – Hyper-Plane Partition Function h̃(ξ) (colored background) with locally active
component fl(ξ) = h(ξ)fl,a(ξ) + h(ξ)fl,d(ξ) (vector field) (5.11)

with

Al,d = λdIM , bl,d = −Al,dξ
∗
l (5.17)

for λd > 0 and |λd| ≤ |λ1
l,1|; i.e. it is a repulsive DS centered at the local virtual attractor

ξ∗l bounded by the rate of convergence of the main direction of the locally active DS. To
combine (5.12) and (5.16) we propose a non-negative partition function h(ξ) to indicate
in which region of the state-space each DS belongs to, parametrized as follows,

h(ξ) = min
(
1, 1

2(wT ξ + b+ |wT ξ + b|)
)
,

with w = −ξ0 and b = 1−wT ξ∗l .
(5.18)

and its gradient defined as,

∇ξh(ξ) = w + sgn(b+ ξTw)w. (5.19)

(5.18) can be considered as a simple linear classifier, where h(ξ) = 1 denotes the region
of the ‘+’ class, corresponding to the locally active DS and h(ξ) < 1 denotes the region
of the ‘-’ class, corresponding to the locally deflective DS, as shown in Figure 5.7. Via the
upper bound of 1, (5.18) becomes an activation function of the locally active and deflected
linear DS bounded by 0 ≤ h(ξ) ≤ 1. Furthermore, to ensure that there are no induced
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Figure 5.8 – Examples of Globally Asymptotically Stable Linear LAGS-DS complying with the
conditions from Theorem 1.

equilibrium points around the local virtual attractor ξ∗l the term −λ(ξ)∇ξh(ξ) adds
velocity components in the direction of the negative gradient of the partition function
−∇ξh(ξ) modulated with an exponential radial basis function centered at the local
virtual attractor ξ∗l as follows,

λ(ξ) =


exp

(
− cl||ξ − ξ∗l ||

)
∀ξ : ∇ξh̃(ξ)T∇ξV (ξ)

||∇ξh̃(ξ)||||∇ξV (ξ)|| ≥ 0

0 ∀ξ : ∇ξh̃(ξ)T∇ξV (ξ)
||∇ξh̃(ξ)||||∇ξV (ξ)|| < 0

(5.20)

where cl is proportional to the radius rl of the Brl . The addition of this term is necessary
when in the composed system (5.2) the direction of motion of the global DS fg(·) and the
local DS fl(·) are either perpendicular or opposing each other. By enforcing directions
along −∇ξh(ξ) at the local virtual attractor ξ∗l we are capable of smoothly transition from
χ→ C. Furthermore, we constrain the addition of this velocity vector with the gradient
of the Lyapunov function ∇ξV (ξ). This is necessary to ensure that this modulation term
does not induce any instabilities in the composed system, see Appendix E.2 for proof.

Global Asymptotic Stability:

Up until now, we have constructed a local DS (5.11) whose equilibrium point vanishes
inside the compact set χ. This, however, does not ensure that the composed system
defined in (5.2) has a single equilibrium point at ξ∗g. Next, we propose the necessary
conditions for global asymptotic stability of (5.2).
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Theorem 1. The dynamical system in (5.2) with activation function (5.4) is globally
asymptotically stable at the attractor ξ∗g ∈ RM , iff for the Lyapunov candidate function
V (ξ) : RM → R defined by (5.6) the following conditions hold,
1. For the global DS parameters: bg = −Agξ

∗
g, AT

g Pg + PgAg = Qg, AT
g Pl = Ql

g

Qg = QT
g ≺ 0, Ql

g = (Ql
g)T ≺ 0

(5.21)

2. For the activation/partition/modulation functions:{
0 < α(ξ) ≤ 1, 0 ≤ h(ξ) ≤ 1, λ(ξ) ≥ 0 (5.22)

3. For the local DS with Al = h(ξ)Al,a + h(ξ)Al,d:
bl,a = −Al,aξ

∗
l , bl,d = −Al,dξ

∗
l

AT
l + Al ≺ εI, AT

l Pl = Ql, 2AT
l Pg = Qg

l

Ql+ 6� 0 ,Qg
l + 6� 0

(5.23)

where ε ∈ <+ is a small positive real number. The positive sub-script Q+ indicates the
symmetric part of the matrix and 6� 0 indicates non-positive definiteness; i.e. it can be
negative-definite or indefinite, but never positive. Finally, the combined system must be
bounded ∀ξ ∈ χ ⊆ RM :{

λmax(QG(ξ))||ξ̃g||2 + λmax(QL+(ξ))||ξ̃l||2 < −ξ̃
T
l QLG(ξ)ξ̃g (5.24)

where QG(ξ) = α(Qg + β2
l Ql

g), QL(ξ) = αβ2
l Ql, QLG(ξ) = αβ2

l Ql
g +α(Qg

l + β2
l Ql). Note

that Pg = PT
g ,Pl = PT

l � 0, the compact set χ ⊆ RM is the locally active region.
Proof: See Appendix E.2 �

In Figure 5.8 we show examples of linear LAGS-DS (5.2) that hold the stability conditions
defined in Theorem 1.

5.3.2 Non-Linear LAGS-DS with Multiple Locally Active Regions
The non-linear LAGS-DS formulation, which can be used to encode non-linear reference
trajectories (as those illustrated in Figures 5.2,5.1 and 5.3) with multiple locally active
regions, takes the following form:

ξ̇ =α(ξ)

fg(ξ)︷ ︸︸ ︷
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)fkg (ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Non-linear

Global DS

+α(ξ)

fl(·)︷ ︸︸ ︷
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)fkl (hk(ξ), ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Set of K Local

Dynamics

. (5.25)
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Figure 5.9 – (top-left) PC-GMM (Figueroa and Billard, 2018) of non-linear reference trajectories
from example in Figure 5.2. (bottom-left) Locally-Linear Partition of State-space via PC-GMM
with local basis, Uk

l,a, and local virtual attractors, ξ∗
k, estimated as in Section 5.3.1.(center-

column) GMM-based activation function (5.30) for (top) all K local regions to be locally active
and for (bottom) solely 3 local regions being locally active, i.e. k = 3, 4, 6. (right-column) Same
as (center-column) yet with the GPR-based activation function defined in (5.30)

As in the linear case, fg(ξ) is a globally asymptotically stable DS that converges at a
global attractor ξ∗g, fkl (ξ) represent the k-th local DS with local virtual attractors ξ∗k
defined by (5.11), and α(ξ) is the activation function that selects which local DS should
be activated. Following we describe in detail the properties and roles of all the terms in
(5.25).

Global Dynamics:

The non-linear global DS, fg(ξ), in (5.25) is a generalized approximation of the motion
pattern delineated by the reference trajectories. It is formulated as a Linear Parameter
Varying (LPV)-DS that converges to the global attractor, ξ∗g, as follows,

ξ̇ = fg(ξ) =
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)(Ak
gξ + bkg) (5.26)

where γk(ξ) is a state-dependent mixing function, which must be 0 < γk(ξ) ≤ 1 and
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ) = 1. Further, bkg = −Ak
gξ
∗
g ∀k = 1, . . . ,K. To ensure the convergence of (5.26)

the system matrices, Ak
g , must ensure the conditions stated in Theorem 3 for a Lyapunov

candidate function V (ξ).

Remark 1. Each k-th linear DS of fg(ξ) from (5.27) is tied to a locally active DS, fkl (·),
via the mixing function γk(ξ). Hence, (5.25) becomes a weighted non-linear combination
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of linear LAGS-DS (5.2), as follows,

ξ̇ =α(ξ)
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)(Ak
gξ + bkg) +α(ξ)

K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)fkl (hk(ξ), ξ)

=
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)
(
α(ξ)(Ak

gξ + bkg) +α(ξ)fkl (hk(ξ), ξ)
) (5.27)

Locally Linear State-Space Partitioning:

To parametrize each k-th linear LAGS-DS of (5.27) from a dataset of reference trajectories
Ξ = {{ξreft,m}

Tm
t=1}

Mref
m=1 we partition the state-space into compact sets, χ = χ1 ∪ · · · ∪χK ⊂

RM . Each compact set χk ⊂ RM encapsulates a locally linear region of the reference
trajectories. To achieve such locally linear partitioning, we employ the physically-
consistent Gaussian Mixture Model (PC-GMM) proposed in Figueroa and Billard (2018).
The PC-GMM is a Bayesian non-parametric approach for fitting GMMs to trajectory
data. By imposing a prior on the Gaussian component assignments, biased by a similarity
metric that leverages locality and directionality, the PC-GMM ensures that the datapoints
assigned to each k-th component correspond to a linear DS. Hence, the state-space can
be represented with,

p(ξ|θγ) =
K∑
k=1

πkN (ξ|µk,Σk) (5.28)

where µk and Σk are the mean and Covariance of each k-th component and the complete
set of parameters θγ = {πk,µk,Σk}Kk=1, where πk are the priors (or mixing weights) of
each Gaussian component, satisfying the constraint

∑K
k=1 πk = 1. In Figure 5.9 (top-left),

we show a GMM (5.28) of the reference trajectories from our non-linear running examples
(Figure 5.2) fitted with the PC-GMM approach. The number of Gaussian functions
K (and consequently the number of linear LAGS-DS) is automatically estimated via a
Collapsed Gibbs sampling approach, see Figueroa and Billard (2018) for further details
on this estimation. Further, given this locally linear state-space partitioning, for each
k-th compact set χk we take the corresponding Gaussian parameters N (ξ|µk,Σk) and
can automatically estimate the local basis, Uk

l,a, and local virtual attractors, ξ∗k, with
the approach introduced in Section 5.3.1, as shown in Figure 5.9 (bottom-left).

Via (5.28) we parametrize γk(ξ) in (5.27) with the a posteriori probability for the k-th
Gaussian component,

γk(ξ) = p(k|ξ, θγ) = πkN (ξ|µk,Σk)∑K
j=1 πjN (ξ|µj ,Σj)

(5.29)

which defines the contribution of each linear LAGS-DS (5.27). Note that, when α(ξ) =
1 ∀k = 1, . . . ,K, (5.27) reduces to (5.26) which is the standard non-linear global DS
discussed in Section 5.2. This allows us to have ≤ K locally active DS while preserving
the overall motion pattern of the reference trajectories mimicked by the global DS.
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Activation Function:

To define in which of the compact sets χk ⊂ RM a locally DS component, fkl (·), should be
activated we propose the following alternatives for α(ξ), which as in the linear LAGS-DS
case should have the following bounds 0 < α(ξ) ≤ 1.

GMM-based:

Following the Gaussian-based activation function for the linear LAGS-DS (5.4), we use
the GMM from (5.28) to parametrize the α(ξ) as follows:

α(ξ) =
(
1− r(ξ)

)(
1− 1

Z
p(ξ|θα)

)
+ r(ξ) (5.30)

where Z = minµk p(µk|θα) is a normalization factor that ensures all peaks of the GMM
to be truncated.

• When all k-th compact sets are to be activated, the parameters of the GMM
used to parametrize (5.30) are equivalent to those of the mixing function γ(ξ); i.e.
θα = θγ = {πk,µk,Σk}Kk=1.

• In the case when only a subset of the K compact sets are to be activated θα =
{πk,µk,Σk}K+

k=1 where K+ < K. The parameters of the Gaussians µk,Σk are
preserved and the priors πk are re-estimated to ensure

∑K+
k=1 πk = 1.

Finally, r(ξ) is parametrized by (5.5). In Figure 5.9 (center-column) we show illustrations
of (5.30) with all compact sets and a subset of compact sets activated.

GPR-based:

An alternative to (5.30) is to use a probabilistic regression approach where the reference
trajectories Ξ = {{ξreft,m}

Tm
t=1}

Mref
m=1 are considered as the inputs and κ ∈ R1×

∑Mref
m

Tm , a
vector of 1’s corresponding to each input, are the outputs. Via this approach (5.30) is
re-formulated as,

α(ξ) =
(
1− r(ξ)

)(
1− E{p(κ|ξ,Ξ,κ)}

)
+ r(ξ) (5.31)

where

E{p(κ|ξ,Ξ,κ)} = k(ξ,Ξ) [K(Ξ,Ξ) + εσ2I]−1 κ (5.32)

(5.32) is the Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) prediction function; i.e., the poste-
rior mean. This will yield a smooth continuous local activation along the trajecto-
ries, as opposed to a peaked activation produced by (5.30), as illustrated in Figure
5.9 (right-column). We use the squared exponential (SE) kernel function k(ξ, ξ′) =
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σ2
κ exp

(
−1

2
M∑
m=1

(
ξm−ξ′m

l

)2
)
, where l is the lengthscale and σ2

κ is the output variance.

• When all k-th compact sets are to be activated, rather then using the entire dataset
Ξ = {{ξreft,m}

Tm
t=1}

Mref
m=1 we take samples of the dataset to reduce the computational

complexity of GPR.

• In the case when only a subset of the K+ < K compact sets are to be activated, we
use the mixing function γk(ξ) (5.29) to select that datapoints that belong to the
choosen activation regions. Namely, for each datapoint ξrefi we compute a compact
set label:

yi = arg max
k

(
γk(ξ)

)
for yi ∈ [1, . . . ,K] (5.33)

and then construct a dataset that only includes the points belonging the com-
pact sets k ∈ K+; i.e. ΞK+ = {{δy(t,m),k∈K+ξ

ref
t,m}

Tm
t=1}

Mref
m=1 with δy(t,m),k∈K+ =1, if y(t,m) = k,

0, if y(t,m) 6= k.
being the Kronecker delta between estimated set label and

choosen activation region.

k-th Locally Active Dynamics:

Each fkl (hk(ξ), ξ) in (5.25) is parametrized by (5.11) with independent local virtual
attractors ξ∗k and partition functions hk(ξ) (5.18) corresponding to each compact set
χk ∀k = 1, . . . ,K. From Section 5.3.1 we know that, by construction, each k-th locally
active DS, fkl,a(ξ), is globally asymptotically stable wrt. its corresponding k-th local
virtual attractor ξ∗k, in the absence of the other K − 1 locally active DS. When multiple
locally active DS are present, they become locally asymptotically stable systems that
converge to their respective local virtual attractors.

Proposition 1. Let Bk be a ball encapsulating the k-th local virtual attractor ξ∗k and the
compact set χk ⊂ RM . If ξ ∈ Bk, the k-th locally active DS defined as,

fkl,a(ξ) = Ak
l,aξ + bkl (5.34)

is locally asymptotically stable within Bk if the following conditions hold,{
bkl,a = −Ak

l,aξ
∗
k, (Ak

l,a)T + Ak
l,a ≺ −εI (5.35)

Proof. A DS is locally asymptotically stable at an equilibrium point ξ∗k if there is an
R > 0 s.t. ||ξ(0)− ξ∗k|| ≤ R. For any linear system of the form, ξ̇ = Aξ, this property
can be proven if <λi(A) < 0 ∀i = 1, . . . ,M . Via (5.35) and assuming ξ∗k is the origin,
without loss of generality (5.34) becomes, fkl,a(ξ) = Ak

l,aξ. Due to (5.12), <λi(Ak
l,a) < 0,

hence (5.34) is locally asymptotically stable at ξ∗k. �

As in the linear LAGS-DS case, solely the attractive behavior of each fkl,a(ξ) is preserved
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in the composed system, as the the local attractors are vanished via the local partition
and modulation functions, hk(ξ) and λk(ξ).

Lyapunov Candidate Function:

The non-linear LAGS-DS variant inherits the same stability issues as the linear case.
Following the same procedure as in Sec 5.3.1 we extend the dynamics-driven WSAQF
Lyapunov function (5.6) to multiple AQF’s corresponding to each locally active region of
(5.27) as follows,

V (ξ) = ξ̃
T
g Pgξ̃g +

K∑
k=1

βk(ξ)
(
ξ̃
T
g Pk

l ξ̃k

)2
(5.36)

where,

βk(ξ) =

1 ∀ξ : ξ̃Tg Pk
l ξ̃k ≥ 0

0 ∀ξ : ξ̃Tg Pk
l ξ̃k < 0

(5.37)

as before Pg = PT
g � 0 and Pk

l = (Pk
l )T � 0 ∀k = 1, . . . ,K. As in the linear case, the

first term in (5.36) corresponds to the global DS (5.26), which is a P-QLF centered at
the global attractor ξ∗g. The second term, on the other hand, corresponds to a set of
K locally active asymmetric QLF’s shaped by their corresponding local attractors ξ∗k.
Further, (5.36) is of class C1 and is radially unbounded; i.e.

V (ξ) = ξ̃
T
g Pgξ̃g︸ ︷︷ ︸

||ξ̃g ||→∞⇒ξ=∞

+
K∑
k=1

βk(ξ)
(
ξ̃
T
g Pk

l ξ̃k

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

(5.38)

as proven in Khansari-Zadeh and Billard (2014) and Neumann and Steil (2015). The
gradient of (5.38) is,

∇ξV (ξ) = (PT
g + Pg)ξ̃g +

K∑
k=1

β2
k(ξ)

[
Pk
l ξ̃k + (Pk

l )T ξ̃g
]

(5.39)

with

β2
k(ξ) = 2β(ξ)ξ̃Tg Pk

l ξ̃k. (5.40)

Global Asymptotic Stability:

Given the proposed Lyapunov candidate function (5.36), we state the sufficient conditions
for global asymptotic stability of (5.25) as follows,

Theorem 2. The dynamical system in (5.25) with activation function (5.30) or (5.31)
is globally asymptotically stable at the attractor ξ∗g ∈ RM , iff for the Lyapunov candidate
function V (ξ) : RM → R (5.36) the following conditions hold:
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1. For each k = 1, . . . ,K component of the global DS:
bkg = −Ak

gξ
∗
g, (Ak

g)TPg + PgAk
g = Qk

g

(Ak
g)T + Ak

g < −εI, (Ak
g)TPl(ξ) = Ql,k

g

Qk
g = (Qk

g)T ≺ 0, (Ql,k
g )+ ≺ 0

(5.41)

where Pl(ξ) = Pl(ξ)T =
∑K
j=1 β

2
j (ξ)Pj

l � 0 is the weighted sum of local symmetric
positive definite matrices.

2. For the activation/partition/modulation functions:
0 < α(ξ) ≤ 1,
0 ≤ hk(ξ) ≤ 1, λk(ξ) ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, . . . ,K
0 < γk(ξ) ≤ 1,

∑K
k=1 γk(ξ) = 1

(5.42)

where ε ∈ <+ is a small positive real number.

3. For each k = 1, . . . ,K locally active DS with Ak
l = hk(ξ)Ak

l,a + hk(ξ)Ak
l,d:

bkl,a = −Ak
l,aξ
∗
k, b

k
l,d = −Ak

l,dξ
∗
k

(Ak
l )T + Ak

l ≺ −εI, (Ak
l )TPl(ξ) = Qk

l ,

2(Ak
l )TPg = Qg,k

l , (Qk
l )+ 6� 0 , (Qg,k

l )+ 6� 0
(5.43)

with the following bounds ∀ξ ∈ χk ⊆ RM :
λmax(QG

k
+(ξ))||ξ̃g||2 < −ξ̃

T
kQk

LG(ξ)ξ̃g

−
K∑
j=1

2βj
(
αλmax((Ak

g)+)(ξ̃Tg Pj
l ξ̃j)

2 +αλmax(Ak
l )(ξ̃

T
kPj

l ξ̃j)
2
) (5.44)

w/ Qk
LG(ξ) = α(Qg,k

l + Qk
l ), Qk

G(ξ) = α(Qk
g + Ql,k

g ).
Proof: See Appendix E.3. �

Remark 2. The global DS in (5.25) can also be a linear DS, which would yield a
LAGS-DS of the following form,

ξ̇ =α(ξ)fg(ξ) +α(ξ)
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)fkl (hk(ξ), ξ)

=α(ξ)(Agξ + bg) +α(ξ)
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)fkl (hk(ξ), ξ)
(5.45)

The sufficient global asymptotic stability conditions of this form are (5.21) from Theorem
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Figure 5.10 – Examples of Global DS fg(ξ), (5.27) (left column), activation functions α(ξ) (5.30)
or (5.31) (middle column) and LAGS-DS f(ξ) = αfg(ξ) +αfk

l (·), (5.25), (right column) for
non-linear reference trajectories.

1 and (5.42),(5.43) and (5.44) from Theorem 2. Proof of such conditions is omitted as
they follow directly from Appendices E.2 and E.3.

Figure 5.10 illustrates non-linear LAGS-DS (5.25) that hold the stability conditions
defined in Theorem 2. In the next section we will present the proposed learning scheme
to estimate stable parameters of a LAGS-DS from data.

5.4 Learning LAGS-DS from Data
Learning the parameters of a LAGS-DS (5.25) from data involves several stages as
illustrated in Figure 5.11. Given a set of reference trajectories, we begin by learning the
locally-linear state-space partitioning as described in Section 5.3.2. Once this step is
performed, we have a parametrization of the mixing function γ(ξ) (5.29), the number of
linear DS K in (5.25) and their corresponding local virtual attractors ξ∗k and local basis
Uk
l,a (5.14). The next step involves learning the symmetric positive definite matrices.

Pg, {Pk
l }Kk=1 � 0 that parametrize the Lyapunov candidate function (5.36). This is

achieved by solving a constrained non-linear optimization problem described in Section
5.4.1.
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Lyapunov Function Learning

Data Collection Locally-Linear State-Space Partitioning

Global DS Learning
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Figure 5.11 – Schematic of the proposed LAGS-DS Learning Approach.

Given the estimated Lyapunov candidate function V (ξ) we estimate the K linear
DS matrices, Ak

g that parametrize the global DS component, fg(ξ) (5.27), of LAGS-DS
(5.25). This is achieved by solving a constrained non-linear semi-definite program that
ensures the stability conditions (5.41) defined in Theorem 2, as described in Section 5.4.2.
At this stage (or before), the user can define the locally-linear regions of the reference
trajectories that she/he chooses to activate. This will automatically parametrize the
activation function α(ξ) as described in Section 5.3.2 for either the GMM-based (5.30)
or GPR-based (5.31) approaches. An alternative is to avoid any user input and activate
all of the locally-linear regions of the reference trajectories, as described in Section 5.3.2.

Finally, given α(ξ), {ξ∗k,Uk
l,a}Kk=1 and {Ak

g}Kk=1, what remains is to estimate the
system parameters of the locally active components fkl (·). As described in Section 5.3.1,
this reduces to estimating the eigenvalues of the system matrices {Ak

l,a,Ak
l,d}

K+
k=1 and

consequently the stiffness factors κki that will induce the locally attractive behavior
we seek. This is achieved by solving a constrained non-linear optimization problem as
described in Section 5.4.3.

5.4.1 Learning a Lyapunov Function for LAGS-DS
Given the set of reference trajectories, the global attractor ξ∗g and the set of local virtual
attractors {ξ∗k}Kk=1 we can learn the set of symmetric positive definite θP = {Pg, {Pk

l }Kk=1}
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that parametrize (5.36). This is achieved by solving the following constrained optimization
problem:

min
θP

J(θP ) =
Mref∑
m=1

Tm∑
t=1

(1 + w̄

2 sgn(ψt,m)ψ2
t,m + 1 + w̄

2 ψ2
t,m

)
subject to{

Pg � 0, Pg = PT
g

Pk
l � 0, Pk

l = (Pk
l )T ,Tr(Pk

l ) ≤ Tr(Pg) ∀ k = 1, . . .K

(5.46)

where w̄ > 0 is a small positive scalar (i.e. w̄ << 1) and ψt,m is a function de-
fined as ψt,m = ∇ξV (ξref

t,m)T ξ̇ref
t,m

||∇ξV (ξref
t,m)T |||ξ̇ref

t,m||
. The defined optimization problem (5.46) is a slight

modification of the one proposed in Khansari-Zadeh and Billard (2014). First of all,
we reduce the parameter search-space to solve only for the P matrices, as the local
asymmetric k-th quadratic function is parametrized by the local virtual attractors ξ∗k.
Second, when solving the original optimization problem proposed in Khansari-Zadeh
and Billard (2014), this yields a global P-QLF with almost negligible eigenvalues, i.e.
λmin(Pg)||ξ̃g||22 ≤ ξ̃

T
g Pgξ̃g ≤ λmax(Pg)||ξ̃g||22 with λmin(Pg), λmax(Pg) u 0, whereas

λmin(Pl), λmax(Pl) >> 1 are large numbers. This might be admissible for the CLF
approach, as it is only used to correct the execution of the DS at run-time. However, if
we want to use such a Lyapunov candidate function to derive the necessary constraints
for the global and local system matrices Ak

g ,Ak
l,a,Ak

l,d the eigenvalues of both Pg and
Pk
l must not only be in the same range but we also posit that Tr(Pg) ≥ Tr(Pk

l ). This
comes from the fact that each of the components in (5.36) represent both a global, as
well as, multiple local energy functions. We thus seek for the rate of decrease of energy
in the global component to be higher than in the local one. Hence, we imposed this is as
a constraint in (5.46).

Even though we simplified the search space of the parameters of our Lyapunov candidate
function, (5.46) is still a non-linear optimization problem. To find a locally optimal
solution for θP we use the interior-point algorithm (IPOPT) (Bonnans et al., 2006) with
the fmincon solver in MATLAB as in Khansari-Zadeh and Billard (2014)1

5.4.2 Global DS Estimation for LAGS-DS

Given the set of reference trajectories {Ξ, Ξ̇} = {ξreft , ξ̇reft }t=1...TN , the global attractor
ξ∗g, the mixing function γk(ξ) and the set of positive definite system matrices θP =
{Pg, {Pk

l }Kk=1}, we estimate the parameters for the global DS θfg = {Ak
g , b

k
g}Kk=1 by

minimizing the velocity error between the approximated desired velocity given by (5.27)
and the observed velocity from the reference trajectories ξ̇ref. This can be formulated as
minimizing the following constrained optimization problem:

1This implementation is a modified version of the MATLAB code provided by Khansari-Zadeh and
Billard (2014).
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min
θfg

J(θfg) =
Mref∑
n=1

TM∑
t=1
||ξ̇reft,m − fg(ξreft,m)||2

subject to (∀k = 1, . . . ,K)
bkg = −Ak

gξ
∗
g

(Ak
g)TPg + PgAk

g = Qk
g , Qk

g ≺ 0
(Ak

g)T
∑K
k=1 Pk

l = Ql,k
g , (Ql,k

g )+ ≺ 0
(Ak

g)T + Ak
g < −εI if ξ∗k = ξ∗g

(5.47)

where Mref is the number of reference trajectories, TM is the number of samples in each
trajectory and fg(·) is given by (5.27). The constraints in (5.47) are derived from the
necessary stability conditions (5.41). While the first two lines of constraints are the
same as (5.41), the third constraint is a conservative non-state dependent version of the
condition defined in (5.41). Due to this conservative constraint, we can relax the fourth
constraint to solely the k-th matrix Ak

g whose corresponding local virtual attractor ξ∗k is
equivalent to the global attractor ξ∗g. (5.47) is a non-convex semidefinite program, which
we solve with PENLAB (Fiala et al., 2013). In this work we use the PENLAB solver
with the YALMIP MATLAB toolbox (Lofberg, 2004).

Solving the optimization problem defined in (5.47) with solely the first two lines of
constraints, reduces to the DS and the optimization problem proposed in Figueroa and
Billard (2018). Where a P-QLF is used to impose stability on a global non-linear LPV-DS.
This allows for the LPV-DS to encode complex motions, which can be highly non-linear,
with high-curvature and possibly moving in reverse direction to the attractor. If we
were to use the DD-WSAQF solely to estimate a global DS, the remaining constraints
are not necessary, and complex motions as the ones encoded with a P-QLF can be
achieved. However, following the proof in Appendix E.3, the additional constraints in
(5.47) are necessary to allow for highly locally attractive regions. This is at the cost of
restricting the type of complex motions that can be encoded. While non-linear motions
with high curvature as the ones illustrated in Figure 5.13 are still feasible, motions
that have trajectories moving in reverse direction of the global attractor, as the ones
encoded by the LPV-DS approach from Chapter 4 are not. Nevertheless, as will be shown
in our experimental validations, the type of motions that can be encoded with such
over-constrained system are sufficient to achieve a myriad of tasks in different robotic
scenarios.

5.4.3 Local DS Estimation for LAGS-DS
Given the mixing function γ(ξ), the activation function α(ξ), the set of symmetric positive
definite matrices θP = {Pg, {Pk

l }Kk=1}, the set of global DS parameters θfg = {Ak
g} and

the set of local basis and virtual attractors {ξ∗k,Uk
l,a}Kk=1, we can now estimate the set

of eigenvalues of the system matrices θfk
l

= {Λk
l,a,Λk

l,d} for each k ∈ K+ locally active
dynamics fkl (·). As discussed in Section 5.3.1, via (5.14), the ratio of the eigenvalues Λk

l,a

of each locally active dynamics represent the stiffness κi of the locally active DS around
the reference trajectory for each i-th orthogonal direction of motion. To achieve this, we
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formulate an optimization problem where the stiffness factors κi are maximized while
minimizing the velocity error between the desired velocity given by fkl (·) (5.11) and the
observed velocity from the reference trajectories ξ̇ref. Given the reference trajectories
that belong to each k-th local compact set {Ξ, Ξ̇}k = {{δy(t,m),k(ξreft,m, ξ̇reft,m)}Tmt=1}

Mref
m=1

with δy(t,m),k∈K+ =

1, if y(t,m) = k,

0, if y(t,m) 6= k.
being the Kronecker delta between estimated

set label (5.33) and the choosen activation region, for each k-th locally active region the
following optimization problem is solved:

min
θ
fk
l

J(θfk
l
) = 1

M − 1

M−1∑
i=1

1
κi

+ v
Mref∑
m=1

Tm∑
t=1
||ξ̇reft,m − fkl (ξreft,m)||2

subject to
Ak
l,a = Uk

l,aΛk
l,a(Uk

l,a)T , bkl,a = −Ak
l,aξ
∗
k, Λk

l,a ≺ 0
Ak
l,d = λl,dI, bkl,d = −Ak

l,dξ
∗
k, 0 < λl,d < |(λkl,a)1|

(λkl,a)1 ≤ R(Ak
g ,Uk

l,a[:, 1]) < 0
(λkl,a)i ≤ κi(λkl,a)1, 1 ≤ κi ≤ κmax ∀i = 2, . . . ,M

Given Ak
l = hk(ξ)Ak

l,a + hk(ξ)Ak
l,d, (Ak

l )TPl(ξ) = Qk
l , 2(Ak

l )TPg = Qg,k
l

Qk
LG(ξ) = α(Qg,k

l + Qk
l ),Qk

G(ξ) = α(Qk
g + Ql,k

g ) :
λmax(QG

k
+(ξ))||ξ̃g||2 < −ξ̃

T
kQk

LG(ξ)ξ̃g ∀ξ ∈ χk ⊆ RM

−
K∑
j=1

2βj
(
αλmax((Ak

g)+)(ξ̃Tg Pj
l ξ̃j)

2 +αλmax(Ak
l )(ξ̃

T
kPj

l ξ̃j)
2
)

(5.48)

where v̄ > 0 is a small positive scalar (i.e. v̄ << 1). The first two lines of constraints
in (5.48) define the structure of the parameters for the locally active (5.12) and locally
deflective (5.16) DS. By imposing these strict constraints the stability conditions (5.43)
from Theorem 2 are directly ensured. The third line defines an upper bound on the first
eigenvalue of Ak

l,a, where R(Ak
g ,Uk

l,a[:, 1]) = ξ
T
0 (Ak

g)+ξ0

ξ
T
0 ξ0

is the Rayleigh quotient of the

global DS matrix Ak
g wrt. the main direction of motion of the locally active DS. This will

ensure that the norm of the velocities produced by fkl (·) is equivalent or within the same
range as the corresponding global component fkg (·). The fourth line defines the stiffness
ratios κi for each i-th orthogonal direction and sets upper/lower bounds for the desired κi.
Finally, the fifth constraint imposes an upper bound on the dissipation rate of the local
component fkl (·) wrt. the global component fkg (·) as defined in Theorem 2. Note that
this constraint is state-dependent, yet, it should only be enforced within the compact set
χk. Hence, when solving (5.48) we enforce this constraint on the reference trajectories
and a set of discrete sample points that are drawn from inside the continuous region
χk ⊂ RN ; i.e. {Ξ}k ∪ {Ξχk}. (5.48) is a non-linear non-convex optimization problem.
We find a locally optimal solution for θfk

l
by using the interior-point algorithm (IPOPT)

(Bonnans et al., 2006) with the fmincon solver in MATLAB.
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Figure 5.12 – Illustration of efficient sampling and re-learning scheme described in Section 5.4.3

It is straightforward to see that ensuring Theorem 2 relies on ensuring the upper bound
(5.44) on the continuous compact set χk represented by the set of sample points {Ξχk}.
Since each compact set χk has a continuous representation via a corresponding Gaussian
distribution N (ξ|µk,Σk), see Section 5.3.2, we draw points from N (ξ|µk,Σk) to collect
our samples {Ξχk}. A naïve approach to ensuring (5.44) would be to uniformly sample
as many points as possible from N (ξ|µk,Σk) to ensure full coverage of the continuous
compact region. This is, however, computationally taxing. Following we present an
efficient iterative sampling and re-learning strategy that ensures all conditions for GAS
are met.

Efficient Sampling and Re-learning for χk

To reliably integrate the continuous constraints within the compact set χk we follow the
approach presented in Neumann et al. (2013b) where an interplay between learning and
verification is proposed. At the first iteration i = 0, we uniformly sample points, {Ξχk} =
Ξ0
χk , from the outer-most isocontour of the Gaussian distribution parametrized by

N (ξ|µk,Σk) and use these points to estimate the initial parameters θ0
fk
l

by solving (5.48).
We then verify condition (5.44) on Mver random samples of the Gaussian distribution,
in our experiments we set Mver = 105. We then collect the samples that violate the
constraints and add them to our evaluation set {Ξχk} = Ξ0

χk ∪ Ξi
χk and re-learn the
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Figure 5.13 – Global DS fg(ξ), (5.27) (left column), activation functions α(ξ) (5.30) or (5.31)
(middle column) and LAGS-DS f(ξ) = αfg(ξ) + αfk

l (·) learned on exemplar motions from
the LASA handwriting library. Red trajectories on the global DS illustration correspond to the
demonstrations. Blue trajectory on LAGS-DS illustrations correspond to the mean trajectory
used for estimation of the local DS parameters. Black trajectories are simulations starting
from the same initial positions.

parameters θi
fk
l

by solving (5.48) with the new sample points and initialized with θi−1
fk
l

.
This procedure is iterated until no violations are obtained in the compact set, or a
maximum number of iterations Niter is reached. In Figure 5.12 we show an example of a
run of this sampling/re-learning scheme for a single locally active region.

5.4.4 Qualitative Evaluation
The LAGS-DS illustrations provided in Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.10 have all been learned with
the scheme presented in this section from traced out demonstrations with a MATLAB
GUI. The illustrations of the DS in Figure 5.11 come from real demonstrations collected
by tracking the object being co-manipulated by a human-biped robot team, as shown in
the top-left of Figure 5.11. To further illustrate our approach, in Figure 5.13 we show
global non-linear DS vs. LAGS-DS learned on exemplars from the LASA handwriting
dataset. We further plot simulated trajectories from the same initial position in both
DS to show how LAGS-DS reshapes the global DS to converge towards the reference
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Figure 5.14 – Global DS fg(ξ), (5.27) (left column), activation function α(ξ) (5.31) (middle
column) and LAGS-DS f(ξ) = αfg(ξ) +αfk

l (·) learned on a 7DOF robot manipulation scenario
from Figure 5.1. Red trajectories on the global DS illustration correspond to the demonstrations.
Blue trajectory on LAGS-DS illustrations correspond to the mean trajectory used for estimation
of the local DS parameters. Black trajectories are simulations starting from the same initial
positions.

trajectory. In these examples we select all locally linear regions to be activated. As
can be seen, our learning scheme finds the maximum allowable stiffness κki on each k-th
locally active region for GAS to be ensured.

Our presented approach is capable of generating a GAS vector field that tightly
converges to linear regions of a non-linear reference trajectory. However, due to this
linearization, depending on the reference trajectory, we might loose some of the smoothness
in the overall motion pattern and may exhibit ‘corner cutting’ (as in the C-shape in
Figure 5.13) or ‘sharper edges’ (as in the Khamesh-shape in Figure 5.13).

In Figure 5.14, we show a 2D slice of the global-DS and LAGS-DS models learned
from the real robot manipulation scenario depicted in Figure 5.1. The data for this
scenario was previously collected in Figueroa and Billard (2018) and described in Chapter
4. We use it now to locally activate the region called ’sink’ in which an object should
be inspected. In Section 5.5 and 5.6, we validate the use of LAGS-DS learned from
demonstrations for:

• Trajectory tracking for a writing scenario with a KUKA LWR robot manipulator
controlled with a compliant closed-loop architecture (Section 5.5 ).

• Navigation and co-manipulation with humanoid robots in a variety of tasks where
collision avoidance and proper task execution are implicitly ensured via trajectory
tracking (Section 5.6).

5.5 Compliant Robot Manipulator Control with LAGS-DS
Since LAGS-DS is inherently embedding stiff dynamics in the locally active regions (via
the κ factors), when used in a closed-loop control architecture, such stiffness translates
to the apparent stiffness of the robot. Hence, by shaping stiff DS in certain regions of the
state-space we are shaping the stiffness of the robot. Following we describe the control
architecture used to provide compliant robot control via the passive-DS control-law
defined in Section A.2.2 and LAGS-DS.
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5.5.1 Compliance Tuning with Passive-DS
From Section A.2.2, let us recall the passive-DS control law:

uc = −D(ξ)
(
ξ̇ − f(ξ)

)
. (5.49)

Following we relate the (5.49) to the classical impedance control terms.

On Damping

The apparent damping Da(ξ) ∈ RM×M of the controlled system (A.7) can be computed
as,

Da(ξ) = ∂ue

∂ξ̇
= D(ξ) (5.50)

As can be seen, the apparent damping Da(ξ) is equivalent to the damping term used in
our control law (A.5), as in the classical impedance control formulation (Hogan, 1984).
Hence, the diagonal elements of Λ in (A.8), i.e. the eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λM are the desired
damping values in all possible directions of motion. Via the construction of D(ξ) defined
in the first condition of Sec. A.2.2, (A.5) becomes:

uc = −D(ξ)ξ̇ + λ1f(ξ), (5.51)

where λ1 corresponds to the first eigenvalue of D(ξ) and acts as a control gain for the
desired motion, while the remaining eigenvalues represent how much deviation from the
desired motion plan f(ξ) is allowed when the robotic system is subject to external forces
coming from the environment or a human interacting with it. The equivalence of (5.51)
to (A.5) results from the fact that f(ξ) is the first eigenvector of D(ξ), hence, (A.7) can
be re-written as,

Mξ(ξ)ξ̈ + D(ξ)ξ̇ − λ1f(ξ) = ue (5.52)

On Stiffness

The apparent stiffness Ka(ξ) ∈ RM×M of the controlled system (A.7) has a less straight-
forward manifestation than the damping term as it is computed by,

Ka(ξ) = ∂ue
∂ξ

= −λ1
∂f(ξ)
∂ξ

. (5.53)

As shown, the classical notion of stiffness in our controller is dependent not only on
the damping term D(ξ), via its eigenvalue λ1, but also on the properties of the DS
itself, specifically its convergence rate represented by the Jacobian ∂f(ξ)

∂ξ . As derived in
Khoramshahi and Billard (2018), the stiffness in a particular direction Ka|s(ξ, ei), i.e.
at state ξ with unit norm direction ei, can be estimated with the following Rayleigh
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quotient,

Ka|ei(ξ, ei) = eTi Ka(ξ)ei = −λ1e
T
i

∂f(ξ)
∂ξ

ei (5.54)

(5.54) can then be used to construct a stiffness matrix wrt. a defined orthonormal basis
E = {e1, · · · , eM} as follows,

Ka|E(ξ, ei) = E

[
Ka|e1(ξ, e1) 0

0 Ka|e2(ξ, e2)

]
ET (5.55)

To summarize, the desired impedance behavior is thus encoded through the state-
dependent continuous function D(ξ) ∈ RM×M which defines the desired damping of
the robot and the Jacobian of the DS f(ξ) which is proportional to the stiffness of the
controlled system.

5.5.2 Compliance Parametrization with learned DS
From (5.53) we can estimate the apparent stiffness of the closed-loop dynamics, under
the passive-DS control-law (A.5) with a Global-DS parametrized by (5.26) as follows,

Kfg(ξ) = −λ1
∂fg(ξ)
∂ξ

= −λ1

K∑
k=1

∂

∂ξ
[γk(ξ)fkg (ξ)]

= −λ1

K∑
k=1

[
∇ξγk(ξ)fkg (ξ)T + γk(ξ) ∂

∂ξ
fkg (ξ)

]

= −λ1

K∑
k=1

[
∇ξγk(ξ)(ξ − ξ∗g)T (Ak

g)T + γk(ξ)(Ak
g)T

]

= −λ1

K∑
k=1

[
∇ξγk(ξ)(ξ − ξ∗g)T + γk(ξ)I

]
(Ak

g)T

(5.56)

where ∇ξγk(ξ) ∈ RM×1 is the gradient of the mixing function, which is derived in
Appendix E.4.1 and fkg (ξ) = Ak

gξ + bkg represents each k-th linear DS. In Figure 5.15
we plot the apparent damping (purple ellipsoid) and stiffness matrices (pink ellipsoid)
of the controlled system along the reference trajectory. The stiffness matrix here was
computed with the same orthonormal basis E as the D(ξ); i.e. along f(ξ). As can be
seen, the stiffness slightly varies wrt. to values of the damping matrix. In the regions
where the DS converges toward the reference trajectory the stiffness is slightly higher
in the orthogonal direction, while in the regions where the DS is simply mimicking the
motion pattern, the stiffness is negligible. Hence, the stiffness of the controlled system
(5.52) is proportional to the Ak

g systems matrices of the DS, specifically their eigenvalues.

To shape the desired DS with stiffness behavior along the reference trajectory, we
propose to use LAGS-DS. Following we derive the apparent stiffness of the closed-loop
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Figure 5.15 – Simulations of a robot manipulator in the absence of perturbations, controlled
with the passive-DS control law (5.51) using (left) global-DS and (right) LAGS-DS. In both
plots we illustrate the Damping matrix (violet ellipsoid) and the stiffness matrices (pink ellipsoid)
resulting from each DS type.

Figure 5.16 – Simulation 1 of a robot manipulator under perturbations, controlled with the
passive-DS control law (5.51) using (left) global-DS and (right) LAGS-DS

Figure 5.17 – Simulation 2 of a robot manipulator under perturbations, controlled with the
passive-DS control law (5.51) using (top) global-DS and (bottom) LAGS-DS
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Figure 5.18 – Robot experimental validation for writing tasks with LAGS-DS. Autonomous
execution of shapes learned from the LASA handwriting dataset (left) Angle-shape corresponding
to Figure 5.13 top row (right) Khamesh-shape corresponding to Figure 5.13 bottom row. Video
of execution with global LPV-DS and LAGS-DS available https://youtu.be/sR6oF2PpVno

dynamics, under the passive-DS control-law (A.5) with a LAGS-DS (5.27),

Kf (ξ) = −λ1

K∑
k=1

∂

∂ξ

[
γk(ξ)

(
α(ξ)fkg (ξ) + (1−α(ξ))fkl (ξ)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

fk(ξ)

]

= −λ1

K∑
k=1

[
∇ξγk(ξ)fk(ξ)T + γk(ξ) ∂

∂ξ
fk(ξ)

] (5.57)

where ∂
∂ξ f

k(ξ) ∈ RM×M is the Jacobian of the k-th LAGS-DS model. For sake of
readability the derivation of this Jacobian is provided in Appendix E.4.4, where it is
straightforward to see via (E.63) and (E.67), that the apparent stiffness is proportional
to a non-linear weighted combination of local and global system matrices.

5.5.3 Robot Simulations and Experiments
As illustrated in Figures 5.16 and 5.17, when a robot manipulator is controlled in closed-
loop via the passive-DS control law (5.51) and a global DS (5.26), it is compliant in the
orthogonal directions of motion. This compliance allows for any perturbations to change
the state of the robot and thus tracking the reference trajectory is not possible. On
the other hand, when using a LAGS-DS, within the locally active regions either (i) the
robot is stiff in that direction and doesn’t allow the perturbation or (ii) after the robot is
perturbed it is pulled back to the reference trajectory.

LASA Handwriting Experiments with KUKA LWR

We now validate the use of LAGS-DS in a real robotic setting. The proposed task is
to reproduce the Angle-shape and Khamesh-shape from the LASA handwriting dataset
on a whiteboard as shown in Figure 5.18. See Figure 5.13, top and bottom row for
demonstrated trajectories and DS variants. The goal of this experiment is to showcase
the capabilities of LAGS-DS to recover from a perturbation by following the reference
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Figure 5.19 – Angle-shape execution subject to perturbations. (left) Global LPV-DS (right)
LAGS-DS. Notice after the perturbation the Global LPV-DS moves the robot towards the target,
while LAGS-DS guides the robot back to the reference trajectory. For better visualization of this
behavior see supplementary video in https://youtu.be/sR6oF2PpVno

Figure 5.20 – Trajectories of the end-effector executed for the Angle-shape. Red trajectories are
demonstrations, blue and green trajectories are executions. (left-column) Execution with no
perturbations. (right-column) execution with perturbations.

trajectories as faithfully as possible.

In Figure 5.19 we show examples of a KUKA LWR robot manipulator writing the
Angle-shape while being perturbed by a human. As shown, after the perturbations the
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Figure 5.21 – Khamesh-shape execution subject to perturbations. (left) Global LPV-DS (right)
LAGS-DS. Notice after the perturbation the Global LPV-DS moves the robot towards the target,
while LAGS-DS guides the robot back to the reference trajectory. For better visualization of this
behavior see supplementary video in https://youtu.be/sR6oF2PpVno

Figure 5.22 – Trajectories of the end-effector executed for the Khamesh-shape. Red trajectories
are demonstrations, blue and green trajectories are executions. (left-column) Execution with
no perturbations, (right-column) execution with perturbations.
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robot no longer follows the reference trajectory and instead follows the next integral
curve of the global DS leading it to the final target. On the other hand, when using
LAGS-DS the robot goes back to following the reference trajectory after being perturbed.
In Figure 5.20 we show trajectories of the end-effector being perturbed continuously using
both DS variants, starting from the same initial states. Notice how in the unperturbed
executions LAGS-DS follows precisely the mean reference trajectory, while a global
LPV-DS generalizes the motion pattern. Furthermore, in the regions of strong local
attraction, not only does the robot go back to the reference trajectory, but it also stiffer
and the human needs to apply more force to properly perturb the robot. This is evidenced
in the supplementary video https://youtu.be/sR6oF2PpVno.

As discussed in the previous section, since the DS is used in a closed-loop controller,
the stiffness of the DS around the reference trajectory translates to the stiffness of the
controlled robot. Hence, the stiffer the DS the stiffer the robot. In Figures 5.21 and 5.22
we show the same examples and illustrations for the Khamesh-shape where the same
behavior is showcased.

5.6 Compliant Locomotion and Object Co-Manipulation
with LAGS-DS

Now we validate the use of our proposed LAGS-DS for motion planning in three scenarios:
(1) locomotion/manipulation, see Figure 5.23, (2) constrained locomotion, see Figure 5.26,
and (3) co-manipulation between two bipeds, see Figure 5.24. For the latter two scenarios
we collected data by tele-operating the robots within the Gazebo physics simulator. For
the former, data was collected by physically guiding the robot with an omnidirectional
reactive walking controller proposed by Bombile and Billard (2017).

Given the set of reference trajectories from either the robot (Scenario 1,2) or the
object (Scenario 3) we learn both global-DS, (5.26), and LAGS-DS, (5.27), models (for
comparison) as shown in Figure 5.11, 5.31, and 5.36 . These models will yield the desired

position dynamics of the robot (or object); i.e. ξ =
[
xcom
ycom

]
, ξ̇ =

[
vx
vy

]
and ξ̇ = fp(ξ)

is given by either (5.26) or (5.27). To achieve the demonstrated task, one must also
control for the orientation dynamics. To do so, we propose to learn a state-dependent
mapping function from the current Cartesian robot state, ξ, to the desired orientation of
the robot or object. The rotation manifold, SO(3), is a Lie-group of special orthogonal
tensors. It is a differentiable manifold with several competing charts, that induce different
parametrization, i.e. Euler angles, axis-angles, quaternions or Rotation matrices. To
properly learn a mapping function from any of these representations the special geometry
of the SO(3) manifold must be taken into account in the learned model, as discussed
in Zeestraten et al. (2017). However, since our experiments involve planning in the 2D
plane, rather than using any of the full rotation representations we simplify the problem
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Start

Target

Figure 5.23 – Locomotion/Manipulation Scenario
with 1 biped robot.

Start Target

Figure 5.24 – Co-manipulation Scenario with 2 biped
robots.

DS-based Motion Planning
Robot State

Time-Projection Control Bipedal Walking

Faraji et al. (2019) Bipedal walking and push recovery with a stepping strategy based on 
time-projection control. International Journal of Robotics Research (IJRR)

Desired Velocities

Figure 5.25 – DS-based Motion Planning of a
Biped Robot.

Target

Start

Figure 5.26 – Constrained locomotion Scenario with
1 biped robot.

by generating the desired angular velocity around the z-axis ωz ∈ < as follows,

ωz = −k
(
θz − fo(ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

θdz

)
(5.58)

where θz is the current heading angle of the robot wrt. the world coordinate frame,
k ∈ < is a gain and fo(ξ) : R2 → < is a mapping function from the current Cartesian

state of the robot ξ =
[
xcom
ycom

]
to the desired heading angle θdz . Given the set of reference

trajectories Ξ,Θ = {{ξreft,m, {θrefz t,m}
Tm
t=1}

Mref
m=1 we learn a continuous mapping function

fo(·) via probabilistic regression as follows,

fo(ξ) = E{p(θz|ξ,Ξ,Θ)} (5.59)

where

E{p(θz|ξ,Ξ,Θ)} = k(ξ,Ξ) [K(Ξ,Ξ) + εσ2I]−1 Θ (5.60)

(5.60) is the Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) prediction function. We use the squared

exponential (SE) kernel function k(ξ, ξ′) = σ2
κ exp

(
−1

2
M∑
m=1

(
ξm−ξ′m

l

)2
)
, where l is the

lengthscale and σ2
κ is the output variance.

To command the robot with our learned models, we integrate our high-level DS-based
motion planning with a low-level controller for biped walking as illustrated in Figure
5.25. Given the desired velocity from the chosen DS ξ̇ = fp(ξ) and desired orientation
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via (5.59), we feed them to a low-level walking controller that is based on a recent
foot-stepping method called time-projection (Faraji et al., 2019). In this method, the
robot naturally steps in-place by regulating the Center of Mass (CoM) on top of the ankle
joints (to minimize the ankle torques). The feet are commanded to follow arc trajectories
via inverse kinematics, and the joints track desired joint positions by PID controllers.
Additionally, the stance hip joint regulates the torso angle by reading orientations from an
IMU on the pelvis, and the swing hip joint tracks desired footstep locations. Locomotion
is therefore achieved when the robot is being pulled/pushed externally, or shifting its
CoM away from the ankle joints horizontally. With these asymmetric disturbances,
the particular controller in the stance hip joint makes the robot fall naturally, while
the foot-stepping method suggests new footsteps to recover from falling. Continuous
interaction between the asymmetric source and foot-stepping produces periodic walking
behaviors. To achieve such behavior, the time-projection control paradigm maps the
inter-sample states back in time to the beginning of the phase. At each control tick, the
measured deviations (caused by inter-sample deviations) are equivalent to some larger
initial-phase deviations that a discrete controller has stabilized by applying an input
at the beginning of the phase. This input could be parameters of a piece-wise linear
swing-hip torque profile during the phase for example. In that imaginary equivalent
system, whose evolution passes through the current state of the real system, the input
remains constant until the end of the phase (Faraji et al., 2018a). The proposed control
framework takes this input, applies it to the real system at the current time and repeats
the mapping in the next control tick.

Given a desired velocity, this time-projection controller is capable of naturally generating
sagittal, lateral and turning motions to achieve it. Further, with this controller the
robot behaves like a damper in the environment, not resisting against external forces,
but stepping along their direction until they disappear. Hence, when following a desired
velocity, the robot will be compliant to external forces that will deviate it from the
desired path. As in the compliant manipulation case, presented in Section 5.5, due to
this compliance at the control level, a DS-based motion planner via LAGS-DS (5.27) is
particularly suitable to successfully achieve the desired locomotion/manipulation tasks.

5.6.1 Robot Simulations and Experiments
Scenario 1 (Locomotion/Manipulation): As shown in Figure 5.23, the desired task of
the iCub robot is to pick an object from one point, follow a path and release it at the
target. In this work, we solely focus on the path-following part of the task. Grasping
and releasing is achieved via solving an inverse kinematics problem with pre-defined
end-effector positions. To firmly grasp the object and avoid slippage during execution,
once the grasping position of the end-effectors are reached we apply 15N of force in the
direction orthogonal to the surface of the object. We compare the use of a global-DS (5.26)
vs. LAGS-DS (5.27) to follow the demonstrated path. Snapshots of the executed path in
the absence of external perturbations and with external perturbations are illustrated in
Figure 5.27 and 5.28. Continuous execution of multiple runs of this scenario are provided
in the supplementary video available in https://youtu.be/_y2t81uu-bg. Further, in
Figures 5.29 and 5.30 we show plots of the object’s trajectory during multiple executions
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Figure 5.27 – Overlaid Snapshots of Scenario 1 ex-
ecuted with global-DS (5.26), (top) in the absence
of perturbations, (bottom) subject to external per-
turbations. See https://youtu.be/_y2t81uu-bg.

Figure 5.28 – Overlaid Snapshots of Scenario 1 ex-
ecuted with LAGS-DS (5.27), (top) in the absence
of perturbations, (bottom) subject to external per-
turbations. See https://youtu.be/_y2t81uu-bg.

Figure 5.29 – Trajectories of the object executed
with a global-DS (5.26) (left) no perturbations,
(right) subject to perturbations.

Figure 5.30 – Trajectories of the object executed
with a LAGS-DS (5.27) (left) no perturbations,
(right) subject to perturbations.

of the task superimposed on the learned DS.

Before analyzing the executed path with the proposed DS-based motion planning,
it must be noted that the low-level walking controller used in this work is inherently
imprecise. Via the time-projection control approach, the robot is always commanded
to perform in-place walking. Given a perturbation or a desired a velocity command, a
foot-placement strategy is enabled and lets the robot recover from strong pushes and/or
produce periodic walking gaits. These gaits are imprecise, i.e., emergent from asymmetry
sources rather than precisely imposing a desired velocity to the robot (Faraji et al.,
2018a). Due to the backwards time-projection control paradigm, as discussed in Faraji
et al. (2018b), this controller is capable of tracking new velocities and disturbances in
two time-steps. Hence, the biped robot is expected to track the velocity given from the
DS with a delay of at most two time-steps. Such behavior is evidenced in Figures 5.29
and 5.30, where the executed trajectories of the robot seem to have a slight shift or drift
from the expected trajectories. Nevertheless, when using either global-DS or LAGS-DS
for motion planning we are capable of achieving the task, with both models yielding
similar performance in the absence of external perturbations.

Some of the deviations from the reference trajectories are not only induced from
external perturbations, but also from the control for a desired orientation given by
(5.58). In both cases, when the robot must perform a sharp turn, a wider foot-step is
produced by the walking controller, resulting in a deviation from the desired reference
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Figure 5.31 – Global DS fg(ξ), (5.27) (left column), activation function (5.31) (middle column)
and LAGS-DS f(ξ) = αfg(ξ)+αfk

l (·) learned on demonstrations from Scenario 2. Red trajectories
on the global DS illustration correspond to the demonstrations. Blue trajectory on LAGS-DS
illustrations correspond to the mean trajectory used for estimation of the local DS parameters.
Black trajectories are simulations starting from the same initial positions.

Figure 5.32 – Overlaid Snapshots of Scenario 2 ex-
ecuted with global-DS (5.26), (top) in the absence
of perturbations, (bottom) subject to external per-
turbations. See https://youtu.be/_y2t81uu-bg.

Figure 5.33 – Overlaid Snapshots of Scenario 2 ex-
ecuted with LAGS-DS (5.27), (top) in the absence
of perturbations, (bottom) subject to external per-
turbations. See https://youtu.be/_y2t81uu-bg.

Figure 5.34 – Trajectories of the object executed
with a global-DS (5.26) (left) no perturbations,
(right) subject to perturbations.

Figure 5.35 – Trajectories of the object executed
with a LAGS-DS (5.27) (left) no perturbations,
(right) subject to perturbations.

trajectory. Due to the stiffness of LAGS-DS around the desired reference trajectory, this
induces sharper direction changes until the robot is aligned to the reference trajectory,
as evidenced in Figure 5.30. Such stiff behavior is particularly desirable when the robot
is subject to external perturbations. As can be seen in Figure 5.29, while the global-DS
generates smoother trajectories overall, the robot tends to drastically drift from the
desired reference trajectory when it is subject to perturbations. On the other hand, while
the LAGS-DS produces sharper turns and trajectories, it is capable of pulling the robot
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Figure 5.36 – Global DS fg(ξ), (5.27) (left column), activation function (5.31) (middle column)
and LAGS-DS f(ξ) = αfg(ξ)+αfk

l (·) learned on demonstrations from Scenario 3. Red trajectories
on the global DS illustration correspond to the demonstrations. Blue trajectory on LAGS-DS
illustrations correspond to the mean trajectory used for estimation of the local DS parameters.
Black trajectories are simulations starting from the same initial positions.

Figure 5.37 – Overlaid Snapshots of Scenario 3 ex-
ecuted with global-DS (5.26), (top) in the absence
of perturbations, (bottom) subject to external per-
turbations. See https://youtu.be/_y2t81uu-bg.

Figure 5.38 – Overlaid Snapshots of Scenario 3 ex-
ecuted with LAGS-DS (5.27), (top) in the absence
of perturbations, (bottom) subject to external per-
turbations. See https://youtu.be/_y2t81uu-bg.

Figure 5.39 – Trajectories of the object executed
with a global-DS (5.26) (left) no perturbations,
(right) subject to perturbations.

Figure 5.40 – Trajectories of the object executed
with a LAGS-DS (5.27) (left) no perturbations,
(right) subject to perturbations.

back to the reference trajectory when perturbed internally or externally (see Figure 5.30).

Scenario 2 (Constrained Locomotion): As shown in Figure 5.26, the desired task of the
iCub robot is to navigate from a starting point to a target by following a particular path
and orientation that will allow it to walk through a narrow passage. Figure 5.31 illustrates
the learned global-DS and LAGS-DS models for this scenario. While Figures 5.32, 5.33,
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5.34 and 5.35 illustrate snapshots of the executed path and plots of the robots’s trajectory
during multiple executions of the task, superimposed on the learned DS. Continuous
execution of multiple runs of this scenarios are provided in the supplementary video
available in https://youtu.be/_y2t81uu-bg. In this scenario we abstain from the use of
any collision avoidance strategy to showcase how LAGS-DS can implicitly solve for this
problem by providing stiffness around the desired reference trajectory. Further, since the
desired orientation is very similar along the path, there are less internal perturbations
due to sharp turns as in Scenario 1. As can be seen, the global-DS is more prone to get
stuck in a collided configuration and failing to reach the target. On the other hand, when
using LAGS-DS for motion planning, regardless of how many external perturbations the
robot is subject to, it will ultimately reach the target. This is a clear validation of the
use of LAGS-DS for motion planning in such constrained scenarios.

Scenario 3 (Object Co-manipulation): As shown in Figure 5.24, the desired task of the
two iCub robots is to pick an object from one conveyor belt and slide it onto a second
conveyor belt until the desired target is reached. Figure 5.36 illustrates the learned
global-DS and LAGS-DS models for this scenario. Figures 5.37, 5.38, 5.39 and 5.40
illustrate snapshots of the executed path and plots of the object’s trajectory during
multiple executions of the task, superimposed on the learned DS. Continuous execution
of multiple runs of this scenarios are provided in the supplementary video available in
https://youtu.be/_y2t81uu-bg. In this case, the trajectories for both global-DS and
LAGS-DS are equally smooth, as no sharp turns are necessary and the robots are not
required to often change walking directions; i.e. they are tasked to walk sideways for the
entire path. As can be seen, the global-DS is prone to failing to achieve the task given a
slight perturbation along the path. On the other hand, LAGS-DS can handle multiple
perturbations along the path while always managing to slide the object on the second
conveyor belt. Note that, if the robots are perturbed while walking with the conveyor
belt in between them, LAGS-DS will manage to align the robots to the desired path.
Yet, if the perturbation is too strong, the robots will undoubtedly loose the grasp of the
object and the task will fail, with any DS.

5.7 Discussion
This chapter presented one of the most novel contributions of this thesis. The Locally
Active Globally Stable (LAGS) DS, a DS that offers the best of both worlds: (i) robustness
and convergence properties held by state-dependent DS and (ii) reference trajectory
tracking capabilities held, generally, by time-dependent motion generators. These claims
were extensively validated in simulated manipulator scenarios and complex locomotion
and co-manipulation scenarios. The main precursor for the development of a DS with
these properties was the fact that, oftentimes, state-dependent DS are overlooked as they
end up being “too compliant” when used as motion generators. Of course, as stated
in the introduction of this chapter, this becomes an issue when robots are actively or
passively compliant. With the ongoing need for compliant and collaborative robots,
it is important to propose motion generators and control schemes that are capable of
executing the desired tasks in such compliant platforms. Consider the iCub simulations
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that we presented in this chapter. This is a clear example of why a DS motion generator
like LAGS-DS is necessary. Even though the physical structure of the iCub is not
compliant, much research has focused on developing low-level controllers to provide a
level of compliance so they can navigate within human environments without harming
themselves or others.

Some of the limitations of the current LAGS-DS formulation lie in the constraints
imposed to ensure global asymptotic stability. Indeed, the Lyapunov function used
to ensure GAS is more flexible than the P-QLF used in Chapter 4. Yet, due to the
indefinite nature of the DS, by allowing locally attractive behaviors around a reference
trajectory we restrict the type of non-linear motions that the global DS can encode;
i.e. it is over-constrained. A possible way to alleviate this is to use contraction theory
(cf. Lohmiller and Slotine (1998)) to prove stability. Contraction theory in general
allows for more flexible stability constraints while ensuring not only global asymptotic
stability, but global exponential stability. The second limitation is the fact that, due to
the state-dependent constraints for the locally active DS, the learning scheme is much
more complicated than learning a global LPV-DS like the one proposed in Chapter 4.
This could be alleviated if we could derive a constraint that is not state-dependent. This
would involve either using a different Lyapunov candidate function, or as mentioned
above, using contraction theory. Nevertheless, the proposed DS is the first of its kind
and will hopefully open the door to new formulations and applications.

Up until now, we have proposed learning schemes and DS that generate motions
and execute complex tasks in task-space. We either compute desired Cartesian space
trajectories for a classical impedance controller, as in Chapter 3 or we send directly
desired velocities to the passive-DS control-law, as in Chapter 4 and 5. We have alluded
to the fact that the desired task-space motions generated by the DS do not take into
consideration kinematic and environmental constraints of the robots which are generally
tackled in joint space. Furthermore, in some cases and applications, as will be shown in
Part III of this thesis, controlling in joint-space is more desirable.
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6 Learning Augmented Joint-Space
Task-Oriented Dynamical Sys-
tems
In the final part of this thesis we focus on developing learning-based control schemes in
joint space that deal with kinematic and environmental constraints of the robotic systems.
In all of the approaches presented in the previous contributions, the learned task-space
motions were assumed to be kinematically feasible for a low-level controller to perform.
This assumption might not hold for certain task-space tasks or robot morphologies. For
example, depending on the joint configuration of a robot arm performing a simple motion,
like following a curve in task space, might not be feasible if the robot transits through
kinematic singularities. In this chapter, we tackle this problem by formulating a DS in
joint space that employs the Jacobian transform approach to reach a task-space target
while following a desired behavior in joint space. The proposed DS and learning scheme
follows a sinergetic control approach that encodes a non-linear joint-space behavior with
a similar LPV-DS (Linear Parameter Varying) formulation used in Chapters 4 and 5.

Publication Note: The material presented in this chapter is adopted from:

• Shavit, Y., Figueroa, N., Mirrazavi Salehian, S. S. and Billard, A. (2018) “Learn-
ing Augmented Joint-Space Task-Oriented Dynamical Systems: A Linear Param-
eter Varying and Synergetic Control Approach.” IEEE Robotics and Automation
Letters (RA-L).

Project Website and Source Codes:
• Project Website

https://nbfigueroa.github.io/jtds-learning/
• JT-DS Learning Code

https://github.com/epfl-lasa/JT-DS-Learning
• JT-DS C++ Execution

https://github.com/epfl-lasa/JT-DS-lib

Supplementary Videos:

• Robot Experiments
https://youtu.be/mv9u5DgIEtw
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Authorship Note: The development of the JT-DS control-law was done in collabora-
tion between the three first authors in the publication listed above. Development of
learning scheme and theory behind synergy idea was done in collaboration between the
first two authors, with Figueroa, N. being the lead. Evaluation and implementation
of different learning approaches was also shared between the first two authors, with
Figueroa, N. being the lead. Evaluation and implementation of the robotic experiments
was shared between Figueroa, N. and Mirrazavi Salehian, S. S.

6.1 Introduction
Robot motion planning in joint-space has long been a major field of study (Kelly et al.,
2006). For manipulation problems with an objective defined in task-space, we can often
find a myriad of joint-space trajectories to achieve the same task-space goal. In many
cases, however, certain joint-space trajectories are favored over others; for example, when
we expect the robot to follow a desired joint-space behavior or “style”, as illustrated in
Figure 6.1. In this chapter, we explore the problem of learning a preferred joint-space
behavior from previously demonstrated trajectories while still accomplishing a task-space
goal, through the LfD paradigm. Most LfD approaches learn motions either in joint
space (Schaal et al., 2002; Garrido et al., 2015) or in task space (Pastor et al., 2009;
Calinon, 2015) via probabilistic models. As demonstrated throughout this thesis, we
often adopt DS-based task-space learning schemes to ensure convergence and stability.

In many cases, however, one may want to specify a joint-space behavior that the physical
robot should follow while simultaneously reaching a task-space objective. For example,
learned joint-space behaviors are helpful in playing ping-pong (Huang et al., 2016),
grasping (Calinon et al., 2010a), and avoiding self-collisions of bi-manual manipulators
(Silvério et al., 2017). For a visual example of a task-space problem in which joint
behavior is essential, see Figure 6.1. Moreover, learning a motion in joint space allows us
to avoid inverse kinematic (IK) approximations. Task-space motion generators learned
from demonstrations all rely on projecting the desired task-space velocity into joint-space
via Jacobian Pseudo-Inverse IK approximations and variants thereof (Kelly et al., 2006).
When the main focus is on executing a specific task-space behavior, regardless of a
joint-space constraint, this approach is sufficient (Ureche et al., 2015; Figueroa et al.,
2016). However, for other applications, such an approach yields significant problems
(Buss, 2004). Mainly, when the Jacobian matrix cannot be inverted (i.e. when the
robot is near a singularity) its behavior becomes erratic, requiring layers of additional
engineering to generate smooth trajectories and ensure the desired task-space behavior.
This encapsulates the main source of inaccuracies in tasks that require fast dynamical
motions, such as catching/reaching for moving objects (Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2016a,b).

Finally, by learning a behavior in joint-space we can inherently reach a task-space
target, not only in the Cartesian 3-D space R3, but also in the space of orientations
SO(3). Planning or learning the rotational component of motion is a challenging problem.
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Figure 6.1 – Two robot motions in joint-space accomplishing similar behavior in task-space
(pouring chips in a bowl). The top example avoids a known obstacle, while the bottom one does
not.

Representing an orientation as a vector in Euclidean space may lead to inaccurate and
unstable motions, due to its directional nature and vulnerability to singularities. Several
works have proposed tailor-made learning approaches that consider the non-Euclidean
geometry of the SO(3) space to generate rotational motion (Kim et al., 2017; Ude et al.,
2014; Zeestraten et al., 2017). These approaches, however, require an explicit coupling
between position and orientation, that might cause discontinuities in the resulting motion.
Such coupling is not necessary if the motion is encoded in joint-space.

Several approaches have tackled the problem of learning joint-space behaviors with task-
space objectives. (Calinon and Billard, 2008) notably attempted to address this problem
by learning separate motion policies in task space and the null space of the Jacobian
(which would not affect task-space position), and driving the robot with a weighted sum
of the two. However, this approach does not seek convergence to the desired task-space
target and is still reliant on computing the pseudo-inverse Jacobian. (Calinon et al., 2010a)
and (Silvério et al., 2017) expand on this approach by projecting task-space constraints
into joint space using IK, and then learning a joint-space policy that incorporates both
task and joint space constraints, but this similarly relies on IK approximations and does
not ensure convergence to an attractor. (Hersch and Billard, 2008) proposed an approach
with similar properties to our desiderata, where two concurrent DS, one in task-space
and one in joint-space, are modulated by enforcing kinematic coherence constraints to
avoid singularities. The resulting DS avoids singularities through generalization of the
pseudo-inverse approximations. However, because the two DS have their own unique
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Figure 6.2 – Standard control architecture using Cartesian dynamical systems (DS)(top) and
our proposed approach (bottom).

attractors, the non-linear interaction between them imposed by the kinematic constraints
does not ensure that the combined DS has a unique attractor. This gives rise to spurious
attractors or cycles, and thus requires careful tuning to avoid them.

In this work, we seek to devise an augmented Joint-space Task-oriented Dynamical
System (JT-DS) that not only incorporates task-space attractors, but also avoids the
problems generated by pseudo-inverse approximations (see Figure 6.2). To approximate
this DS, we further propose an algorithm to learn a set of behavior synergies, each of
which corresponds to a different stable behavior in joint space, and modulate the use
of these synergies throughout joint-space using a learned Linear Parameter Varying
(LPV) system. We determine the scheduling parameters for the LPV by finding a
lower-dimensional embedding of the joint space, which accounts for the variation in the
demonstrated motions. We then learn a policy in embedding space for combining our
behavior synergies to accurately reconstruct the demonstrated trajectories. Hence, our
dynamical system:

(I) computes a motion in joint-space that provably and asymptotically converges
to a task-space target.

(II) is formulated such that joint-space behaviors can be learned from demonstra-
tions as synergies.

(III) can transit through kinematic singularities.

The most similar approach to our proposed DS is the Jacobian transpose (JT) control
method (Wolovich and Elliott, 1984) . The JT control is an IK method that yields
a dynamical system in joint space which converges stably over time to a desired end-
effector target, without the need for pseudo-inverse computations. It shares some of our
approach’s advantages: fast computation and provable task-space stability. However,
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despite some previous work designing velocity adjustments by hand (Shi et al., 2016),
this is, to the best of our knowledge the first work to employ a JT system to learn
behaviors from demonstrations. Furthermore, by formulating our LPV system on a latent
embedding (via dimensionality reduction schemes), we are able to discover meaningful
local behavior synergy regions, while being robust to outliers, noise and redundancies
that might arise from raw demonstrations. This leads to a compelling improvement in
generalization of the demonstrated behavior, as opposed to learning the LPV system
solely in joint space.

Chapter Organization:. Section 6.2 formalizes the problem. The proposed dynamical
system is introduced in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, a probabilistic model is introduced to
approximate the parameters of the dynamical system. In addition, a convex optimization
problem is formalized to estimate these parameters. In Section 6.5 we provide a thorough
validation of our proposed DS and learning approach.

6.2 Problem Statement
Consider a robotic system with d task-space dimensions and m degrees of freedom. The
system is directed via a joint-position or joint-velocity controller. We are further provided
with a set of N demonstrated joint-space trajectories D = {{qt,n, q̇t,n}t=1,...,Tn}n=1,...,N ,
where Tn is the number of the sample points of the nth demonstration. We refer to the
system’s joint-space position as q =

[
q1 . . . qm

]T
∈ Rm, and to its task-space target

as x ∈ Rd.1 The kinematics of the robot are assumed to be known, hence, the robot’s
forward kinematics are indicated by ξ = H(q) and its Jacobian is J(q) = dx

dq ∈ Rd×m.
We wish to formulate a DS q̇ = f(q) which satisfies the following two criteria:

(I) The DS must be asymptotically stable2 with respect to a fixed task-space target
ξ∗. This can be expressed by ensuring that the following Lyapunov function

V (q) = (H(q)− ξ∗)T (H(q)− ξ∗) (6.1)

is stable; i.e. V̇ (q) < 0 ∀q ∈ Q and V (q) = 0 ∀q ∈ Q∗ where Q∗ = {q|H(q) =
ξ∗ ∧ q ∈ Q} and Q = {q|q /∈ Q∗,J(q) is full rank}. V (·) can be thought of as a
metric for the task-space distance-to-go.

(II) The DS should encapsulate the desired joint-space behaviors such that the following
metric is minimized

etotal = 1
NTn

N∑
n=1

Tn∑
t=0

∥∥∥q̇d;t,n − f(qt,n)
∥∥∥ (6.2)

1For pure position targets we consider d = 3, for position and orientation d = 9, where the first 3
dimensions correspond to Cartesian position and the remaining 6 correspond to the first and second
columns of a rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3).

2Unless otherwise specified, “stability” in this contribution always refers to asymptotic stability within
the workspace of the robot (in the regions where the Jacobian is full rank), and as such assumes no joint
limits. We make no claim to proving global asymptotic stability, which is in fact impossible to achieve in
a joint-constrained kinematic system.
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Figure 6.3 – Illustration of our task-space and proposed joint-space Lyapunov function. On the
left we show the task-space error we are trying to minimize, represented by a potential function
for a 2-DOF robot with target ξ∗ = [2, 2]T . On the right we show the corresponding Lyapunov
function in joint space defined in (6.1). The colors on each plot correspond to each other. One
can see how the error, and consequently the attractive regions in task-space, have been warped
into attractive regions in joint-space.

where q̇d are the “true” velocities from the demonstrations, and f(·) is the motion
generation policy.

The error metric (6.2) is advantageous in that it mimics the magnitude and direction of
the demonstrated motions. This makes the reproduced motion visually most similar to
the human definition of “joint motion style” (Gielniak et al., 2010).

6.3 Augmented Joint-Space Task-oriented DS
To achieve the two criteria presented in (6.1) and (6.2), we propose the following DS,
which we refer to as the augmented Joint-space Task-oriented DS (JT-DS):

q̇ = f(q) = −A(q)JT (q)(H(q)− ξ∗) (6.3)

where A(q) ∈ Rm×m is constructed using the LPV system paradigm (Emedi and Karimi,

2016; Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2016b). A(q) =
K∑
k=1

θk(·)Ak is a linear combination of

time-invariant linear matrices Ak ∈ Rm×m, each of which encodes a “local joint-space
behavior synergy” that shapes the motion in joint-space. Specifically, the “local synergy
matrices” Ak are joint-space transformations that bias the resulting motion to use
particular joints. By modulating each local synergy in time as well as space through the
activation functions θk(·) we can generate the desired non-linear joint-space behaviors.
Note that in the LPV paradigm θk(·) can be a function of time t, “joint-posture” q,
an external signal d(t) or a lower-dimensional representation of the joint posture φ(q).
Because we seek a time-invariant controller and know that “joint-postures” can be
accurately represented in a lower-dimensional space, in this work we chose to parametrize
θk(·) with φ(q).
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Figure 6.4 – Three example 3-DOF motions (A, B, C), each with a different constant joint
augmentation matrix A(q) (emphasizing the hip, knee, and ankle respectively), A: A(q) =
diag(5, 1, 1), B: A(q) = diag(1, 5, 1), and C: A(q) = diag(1, 1, 5). On the left, the task-space
traces of each motion. On the right, the time-scaled joint positions of each joint. Each motion
tends to use its “primary” joint most and uses the other available joints to compensate for what
the primary joint cannot do.

Before proving that (6.3) satisfies all of the criteria, one can intuitively understand
the control law as follows: (H(q) − ξ∗) denotes the task-space error wrt. the target3.
We derive the task-space velocity of a proportional controller minimizing that error by
multiplying by −1. Then, by multiplying this task-space velocity by the transposed
Jacobian JT (q), it is transformed into a joint-space velocity vector correlated with the
error (similar to Jacobian transpose control (Wolovich and Elliott, 1984; Sciavicco and
Siciliano, 1988)), see Figure 6.3. The positive definite matrix A(q) warps the resulting
joint-space velocity; Figure 6.4 illustrates the effects of A(q) on the generated motion.
Thus the controller can be thought of as a proportional controller in joint space. Lastly,
we refer to A(q) as the joint augmentation matrix as it augments the outputted
joint velocities.

Proposition 4. The DS in (6.3) accomplishes criteria (I) if ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} the
following constraints are met. {

Ak � 0, θk(·) ≥ 0 (6.4)

Proof : See Appendix F.1. �

Criterion (II) (i.e. encoding specific joint-space behaviors) is achieved by embedding
3If the target defines an orientation, this is the Euclidean distance between the two 9-dimensional

position-and-orientation vectors.
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the desired joint-space behavior in the matrices Ak(q) ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. We describe in
the next section an approach to automatically learn the number of matrices K, their
values and their corresponding activation functions θk(·) from demonstrated data.

6.4 Learning Joint-Space Task-oriented Dynamical Systems
in Synergy Space

The behavior of the JT-DS algorithm can be best understood through the lens of synergy
control (Hayashibe and Shimoda, 2017). In robotic synergy control, a robot’s movements
can be decomposed into a small number of synergies: principal components of the joint-
space that are sufficient to accurately recreate the desired robotic behaviors. In our case,
the synergies are represented by the matrices A1,A2, . . . ,Ak, and A(q) represents the
resulting motion constructed from a superposition of different synergies (through (6.3)).

A central question arises: how do we modulate the synergies in different regions to
yield our desired behavior? First, we assume that our desired behavior can be efficiently
described4 using a sub-manifold of the joint-space, called the embedding space. We would
like to define the robot’s policy in embedding space such that in different regions of the
space, we will prioritize different synergies. We are thus left with three problems: (I)
finding an underlying synergy-space Z in which the behavior can be accurately controlled
(defined by a mapping φ : Q→ Z), (II) finding a policy for modulating the synergies in
different regions of the synergy space (defined by θk(φ(q)) ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}), and (III)
finding parameters for the synergies themselves (defined by Ak ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}). Our
choice of parameters must also obey the constraints laid out in (6.4). We thus propose
the following 3-step learning procedure:

(I) We first construct our embedding, which provides us a lower-dimensional manifold
through which to control the robot, by projecting the demonstration data (i.e.
collections of joint positions q ∈ Rm) into a lower-dimensional embedding φ(q) ∈
Rp≤m. In Section 6.5 we evaluated Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe,
1986) or Kernel PCA (KPCA) with RBF kernel (Schölkopf et al., 1997).

(II) We then jointly estimate the optimal number K of “local synergy regions” and
the parameters of the scalar functions that determine the activation parameters
θk(φ(q)) for weighting these synergies, by fitting a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
on the projected joint positions φ(q) seen in the demonstrations.

(III) Once the local synergy regions have been found (described by each of the Gaussian
distributions θk(φ(q))), we compute the corresponding joint synergy matrices
Ak ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} for each region by formulating a convex optimization problem
that finds the optimal set of Ak’s that minimize the overall velocity error with
respect to the demonstrations (6.2).

4Given some original space A and some behavior policy πA(a) in A, we say that an embedding φ(·)
and embedding space B : {b = φ(a)|a ∈ A} “efficiently describe” πA if there exists some policy πB(b) in
B such that we can deterministically reconstruct πA(a) given πB(φ(a))
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6.4.1 Embedding Joint Configurations in Low-Dimensional Space
The search for a lower-dimensional embedding of the joint space stems from the desire to
identify a simplified coordinate system in which each principal component corresponds
to an important source of variation in the demonstrated trajectories, and which is thus
suitable for parameterizing the demonstrated behavior. Motor control studies have
postulated that human arm motions like reaching or following straight/curved line
trajectories, rather than utilizing the full joint space |q|, are the result of compromising
between planning a straight line in the task space and a straight line in the joint space
(Cruse and Brüwer, 1987; Okadome and Honda, 1999). This suggests that human arm
motion in general tends to move on a plane, and thus can be represented in such a
lower-dimensional space.

In this work, we assume that configurations that are nearby in joint-space should exhibit
similar behaviors, and thus it is natural that we choose a low-dimensional embedding that
preserves the variance in our demonstrations. To this end, we construct a single global
embedding φ(q) by training dimensionality reduction techniques on the demonstrated
trajectories. The learned embedding φ(·) maps a joint configuration q ∈ Rm into a
lower-dimensional configuration z ∈ Rp, where p < m. For example, if the shoulder and
arm joints are coupled throughout the motion, and φ(q) were a matrix multiplication
(i.e. φ(q) = Ap × q for Ap ∈ Rp×m), it could map the “shoulder” and “arm” components
of q into a single “shoulder-arm” component in φ(q).

6.4.2 Discovering Local Behavior Synergies
The next step is identifying the regions of space in which to activate different synergies.
Given the set of projected joint position trajectories D = {{φ(qt,n)}t=1,...,Tn}n=1,...,N
where φ(qt,n) is the lower-dimensional embedding of qt,n, t is the time-step and N

is the number of demonstrations, we seek to learn a set of regions of distinct local
synergies, each defined by their corresponding activation function θk(φ(q)). Moreover,
we would like for θk(φ(q)) to have the following properties: (i) θk(φ(·)) > 0 and (ii)∑K
k=1 θ

′
k(φ(q)) = 1. Such activation functions, also known as scheduling parameters

for LPV systems, have been modeled in previous work as probability distributions
(Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2016a,b). Intuitively, we search for a probabilistic model
that “explains” the variance in the demonstrated trajectories, and treat each cluster
as expressing a local behavior, which the synergy will then approximate. In this work,
we adopt this approach and use a GMM to estimate the joint distribution over the
projected joint positions5, p(φ(q)) =

∑K
k=1 πkN (φ(q);µk,Σk), where πk are the prior

probabilities and {µk,Σk} are the mean and covariance matrices that parametrize the
k-th multivariate Gaussian distribution. Each distribution represents a local region of
projected joint positions φ(q), and will be used to construct the activation functions θk

5It must be noted that, although we present GMM as the approach to estimate the activation
parameters, alternative algorithms can be used.
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of the kth synergy matrix. We define θk(φ(q)) as p(k|φ(q)):

θk(φ(q)) = πkN (φ(q);µk,Σk)∑K
k=1 πkN (φ(q);µk,Σk)

(6.5)

which is the probability of the projected joint-position φ(q) belonging to the k-th local
synergy region. Therefore, each synergy region is associated with a Gaussian component
of the GMM, cumulatively describing all the synergy regions of the dynamical system.
We use the standard Expectation Maximization (EM) training algorithm to estimate the
parameters of the GMM (Bilmes, 1998). We follow a model selection approach described
in Section 6.5 to find the optimal K.

6.4.3 Estimating the Synergy Matrices
Given the parameters of θk(φ(q)) ∀k ∈ {k = 1, . . . ,K}, one can construct A(q) as a
linear combination of local Ak synergy matrices as follows:

A(q) =
∑K
k=1 AkπkN (φ(q);µk,Σk)∑K
k=1 πkN (φ(q);µk,Σk)

. (6.6)

Notice the resemblance of (6.6) to the Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator (Nadaraya,
1964; Watson, 1964)6 with a Gaussian pdf as its kernel function. Hence (6.6) can be
considered a type of kernel estimator, with the key distinction that the weighting functions
θk(φ(q)) are not determined by individual points (as in the original Nadaraya-Watson
kernel estimator) but by the components of a GMM, similar to the weighting functions
derived in Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR).

Intuitively, each “synergy region” is defined by a Gaussian distribution in the lower-
dimensional space. The closer the robot is to a region, the more that region’s synergy
(Ak) influences the robot’s current joint-space motions. Finding the appropriate synergy
matrices Ak to accurately reproduce the observed demonstrations can be reduced to a
semidefinite program with the goal of minimizing (6.2). The resulting optimization mini-
mizes the mean squared joint velocity error from (6.2), resulting in a convex semidefinite
optimization with a quadratic objective, as follows:

min
A1,...,AK

N∑
n=1

Tn∑
t=0

∥∥∥q̇d;t,n − f(qt,n)
∥∥∥

subject to
0 ≺ Ak, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.

(6.7)

where f(qt,n) is calculated by (6.3) with (6.6), and ξ∗n is defined as the endpoint of the
nth demonstrated trajectory. This optimization is always feasible; the only constraint is

6The Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator is used to estimate an unknown regressive function m(x) =

E{Y |X}, which takes the general form of m̂(x) =
∑n

i=1
yiK(x,xi)∑n

i=1
K(x,xi)

where K(x, xi) is a kernel function

denoting the distance or similarity of xi to the given location x. (Nadaraya, 1964; Watson, 1964)
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(a) Forward Reaching (1) (b) Backward Reaching (2)

(c) Pouring Motions (3) (d) Pouring Motions (4)

(e) Pouring Motion (5) (f) Foot-step (6)

Figure 6.5 – Demonstrated Joint-Space Behaviors with Task-Space Targets.

that the Aks be independently SPD.

6.5 Experimental Validation
6.5.1 JT-DS Learning Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the proposed JT-DS learning algorithm we collected kinesthetic demon-
strations on a 7-DOF KUKA LWR 4+ robot arm, for 7 different tasks (see Table 6.1
and Figure 6.5) which require mimicking the demonstrated joint-space behavior while
reaching for a single target in task space:

• (1-2) Forward/Backward reaching: We guide the robot in forward and backward
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Behavior Dataset Dim. Red. Approach
Optimal Parameters | Joint Velocity RMSE [rad/s]

Optimal p Optimal K RMSE Train RMSE Test

(1) Forward Reaching
None 7 5 ± (2.90) 0.234 ± (0.027) 0.633 ± (0.458)

(N = 10,M = 1424)
PCA 3.1 ± (0.316) 3.8 ± (1.549) 0.247 ± (0.017) 0.484 ± (0.263)

K-PCA (σopt = 5.111) 3 ± (0) 3.5 ± (1.204) 0.2532 ± (0.019) 0.385 ± (0.098)

(2) Backward Reaching
None 7 5.8 ± (2.097) 0.281 ± (0.015) 0.647 ± (0.354)

(N = 11,M = 1223)
PCA 4.4 ± (0.516) 6 ± (3.091) 0.282 ± (0.044) 0.466 ± (0.102)

K-PCA (σopt = 6.238) 3.5 ± (0.5) 3.1 ± (0.3) 0.319 ± (0.025) 0.482 ± (0.114)

(3) Pouring - Free
None 7 4.6 ± (1.897) 0.181 ± (0.019) 1.099 ± (1.140)

(N = 9,M = 1032)
PCA 2.6 ± (0.5164) 4 ± (1.054) 0.186 ± (0.026) 0.419 ± (0.119)

K-PCA (σopt = 3.92) 2 3.5 ± (0.5) 0.183 ± (0.0204) 0.397 ± (0.105)

(4) Pouring - Obstacle 1
None 7 7 ± (2.357) 0.296 ± (0.029) 0.984 ± (0.55)

(N = 11,M = 1232)
PCA 3.9 ± (0.316) 3.6 ± (0.699) 0.321 ± (0.028) 0.402 ± (0.0587)

K-PCA (σopt = 7.695) 3 3.2 ± (0.4) 0.311 ± (0.011) 0.388 ± (0.040)

(5) Pouring - Obstacle 2
None 7 4.1 ± (1.7288) 0.1242 ± (0.0169) 1.0907 ± (1.0686)

(N = 7,M = 1406)
PCA 2.8 ± 0.4216 3.6 ± (1.8974) 0.1345 ± (0.0218) 0.693 ± (1.0541)

K-PCA (σopt = 2.86) 3.4 ± (0.4899) 3.1 ± (0.3) 0.1345 ± (0.0182) 0.4028 ± (0.1377)

(6) Foot Step
None 7 4.2 ± (1.4757) 0.1396 ± (0.0252) 1.0697 ± (0.6574)

(N = 8,M = 1058)
PCA 1 3.1 ± (0.3162) 0.1494 ± (0.0143) 0.2578 ± (0.0795)

K-PCA (σopt = 1.513) 2 3 0.1557 ± (0.0116) 0.2271 ± (0.0466)

(7) Singularity Motions
None 7 6.4 ± (1.5055) 0.048 ± (0.0158) 0.2365 ± (0.0768)

(N = 10,M = 1467)
PCA 1.9 ± (0.3162) 5.7 ± (1.6364) 0.0503 ± (0.0153) 0.1802 ± (0.0748)

K-PCA (σopt = 1.769) 3.9 ± (0.3) 5.2 ± (2.1817) 0.0593 ± (0.0122) 0.1276 ± (0.0591)

Table 6.1 – Performance Comparison of Learning Approach with different Dim. Red. Schemes. We present the
mean(std) for the optimal p, K and joint-velocity RMSE on training and testing set, found for every learning
scheme over 10 runs. M =

∑N

n=1 Tn.
.

reaching motions towards a specific target in task-space with joint-space trajectories
mimicking forehand/backhand strokes as shown in Figure 6.5.
• (3-5) Pouring motions: We guide the robot to emulate pouring motions with three
different environmental constraints, leading to different joint-space trajectories. The
first is without an obstacle in the workspace. The second is with an obstacle in the
upper hemisphere of the workspace, where the human is seen folding the elbow and
lowering the shoulder of the robot arm to avoid the obstacle. The third instance is
with an obstacle in the lower hemisphere, and now the human raises the shoulder to
avoid it.
• (6) Footstep-like motion: We demonstrate a footstep motion which begins with a
straight leg, moving through a singularity, and finally bringing the knee up.
• (7) Singularity motions: Movement was constrained to the boundary of the workspace

by fixing qi = 0 ∀i ∈ {3, . . . , 7}, the second joint was fixed to q2 ∈ {10◦, 20◦, . . . , 100◦},
and only the first joint was moved by a human. This restricted the motion to a series
of arcs of different radii along the robot’s motion boundary.

The recordings are collected at a rate of 500 Hz. However, our learning approach does
not require such a dense representation of the trajectories, hence we down-sample them
to 25 Hz. By performing our evaluation on all these datasets, we seek to:

(I) Verify that the learned behavior synergies are mimicking the demonstrated joint-
space behaviors and generalize them to new initial joint configurations.

(II) Analyze the role of dimensionality reduction in our proposed approach and further
find the method which yields the best trade-off between accuracy and model
complexity; i.e. the least number of dimensions p to represent our activation
function θ(φ(q)) and the least number of local behavior synergies K.
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Figure 6.6 – Execution of Pouring - Obstacle 2 learned and executed with JT-DS.

Figure 6.7 – Execution of Pour - Obstacle 2 learned via SEDS and executed with SEDS+IK

We thus evaluate three learning approaches with different dimensionality reduction
algorithms: (1) None, (2) PCA and (3) K-PCA with RBF kernel. We perform 10-fold
cross-validation on all datasets, for each learning approach, with a training/testing ratio
of 60%. To evaluate performance, we take the square root of the MSE defined in (6.2),
which we refer to as the joint-velocity RMSE. Performing such cross-validation in our case
is not trivial, as our A(q) formulation has several hyper-parameters: the dimensionality
p of our lower-dimensional embedding φ(q) and the number of local behavior synergies
K. Moreover, when using K-PCA (with RBF kernel k(q, q′) = exp(− ||q−q

′||2
2σ2 )) we must

also find the optimal width σ. Thus, for each fold and each learning approach we find
the optimal hyper-parameters p, K and σ (when applicable), as follows:

(I) p for PCA: We choose p such that the projection is capable of explaining 95% of
the variance in the data.

(II) p and σ for K-PCA: The interaction of these two parameters plays a major
roll in the resulting projection obtained from K-PCA. Hence, we do a grid
search on a log-spaced range of σrange = [σmin : σmax] values, where σmin =

1
κ
√

2 max
i∈M,j∈M

{||qi − qj ||2} and σmax = 2κ√
2 max
i∈M,j∈M

{||qi − qj ||2} for κ = cte. This
yields a feasible range for σ that is guided by the pairwise Euclidean distances
between all points in the dataset. Moreover, K-PCA is not limited to providing
a p � m, in fact it can generate p ≤ M . This is a nuisance as in our datasets
M ≈ 1000. To alleviate this we truncate σrange by computing the explained
variance of the eigenvectors in feature space for different values of σ ∈ σrange. We
then remove σ values from σrange whose number of optimal eigenvectors p > m

and resample it. By doing this procedure, we can ensure that for all values in
truncated σ̄range we will obtain p ≤ m. We then choose σopt by running 10-fold
cross-validation for all σ ∈ σ̄range.

(III) K for GMM: We choose the optimal number of components K, by evaluating
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and selecting the best resulting model using the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) (Bishop, 2006). Typically, one chooses the optimal K manually, by visually
identifying the point at which the BIC curve produced from Krange stops changing
or plateaus. To automate this process, we devised an approach which selects the
optimal K as the one which yields the highest inflection point on the second order
derivative of the BIC curve.

Once these optimal hyper-parameters are estimated for each fold, we solve for the convex
optimization problem in order to find our synergy matrices A’s which best minimize the
objective function (6.7). We then select the initial joint configuration q0 and target in
task-space ξ∗ from each training/testing dataset, simulate the joint-space trajectories
{q̇1, . . . , ˙qT }, with our learned A(q), and compute the joint-velocity RMSE between these
simulations and the training/testing trajectories, as reported in Table 6.1.

As can be seen, for all datasets there is a significant increase in performance on the
testing sets when using either dimensionality reduction (DR) approaches. This suggests
that using DR to encode our activation functions θk in a lower-dimensional space φ(q)
yields better generalization capabilities than encoding the behaviors in using the original
q. This is most notable for the three pouring motions, where the joint-velocity RMSE
testing error for a JT-DS model learned without DR is an order of magnitude higher than
with DR. Such an error indicates that the demonstrated joint-behavior was over-fitted on
the training set, which is also exhibited in the higher number of K needed to represent
the motion without DR. For all datasets, the DR methods provided p < m/2, either
comparable or less number of local behaviors synergies K and better RMSE errors on
testing sets as opposed to no DR. By finding a lower-dimensional manifold to represent
the joint trajectories, we are getting rid of outliers, noise and redundancies that might
arise from the raw joint demonstrations. Hence, through DR we are capable of robustly
extracting the local behavior synergies from raw demonstrations.

Both PCA and K-PCA yield comparable results, with K-PCA providing a slight
improvement on some datasets. This suggests that perhaps a linear DR method might
be sufficient for such tasks. However, if we seek to maximize accuracy a non-linear
DR method should be employed. One of the drawbacks of K-PCA is its computational
complexity for out-of-sample evaluations, which involves computing the kernel function
between the new data-point and all the samplesM . This is, however, not so taxing for our
method as our datasets range inM ≈ 1000 and in previous work (Mirrazavi Salehian et al.,
2018a) we have experimentally found that evaluating < 3000 RBF kernel computations
(on a 3.4-GHz i7 PC with 8GB RAM)) in a control-loop with 2ms rate is feasible. If one
requires extremely fast computation; i.e. a control-loop rate of < 2ms then PCA should
be used as opposed to K-PCA.

Implementation Details: The learning pipeline is implemented in MATLAB. We used the
Matlab Toolbox for Dimensionality Reduction (van der Maaten et al., 2008) for imple-
mentations of PCA, K-PCA and its out-of-sample extension. The YALMIP framework
(Lofberg, 2004) was used to solve the definite convex optimization problem. Source code
for the entire learning pipeline and simulated behavior on multi-DOF robot arms can be
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found in:
https://github.com/epfl-lasa/JT-DS-Learning

For execution of the learnt JT-DS models on a real 7-DOF the KUKA LWR 4+ robot
arm, we provide the following code in C++:

https://github.com/epfl-lasa/JT-DS-lib
The robot is controlled on the joint position level (linearly interpolating from joint
velocities computed from JT-DS) at a rate of 500 Hz. The resultant joint angles are
filtered by a critically damped filter to avoid high torques.

Qualitative Evaluation of Learned Local Synergy Regions

In Figure 6.8 we provide a visual representation of the local behavior synergies that
were learned for the pouring motion. We plot the demonstrations in joint-space and in
embedded-space (PCA). We further illustrate the Gaussians fitted in the embedded that
represent the local synergy regions. As can be seen in Figure 6.8, the entire joint-space
motion can be represented by 3 local synergy regions in PCA-space. Meaning that we
only need 3 synergy matrices Ak to represent the complex joint-space motion accurately.
Conversely, if we were to learn the activation function in joint-space, a higher number of
Gaussians would be necessary, as evidence in Table 6.1.

6.5.2 JT-DS Execution Performance Evaluation
We now seek to elucidate the distinctive properties of our JT-DS model by comparing
its performance to a DS-based Cartesian motion generator + IK solver approach for
behaviors (5-7). For the Cartesian motion generator we use the SEDS (Stable Estimator
of Dynamical Systems) approach (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011) which learns an
asymptotically stable DS in Cartesian space from demonstrations. We then generate
joint trajectories through a damped least square IK solver. From herein we refer to this
approach as SEDS+IK.

Following Desired Joint and Task-Based Behaviors

We compare tracking capabilities of our JT-DS method with those of SEDS+IK for
behaviors (5) and (6). In Figure 6.6 and 6.7 we can qualitatively see the difference between
these two approaches for behavior (5). The JT-DS algorithm mimicked the joint-space
behavior of the demonstration (e.g. folding the elbow, raising the shoulder), successfully
avoiding the obstacle while still converging to the desired Cartesian position. Meanwhile,
SEDS+IK only learned the demonstrated behavior in task-space; it is incapable of
constraining motion in joint-space. This ultimately led to one of its joints colliding with
the obstacle. It should be noted that the JT-DS motion did not follow the demonstrations
in task-space very closely (as expected), but did ultimately converge to its target position.
For the foot-step behavior (6) JT-DS followed the demonstrations closely, while SEDS
became unstable in the singularity (Figure 6.9 and 6.10). This demonstrates the JT-DS
algorithm’s ability to move cleanly in and out of singularities.
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Figure 6.8 – Raw demonstrations of the pouring task in original space, PCA space and the
extracted local synergy regions.

Transiting through singular configurations

One of the main advantages of the proposed DS is its ability to generate accurate paths
in classical singular configurations. To evaluate this we generated behavior (7); i.e.
joint-trajectories that transit entirely within a classic kinematic singularity. Figure
6.11 shows the demonstrated motions and the motion generated by JT-DS (6.3). The
algorithm never requires the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix, so the generated
motion perfectly follows the demonstrations throughout the workspace boundary. In
Figure 6.9 we show the learnt singular motion successfully executed on the real robot.

6.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented a DS in joint space that is provably asymptotically
stable in task space to a fixed target while replicating demonstrated joint-space behaviors.
The desired motions are fast to compute, and smoothly handle singularities by avoiding
the pseudo-inverse Jacobian. We showed the system’s ability to learn different joint-space
behaviors on a robotic platform.

One of the most important points when validating a learning from demonstration
method is to evaluate the system’s behavior away from demonstrations. When the current
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Figure 6.9 – Execution of problematic joint-space behaviors learned through JT-DS: (left) Foot
step-like motion and (right) Singularity motions.
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Figure 6.10 – End-effector trajectories for the footstep motion in Cartesian space. The JT-DS
motion moves smoothly closely resembles the demonstrated trajectories. On the other hand, the
SEDS-based Cartesian motion generator (whose values here are simulated because they can not
physically executable) quickly becomes unstable, as evidenced by the dotted paths starting on
the right side and abruptly disappearing.

joint configuration is far from any of the local synergy regions, computing the activation
parameters θk(·) becomes numerically infeasible (all the Gaussians in (6.6) → 0), and so

we default to A = 1
K

K∑
k=1

Ak, which still guarantees that the robot moves towards the

target. Moreover, in overlapping local regions where multiple Ak’s might be in conflict,
the presented system compromises between them while still stably converging to the
target. The reason for this is that rather than “determining” the velocity of the system,
our A matrix only warps it. This means that adding multiple “conflicting” synergies
amounts to nothing more than repeatedly warping the velocity, and still maintains the
original stability property.

Since we learn a lower-dimensional embedding space Z := {φ(q) | q ∈ Q}, which we
suggest provides a better representation for the learned joint behaviors, a careful reader
might wonder: why not define a motion policy πZ directly in Z-space and then map
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Figure 6.11 – The experiment generated K = 3 Gaussian components. As the first joint is the
only joint which was not fixed during the demonstration, the learned augmentation matrices
had only one nonzero entry Ak(1, 1) 6= 0 ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In (a), the end-effector positions for the
demonstrations and executed motions are plotted in Cartesian space. The JT-DS trajectory was
generated closed-loop, while the SEDS trajectory was generated open-loop (otherwise it would be
unstable).

the learned policy back out into joint space using the inverse embedding φ−1(z)? The
answer is that we would lose any guarantee of stability with respect to a target attractor
x∗t . By construction, φ maps from a joint-position vector of size d to a low-dimensional
vector of size u < d. Thus the inverse φ−1 must be of less than full rank, so the resulting
A matrix (derived as in (6.3)) will also be of less than full rank, and thus no longer
positive definite. This means that our controller no longer provably converges to the
attractor (since our convergence proof no longer holds). Intuitively, this is because any
policy defined in a lower-dimensional space than the actuation space will forfeit certain
degrees of freedom, and thus may not be able to span the configuration space. Instead,
we use the embedding space to modulate synergies defined in joint space, which we can
guarantee will be positive definite and lead us to convergence to the target.

Even though the properties of the proposed JT-DS are desirable, the fact that it only
converges to a task-space target might limit it’s applicability to solely reaching motions.
If we seek a more flexible DS like the ones proposed in Chapter 4 and 5 we would need
to offer a DS that not also follows a desired path, or set of via-points, in task-space.
Another possible extension for this DS is also encode the kinematic constraints of the
robot within the system parameters; i.e. joint limits. By including such constraints in
the DS we can ensure that any motion commanded by this DS kinematically feasible for
the robot to follow.
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Note that, although some of the joint-space behaviors that we validated with JT-DS
include motions that avoid obstacles in the workspace, this DS is not actively performing
obstacle avoidance. It is simply following the behavior that it learned, much like LAGS-
DS in the narrow-passage scenario from Chapter 5. If the obstacles were to move, the
robot would follow the same joint-space behavior. In the next and final chapter, we
propose an active collision avoidance framework to avoid collisions between multi-arm
systems in a data-driven way.
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7 Multi-Arm Self-Collision Avoid-
ance: A Sparse Solution for a Big
Data Problem
In this final chapter we focus on developing a data-driven control scheme to solve for
kinematic and feasibility constraints that arise in multi-robot arm systems. Specifically,
we tackle the problem of solving self-collision avoidance between multiple arms in a
centralized way. Our proposed solution learns a smooth function representing the self-
collision avoidance boundary between the multiple arms in joint space. This function is
then used as a constraint in a centralized inverse kinematics solver that runs in real-time
(<2 ms). The novelty of this chapter is in learning an efficient and sparse approximation
to the smooth self-collision avoidance boundary from a dataset of millions of points.

Publication Note: The material presented in this chapter is adopted from:
• Mirrazavi Salehian, S. S., Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. (2018) “A Unified Frame-
work for Coordinated Multi-Arm Motion Planning.” The International Journal
of Robotics Research (IJRR).

• Figueroa, N., Mirrazavi Salehian, S. S. and Billard, A. (2018) “Multi-Arm Self-
Collision Avoidance: A Sparse Solution for a Big Data Problem.” In Proceedings
of the Third Machine Learning in Planning and Control of Robot Motion (MLPC)
Workshop. IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA).

Project Website and Source Codes:
• Project Website

https://nbfigueroa.github.io/multi-arm-coordination/

• Self Collision Avoidance Boundary Learning Code
https://github.com/nbfigueroa/SCA-Boundary-Learning

• Evaluation of Self Collision Avoidance Boundary in C++
https://github.com/nbfigueroa/SVMGrad

Supplementary Videos:
• Approach Description and Robot Experiments

https://youtu.be/T23rlHeFtkc
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Authorship Note: The development of the inverse kinematics problem with colli-
sion avoidance constraints was done in collaboration between the two first authors,
with Mirrazavi Salehian, S. S., claiming the lead authorship and describing different
approaches to solve the optimization problem in his PhD thesis Mirrazavi Salehian
(2018). Development of learning scheme and theory behind the self-collision avoidance
boundary was done entirely by Figueroa, N.. This is what will mainly be reported in
this chapter.

7.1 Introduction
Self-collision avoidance is one of the main challenges in multi-arm manipulation. It
is particularly relevant in the humanoid robot community and hence, has been exten-
sively studied. Throughout the years, the approaches for solving collision avoidance
for manipulation or locomotion in humanoids can be categorized into two types: (i)
planning methods which generate feasible collision-free trajectories of known/quasi-static
environments (Escande et al., 2007; Vahrenkamp et al., 2012; Chrètien et al., 2016)
and (ii) reactive approaches which solve collision-avoidance via the Inverse Kinematics
(IK) problem online (Ge and Cui, 2000; Santis et al., 2007; Sugiura et al., 2007; Fang
et al., 2015). For a comprehensive review on collision avoidance strategies for bi-manual
systems refer to Petrič et al. (2015). Most approaches, be it (i) planning-based or (ii)
reactive, have a common methodology: they rely on computing minimum distances
between links/joints/segments/objects (represented as sphere/swept-spheres/polygons)
to detect/avoid collisions.

The use of minimum distances for collision avoidance inherently introduces non-linear
and non-convex constraints to an otherwise convex optimization problem. This, in fact,
is the main reason (i) planning algorithms rely on computationally inefficient global
optimization or trajectory optimization methods and that (ii) reactive methods tend to
get stuck in local minima. To this end, approaches based on signed distance fields have
been successful in encoding proximity of obstacles as continuous costs in local trajectory
optimization frameworks; by either providing explicit cost gradients (Zucker et al.,
2013; Schulman et al., 2014) or through derivative-free stochastic optimization methods
(Kalakrishnan et al., 2011). Such approaches, however, require multiple initializations as
they fail to recover when solving for optimization problems that become ill-defined due
to particular shapes of obstacles which might induce many local minima (Ratliff et al.,
2015). One solution to this is to exploit the Riemannian geometry of the workspace to
represent costs for obstacle avoidance, kinematic limits, etc, by warping the workspace
via Riemannian metrics and their gradients. While the previously mentioned trajectory
optimization approaches’ computation times range from 0.3-6s, the approach presented in
(Ratliff et al., 2015) reports a computation time of 0.5s for a dual-arm platform. One of
the draw-backs of these methods is the fact that they generate the collision-free trajectory
a priori, hence, they are not robust to uncertainties in the workspace, the environment
or the measurements that lead to collision detection. To tackle this issue, probabilistic
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Joint Workspace
Tracking moving targets

Safe Compliant Manipulation

Figure 7.1 – Scenarios where real-time multi-arm Self-Collision Avoidance (SCA) resolution is necessary.
Shaded areas denote workspace of each robot arm. The main idea in this work is to model the regions in
joint-space which lead to collisions and use them as constraints in a centralized IK Solver.

approaches such as Monte Carlo Motion Planning (MCMP) (Schmerling and Pavone,
2016; Janson et al., 2018), have been introduced to compute low-cost paths that fulfill
probabilistic collision avoidance constraints via importance sampling. In (Schmerling
and Pavone, 2016) a computation time of 2s for a 13s trajectory duration was reported
for trajectory estimation under uncertainty of robots described by linear dynamics
with control policies derived as LQG controllers tracking nominal trajectories. Though
promising, it is hard to predict how this approach scales to a multi-arm robot configuration
with non-linear dynamics. Needless to say, all of these trajectory optimization methods,
though efficient in their own domain, are not sufficiently fast for applications that require
tracking fast moving targets or safe compliant manipulation for human-robot-interaction,
which rely on fast adaptive, typically closed-loop, control strategies requiring control-rates
of 1-2ms (Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2016a, 2018a). Such is the typical control-loop rate
of KUKA 7DOF arms; e.g., the LWR and IIWA.

In this paper we focus on solving the self-collision avoidance problem for this partic-
ular type of applications efficiently; i.e., in < 2ms. Rather than explicitly computing
distances or collision probabilities, we propose to learn a continuous and continuously
differentiable function Γ(.) from a dataset of “collided” and “non-collided” multi-arm joint
configurations. Γ(.) represents the region of feasible and infeasible robot configurations,
implicitly encoding a distance in feature space, of the current robot configuration to a
“collided” configuration. By formulating Γ(.) as the prediction rule of a kernel Support
Vector Machine (SVM) (Scholkopf and Smola, 2001) we can compute a continuous ∇Γ(.)
on-line. We propose a centralized IK solver as a convex QP optimization problem subject
to linear inequality constraints imposed by Γ(.) and ∇Γ(.), avoiding (i) the computation
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Figure 7.2 – Γ(qij) function for a toy 2D example. Assume two robots with 1-DOF each corresponding
to each axis; i.e., qij = [q1

1 , q
1
2 ]. The green data-points represent “collision-free” robot configurations

(y = +1), while the red data-points represent “collided” robot configurations (y = −1).

of min(||.||2) pair-wise distances between joints/links/segments and (ii) the need for
trajectory optimization. The main challenge is thus, to learn Γ(.) from a simulated
dataset of joint configurations in the order of millions, while predicting at < 2ms. Hence,
we need to solve a big data problem with a sparse solution. By using a sparse SVM
approximation (Joachims and Yu, 2009) we learn an efficient representation of Γ(.) that
enables us to solve IK problem in less than 2ms, on a single threaded CPU.

7.2 Problem Statement
To avoid collisions between the joints of the arms in a multi-arm system, we propose to
use an Inverse Kinematic (IK) solver that not only considers the kinematic constraints
of each robot, but also self-collision constraints. Assuming the robots’ bases are fixed
wrt. each other, we can explore the joint workspace of the robots, in order to model the
regions that may lead to collision. Since the space of joint configurations is continuous,
we must approximate the regions of collisions by building a continuous map of the
feasible (safe) and infeasible (collided) configurations. Assuming that the infeasible
regions can be bounded through a continuous and continuously differentiable function
Γ(qij) : Rdqi+dqj → R, where qij = [qi, qj ]T ∈ Rdqi+dqj are the joint angles of the ith and
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Figure 7.3 – Zoomed-in illustration of Fig. 7.2. The Arrows inside the collision-free region denote
∇Γ(qij).

jth robots, respectively. We define Γ(.) such that:

Collided configurations: Γ(qij) < 1
Boundary configurations: Γ(qij) = 1
Free configurations: Γ(qij) > 1

(7.1)

(7.1) provides constraints that must be met when solving the IK problem, proposed as
the following quadratic program):

arg min
q̇

q̇TW q̇
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Minimize Expenditure

subject to

(a) J(q)q̇ = ξ̇
R︸ ︷︷ ︸

Satisfy the desired end-effector motion

(b) θ̇
− ≤ q̇ ≤ θ̇+︸ ︷︷ ︸

Satisfy the kinematic constraints
(c) −∇Γij(qij)T q̇ij ≤ log(Γij(qij)− 1)
∀(i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (1, 3), . . . , (NR − 1, NR)}︸ ︷︷ ︸

Do not penetrate the collision boundary

(7.2)

Where, q = [q1, . . . , qNR ]T ∈ Rdq , dq =
NR∑
i=1

dqi for NR robots. W is a block diagonal

matrix of positive definite matrices. J = diag(J1, . . . , JNR) is block diagonal matrix of
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Figure 7.4 – Illustration of (left) 3D Cartesian positions (e.g. f(q2
1) : S1 → R3) of the individual

joint angles in the multi-arm system reference frame used to learn the SCA Boundary function Γ(f(q2))
(right) the geometric representation of i-th robot with a set of spheres corresponding to each joint used
to construct the SCA dataset.

the Jacobian matrices. ξ̇R =
[
ξ̇R1 . . . ξ̇RNR

]T
∈ Rdn , dn = NRdn is the desired velocity

given by a task-space motion generator. θ̇i =
[
θ̇i1 . . . θ̇iNR

]
∀i ∈ {−,+} and θ̇+

i ∈ Rm

and θ̇−i ∈ Rm are conservative lower and upper bounds of the joint limits. We follow the
approach proposed in (Xia and Wang, 2000) to compute the joint limits at the velocity
level.

In Fig. 7.2, we illustrate a Γ(.) for a toy 2D example to highlight its role in the
quadratic program. While the robots are far from the boundary configurations, the value
of log(Γij(qij)− 1) is positive which relaxes the inequality constraints; i.e., the robots
accurately follow the desired end-effector trajectory. When they are near the boundary
configurations, the value of log(Γij(qij)− 1) is negative. Therefore, constraint (7.2)(c)
forces the joint angles to move away from the boundary as they approach it. (7.2) is
a convex quadratic program (QP) with equality/inequality constraints. This can be
solved via a standard nonlinear programming solver such as Nlopt (Johnson, 2016) or a
constrained convex optimization solver such as CVXGEN (Mattingley and Boyd, 2012).
For a comparison, refer to (Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2018a).

7.3 Learning a Self-Collision Avoidance
(SCA) boundary

As per (7.1), the SCA boundary function Γ(qij) should be of class C0 and C1. Interestingly,
the problem can be formulated as a binary classification problem, y ← sgn

(
Γ(qij)

)
for

y ∈ {+1,−1}, where “collided” joint configurations belong to the negative class (i.e.
y = −1) and “non-collided” configurations belong to the positive class (i.e., y = +1).
When Γ(qij) = 1, qij is at the boundary of the positive class; i.e., the self-collision
boundary (black line in Fig. 7.2).
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(SCA) boundary

To recall, the configuration space of a multi-arm system is an n-dimensional torus
(S1×S1×· · ·×S1(n− times) = T N ) for n DOF (LaValle, 2006). Given two robots with
7DOF each, the manifold in which the multi-arm joint-angle vector lies in is qij ∈ T 14.
Employing qij as the feature vector for a classification problem can be problematic for
several reasons. Many machine learning algorithms rely on computing distances/norms
in Euclidean space, assuming the features are i.i.d. from an underlying distribution in
RN . Hence, a Euclidean norm applied on qij ∈ T N , is merely an approximation of the
actual distance in the T N manifold. In fact, a proper distance metric for joint-angles, i.e.,
d(qij1 , q

ij
2 ) where qij ∈ T N , is non-existent. For this reason, most trajectory optimization

planning algorithms rely on mapping joint-space configurations to task-space via forward
kinematics (Holladay and Srinivasa, 2016), where distances are well-established.

For such reasons, and in-line with the trajectory optimization literature, instead of
learning our self-collision avoidance (SCA) decision boundary function Γ(.) on the joint-
angle data qij , we learn Γ(.) on the 3D Cartesian representation of the joint-angles f(qij).
As illustrated in Fig. 7.4, f(qij) is a vector composed of the 3D Cartesian positions of all
joints for the i-th and j-th robot, computed via forward kinematics. The feature vector
for a dual-arm robotic system is thus f(qij) ∈ R3dqi+3dqj . We posit that, by using f(qij)
instead of qij , we can achieve a better trade-off between model complexity and error rate.
Moreover, since the output of Γ(.) is expected to be a scalar (7.1), no extra computation is
necessary, as Γ(qij) ≡ Γ(f(qij)). The linear inequality constraints in (7.2) require ∇Γ(.)
to be C, this be provided by either Support Vector Machines (SVM) or Neural Networks
(NN). In this work, we favor the use of SVMs, for two main reasons: (i) Learning a
SVM is a convex optimization problem; hence, we can always reach a global optimum.
(ii) SVMs yield sparser models for high-dimensional non-linear classification problems,
leading to better runtimes.

7.3.1 C0 and C1 Self-Collision Avoidance (SCA) Boundary
via Support Vector Machines

We follow the kernel Support Vector Machine (SVM) formulation and propose to encode
Γ
(
f(qij)

)
as the SVM decision rule. By omitting the sign function and using the RBF

Kernel k
(
f(qij), f(qijn )

)
= e

(
− 1

2σ2 ||f(qij)−f(qijn )||2
)
, for a kernel width σ; Γ

(
f(qij)

)
(from

herein the superscripts (ij) of are dropped) has the following form,

Γ
(
f(qij)

)
=

Nsv∑
n=1

αnynk
(
f(qij), f(qijn )

)
+ b

=
Nsv∑
n=1

αnyne
(
− 1

2σ2 ||f(qij)−f(qijn )||2
)

+ b,

(7.3)

for Nsv support vectors, where yi ∈ {−1,+1} are the positive/negative labels corre-
sponding to non-collided/collided configurations, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C are the weights for the
support vectors which must yield

∑Nsv
n=1 αnyn = 0 and b ∈ R is the bias for the decision

rule. C ∈ R is a penalty factor used to trade-off between maximizing the margin and
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minimizing classification errors. Given C and σ, αi’s and b are estimated by solving the
dual optimization problem for the soft-margin kernel SVM (Scholkopf and Smola, 2001).
(7.3) naturally yields a continuous gradient,

∇Γ
(
f(qij)

)
=

Nsv∑
n=1

αnyn
∂k
(
f(qij), f(qijn )

)
∂f(qij)

=
Nsv∑
n=1
− 1
σ2αnyne

(
− 1

2σ2 ||f(qij)−f(qijn )||2
) (
f(qij)− f(qijn )

)
.

(7.4)

Although ∇Γ(f(qij)) already satisfies the constraints imposed by (7.2), it lives in a
3dqi + 3dqj -dimensional space, ∇Γ

(
f(qij)

)
∈ R3dqi+3dqj . We must then project this

gradient onto its corresponding Rdqi+dqj joint-space; i.e., ∇Γ(qij) ∈ Rdqi+dqj with the
following expansion:

∇Γ
(
qij
)

= ∂Γ
(
f(qij)

)
∂f(qij) · ∂f(qij)

∂qij
, (7.5)

the first term is equivalent to (7.4) and the second term is the Jacobian of each 3D joint
position wrt. each joint angle J(qij) = ∂f(qij)

∂qij
for which we have a closed-form solution.

Given the feature vector f(qij), the self-collision avoidance constraint (7.2) becomes,

−∇Γij(qij)T q̇ij ≤ log(Γij(f(qij))− 1). (7.6)

7.3.2 Self-Collision Avoidance (SCA) Dataset Construction
In order to learn Γ

(
f(qij)

)
, we must initially generate a dataset capable of identifying

the so-called self-collision boundary. We begin by describing our simplified geometric
representation of the robot’s kinematic configuration used to identify “collided” and
“non-collided” configurations. For simplicity, let’s assume a dual-arm setting, with each
arm being a KUKA 7DOF (Fig. 7.5). Similar to (Zucker et al., 2013), we simplify
the representation of the robot’s structure by fitting spheres to each joint and its
adjoining physical structure. We thus generate a discrete representation of the multi-arm
robotic system as a set of spheres Sij = {si1, . . . , si7, s

j
1, . . . , s

j
7}. By using spheres as a

geometric representation of a joint, we simplify the distance computation between joints,
as the distance from any point in a sphere to the nearest obstacle is lower-bounded
by d(c)− r; where c is the center of the sphere and r its corresponding radius (Ratliff
et al., 2009). Further, the lower-bound between two spheres is the distance between
their centers (cik) minus the sum of their respective radii (rik), for the k-th spheres of the
i-th robot. For example, given s1

5 and s2
7 the lower-bounded distance between them is

d(s1
5, s

2
7) = d(c1

5, c
2
7)− (r1

5 + r2
7).

To identify collision in the dual-arm system, we compute the pairwise distances of the
centers of the set of spheres of the i-th robot (Si) wrt. the set of spheres of the j-th
robot (Sj) and find the minimum distance min[d(c1

k∗ , c
2
k∗)], as shown in Fig. 7.4. We
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(SCA) boundary

(a) Criteria for “collided”, “boundary” and “safe” configurations.

(b) “boundary configuration” (c) “collided configuration”

Figure 7.5 – Examples of the collided/boundary configurations of a dual-arm setting with an offset of
Xoff = [0.0, 1.3, 0.34]m between their bases.

then define a label for each robot configuration Sij as,

y(Sij) =


−1 if min[d(c1

k∗ , c
2
k∗)] < (r1

k∗ + r2
k∗)

+1 if b− ≤ min[d(c1
k∗ , c

2
k∗)] ≤ b+

∅ if min[d(c1
k∗ , c

2
k∗)] > b+

(7.7)

where rik∗ corresponds to the radius of the k-th sphere, and b−,b+ correspond to mini-
mum/maximum distances of the “safe” boundary. Specifically, a joint configuration is
“collided”, i.e. labeled as y = −1, when the min[d(c1

k∗ , c
2
k∗)] between the centers of the clos-

est spheres is less than the sum of the radii of the corresponding spheres, i.e., (r1
k∗ + r2

k∗).
In practice, we set the spheres to a fixed radius of 10cm, hence (r1

k∗ + r2
k∗) = 20cm.

Given that virtually any robot configuration where min[d(c1
k∗ , c

2
k∗)] > (r1

k∗ + r2
k∗) can be

considered “non-collided” configurations, we would end up with a heavily un-balanced
dataset of “collided”/“non-collided” data-points. We thus, introduce a decomposition of
the “non-collided” robot configurations into “boundary”, labeled as y = +1, and “safe”
configurations, which are not labeled y = ∅. If min[d(c1

k∗ , c
2
k∗)] lies within a safety margin,

denoted by b− and b+, the robots are very close to each other but still safe, see Fig. 7.5.
We empirically found b− = 30cm and b+ = 33cm to be safe boundaries for our dual-arm
setting. Hence, a “non-collided” configuration is in fact a “boundary” configuration, as all
of the “safe” configurations are filtered out. This has a geometric meaning, rather than
finding the margin between “collided” and “safe” configurations, our boundary function
will model the tighter margin between “non-collided” and “boundary” configurations.
From herein, we consider “boundary” configurations as the “non-collided” configurations.
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To generate the positive (y(Sij) = +1) and negative samples (y(Sij) = −1) for our
SCA dataset, we sample from all the possible motions of the robots in their respective
workspaces and apply (7.7) to each configuration. To explore all possible joint config-
urations qij , we systematically displace all of the joints of both robots by 20 deg each.
Joints qi1, qi3, qi5, qi7 have a range of ±170 deg, whereas joints qi2, qi4 and qi6 have a range
of ±120 deg. Given the 20 deg sampling resolution, this leads to 18 samples for the
former group and 12 for the latter. Hence, the total number of possible configurations
for one arm is 183 ∗ 123, which would lead to ≈ 1e14 possible joint configuration for a
dual-arm setting. However, using our systematic sampling of “collided” and “boundary”
robot configurations, we gathered a balanced dataset of approximately ≈ 5.4 million
data-points, ≈ 2.4 million belonging to the “collided” configuration class y = −1 and the
rest to the “non-collided” configurations y = +1.

7.3.3 Sparse SVMs for Large Datasets
Training time of a kernel SVM has a complexity of ≈ O(NM

2D), where NM is the number
of samples and D is the dimension of the data-points. Prediction time, on the other hand,
depends on the number of support vectors Nsv learned through training. In practice, the
Nsv tends to increase linearly with the amount of training data NM (Bakir et al., 2004).
More specifically, for a kernel SVM Nsv/NM → Bk, where Bk is the smallest achievable
classification error by the kernel k (Steinwart, 2003); i.e. in a non-separable classification
scenario, to achieve 5% error, at least 5% of the training points must become support
vectors. This comes as a nuisance when large training sets are involved, as is the case for
our application. A Nsv � signifies a dense solution for representing the hyper-plane of
the classifier margin w =

∑Nsv
i=1 αiyiΦ(f(qiji )). Naturally, the denser the solutions, the

more computationally expensive they are at run-time. This makes dense SVMs infeasible
for real-time robot control. In order to achieve fast adaptation for both the desired
end-effector positions and self-collisions, the IK solver must run (at most) at a rate of
2ms. Note that during this cycle, prior to solving (7.2), both (7.3) and (7.5) must be
evaluated.

Given the desired control rate (2ms), the specific hardware used to control the robots
(i.e., 3.4-GHz i7 PC with 8GB RAM) and the kinematic specifications of each robot,
we can define a computational budget for our Self-Collision Avoidance (SCA) Boundary
function. This budget translates to, defining a limit of the maximum allowable Nsv for
our SVM representation of Γ(f(qij)). In Fig. 7.6, we show a plot of different computation
times. We omit computation time of the IK solver as this is presented in detail in
(Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2018a).

In order to comply with the 2ms runtime requirement, we have a computational budget
of Nsv ≤ 3k. Given the size of our dataset, it is not feasible to train SVM models that
typically optimize for the dual through a variant of Sequential Minimal Optimization
(SMO) (Platt, 1999) or SMO-type decomposition methods (Bordes et al., 2005; Chang
and Lin, 2011). The fact that SVM learning algorithms tend to produce dense solutions
has been recognized as one of its main weaknesses. To this end, several approaches have
been proposed in order to solve the problem of finding sparser solutions to w. These
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can be categorized into: i) post-processing approximations and ii) objective function
or optimization strategy modification. The former approaches rely on approximating
a sparse solution to an initially dense SVM (through the exact solution). The latter
approaches either modify the SVM objective function by imposing sparsity constraints or
propose a modified optimization algorithm for with sparsity considerations.In this work,
we choose one of the prevailing approaches which reformulates the SVM optimization
problem, namely the Cutting Plane Subspace Pursuit (CPSP) method introduced by
(Joachims and Yu, 2009); as it directly estimates a solution to the hyper-plane with
a strict bound on the number of support vectors kmax. In short, the CPSP method
approximates a sparse hyper-plane by expressing it in terms of a set B = {b1, . . . ,bkmax}
of basis vectors bi ∈ R3dqi+3dqj (not necessarily training points) as w =

∑kmax
i=1 αiyiΦ(bi).

The optimization algorithm to estimate this new w then focuses on pursuing such a
subspace through the fixed-point iteration approach for RBF kernels (Scholkopf and
Smola, 2001). The learned basis vectors B and αi’s can be directly used in (7.3) and (7.4).
We direct the interested reader to (Joachims and Yu, 2009) for theoretical equivalence
proofs and implementation details.

7.4 Results
7.4.1 Evaluation of Learning Performance
We begin our Γ

(
f(qij)

)
learning performance analysis by presenting results from learning

exact SVMs from small sub-samples of the 5.4m point dataset. To generate such
comparison, the libSVM library (Chang and Lin, 2011) was used for learning the SVM
models, cross-validation routines to find the optimal hyper-parameters are provided
in the cited code. A 50% split for training+validation/testing datasets was used to
generate such evaluations. We evaluate 5 models with increasing complexity Nsv =
{1.7k, 2.7k, 3.7k, 4.7k, 9.7k}. These were learned from using {0.5%, 1%, 1.5%, 2%, 5%} of
the training set (i.e., 2.7 million data-points). For each model, a 10-fold Cross-validation
was performed to find the optimal hyper-parameters C and σ which yield the best trade-off
between Nsv/NM and classification accuracy. The search space of each hyper-parameter
was log-spaced in the following ranges C = [10−1, 104] and σ = [0.2, 2].

In our application, we care about correctly classifying the negative class (i.e., “collided”
configurations), for this we have two objectives: (i) Minimize False Positive Rate (FPR =

FP
(FP+TN)): FPR quantifies the probability of negative samples (y = −1) being classified
as positive (y = +1). Classifying “collided” configurations (y = −1) as “non-collided”
configurations (y = +1) yields a False Positive (FP ). This error is critical as it would
cause the IK solver to move the robots into an infeasible region, leading to collision
and possibly permanent damage. (ii) Maximize True Positive Rate (TPR = TP

(TP+FN)):
TPR quantifies the probability of positive samples (y = +1) being classified as positive
(y = +1). Classifying “collided” configurations (y = +1) as “non-collided” (y = −1)
yields a False Negative (FN). This error is not as critical as the former, but it has an
effect on the performance of the IK solver, as classifying “non-collided” configuration as
“collided” would restrict the IK solver to move the robots into regions that are feasible.
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As can be seen from Fig. 7.7, we can achieve optimal error rates on the testing set
of FPR ≈ 1.3% and TPR ≈ 97.54%, with 5% of the training dataset, albeit surpassing
the NSV limit. One might argue that, with such high performance of models trained
on a minuscule amount of data (relative to the complete dataset), perhaps such a large
dataset is not necessary. This is related to the SCA dataset construction procedure
(Section 7.3.2), where we set the joint sampling interval to 20 deg. We can see that with
the 2nd model (i.e., 1% of training data), we achieve error rates of: FPR ≈ 2.4% and
TPR ≈ 96.19% withing the computational budget. This is quite acceptable performance,
however, due to the delicacy of our application we seek to achieve the best solution
possible, i.e. at least FPR ≈ 1%. In Fig. 7.7, we present the results of using the CPSP
SVM learning approach on different sub-sets of our training data limited to a support
vector budget of kmax = 3000, specifically {2.5%, 5%, 10%, 20%}. As can be seen, for the
models learned on datasets with the same size as the exact SVM solutions, the results
are marginally lower. However, as the number of training-points increases the error rates
improve as much as FPR = 1.5% and TPR = 97.4% for a training set of 540k points.
By using this sparse learning method we have proven that optimal error rates can be
achieved with minimal model complexity.

7.4.2 Experimental Validation
The proposed approach has been successfully used to control multi-arm reach-to-grab
motions as reported in (Mirrazavi Salehian et al., 2018a) and shown in:

https://youtu.be/LxAWvU2locU .

We have also evaluated the approach in tasks where the robots must track fast moving
targets that go inside each other’s workspaces and in tasks where the robots are perturbed
by humans leading to possible collision as shown in:

https://youtu.be/T23rlHeFtkc .
In Fig. 7.8 we report the evolution of Γ(.) and the real min distance between the robots
for Experiment 1 in https://youtu.be/T23rlHeFtkc. As can be seen, when Γ(.) < 2, the
robots are pushed away from each other.

7.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we proposed an efficient data-driven technique to successfully solve the
self-collision avoidance problem in a multi-robot arm setting. We report experiments on
the 7DOF KUKA LWR and IIWA platforms, yet the approach is platform agnostic. An
evident limitation is the fact that each trained SCA boundary is dependent on the relative
distance between the robots. Given a change in the robot workspace, the boundary must
be re-trained with a new dataset. This can be tackled in a more principled approach via
incremental boundary learning or using ensemble methods.

Another interesting extension to this approach could be to solve for active obstacle
avoidance together with the self-collision avoidance by morphing or modulating the
continuous function learned in the robot’s joint-space. This would involve projecting a
random obstacle in the environment to the SVM feature space. Once in feature space
this “nuisance” obstacle can appear as a support vector. This could potentially create a
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Figure 7.6 – Comparison of runtime computational cost for evaluating Γ(f(qij)) and
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)
on the specified hardware for a dual-arm setting. The presented run-times

are of ≈ 2k control loop cycles of a self-collision avoidance test. The maximum allowable
Nsv ≤ 3k in order to comply with the 2ms limit.
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Figure 7.7 – Performance Comparison of learning exact SVM models on randomly sub-sampled datasets
vs sparse SVM models on larger chunks of the dataset. Each model was evaluated on the test set, which
contains 2.7 million unseen sample robot configurations. (left) With the random sub-sampling method,
using the 2nd model (Nsv = 2, 7k), one can achieved FPR ≈ 2.4% and TPR ≈ 96.19% within the
desired 2ms runtime limit. (right) With a sparse SVM model trained on 540k points we can achieve
FPR ≈ 1.45% and TPR ≈ 97.4% kmax = 3000.

boundary around the support vector and hence the obstacle could be avoided with the
same constraint used in the IK solver. Further research in this regard should be done
to evaluate the feasibility of modifying an SVM decision boundary online and what the
implications of that would be.

Furthermore, we focused on the problem of learning a sparse model with a prediction
time of < 2ms, due to our hardware limitations. Given a GPU with multiple cores, our
computational budget kmax, will surely increase. This would allow us to use more data
to learn the SCA boundary, potentially reaching better error rates. The implementation
and comparison of such an approach is of interest and is being planned as the next steps
of this work.
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Figure 7.8 – Self-Collision Avoidance Test.(left) and (right) show the minimum distance between the
arms and the value of Γ during the motion execution. Γ(·) never reaches < 1 indicating that the motion
of the arms are safe. Refer to https://youtu.be/T23rlHeFtkc for execution.

Finally, in the experimental validation and dataset construction of this approach we
assume that the robots have only revolute joints, not prismatic joints. This, however, does
not limit the algorithm to be used for robots with prismatic joints. The sole modification
necessary is the way the self-collision dataset is constructed.
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8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis. We also discuss the
limitations and potential future directions of the work.

8.1 Main Contributions
The key contribution of this thesis lies in the introduction of novel machine learning and
mathematical techniques to solve salient problems in the LfD pipeline at different levels
of task abstraction. The methods proposed in this thesis offer a high-level of autonomy
during learning, while producing adaptive behaviors during execution.

In Chapter 2 of Part I, we proposed a geometric invariant distance and clustering
approach for covariance matrices with the aim of using it for segmentation and action
discovery from unstructured and heterogeneous demonstrations. However, we found a
myriad of applications for our contributions as covariance/symmetric positive definite
matrices are found in many other areas of robotics and computer vision. While we
only presented results within robotic applications and one medical imaging dataset, our
distance and clustering approach is sure to be useful in many other applications. Chapter
3 can be seen as an integration of the novel work from Chapter 2 and previous work.
Nevertheless, the types of complex tasks that we validated our algorithms on have not
been achieved by any other approaches to date. We also offer an extensive discussion
on the importance of feature identification and selection for the proper detections of
control-oriented action discovery.

In Part II, we present novel DS formulations with un-paralleled performance and
properties over the state-of-the-art. While the LPV-DS (Chapter 4) is capable of
reproducing highly non-linear motions and ensuring global asymptotic stability, the
LAGS-DS (Chapter 5) gives a trade-off between global asymptotic stability and locally
attractive behaviors around a reference trajectory. The latter is quite important as the
lack of trajectory tracking in state-dependent DS-based motion planning approaches is
one of the reasons these techniques are overlooked in current robotics applications.

In Part III, we presented two novel joint-space behavior learning approaches. The JT-
DS motion generator (in Chapter 6) is a novel formulation that mimics the demonstrated
joint-space motion, while ensuring convergence to a target in task-space. To the best of
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our knowledge, a DS with these properties has not been previously proposed. Finally, in
Chapter 7 we presented a data-driven efficient solution for the problem of self-collision-
avoidance for multi-arm robotics systems. It works in real-time with an online IK solver
and was extensively validated in this work and other publications.

8.2 Limitations and Future Work
Following we shed light on the current limitations of the contributions proposed in this
thesis and propose possible research directions to overcome them.

Sampling schemes for Bayesian non-parametric models
The learning approaches proposed in Chapter 2 and 4 are Bayesian non-parametric models
which are capable of autonomously learning their own optimal parameters, be it HMM
or GMM. The drawback, however, is that the estimation of these parameters is achieved
via sampling schemes which tend to be computationally expensive. An alternative would
be to re-formulate the estimation approaches using either variational inference (MacKay,
2002) or small-variance asymptotics (Jiang et al., 2012) techniques. Variational inference
methods can be seen as EM-like estimation approaches capable of converging to an
optimal number of parameters within pre-defined bounds. However, it has been proven
that such methods fail to scale to large datasets. Small-variance asymptotics, on the
other hand, is a technique that relaxes a probabilistic model into a non-probabilistic
formulation which is easier to scale and compute. This is done by applying asymptotics
to the variance (or covariance) of the distributions within the model. Namely, one lets the
variance of particular distributions in the model go to zero. This results in, for example,
a Bayesian non-parametric GMM being estimated by a K-means like algorithm that does
not need a fixed number of clusters K. Such estimation algorithms have only recently
been explored and asymptotic formulations exist only for standard probabilistic models.

Hyper-parameter tuning for kernel methods
In Chapter 6 and 7 we use kernel methods to learn behaviors in joint space. The main
limitation of these approaches is the need for hyper-parameter tuning. While in this
thesis we solved this problem by performing grid search and cross-validation schemes,
these are computationally heavy and still require for human intervention to set the
ranges and decide which are the optimal parameters. An alternative to this would be to
employ automatic hyper-parameter tuning schemes (Bergstra et al., 2011). Most of the
approaches for automatically tuning hyper-parameters follow the Sequential Model-based
Global Optimization (SMBO) scheme. These approaches use a surrogate function to
approximate the true objective function. Typically the inner loop of SMBO is the
optimization of this surrogate, or some kind of transformation done on the surrogate.
The combination of hyper-parameters that maximizes this surrogate is the one that is
evaluated in the next step. Many works use Gaussian Processes to parametrize this
surrogate function and incrementally learn it as the different hyper-parameters are being
evaluated. It is yet to be proven, however, if such optimization schemes are as exhaustive
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as grid search/cross-validation approaches.

Towards online/incremental learning
Throughout this thesis all of the learning schemes have been proposed as offline/batch
learning approaches. Solely the DS learning approach proposed in Chapter 4 is equipped
with incremental learning capabilities. To have truly autonomous robots, we need
methods that can learn both in offline/batch as well as online/incremental settings. If
the latter is not possible, the batch learning schemes should be fast enough to learn
or adapt a new task as the human is demonstrating or correcting it. Proposing online
or incremental learning extensions for the remaining approaches in this thesis is an
interesting and necessary direction for future research.

Single-attractor Dynamical Systems
A prevailing assumption in all of the DS-based approaches proposed in this thesis is
that they focus on single attractor dynamics. This assumption might be limiting in
scenarios where multiple targets are involved or in demonstrations that do not finalize
in the same state of the world. For example, for a simple pick-and-place task (as the
ones used to learn DS in Chapter 4), generally the demonstrators are constrained to
fixed bins where the objects should be placed. Nevertheless, in a more realistic scenario
such as a warehouse, the pick and place bins may be multiple and scattered throughout
the environment. For such type of tasks and demonstrations a learning scheme that is
capable of learning multiple dynamics would be necessary. A couple of relevant works
have focused on learning multi-attractor dynamical systems. Shukla and Billard (2012a)
introduced the Augmented-SVM (A-SVM) formulation, which learns simultaneously
a partitioning of the state space and an embedding of multiple dynamical systems
with separate regions of attractions and distinct attractors, resulting in a multi-stable
dynamical system. Learning the dynamics of multiple targets has been addressed using
neural network approaches, however such approaches have not ensured global stability
and state partitioning. Lemme et al. (2014) claim that their approach can be extended
to multiple attractor systems. The locality of this approach prevents a direct stability
guarantee for a previously defined basin of attraction. Hence, asymptotic stability can
only be proven ex-post (after learning); i.e. with a sampling-based verification scheme.
These approaches, however, require a labeling or prior knowledge of the different dynamics
and attractors to learn/partition. An approach that can autonomously discover this from
data is yet to be proposed and is an interesting research direction.
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A Technical Preliminaries in Robot
Control

Following we introduce some preliminary mathematical concepts pertaining to robot
control used throughout the thesis.

A.1 Motion Generation with Stable Dynamical Systems
Throughout this thesis, dynamical systems (DS) are used to define the desired motion
plan of the robot, be it in task-space or joint-space. In Chapters 4, 5 and 6 we propose
formulations of DS that are proven to be globally asymptotically stable (GAS) or
asymptotically stable (AS), for the joint-space formulation.

In a DS-based motion planning problem, we assume that the motion of a robotic
system is defined in state space ξ ∈ RM and constrained by a system of ODEs (Ordinary
Differential Equation). Let f(ξ) be a first-order, autonomous DS describing a nominal
motion plan for a robot, such that,

ξ̇ = f(ξ)→
{

limt→∞ ‖ξ − ξ∗‖ = 0 (A.1)

where f(·) : RM → RM is a continuous differentiable vector-valued function representing
a DS that converges to a single stable equilibrium point ξ∗; i.e. target or attractor.

A.1.1 Lyapunov Theory for Stability Analysis
Throughout this thesis, we prove and derived conditions for our proposed DS via
Lyapunov’s second method for global asymptotic stability (Khalil, 2002) stated below,

Theorem 3 (Global Asymptotic Stability). A DS is globally asymptotically stable (GAS)
at the attractor ξ∗ ∈ RM , iff there exists a continuous and continuously differentiable
Lyapunov candidate function V (ξ) : RM → R that is radially unbounded; i.e. ||ξ|| →
∞ ⇒∞ and satisfies the following conditions:

(I) V (ξ∗) = 0, (II) V (ξ) > 0 ∀ ξ ∈ RM \ ξ = ξ∗

(III) V̇ (ξ∗) = 0, (IV) V̇ (ξ) < 0 ∀ ξ ∈ RM \ ξ = ξ∗
(A.2)

Asymptotic stability, as proven for the DS in Chapter 6, is a less restrictive version of
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Definition 3 where the derivative of the Lyapunov candidate function is allowed to be
V̇ (ξ) ≤ 0 ∀ξ ∈ RM .

A.2 Control for Robot Manipulators
In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we showcase experiments in which we use impedance control
to command a robotic arm manipulator. Following we state some preliminaries on the
robot control scheme. While the classical impedance control law is described in Chapter
3, in this appendixe we describe the DS-based impedance controller that is later used in
Chapters 4 and 5.

A.2.1 Robot Rigid Body Dynamics
We begin by assuming that the physics of an N -DOF manipulator is accurately described
by the rigid-body form:

M(q)q̈ + B(q, q̇) + g(q) = τc + τe (A.3)

where q, q̇, q̈ ∈ RN represent joint positions, velocities and accelerations. M(q) ∈ RN×N
corresponds to inertia and force matrices and B(q, q̇),g(q) ∈ RN correspond to th
Coriolis/centrifugal and the gravitational force vector, respectively. Finally, τc, τe ∈ RN
indicate the control and external torques in joint-space, respectively. Following Khatib
(1987), (A.3) can be re-formulated in Cartesian task-space coordinates:

Mξ(ξ)ξ̈ + Bξ(ξ, ξ̇) + gξ(ξ) = uc + ue (A.4)

where ξ ∈ RM is a generalized kinematic state variable in task-space1, consequently ξ̇, ξ̈ ∈
RM indicate their velocities and accelerations. The inertia matrix in task-space M(ξ) ∈
RM×M is given by Mξ(ξ) = J(q)−TM(q)J(q) and the vector of centrifugal/coriolis and
gravity force vectors Bξ(·),gξ(ξ) ∈ RM are given by Bξ(·) = J(q)−TB(q, q̇)−M(ξ)J̇(q)q̇
and gξ(ξ) = J(q)−Tg(q); where J(q) ∈ RM×N represents the manipulators Jacobian
which projects joint-space velocities to task-space as ξ̇ = J(q)q̇. Finally, the control
and external forces, ue,uc ∈ RM , are given by the desired task-space controller and
interaction forces, respectively. These are transposed to joint-space with the following
relationships τ c = J(q)Tuc and τ e = J(q)Tue.

A.2.2 DS-based Impedance Control
The DS-based impedance control-law used in Chapter 4 and 5 this thesis, also referred
to as the passive-DS controller, proposed in Kronander and Billard (2016) generates
a control signal uc that tracks a desired velocity via a DS f(ξ) while ensuring stable
interaction with a passive environment. This is achieved through the following negative
velocity error feedback control law:

uc = −D(ξ)
(
ξ̇ − f(ξ)

)
. (A.5)

1M = 3 for position or M = 6 full end-effector pose.
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To analyze the closed loop dynamics of (A.4) under control (A.5), we can expand the
right-hand side of (A.4) as follows,

Mξ(ξ)ξ̈ + Bξ(ξ, ξ̇) + gξ(ξ) = uc + ui + ue (A.6)

where ui ∈ RM is a vector of inverse dynamics forces. Without loss of generality, by
assuming that ui compensates for centrifugal and gravity forces; i.e. ui = Bξ(ξ, ξ̇)+gξ(ξ),
the closed-loop dynamics of the controlled system are,

Mξ(ξ)ξ̈ + D(ξ)
(
ξ̇ − f(ξ)

)
= ue (A.7)

This resulting closed-loop system is passive with respect to the input-output pair (ue, ξ̇)
and can track the desired motion plan f(ξ) while dissipating kinetic energy in directions
orthogonal to it. Following the derivations and proofs in Kronander and Billard (2016),
these properties hold, if the following conditions are met:

(I) The state-varying damping matrix should be positive semi-definite and is defined
as,

D(ξ) = Q(ξ)ΛQ(ξ)T (A.8)

where Λ ∈ RM×M is a diagonal matrix of non-negative values. Q(ξ) ∈ RM×M
is a matrix whose columns correspond to the vectors of an orthonormal basis
E = {e1, · · · , eM} for ei ∈ RM , which is constructed such that e1 = f(ξ)

||f(ξ)|| follows
the direction of the desired motion and the remaining elements in the set are
mutually orthogonal and normalized vectors.

(II) The DS f(ξ) must have a conservative component; i.e. fC(ξ) = −∇Vf (ξ) where
f(ξ) = fC(ξ) + fC̄(ξ) and fC̄(ξ) is the non-conservative component.
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B.1 Sampling from the NIW distribution
The NIW (Gelman et al., 2003) is a four-parameter λ = {µ0, κ0,Λ0, ν0} multivariate
distribution generated by Σ ∼ IW(Λ0, ν0), µ|Σ ∼ and N

(
µ0,

1
κ0

Σ
)
where κ0, ν0 ∈ R>0,

and ν0 > P − 1 indicates degrees of freedom of the P -dimensional scale matrix Λ ∈ RPxP
which should be Λ � 0. The density of the NIW is defined by

p(µ,Σ | λ) = N
(
µ|µ0,

1
κ0

Σ
)
IW(Σ |Λ0, ν0)

= 1
Z0
|Σ|−[(ν0+d)/2+1] exp

{
−1

2tr(Σ−1Λ0)
}

× exp
{
−κ0

2 (µ− µ0)TΣ−1(µ− µ0)
} (B.1)

where Z0 = 2ν0d/2Γd(ν0/2)(2π/κ0)d/2

|Λ0|ν0/2 is the normalization constant.

A sample from a NIW yields a mean µ and covariance matrix Σ. One first samples
a matrix from an W−1 parameterized by Λ0 and ν0; then µ is sampled from a N
parameterized by µ0, κ0,Σ.

B.1.1 For the SPCM-CRP-GMM in Chapter 2

Since N and NIW are a conjugate pair, the term
(∏

i∈Z(C)=k p (yi | θ)
)
p (θ | λ) in (D.7)

also follows aNIW (Murphy, 2007) with new parameters λn = {µn, κn,Λn, νn} computed
via the following posterior update equations,

p(µ,Σ|Y1:n, λ) = NIW(µ,Σ|µn, κn,Λn, νn)

κn = κ0 + n, νn = ν0 + n, µn = κ0µ0 + nȲ
κn

Λn = Λ0 + S + κ0n

κn
(Ȳ− µ0)(Ȳ− µ0)T

(B.2)
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where n is the number of samples Y1:n, whose sample mean is denoted by Ȳ and S is
the scatter matrix, as introduced earlier.

B.1.2 For the Physically-Consistent GMM in Chapter 4

Since N and NIW are a conjugate pair, the term
(∏

i∈Z(C)=k p (ξi | θ)
)
p (θ | λ) in (D.7)

also follows aNIW (Murphy, 2007) with new parameters λn = {µn, κn,Λn, νn} computed
via the following posterior update equations,

p(µ,Σ|Ξ1:n, λ) = NIW(µ,Σ|µn, κn,Λn, νn)

κn = κ0 + n, νn = ν0 + n, µn = κ0µ0 + nΞ̄
κn

Λn = Λ0 + S + κ0n

κn
(Ξ̄− µ0)(Ξ̄− µ0)T

(B.3)

where Nk is the number of samples Ξ1:Nk , whose sample mean is denoted by Ξ̄ and
S =

∑Nk
i=1(ξi − µ)(ξi − µ)T is the matrix of sum of squares, otherwise known as the

scatter matrix.

B.2 EM-based GMM Parameter Estimation
B.2.1 Finite Mixture Models
To ease the understanding of Bayesian and Bayesian non-parametric mixture models we
re-interpret the finite mixture model as a hierarchical model, where each k-th mixture
component is viewed as a cluster, represented by an underlying generative distribution F
(e.g. Gaussian, Multinomial, etc.), parametrized by θk (e.g. θk = {µk, θk} for Gaussian
distribution) and its corresponding mixing coefficient πk. Each data-point xi is then
assigned to a cluster k with the clustering assignment indicator variable Z = {z1, . . . , zM},
where i : zi = k. This process is represented as follows:

zi ∈ {1, . . . ,K}
p(zi = k) = πk

xi|zi = k ∼ F(θk)
(B.4)

Under this hierarchical model, the marginal distribution over Z is defined by the mixing
coefficients πk, viewed as the prior probability of the cluster assignment indicator variable.
Through this interpretation, the probability density function of the mixture model is
derived by:

p(x|Θ, π) =
K∑
k=1

p(zi = k)f(x|k) =
K∑
k=1

πkf(x|θk) (B.5)

Following Eq.B.4, each data-point xi is generated by independently selecting the k-th
cluster (zi = k) according to the mixing coefficients πk, and then sampling from that k-th
distribution, parametrized by θk. Further, the posterior probability of a k-th component
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given a data-point xi; i.e. zi = k is given by:

p(zi = k|xi,Θ, π) =p(zi = k,xi)
p(xi|π,Θ) = πkf(xi|θk)∑K

k=1 πkf(xi|θk)
(B.6)

Parameter Estimation: Now, given training data X ∈ RN×M and the structure of
the mixture model, namely, the value of K; we seek to estimate the unknown parameters
Θ = {θ1, . . . , θK} and π = [π1, . . . , πK ], by maximizing the marginal probability of X
under (B.4),

p(X|Θ, π) =
∑
Z

p(X|Z,Θ)p(Z|π)

=
∑
Z

M∏
i=1

p(xi|θzi=k)p(zi = k|π)

=
M∏
i=1

K∑
k=1

p(zi = k|π)p(xi|θk)

=
M∏
i=1

K∑
k=1

πkp(xi|θk)

(B.7)

Eq. B.7 is equivalent to the likelihood of the parameters L(Θ, π|X). Its first term is the
joint probability of X, i.e. p(X|Z,Θ) =

∏M
i=1 f(xi|θzi). Its second term is the probability

of the latent variable; p(Z|π) =
∏M
i=1 p(zi|π) =

∏M
i=1 πzi =

∏K
k=1 π

Mk
k (Sudderth, 2006).

Using these expansions, Eq. B.7 yields the well-known likelihood of a finite mixture
model; i.e. the last line in (B.7). There are several techniques available for estimating the
parameters of a mixture model. By far, the most popular and well-established method
is Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation, following we will describe the ML estimation
approach for Gaussian Mixture Models.

B.2.2 Finite Gaussian Mixture Model
For a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), the hierarchical process in (B.4) can be re-
written as follows:

zi ∈{1, . . . ,K}
p(zi = k) = πk

xi|zi = k ∼ N (µk,Σk)
(B.8)

for θk = {µk,Σk}. The graphical model of this process is shown in Figure B.1. The
colored gray node corresponds to observed variables and black nodes correspond to
latent variables which must be estimated.

Maximum Likelihood (ML) Parameter Estimation for GMMs The aim of ML
estimation is to find the model parameters {Θ, π} which maximize the likelihood of the
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M K

µk

xi

π

Σk

zi

Figure B.1 – Graphical model of the finite Gaussian Mixture Model.

GMM given the training dataset X. For a dataset of M training data points, the GMM
likelihood L(Θ, π|X) = p(X|Θ, π) is (B.7), assuming the data points are i.i.d (identically
and independently distributed). Unfortunately, this equation is a non-linear function
of the parameters Θ and direct maximization is impossible. However, an ML estimate
can be obtained iteratively using a special case of the expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm which tries to find the optimum of the likelihood. This is equivalent to finding
the optimum of the log likelihood

max
Θ,π

logL(Θ, π|X) = max
Θ,π

log p(X|Θ, π) (B.9)

through the following steps:

(I) Initialization step: Initialize the means µ = {µ1, . . . , µk}, covariance matrices
Σ = {Σ1, . . . ,ΣK} and priors π = {π1, . . . , πk}.

(II) Expectation Step: For each Gaussian k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, compute the probability
that it is responsible for each point xi in the dataset.

(III) Maximization Step: Re-estimate the priors α = {α1, . . . , αK}, means µ =
{µ1, . . . , µK} and covariance matrices Σ = {Σ1, . . . ,ΣK}

(IV) Go back to step 2 and repeat until the logL(Θ, π|X) stabilizes.

Following we describe the computations for each step of the EM algorithm for GMM:

(I) Initialization Step: Here we shall initialize for iteration t = 0 the set of priors
π(0) = {π(0)

1 , . . . , π
(0)
K } to uniform probabilities, the means µ(0) = {µ(0)

1 , . . . , µ
(0)
K }

with the K-means algorithm and Σ(0) = {Σ(0)
1 , . . . ,Σ(0)

K } by computing the sample
covariances of each assigned cluster from the K-means algorithm.

(II) Expectation Step: Membership probabilities: At each iteration t, estimate, for
each Gaussian k, the probability that this Gaussian is responsible for generating
each point of the dataset. From (B.6), the a posteriori probability for the k-th
component is given by

p(zi = k|xi,Θ(t), π(t)) = π
(t)
k p(xi|µk,Σk)∑K

j=1 π
(t)
j p(xi|µ(t)

j ,Σ
(t)
j )

. (B.10)
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These probabilities are the output of the Expectation Step. They must be computed
for each k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} for all data-points i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.

(III) Maximization Step: Update Parameters: In order to maximize the log-likelihood
of the current estimate we update the priors π(t+1) = {π(t+1)

1 , . . . , π
(t+1)
K } with the

following equation:

π
(t+1)
k = 1

M

M∑
i=1

p(zi = k|xi,Θ(t), π(t)) (B.11)

where p(k|xi,Θ(t), π(t)) is given by Eq. B.10. The means are updated by the
following equation:

µ
(t+1)
k =

M∑
i=1

p(zi = k|xi,Θ(t), π(t))xi
M∑
i=1

p(zi = k|xi,Θ(t), π(t))
. (B.12)

Finally, the covariance matrices for each k-th component are computed with the
following equation:

Σ(t+1)
k =

M∑
i=1

p(zi = k|xi,Θ(t), π(t))(xi − µ(t+1)
k )(xi − µ(t+1)

k )T

M∑
i=1

p(zi = k|xi,Θ(t), π(t))
. (B.13)

(IV) Compare logL(Θ(t)|X) to logL(Θ(t−1)|X): To compute the log of Equation B.7
we can reinterpret the log likelihood as:

log p(X|Θ) = log
( M∏
i=1

p(xi|Θ)
)

=
M∑
i=1

log
(
p(xi|Θ)

)

=
M∑
i=1

log
( K∑
k=1

αkp(xi|µk,Σk)
)
.

(B.14)

Model Selection for EM-Learned GMM When the valueK is not known, a typical
approach is to estimate it through model selection. One estimate the ML parameters
of range of K = [1,#K]. Then, for each trained model we can use the AIC (Akaike
Information Criteria) and BIC (Bayesian Information Criteria) metrics to find the optimal
model:

• AIC: The AIC metric is a maximum-likelihood measure that penalizes for model
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Figure B.2 – GMM Model Selection for
K_range=1:10
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Figure B.3 – Optimal fitted GMM K=3
through EM.

complexity as follows:

AIC = −2 lnL + 2B (B.15)

where L the likelihood of the model and B the total number of model parameters.
• BIC: The BIC metric goes even further and penalizes for number of datapoints as
well with the following equation as follows:

BIC = −2 lnL + ln(M)B (B.16)

where M is the total number of datapoints.

For a K-component GMM the computation of the total model parameters B is B =
K × (1 + N + N × (N − 1)/2) − 1, with −1 corresponding to the priors constraint∑K
k=1 α

k = 1. Finally, to choose the optimal K that best describes our dataset with a
GMM, we typically estimate the GMM parameters for a range of K values, 10 times
each. For each K we select the best run, which in likelihood terms, means the run with
the maximum likelihood. We then plot the values and select the K which yields the
best trade-off between likelihood and model complexity. An example of this is shown in
Figures B.2 and B.3. The dataset was sampled from a 3-component GMM with almost
identical parameters to the one estimated ones.

B.3 Bayesian Non-Parametric Sampling-based GMM Pa-
rameter Estimation

B.3.1 Bayesian Mixture Models
In the Bayesian treatment of mixture models, prior distributions are placed over the
parameters, which are now treated as latent variables. Namely, priors are placed over
the mixing coefficients π ∼ H0 and cluster parameters θk ∼ G0, where G0 is the base
distribution; i.e. a distribution on the space of cluster model parameters Θ. To ease
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computation in Bayesian models, one typically chooses conjugate models for the prior
distributions G0 and H0. In this Bayesian approach, the vector of mixing coefficients is
now considered as a categorical or multinomial distribution, which when sampled gives the
probability of p(zi = k). The conjugate prior distribution over categorical/multinomial
distributions is the Dirichlet distribution1. Thus, the generative process of a Bayesian
mixture model with Dirichlet prior can then be defined as:

π ∼ Dir( α
K
, . . . ,

α

K
)

θk ∼ G0(λ)
zi|π = Cat(π)

xi|zi =k ∼ F(θk)

(B.17)

In this generative model, π is no longer treated as a constant vector of probabilities,
but rather is sampled from a symmetric Dirichlet prior distribution parametrized by the
hyper-parameter α. Moreover, the cluster model parameters θk are also sampled from a
base distribution G0, parametrized by the hyper-parameters λ. The data-point xi is then
sampled from a distribution parametrized by θk. As opposed to the finite mixture model
formulation, estimation of the posterior distribution over latent parameters p(Z,Θ|X) is
generally intractable; as the joint distribution (Gershman and Blei, 2012):

p(X,Θ, Z) =
K∏
k=1

g0(θk)
N∏
i=1

f(xi|θzi)p(zi), (B.18)

the marginal distribution over Θ:

p(Θ|X) =
∫
z
p(Θ|X, Z)p(Z)dZ, (B.19)

and the marginal distribution over Z:

p(Z|X) = p(X|Z)p(Z)∑
z p(X|Z)p(Z) (B.20)

require sums over KN possible cluster assignments Z. However, one can use approximate
posterior inference methods, such as sampling or variational-based approaches to estimate
p(Z,Θ|X). Gibbs sampling2 is one of the preferred methods to estimate parameters
of Bayesian mixture models. To apply Gibbs sampling on any hierarchical model,
the conditional posterior distributions of each parameter (i.e. each parameter in Φ =

1The Dirichlet distributions are the best suited for representing distributions over the simplex, i.e. the
set of N-vectors whose components sum to 1. Hence, it’s a useful prior distribution on discrete probability
distributions over categorical variables.

2Gibbs sampling is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling method, commonly used to
generate random samples from a joint distribution over several variables, when the target distribution
is either unknown or intractable. It achieves this by iteratively drawing samples from conditional
distributions of the variables of interest, in such a way that the target joint distribution is approximated
after a period of time. This involves computing the posterior conditional probabilities of each variable
conditioned on the rest.
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{Θ, λ, α, Z}) conditioned on all other parameters must be derived; i.e. p(Φ|Φ−1,X). Next,
we provide a run through of the Direct (i.e. samples from p(Z,Θ|X)) and Collapsed (i.e.
samples from p(Z|X)) Gibbs sampling procedures for Bayesian Mixture Models.

Direct Gibbs sampler

In the case of Eq. B.17, assuming that G0 and F are conjugate and belong to the
exponential family we can sample from p(Z,Θ|X) through independently sampling two
conditional distributions.
The first conditional posterior distribution is that of cluster assignments (with mixture
weights π integrated out), p(Z|Θ,X),

p(zi = k|Θ, Z−i,X, α0) = p(zi = k|θk, Z−i,xi, α)
∝ p(zi = k|Z−i, α)p(xi|θk)

(B.21)

Z−i denotes all Z except the i-th; the first term is the conditional distribution of cluster
assignments given by the symmetric Dirichlet distribution (Sudderth, 2006):

p(zi = k|Z−i, α) =
N(k,−i) + α/K

N + α− 1
(B.22)

where N is the number of data-points and N(k,−i) is the number of points belonging to
the k-th cluster excluding xi.The second term of Eq. B.21 is simply p(xi|θk) = f(xi|θk).
The second conditional posterior distribution one must sample is that of model parameters,
p(Θ|Z,X),

p(θk|θ−k, Z,X, λ) = p(θk|Xk, λ)
∝ G0(θk|λ)p(θk|Xk)

(B.23)

where θ−k denotes all θ except the k-th, the first term is the conjugate prior distribution
and the second is simply the likelihood of data-points assigned to the k-th cluster Xk, i.e.
p(θk|Xk) = L(Xk|θk). The typical Gibbs sampler will sweep through Eq. B.21 over all
N data-points and K clusters to sample for cluster assignments Z; and then through Eq.
B.23 over K clusters to sample cluster model parameters Θ; and repeat for T iterations.

Collapsed Gibbs Sampler

Often one can integrate out the model parameters Θ in the conditional distribution
of a hierarchical Bayesian model (Sudderth, 2006). This is feasible through the use of
conjugate priors. For Bayesian mixture models, Θ can be collapsed from Eq. B.21 and
one needs to only draw samples from the following distribution,

p(zi = k|Z−i,X, α0, λ) ∝ p(zi = k|Z−i,X−i, α0)p(xi|zi = k, Z−i,X−i, λ)
= p(zi = k|Z−i, α0)p(xi|X(k,−1), λ)

(B.24)
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where the first term is the same as in Eq. B.21 and the second term is a posterior
predictive distribution and can be determined by the following integral:

p(xi|Xk,−1, λ) =
∫
θk

p(xi|θk)p(θk|X(k,−i), λ)dθk. (B.25)

where Xk,−1 denotes the data-points belonging to the k-th cluster, excluding xi. Due to
conjugacy and assuming G0 and F belong to the exponential family, Eq. B.25 can be
analytically computed as,

p(xi|X(k,−i), λ) = fk(xi|Sk, Nk) (B.26)

where Sk is the set of sufficient statistics required by the generative distribution F for
the set of points belonging to the k-th cluster, Sk. Hence, fk(xi, .) is defined as the
predictive likelihood of xi given the observed data-points X(k,−i). Hence, for this sampler
one needs only to compute the updated Sk and Nk values. This method might be slower
per/iteration, but it converges faster than direct Gibbs sampling (Sudderth, 2006).

B.3.2 Bayesian Gaussian Mixture Model
For Bayesian Gaussian Mixture Models, we choose the Normal-Inverse-Wishart (NIW)
distribution as the base distribution (G0) since it is conjugate to our generative distribution
(F), the Normal distribution. Then, the hierarchical process of a Bayesian Gaussian
mixture model as described in (B.17) can be re-written as,

π ∼ Dir( α
K
, . . . ,

α

K
)

θk ∼ NIW(λ0)
zi|π = cat(π)

xi|zi = k ∼ N (θk)

(B.27)

where λ0 = {µ0, κ0,Λ0, ν0} are the hyper-parameters for the NIW distribution, θk =
{µk,Σk, } are the parameters for the Normal distribution and α is the hyper-parameter
for the Dirichlet distribution. The graphical model of this process is shown in Figure B.4.
As before, the large colored gray node corresponds to observed variables, black nodes
correspond to latent variables and small gray nodes correspond to hyper-parameters.
Plate notation, as usual, represents repeated variables. The presented model can be
described as follows. Given dataset X ∈ RN×M of M samples, we would like to
group/cluster them into K clusters. zi is an indicator variable which takes values of
1, . . . ,K and stores the cluster assignment of the observed sample xi. N is the generative
distribution of X and is parametrized by θ. The distribution of data-points assigned to
each k-th cluster is thus parametrized by θk. θ itself stores multiple parameters, in this
case θ = {µ,Σ} which parametrize N and follow the NIW distribution. Finally, π stores
the mixing coefficient for every k-th cluster and follows a Dirichlet distribution with
hyper-parameters α/K. Here, α is the hyper-parameter corresponding to pseudocounts
for the Dirichlet distribution.
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Figure B.4 – Graphical model of the Bayesian Gaussian Mixture Model.

Collapsed Gibbs Sampling for Bayesian GMMs The aim of MAP estimation
is to find the model parameters {Θ, Z} which maximize the posterior of the Bayesian
GMM given the training dataset X. This is achieved by multiple iterations of either
the Direct Gibbs sampler or the Collapsed Gibbs sampler. For a GMM one can use
Bayesian estimates with conjugate N and NIW distributions to sample from the
posterior distribution in closed form. For the closed-form solution to these estimates
refer to Appendix B.1.

B.3.3 Bayesian Non-parametric Mixture Models
A Bayesian non-parametric model is none other than a Bayesian mixture model in
an infinite-dimensional parameter space Θ, yet, it can be evaluated in a finite sample
with a subset of parameters that best describes the observed data Y (Orbanz and Teh,
2010). Hence, Bayesian non-parametric models learn both the model parameters Θ
and the number of necessary parameters K jointly. To convert (B.17) into a Bayesian
non-parametric mixture model, a Dirichlet Process (DP) is placed as a prior p(Z) to the
mixing probabilities π, as follows,

G ∼ DP(α,G0)
θi ∼ G
yi ∼ F(θi)

(B.28)

The DP is an infinite distribution over distributions. Random samples from a DP are
in fact discrete and have probability 1, this is done by placing probability masses on
an infinite, yet countable collection of points; named atoms (Gershman and Blei, 2012).
Such random sample can be represented as G =

∑∞
k=1 πkδθ∗k ; where πk are probabilities

assigned to the k-th atom and θ∗k are the location of the atom which are drawn from G0
(Jordan, 2005). This process leads to an infinite mixture model, where K → +∞, with
the following density function (Sudderth, 2006):

p(y|π, θ1, . . . ) =
∞∑
k=1

πkf(y|θk). (B.29)
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Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP): To evaluate Eq. B.29 on a finite set of points,
the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) is used to represent a Dirichlet Process (DP)3;
and tractably estimate the prior p(Z). The CRP is commonly described by a culinary
metaphor of a Chinese restaurant with an infinite number of tables (Jordan, 2005). The
process defines a sequence of probabilities for the incoming customers to sit at specific
tables. Initially, the first customer sits at the first table. The i-th customer then chooses
to sit at a table with a probability proportional to the number of customers sitting at that
chosen table; otherwise she/he sits alone at a new table with a probability proportional
to the hyper-parameter α (commonly known as the concentration parameter). We can
summarize this process as follows:

p(zi = k |Z−i, α) =


N(k,−i)
α+N−1 for k ≤ K

α
α+N−1 for k = K + 1

(B.30)

N(k,−i) is the number of customer sitting at table k, excluding yi. Intuitively, α defines
the probability of a customer’s preference to sit alone (Jordan, 2005).

CRP - Gaussian Mixture Models The Bayesian non-parametric mixture model in
Eq. B.28 with F = N (.|θ) and G0 = NIW(λ), can thus be constructed as follows:

zi ∼ CRP(α)
θk ∼ NIW(β)
yi ∼ N (θzi)

(B.31)

where θk = (µk,Σk) represent the mean and covariance matrix of a normal distribution,
F . The CRP is used here as a prior on cluster assignments zi and the Normal-Inverse-
Wishart (Bishop, 2006) prior is used as the base distribution (G0) with hyper-parameters
λ = {µ0, κ0,Λ0, ν0}. In Fig. B.5 a graphical representation of the Chinese Restaurant
Process - Mixture Model (CRP-MM) with Gaussian observations is presented. A par-
tition z is drawn from the CRP, with hyper-parameter α. For each k-th cluster, its
parameters are drawn from a NIW distribution, with hyper-parameter {µ0, κ0,Λ0, ν0}.
The posterior distribution p(Z|Y, α, λ) of the CRP-MM can be approximated through
the same Collapsed Gibbs sampling scheme used for Bayesian mixture models (Section
B.3.1), where latent variables Z, are sampled from the following posterior distribution,

p(zi = k|Z−i,Y, α, λ) ∝ p(zi = k|Z−i,Y−i, α)p(yi|zi = k, Z−i,Y−i, λ)
= p(zi = k|Z−i, α0)p(yi|Y(k,−1), λ)

(B.32)

where the first term corresponds to prior induced by the CRP in Eq. B.30 and the second
term is the posterior predictive distribution, in other words, the predictive likelihood of
yi given the observed data-points Y(k,−i), via conjugacy, closed form solutions for the

3While the DP is a distribution over distributions, the CRP is a distribution over partitions of integers.
Due to De Finetti’s theorem on exchangeability (Aldous, 1985), by marginalizing out the distribution
over parameters G, a DP-MM is equivalent to a CRP MM (Gershman and Blei, 2012)
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i = 1, . . . , N k = 1, . . . ,∞

κ0

Λ0

µ0

µk

ν0

yi

α

zi

Σk

Figure B.5 – Graphical representation for the CRP-MM with Multivariate Gaussian Distribution.

likelihood exist for the Gaussian distribution (Murphy, 2007). Refer to Appendix B.1 for
more details (Bayes estimates).
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C Appendices for Chapter 4

C.1 The Wishart Distribution
The Wishart distribution is a family of distributions for SPD matrices. Let {xi}Mi=1
be i.i.d samples from NN (0,Λ) and form a data matrix X = [x1, . . . ,xM ]. Then, the
random matrix S =

∑M
i=1 xixTi ∈ S

+
N has the Wishart distribution with ν degrees of

freedom and covariance matrix Λ denoted by S ∼ WN (ν,Λ). The probability density
function of S is, for N ≥ ν,

fW(S;n,Λ) = 1

ΓN (ν2 )
√

2νN |Λ|ν
|S|(N−ν−1)/2 exp

{
−1

2trace(Λ
−1S)

}
, (C.1)

wrt. the Lebesque measure on the cone of SPD matrices with ΓN (·) being the multivariate
gamma function.

C.2 Deformed Kernel Matrix Expansion
Following we fully expand (2.25),

K̃SP
LE = KLE −KLE(IM + LSPKLE)−1LSPKLE

= KLE [(IM + LSPKLE)−1(IM + LSPKLE)
− (IM + LSPKLE)−1LSPKLE ]

= KLE(IM + LSPKLE)−1

= KLE(K−1
LEKLE + LSPKLE)−1

= KLE((K−1
LE + LSP )KLE)−1

= (K−1
LE + LSP )−1

(C.2)

C.3 Riemannian-based SPD Matrix Embeddings
Following we briefly describe the Riemmanian-based SPD matrix embeddings that will
be used to compare the geometric invariant approaches proposed in Section 2.5
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C.3.1 Tangent Space Embeddings
For the tangent space embedding variant, we will evaluate the log-Euclidean tangent
space mapping approach. As described in Section 2.3.2, the P -dimensional tangent space
vectors {xi}Mi=1 ∈ RP corresponding to the SPD matrices {Si}Mi=1 ∈ S

++
N are computed

as,

xiT = vecIN (log(Si)), (C.3)

where log(·) is to the standard matrix logarithm and vecIN (·) is computed by (2.5). A
clear derivation of (C.3) is provided in Section 2.3.2. Note that the dimensionality of the
tangent space vectors is P = N(N+1)/2, this can make the vectors very high dimensional
for N > 3. Thus, we apply PCA on the data matrix of tangent space vectors to find a
lower dimensional embedding on the tangent space. The low-dimensional tangent space
mapping function φT (x) : RP → Rp≤P is given by the following linear projection,

yiT = φT (xiT |p < P ) = ATx
i
T . (C.4)

where A ∈ Rp×P is the projection matrix, found by diagonalizing an estimate of
the covariance matrix CT = 1

M

∑M
i=1(xiT )(xiT )T of the centered tangent space vectors∑M

i=1 x
i
T = 0. Via its eigenvalue decomposition CT = VΛ↓VT , the projection matrix is

constructed as AT = V̂T where V̂ = [v1, . . . ,vp] is the sub-set p of eigenvectors vi from
V.

C.3.2 Hilbert Space Embeddings
As introduced in Section 2.3.2 and described in Section 2.5.4, we can extract vector space
embeddings of SPD matrices via kernel-PCA with either the log-Euclidean kernel, as
defined in (2.23) or with the Stein divergence (JBLD) kernel, as defined below,

kJ(S1,S2) = exp
(
−γ|| log(S1)− log(S2)||2F

)
, (C.5)

(C.5) must take values γ = {1
2 ,

2
2 , . . . ,

M−1
2 } for it to be a positive definite kernel.

Log-Euclidean Hilbert Space Embedding

Let the eigen-decomposition of the kernel matrix be K̃LE = VΛ↓V and let V̂ =
[v1, . . . ,vP ] and Λ̂↓ = Diag(λ1, . . . , λP ) represent the first P leading eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. [KLE ]ij = kLE(Si,Sj) is constructed with (2.23). For the datapoints used
to compute the kernel matrix K̃LE , i.e.,{Si}Mi=1, the full data matrix of projections
YLE ∈ RP×M in the vector space is computed as,

YLE = (Λ̂↓)−1/2V̂TKLE = (Λ̂↓)1/2V̂T (C.6)

The per-point Euclidean vector space embedding of φLE(S) : S+
N → RP<M yields,

yiLE = φLE(Si|KLE , P < M) =
√
λiv̂Ti , (C.7)
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λi, v̂i are associated with the eigen-decomposition of log-Euclidean kernel matrix KLE .

Stein Hilbert Space Embedding

The Hilbert space embedding induced by the Stein divergence kernel follows the same
procedure as above, yet with a kernel matrix [KJ ]ij = kJ(Si,Sj) constructed by (C.5).
The vector space embedding φJ(S) : S+

N → RP<M yields,

yiJ = φJ(Si|KJ , P < M) =
√
λiv̂Ti , (C.8)

where λi, v̂i come from the eigen-decomposition of the Stein RBF kernel matrix KJ .

C.4 Hyper-Parameter Selection Heuristics for Vector Space
Embeddings

C.4.1 Selection of Dimensionality P

For all the methods presented in Section 2.5 and Appendix C.3, the lower-dimension P
of the resulting vector space embedding is an open parameter. In the case of the tangent
space embedding, P has an upper-bound wrt. the dimensionality of the SPD matrices
S++
N , i.e.,P ≤ N(N + 1)/2. The Hilbert space embeddings (including the deformed

Hilbert space approach) are extracted via kernel-PCA, hence P ≤M is upper-bounded
by the number of SPD matrices in the dataset {Si}Mi=1. Further, the (SPCM) graph-
PCA embedding has an upper bound of P ≤M − 1. Even though they have different
upper bounds, all of the methods presented in this work rely on selecting the leading
eigenvalues/eigenvectors of either a covariance matrix (tangent-space), a kernel (Gram)
matrix (Hilbert space approaches and graph-based approach).

For the tangent space approach presented in Appendix C.3.1, P is choosen such
that the projection is capable of explaining 90% of the variance in the data. This is
a straightforward procedure since the PCA sub-space mapping is a linear operator of
data-points already in vector form. This is not the case for the remaining approaches. In
all kernel/Laplacian-based approaches one must find the so-called eigen-gap, i.e.,gap in
the ordered eigenvalues.
Note that the kernel matrices used in the Hilbert space methods (Section 2.5.4,

Appendix C.3.2) and the Laplacian pseudo-inverse used in the graph-based methods
(Section 2.5.3) are all symmetric positive (semi)-definite matrices K∗,L+

SP ,Pt,∈ S+
M .

In other words, their eigenvalues are λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λM−1 ≥ λM ≥ 0 with M being
the number of SPD matrices in the dataset {Si}Mi=1. From herein, we will refer to these
matrices as the similarity matrix K ∈ S+

M with eigendecomposition K = VΛ↓V. A
well-known heuristic for finding the largest eigengap starts by computing the relative
pair-wise eigengaps,

|δ|λi = λi − λi+1 for i = 1, . . . ,M − 1. (C.9)
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Figure C.1 – Standard Heuristic for Eigengap Search.
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Figure C.2 – Proposed Heuristics for Eigengap Search.

The largest eigengap, that defines the number of eigenvectors to keep, P , is then,

P = arg max
i

(|δ|λi). (C.10)

Such a heuristic is often used in spectral clustering (on the graph Laplacian L) with
the assumption that P = K, where K signifies the number of clusters in K-means
von Luxburg (2007). However, this heuristic mainly works on a spectrum with a well-
delineated eigen-gap as in Figure C.1. Such a spectrum can only be produced if the
data-points are already well-separated or if the similarity matrix is constructed via
neighborhood-based methods that induce a sparse similarity matrix. In the approaches
presented in this work, the similarity matrices often have a spectrum as the one shown
in Figure C.2, where not only the eigen-gap is blurry, but also the spectrum has a
heavy-tail. In such cases, we can use more robust heuristics, where we consider the
vector of eigenvalues as a curve and search for the point where the curve stops decreasing
dramatically. This can be seen as searching for the “inflection point” of the curve of
eigenvalues. Such heuristic is computed by taking the first and second order differences
of relative eigenvalues,

δλi = λi+1 − λi for i = 1, . . . ,M − 1
δ2λj = δλj+1 − δλj for j = 1, . . . ,M − 1

(C.11)

The largest inflection point of δ2λj will define the number of eigenvectors to keep,

Pd = arg max
j

(δ2λj). (C.12)
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One can also approximate the inflection point from a geometric viewpoint, as follows.

Let x =
[
λ1, λ2, . . . , λM
1, 2, . . . ,M

]
be the 2-dimensional coordinates of the eigenvalue graph. We

then construct a normalized line vector from first to last coordinates, ~x1M = xM−x1
||xM−x1||

and compute a vector perpendicular to the line vector ~x1M from each coordinate xi as,

~ρi = (xi − x1)− [(xi − x1)T~x1M ] · ~x1M (C.13)

where the first term defines the vector from the i-th coordinate to the first one and the
second term is the projection of this vector onto the line vector ~x1M . By computing the
norm of each vector ~ρi for i = 1, . . . ,M one can find the inflection point of the curve
and consequently the number of eigenvectors to keep as follows,

Pl = arg max
i

(||~ρi||). (C.14)

In Figure C.2 we show the results of the standard and proposed heuristics on the first
15 eigenvalues of a sample kernel matrix. As can be seen, albeit close to each other,
each heuristic yields different estimates. So, which one should we use?. To answer this
question, we go back to analyzing the spectrum of the similarity matrix K = VΛ↓V,
namely the eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λM−1 ≥ λM ≥ 0. In order to achieve a
consistent result from the above heuristics, we could modify the chain of eigenvalues
with a function f(·) that makes small values become smaller and large values becomes
larger, i.e.,f(λ1) ≥ f(λ2) ≥ · · · ≥ f(λM−1) ≥ f(λM ) ≥ 0, whilst preserving the relative
structure of the eigenbasis.

Given that K = VΛ↓V is a diagonalizable matrix, a transformation of the eigenvalues
as mentioned above can be achieved implicitly by computing the p-th power of the
similarity matrix Kp. The eigenvalues of Kp are, in fact, the powers of the eigenvalues
of K; i.e.,λp1 ≥ λp2 ≥ · · · ≥ λpM−1 ≥ λpM ≥ 0. The algebraic multiplicity of K is
preserved by Kp and the geometric multiplicity of 0-eigenvalues will increase to the
algebraic multiplicity and the geometric multiplicities of the non-zero eigenvalues are
retained. These properties imply that the chain of generalized eigenvectors for K remains
a chain for Kp. Formally, K and Kp share a Jordan basis as follows, K = TJT−1 and
Kp = TJpT−1 where T is a non-singular matrix and J is the Jordan canonical form of
K. Thus, even though the spectrum is changed when powering the matrix, the structures
of the generalized eigenspaces are identical. By doing such transformation, our sought
out function is implicitly achieved as f(λi) = λpi .

Hence, rather than analyzing the eigenvalues of K to select the dimensionality P ,
we can analyze the eigenvalues of Kp with p ≥ 2. As shown in Figure C.3, for this
specific kernel matrix K, the most consistent estimator is Pd (C.12), as it yields the same
value for different powers of Kp. Further, we can see that at p = 4 the two estimates
Pd = Pl are equivalent. Notice, however, that when p is high, the estimates Pl and Pd
will converge to the standard eigengap heuristic which always yield P = 2, as the 1st
eigenvalue is being directly exponentiated. From emperical validations, we discovered
that setting p = 2, 4 yields good estimates, in the sense of the quality of the embeddings
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Figure C.3 – Proposed Heuristics for Eigengap Search on powered matrices Kp.

which will be illustrated in Section 2.4.5. However, we believe that iterative or statistical
schemes can be derived based on this power analysis of the spectrum. Yet, we leave this
for future work.

C.4.2 Selection of Kernel Hyper-Parameters
For the Hilbert space embeddings (including the SPCM deformed embedding), we have
an open parameter γ which belongs to the kernel variants for the SPD matrices, i.e.,
(2.23) and (C.5). Notably, in the original Gaussian RBF kernel γ = 1

2σ2 is a parameter
that depends on the width of the radial basis function. An appropriate width/optimal σ
should be set proportional to the distance between the data-points, for this reason γ is
sometimes referred to as the length-scale parameter. Given a kernel with the RBF form,
one can estimate a loose approximation of the length-scale of the data-points by setting
σ with the following data-driven heuristic, σ =

√
Mo(D∗)/2. Where D∗ ∈ RM×M is

the matrix of SPD distances (either log-Euclidean or Stein) and Mo is the mode of all
entries of D∗ (Figueroa and Billard, 2018). Even though this heuristic yields solely an
approximation of the length-scale, it can generate a similarity matrix K∗ that resembles
the distances D∗ used to compute it.
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C.5 Collapsed Gibbs Sampler for SPCM-CRPMixture model
The conditional in (2.35) is sampled via a two-step procedure:
Step 1. The i-th customer assignment is removed from the current partition Z(C). If this
causes a change in the partition; i.e.,Z(C−i) 6= Z(C); the customers previously sitting at
Z(ci) are split and the likelihood must be updated via (2.33).
Step 2. A new customer assignment ci must be sampled, by doing so a new partition
Z(ci = j ∪ C−i) is generated. This new customer assignment might change (or not) the
current partition Z(C−i). If Z(C−i) = Z(ci = j ∪ C−i), the partition was unchanged and
the i-th customer either joined an existing table or sat alone. If Z(C−i) 6= Z(ci = j∪C−i),
the partition was changed, specifically ci = j caused two tables to merge, table l which
is where the i-th customer was sitting prior to step 1 and table m is the new table
assignment emerged from the new sample Z(ci = j). Due to these effects on the partition,
instead of explicitly sampling from (2.35), Blei and Frazier (2011) proposed to sample
from the following distribution,

p(ci = j |C−i,Y∗,KSP , α,λ) ∝p(ci = j|KSP , α)Λ(Y∗, C,λ) if cond

p(ci = j|KSP , α) otherwise,
(C.15)

where cond is the condition of ci = jmerges tablesm and l and Λ(Y∗, C,λ) is equivalent
to,

Λ(Y∗, C, λ) =
p(Y∗(Z(C)=m ∪ Z(C)=l)|λ)

p(Y∗Z(C)=m|λ)p(YZ(C)=l|λ) . (C.16)

This procedure is iterated T times, once it converges, we can sample the table parameters
Θ = {θ1, . . . ,θK} through the posterior of the NIW distribution (Sudderth, 2006),
refer to Appendix B.1 for the exact equations. The complete Bayesian non-parametric
clustering algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2, detailing the Collapsed Gibbs sampler
steps.

C.6 SPCM-CRP-GMM Convergence Evaluation
Our proposed clustering approach relies on sampling from a posterior distribution (2.35).
In this evaluation we focus on the convergence of the implemented collapsed Gibbs sampler
and its robustness to multiple initializations. To evaluate the convergence properties
of our proposed Collapsed Gibbs Sampler we recorded the trace of the log posterior
probabilities, accompanied by the F-measure and computation time per iteration on
an Intel R© CoreTM i7-3770 CPU@3.40GHz×8; for three of our datasets: Dataset 3,4
and 6, see Figure C.4. We devised sampler tests where 20 independent chains were run
for 500 iterations each. Typically, one is interested in a sampler’s capacity for rapid
mixing. As can be seen, in all of our tests the Markov chains seem to come close to the
steady state distribution in < 100 iterations. Moreover, as the chains evolve, we can
see how the accuracy of our cluster estimates reach or come closer to the ground truth
(through the Fβ-measure plots). Regarding computation cost, the proposed sampler for
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Algorithm 2 Geometric Invariant Bayesian Non-Parametric Clustering
Input: {S1, . . . ,SM} where S ∈ S+

N . Data
α, λ0 = {µ0, κ0,Λ0, ν0} . Hyper-parameters

Output: Ψ = {K,C,Z,Θ} . Inferred Clusters and Cluster indicators
Compute pair-wise SPCM similarities values (Eq.2.11)

1: KSP ∈ RMxM ← κij = κSP (Σi,Σj , τ) ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}
Compute vector space embeddings from any approach in Section 2.5

2: Y∗ ∈ RP×M
3: procedure SPCM-CRP-Gibbs-Sampler(Y∗,KSP , α,λ)
4: Set Ψt−1 = {C,K,Z} where ci = i for C = {c1, . . . , cM}
5: for iter t = 1 to T do
6: Sample a random permutation τ(·) of integers {1, . . . ,M}.
7: for obs i = τ(1) to τ(M) do
8: Remove customer assignment ci from the partition
9: if Z(C−i) 6= Z(C) then
10: Update likelihoods according to Eq. 2.33
11: Sample new cluster assignment
12: c

(i)
i ∼ p(ci = j|C−i,Y∗−i,KSP , α) (Eq. C.15)

13: if Z(C−i) 6= Z(ci = j ∪ C−i) then
14: Update table assignments Z.
15: Resample table parameters Θ from NIW posterior
16: update equations (B.2).

Figure C.4 – Sampler Tests on (left) Dataset 3, (center) Dataset 4 and (right) Dataset 6, for
20 random initializations with 500 iterations.

the SPCM-CRP is indeed more costly than the classical Collapsed Gibbs sampler for
the CRP, as we must recompute the seating assignments for all customers, every time
one of them creates or breaks a table. This results in a higher computational cost per
iteration, more so, for the first iteration, as all the customers are being assigned to their
corresponding tables for the first time, biased by the similarity matrix S. This can be
clearly seen in the plots shown in Figure C.4. Nevertheless, due to the fact that, in the
first iteration, all the seating assignments are explored we see a big jump in both the
posterior probabilities and the Fβ-measure, resulting in the rapid mixing capabilities of
our sampler.
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C.7 External Clustering Metrics
(I) Purity is a simple metric that evaluates the quality of the clustering by measuring

the number of clustered data-points that are assigned to the same class, as follows,

Purity(S, C) = 1
N

∑
j

max
k
|sj ∩ ck| (C.17)

where S = {s1, . . . , sJ} is the set of classes and C = {c1, . . . , cK} the set of
predicted clusters. sj is the set of data-points in the j-th class, whereas ck is the
set of data-points belonging to the k-th cluster (Manning et al., 2008).

(II) Adjusted Random Index (ARI): is a metric that measures the similarity of pre-
dicted cluster assignments, C, and the true class labels, S, ignoring permutations
and chance normalization, as follows,

ARI(S, C) =

∑
ij

(nij
2
)
−
[∑

i

(ai
2
)∑

j

(bj
2
)]
/
(n

2
)

1
2

[∑
i

(ai
2
)

+
∑
j

(bj
2
)]
−
[∑

i

(ai
2
)∑

j

(bj
2
)](n

2
) (C.18)

where n is the number of samples, nij = |si ∩ cj |, ai is the sum of datapoints that
are assigned to different clusters but belong to the same class and bj is the sum
of datapoints belonging to different classes assigned to the same cluster.

(III) The Fβ-measure is a well-known classification metric which represents the har-
monic mean between Precision (P = TP

TP+FP ) and Recall (R = TP
TP+FN ). In the

context of clustering, Recall and Precision of the k-th cluster wrt. the j-th class
are R(sj , ck) = |sj∩ck|

|sj | and P (sj , ck) = |sj∩ck|
|ck| , respectively. The Fβ-measure of

the k-th cluster wrt. the j-th class is then,

Fβ(j,k) = (β2 + 1)P (sj , ck)R(sj , ck)
β2P (sj , ck) +R(sj , ck)

, (C.19)

and the F -measure for the overall clustering is computed as,

Fβ(S, C) =
∑
sj∈S

|sj |
|S|max

k
{Fβ(j,k)}. (C.20)

C.8 Split-merge sampler for the IBP-HMM (Hughes et al.,
2012)

A proposal selects anchor objects and features to split/merge at random to improve upon
finding anchors that are similar. Following are the algorithmic details of such sampler:

(I) Randomly select a pair of sequences {i, j}
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(II) Select candidate feature pair {ki, kj} by first selecting a random feature ki, then
select kj given the following proposal distribution:

qk(ki, kj) = Unif(ki|fi)q(kj |ki, fj) where

q(kj |ki, fj)

2Cjfjk if k = ki

fjk
m(xki ,xk)

m(xki )m(xk) otherwise.
(C.21)

Herem(·) is the marginal probability of the data given the state sequence {z(i)}Mi=1
(collapsing away Θ) and Cj =

∑
ki 6=kj fjkm(xki ,xk)/m(xki)m(xk).

(III) One then computes the MH (Metropolis Hastings) Ratio to accept/reject a
merge/split with the following distribution:

q(Ψ∗|Ψ) = qk(ki, kj)q(kj |ki, fj) (C.22)

, where Ψ is the current state of the Markov Chain and Ψ∗ is the proposed change.

(C.21) encourages choices ki = kj for a feature merge that explains similar data via the
marginal likelihood ratio. A large ratio indicates that the data assigned to both ki, kj are
better modeled together rather than independently.

C.9 External Segmentation Metrics
(I) The Hamming distance measures the distance between two sets of strings (or vectors) as
the number of mismatches between the sets. In our case, the segmentation labels Strue ∈
FK

true
, Sest ∈ FK

est may possess different values. After finding the correspondence
between Sest → Strue by solving the assignment problem (Mulmuley et al., 1987), one
computes:

d(Strue, Sest) =
∑

sesti ∈Sest

 ∑
strue
k
6=struej ,strue

k
∩sesti 6=0

∣∣∣struek ∩ sesti
∣∣∣
 , (C.23)

which corresponds to the total area of intersections between Sest and Strue (Huang and
Dom, 1995). (C.23) can be normalized as follows: d(Strue, Sest)/|Strue|.

(II) The Global Consistency Error (GCE) is a measure that takes into account the
differences in granularity while comparing two segmentations (Martin et al., 2001). If
one segment is a proper subset of the other it is considered as an area of refinement,
rather than an error. Thus, for two sets of segmentations Strue ∈ FKtrue

, Sest ∈ FKest ,
the GCE is computed as follows:

GCE(Strue, Sest) =
1
Ms

min
{∑

i

E(Strue, Sest, si), E(Sest, Strue, si),
}

(C.24)
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for label location si and local refinement error E(S1, S2, si) which measures the degree
to which two segmentations agree at label location si and Ms is the size of the segment
containing si.

(III) Variation of Information (VI) is a metric which defines the distance between two
segmentations as the average conditional entropy of one segmentation given the other, as
follows:

V I(Strue, Sest) = H(Strue) + H(Sest)− 2I(Strue, Sest) (C.25)

where H(·) and I(·, ·) are computed as in C.7 Intuitively, (C.25) is a measure of the
amount of randomness in one segmentation that cannot be explained by the other (Meilǎ,
2005).
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D Appendices for Chapter 6

D.1 Stability of a Linear DS with Parametrized QLF
We wish to prove the Proposition 2, which states that a linear DS of the form ξ̇ = Aξ+b
is globally asymptotically converging at the attractor ξ∗ if conditions (4.2) hold. This can
be proven if there exists a continuous and continuously differentiable Lyapunov function
V (ξ) : RN → R such that V (ξ) � 0, V̇ (ξ) ≺ 0 ∀ ξ 6= ξ∗ and V (ξ∗) = 0, V̇ (ξ∗) = 0. By
considering the P-QLF candidate function of the following form:

V (ξ) = (ξ − ξ∗)TP(ξ − ξ∗) (D.1)

we can ensure V (ξ) > 0 due to its quadratic form. The second condition follows by
taking the derivative of V (ξ) wrt. time, given a symmetric P,

V̇ (ξ) = (ξ − ξ∗)TPf(ξ) + f(ξ)TP(ξ − ξ∗)
= (ξ − ξ∗)TP (Aξ + b)︸ ︷︷ ︸

via (4.2)

+ (Aξ + b)T︸ ︷︷ ︸
via (4.2)

P(ξ − ξ∗)

= (ξ − ξ∗)TP(Aξ − Aξ∗︸︷︷︸
via (4.2)

) + (Aξ − Aξ∗︸︷︷︸
via (4.2)

)TP(ξ − ξ∗)

= (ξ − ξ∗)TPA(ξ − ξ∗) + (ξ − ξ∗)TATP(ξ − ξ∗)

= (ξ − ξ∗)T
[

PA + ATP︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q≺0 via (4.2)

]
(ξ − ξ∗) < 0

(D.2)

with Q = QT ≺ 0. By substituting ξ = ξ∗ in (D.1) and (D.2) we ensure V (ξ∗) =
0, V̇ (ξ∗) = 0. Therefore, the linear DS is globally asymptotically stable with respect to an
attractor ξ∗ if conditions (4.2) are satisfied. �

D.2 Stability of a Non-Linear DS with Parametrized QLF
We wish to prove Proposition 3 which states that a non-linear DS of the form (4.1)
is globally asymptotically stable at the attractor ξ∗ if the conditions stated in (4.10)
hold. This can be proven if there exists a continuous and continuously differentiable
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Lyapunov function V (ξ) : RN → R such that V (ξ) � 0, V̇ (ξ) ≺ 0 ∀ ξ 6= ξ∗ and
V (ξ∗) = 0, V̇ (ξ∗) = 0. By considering a parametrized quadratic Lyapunov candidate
function as in (D.1), we can ensure V (ξ) > 0 due to its quadratic form. The second
condition follows by taking the derivative of V (ξ) wrt. time, given a symmetric P,

V̇ (ξ) = (ξ − ξ∗)TPf(ξ) + f(ξ)TP(ξ − ξ∗)

= (ξ − ξ∗)TP
( K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)(Akξ + bk)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
via (4.10)

+
( K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)(Akξ + bk)T
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
via (4.10)

P(ξ − ξ∗)

= (ξ − ξ∗)TP
( K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)(Akξ − Akξ
∗︸ ︷︷ ︸

via (4.10)

)
)

+
( K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)(Akξ − Akξ
∗︸ ︷︷ ︸

via (4.10)

)T
)
P(ξ − ξ∗)

= (ξ − ξ∗g)TPg

( K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)Ak

)
(ξ − ξ∗) + (ξ − ξ∗)T

( K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)(Ak)T
)
P(ξ − ξ∗)

= (ξ − ξ∗)T
( K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0 via (4.1)

(PAk + (Ak)TP︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺Qk via (4.10)

)
)
(ξ − ξ∗) < 0

(D.3)

with Qk = QT
k ≺ 0. By substituting ξ = ξ∗ in (D.1) and (D.3) we ensure V (ξ∗) =

0, V̇ (ξ∗) = 0. Therefore, (4.1) is globally asymptotically stable with respect to an
attractor ξ∗ if conditions (4.10) are satisfied. �

D.3 Stability of Merged DS for Incremental Learning
We wish to prove Theorem 1 that is, that the merged DS f̃ b+1(ξ) = f b(ξ) ⊕ f b+1(ξ)
composed of individual DS (4.13) and (4.13) is globally asymptotically stable at the
point ξ∗ if there exists a continuous and continuously differentiable Lyapunov function
V (ξ) : RN → R such that V (ξ) � 0, V̇ (ξ) ≺ 0 ∀ ξ 6= ξ∗ and V (ξ∗) = 0, V̇ (ξ∗) = 0. By
considering a quadratic Lyapunov candidate function of the following form:

V (ξ) = (ξ − ξ∗)T (ξ − ξ∗) (D.4)
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we can ensure V (ξ) > 0 due to its quadratic form. The second condition follows by
taking the derivative of V (ξ) wrt. time,

V̇ (ξ) = ∇ξV (ξ)T d
dt
ξ(t) = (ξ − ξ∗)T f̃ b+1(ξ)

= (ξ − ξ∗)T
( Kb∑
k=1

γbk(ξ)(Ab
kξ + bbk) +

Kb+1∑
k=1

γb+1
k (ξ)(Ab+1

k ξ + bb+1
k )

)

= (ξ − ξ∗)T
( Kb∑
k=1

γbk(ξ) (Ab
k)(ξ − ξ∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
via (4.15)

+
Kb+1∑
k=1

γb+1
k (ξ) (Ab+1

k )(ξ − ξ∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
via (4.15)

)

= (ξ − ξ∗)T
( Kb∑
k=1

γbk(ξ)Ab
k +

Kb+1∑
k=1

γb+1
k (ξ)Ab+1

k

)
(ξ − ξ∗)

= (ξ − ξ∗g)T
(Kb+Kb+1∑

k=1
γ̃b+1
k (ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

>0 via (4.15)

(
Ãb+1
k

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≺0 via (4.15)

)
(ξ − ξ∗g) < 0

(D.5)

where
∑Kb+Kb+1

k=1 γ̃b+1
k (ξ) =

∑Kb

k=1 γ
b
k(ξ) +

∑Kb+1
k=1 γb+1

k (ξ) and Ãb+1
k is the k-th matrix in

the set of concatenated matrices Ãb+1 = {Ab
1, . . . ,Ab

Kb ,Ab+1
1 , . . . ,Ab+1

Kb+1}. By substi-
tuting ξ = ξ∗ in (D.4) and (D.5) we ensure V (ξ∗) = 0, V̇ (ξ∗) = 0. Therefore, f̃ b+1(ξ) is
globally asymptotically stable with respect to an attractor ξ∗ if conditions (4.15) are
satisfied. �

D.4 Collapsed Gibbs Sampler and Sampling Equations for
Section 4.4

D.4.1 Likelihood of Partitions for Z = Z(C)
The likelihood of a partition Z = Z(C) is computed as the product of the probabilities
of the customers Ξ sitting at their assigned tables Z,

p(Ξ|Z(C), λ) =
|Z(C)|∏
k=1

p(ΞZ(C)=k|λ) (D.6)

where |Z(C)| denotes the number of unique tables emerged from Z(C); i.e. K in a finite
mixture model, and Z(C) = k is the set of customers assigned to the k-th table. Further,
each marginal likelihood in (D.6) has the following form,

p(ΞZ(C)=k|λ) =
∫
θ

 ∏
i∈Z(C)=k

p (ξi | θ)

 p (θ | λ) dθ. (D.7)

Since p(ξi | θ) = N (ξi |µ,Σ) and p(θ | λ) = NIW(µ,Σ | λ), (D.7) has an analytical
solution which can be derived from the posterior p(µ,Σ|Ξ) as presented in Appendix
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B.1.

D.4.2 Collapsed Gibbs Sampler for PC-GMM
The conditional in (2.35) is sampled via a two-step procedure:

Step 1. The i-th customer assignment is removed from the current partition Z(C). If this
causes a change in the partition; i.e. Z(C−i) 6= Z(C); the customers previously sitting at
Z(ci) are split and the likelihood must be updated via (D.6).

Step 2. A new customer assignment ci must be sampled, by doing so a new partition
Z(ci = j ∪ C−i) is generated. This new customer assignment might change (or not) the
current partition Z(C−i). If Z(C−i) = Z(ci = j ∪ C−i), the partition was unchanged and
the i-th customer either joined an existing table or sat alone. If Z(C−i) 6= Z(ci = j∪C−i),
the partition was changed, specifically ci = j caused two tables to merge, table l which
is where the i-th customer was sitting prior to step 1 and table m is the new table
assignment emerged from the new sample Z(ci = j). Due to these effects on the partition,
instead of explicitly sampling from Eq. 2.35, Blei and Frazier (2011) proposed to sample
from the following distribution,

p(ci = j |C−i,Ξ,S, α, λ) ∝

p(ci = j|S, α)Λ(Ξ, C, λ) if cond

p(ci = j|S, α) otherwise,
(D.8)

where cond is the condition of ci = jmerges tablesm and l and Λ(Ξ, C, λ) is equivalent
to,

Λ(Ξ, C, λ) =
p(Ξ(Z(C)=m ∪ Z(C)=l)|λ)

p(ΞZ(C)=m|λ)p(ΞZ(C)=l|λ) . (D.9)

This procedure is iterated T times for a pre-defined number of iterations. The entire
procedure is summarized in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Collapsed Gibbs Sampler for ξ̇-SD-CRP
Input: Ξ, Ξ̇ . Data

α, λ = {µ0, κ0,Λ0, ν0} . Hyper-parameters
Output: Ψ = {K,C,Z,Θ} . Inferred Clusters and Cluster indicators

Compute pair-wise ξ̇-similarity values (Eq.4.5)
1: procedure Gibbs-Sampler(Ξ,S, α, λ)
2: Set Ψt−1 = {C,K,Z} where ci = i for C = {c1, . . . , cN}
3: for iter t = 1 to T do
4: Sample a random perm. τ(·) of integers {1, . . . , N}.
5: for obs i = τ(1) to τ(N) do
6: Remove customer assignment ci from the partition
7: if Z(C−i) 6= Z(C) then
8: Update likelihoods according to Eq. D.6
9: Sample new cluster assignment
10: c

(i)
i ∼ p(ci = j|C−i,Ξ−i,S, α) (Eq. C.15)

11: if Z(C−i) 6= Z(ci = j ∪ C−i) then
12: Update table assignments Z.

Sample table parameters θγ from NIW posterior
13: update equations (B.2).
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E Appendices for Chapter 7

E.1 Preliminaries for Stability Proofs
We state some mathematical preliminaries that are essential for our proofs.

E.1.1 Inequalities for quadratic forms
Let A ∈ RM×M be A = AT ≺ 0 and A = VΛVT be its eigenvalue decomposition with
eigenvalues sorted as λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λM < 0. Given a quadratic form xTAx with x ∈ RM
its upper bound can be derived by as,

xTAx = xTVΛVTx = (VTx)TΛ(VTx)

=
M∑
i=1

λi(vTi x)(vTi x) =
M∑
i=1

λix
T (vivTi )x

≤ λM
M∑
i=1
xT (vivTi )x = λMx

Tx.

(E.1)

Denoting λmax(A) = λM we have that xTAx ≤ λmax(A)||x||2. By denoting λmin(A) =
λ1 and following the same derivation as (E.1) the quadratic form has the following
upper/lower bounds,

λmin(A)||x||2 ≤ xTAx ≤ λmax(A)||x||2 < 0. (E.2)

This shows the fundamental result that given A = AT ≺ 0 a quadratic function
f(x) = xTAx < 0. Now assume the following quadratic form xTAy with x,y ∈ RM ,
following (E.1) its upper/lower bounds are,

λmin(A)xTy ≤ xTAy ≤ λmax(A)xTy. (E.3)

Hence, ensuring that a quadratic function f(x,y) = xTAy < 0 requires xTy > 0. The
derivations above hold for A = AT � 0, yet with eigenvalues sorted as 0 < λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λM .
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E.1.2 Special Matrix Properties

Outer Product:

For a matrix A ∈ RM×N , where M ≤ N and rank(A) = M , then AAT � 0.

Further, for a square matrix A ∈ RM×M that is A � 0 (or ≺ 0) and a matrix
B ∈ RM×N with rank(B) = M , then BABT � 0 (or ≺ 0).

Schur Complement:

Let A = AT ∈ RMN×MN be a square matrix partitioned into four sub-matrix blocks as
below,

A =
[

A B
BT C

]
with A ∈ RM×MB ∈ RM×N ,C ∈ RN×N . (E.4)

with rank(B) = M and N ≤M . If A = AT and det(A) 6= 0, then the Schur complement
of A wrt. A is defined as,

S = C−BTA−1B. (E.5)

Via (E.5) the block-diagonalization of (E.4) yields,

A =
[

A B
BT C

] [
IM ∅

BTA−1 IM

] [
A ∅
∅ S

] [
IM A−1B
∅ IM

]
, (E.6)

and det(A) = det(A) det(S), known as Schur’s formula (Crabtree and Haynsworth, 1969).
Hence, definiteness properties of (E.4) are define as:

• A � 0 if and only if A � 0 and S � 0.

• A ≺ 0 if and only if A ≺ 0 and S ≺ 0.

Special Case Saddle Point Matrices:

A square matrix A = AT ∈ RMN×MN partitioned as (E.4) is said to be a saddle-point
matrix if A ≺ 0, C � 0 and its Schur complement S = C−BTA−1B � 0. The saddle
point matrix A 6� 0 is a symmetric indefinite matrix with M negative and N positive
eigenvalues.

Given A = AT ≺ 0, C = CT � 0 and x,f ∈ RM , y, g ∈ RN a saddle point linear
system (Benzi et al., 2005) is defined as,[

A B
BT C

] [
x

y

]
=
[
f

g

]
or Au = b. (E.7)

To solve for (E.7), (Benzi et al., 2005) noted that A is a special case of a saddle point
matrix that can be transformed to a matrix Â whose spectrum is entirely contained in
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the half-plane <(λ) < 0 as follows:

Â = JA =
[
IM ∅
∅ −IM

] [
A B
BT C

]
=
[

A B
−BT −C

]
(E.8)

Using (E.8) a linear system, equivalent to (E.7), can be constructed as follows,[
A B
−BT −C

] [
x

y

]
=
[
f

−g

]
or Âu = b̂. (E.9)

Â ≺ 0 is proven to be negative definite as shown in Theorem 3.6 in Benzi et al. (2005),
i.e. its symmetric part is 1

2(Â + ÂT ) ≺ 0.

Next we show how (E.8) can be used for indefinite quadratic forms. Let A ∈ R2M×2M

be a saddle point matrix partitioned as (E.4) with A = AT ≺ 0, C = ∅, M = N and
S = −BTA−1B � 0 (via Appendix E.1.2). Given x,y ∈ RM an indefinite quadratic
form is,

f(x,y) =
[
x

y

]T [
A B
BT ∅

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A6�0

[
x

y

]
6> 0 (E.10)

with A 6� 0 having M negative and M positive eigenvalues. This means that f(x,y) < 0
for some values of [x;y] ∈ R2M and f(x,y) > 0 for others. Via (E.8) a quadratic form,
equivalent to (E.10) can be defined as,

f̂(x,y) =
[
x

y

]T [
A B
−BT ∅

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Â≺0

[
x

y

]
+ yT 2BTx

(E.11)

From (E.11), we can see that the first term will always be negative ∀x,y ∈ RM , and the
indefiniteness of (E.10) emerges from the residual term yT 2BT . Hence, to transform
(E.11) into a negative-definite quadratic form, i.e. f̂(x,y) < 0 it would suffice to ensure
the following condition:

f̂(x,y) < 0 if and only if
[
x

y

]T
Â
[
x

y

]
< −yT 2BTx. (E.12)

Following (E.2) and defining H = 1
2(Â + ÂT ) ≺ 0 as the symmetric part of Â we can

compute the bounds of the negative-definite term,

λmin(H)||[x;y]||2 ≤
[
x

y

]T
Â
[
x

y

]
≤ λmax(H)||[x;y]||2 < 0. (E.13)
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By expanding H we find that H = A and (E.13) is reduced to,

λmin(A)||[x]||2 ≤
[
x

y

]T
Â
[
x

y

]
≤ λmax(A)||[x]||2 < 0. (E.14)

Thus, (E.12) becomes,

f̂(x,y) < 0 if and only if λmax(A)||[x||2 < −yT 2BTx. (E.15)

E.2 Stability of Linear LAGS-DS
We wish to prove Theorem 1. That is, that the combined DS in (5.2) with activation
function (5.4) is globally asymptotically stable at the point ξ∗g for the Lyapunov function
proposed in (5.6). This can be proven if the following conditions hold (I) V (ξ∗g) = 0,
(II) V (ξ) > 0 ∀ ξ 6= ξ∗g , (III) V̇ (ξ∗g) = 0 and (IV) V̇ (ξ) < 0 ∀ ξ 6= ξ∗g. From (5.8) it is
straightforward to see that conditions (I-II) are met. To prove (III-IV) we compute the
time derivative of (5.8) ,V̇ (ξ), as

V̇ (ξ) = ∇ξV (ξ)T d
dt
ξ(t) = ∇ξV (ξ)T f(ξ)

= ∇ξV (ξ)T ·
[
α(ξ)fg(ξ) +α(ξ)fl(h(ξ), ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(5.2)

]

= ∇ξV (ξ)T ·
[
α(ξ)(Agξ + bg) +α(ξ) ·

(
h(ξ)(Al,aξ + bl,a)

+ (1− h(ξ))(Al,dξ + bl,d − λ(ξ)∇ξh(ξ)
)]

= ∇ξV (ξ)T
[
α(ξ) Agξ̃g︸ ︷︷ ︸

(5.21)

+α(ξ)
(
Al(h(ξ))ξ̃l︸ ︷︷ ︸

(5.23)

−λ(ξ)∇ξh(ξ)
)]

(E.16)

with α(ξ) = 1−α(ξ) and ξ̃g = (ξ − ξ∗g) and ξ̃l = (ξ − ξ∗l ). Recall that the gradient of
V (ξ) is:

∇ξV (ξ) = (PT
g + Pg)ξ̃g + β2

l (ξ)
[
Plξ̃l + PT

l ξ̃g

]
. (E.17)

with

β2
l (ξ) = 2β(ξ)ξ̃Tg Plξ̃l. (E.18)

Following Appendix E.1.1 the upper/lower bounds of (5.10) are defined as,

0 ≤ λmin(Pl)2β(ξ)ξ̃Tg ξ̃l < β2
l (ξ) ≤ λmax(Pl)2β(ξ)ξ̃Tg ξ̃l (E.19)

By evaluating (E.16) at ξ∗g we see that V̇ (ξ∗g) = 0, ensuring condition (III). For ease
of readability in the following derivations we simplify notations to Al(h(ξ)) = Al,
∇ξh(ξ) = ∇ξh, ∇ξV (ξ) = ∇ξV , α(ξ) = α, α(ξ) = α, λ(ξ) = λ and β2

l (ξ) = β2
l . To
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ensure condition (IV), i.e. V̇ (ξ) < 0, we begin by grouping the terms in (E.16) as follows:

V̇ (ξ) = α ξ̃
T
g AT

g∇ξV︸ ︷︷ ︸
V̇g(ξ): Global Component

+α
(
ξ̃
T
gAT

l − λ∇ξhT
)
∇ξV︸ ︷︷ ︸

V̇l(ξ): Local Component

= α(ξ)V̇g(ξ) +α(ξ)V̇l(ξ)

(E.20)

According to (5.22) the activation function takes values 0 < α(ξ) ≤ 1. We now consider
two cases: α = 1 and 0 < α < 1. When α(ξ) = 1 (E.20) becomes V̇g(ξ), hence we must
ensure

V̇g(ξ) < 0 ∀ ξ 6= ξ∗g. (E.21)

Negative Definiteness of Global Component V̇g(ξ): Expanding V̇g(ξ) from (E.20)
and grouping the similar terms yields,

V̇g(ξ) =ξ̃Tg AT
g∇ξV (ξ)

=ξ̃Tg (PgAg)ξ̃g + ξ̃Tg (AT
g Pg)ξ̃g + β2

l

(
ξ̃
T
g (AT

g Pl)ξ̃g + ξ̃Tg (AT
g Pl)ξ̃l

)
=ξ̃Tg

(
AT
g Pg + PgAg︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qg≺0 (5.21)

+ β2
l︸︷︷︸
≥0

AT
g Pl︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ql
g≺0 (5.21)

)
ξ̃g + β2

l︸︷︷︸
≥0

ξ̃
T
g AT

g Pl︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ql
g≺0 (5.21)

ξ̃l

=ξ̃Tg (Qg + β2
l Ql

g)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺0

ξ̃g + ξ̃
T
g β

2
l Ql

gξ̃l︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤0 Proof below.

< 0.

(E.22)

By defining Ql
gg = Qg + β2

l Ql
g which is Ql

gg = (Ql
gg)T ≺ 0 and following Appendix E.1.1,

the first term in (E.22) has the following bounds,

λmin(Ql
gg)︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

||ξ̃g||2 ≤ ξ̃
T
g Ql

ggξ̃g ≤ λmax(Ql
gg)︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

||ξ̃g||2 < 0 (E.23)

Proving that ξ̃Tg Ql
ggξ̃g < 0 ∀ ξ 6= ξ∗g. Further, via Appendix E.1.1 and (E.19), the second

term in (E.22) has the following upper/lower bounds,

λmin(Ql
g)︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

β2
l ξ̃

T
g ξ̃l︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

≤ ξ̃Tg β2
l Ql

gξ̃l ≤ λmax(Ql
g)︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

β2
l ξ̃

T
g ξ̃l︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

≤ 0 (E.24)

Proving that ξ̃Tg β2
l Ql

gξ̃l ≤ 0∀ ξ 6= ξ∗g. Hence, if the conditions stated in (5.21) hold, then
(E.21) holds.

Boundedness of Local Component V̇l(ξ): For 0 < α(ξ) < 1, we must ensure
α(ξ)V̇g(ξ) + α(ξ)V̇l(ξ) < 0. Expanding V̇l(ξ) from (E.20) and grouping similar terms
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yields,

V̇l(ξ) =
(
ξ̃
T
l AT

l − λ∇ξhT
)
∇ξV

= ξ̃
T
l

(
AT
l PT

g + AT
l Pg

)
ξ̃g + ξ̃Tl

(
β2
l AT

l PT
l

)
ξ̃l

+ ξ̃Tl
(
β2
l AT

l PT
l

)
ξ̃g − λ∇ξhT∇ξV

= ξ̃
T
l

(
2AT

l Pg︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qg
l

+β2
l AT

l Pl︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ql

)
ξ̃g + ξ̃Tl

(
β2
l AT

l Pl︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ql

)
ξ̃l − λ∇ξhT∇ξV

= ξ̃
T
l

(
Qg
l︸︷︷︸

Qg
l + 6�0 (5.23)

+β2
l Ql︸︷︷︸

Ql+ 6�0 (5.23)

)
ξ̃g + ξ̃Tl β2

l Ql︸︷︷︸
Ql+ 6�0 (5.23)

ξ̃l − λ(ξ)∇ξhT∇ξV︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0 via (5.20)

(E.25)

with Q+ indicating the symmetric part of a matrix. Plugging (E.22) and (E.25) into
(E.20) and grouping similar terms yields,

V̇ (ξ) = ξ̃
T
g α

( ≺0︷︸︸︷
Qg +β2

l

≺0︷︸︸︷
Ql
g

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

QG(ξ)≺0 via (5.21)(5.22)

ξ̃g + ξ̃
T
l

(
αβ2

l

≺0︷︸︸︷
Ql
g + α

( 6�0︷︸︸︷
Qg
l +β2

l

6�0︷︸︸︷
Ql

))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

QLG(ξ)6�0 via (5.21)(5.22)(5.23)

ξ̃g

+ ξ̃
T
l

(
αβ2

l

6�0︷︸︸︷
Ql

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

QL(ξ)6�0 via (5.22)(5.23)

ξ̃l −αλ(ξ)∇ξhT∇ξV︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0 via (5.20)

. (E.26)

While the first and last term of (E.26) are negative definite, the inner terms can take
on both positive and negative values. This is a result of allowing a locally attractive
behavior around a point in the state-space that is not the global attractor ξ∗g. Let
ξ̃gl = [ξ̃g; ξ̃l] ∈ R2M be an augmented state vector and Q(ξ) ∈ R2M×2M a state-
dependent matrix. Neglecting the modulation term in (E.26) (which is always negative
and only active around the local virtual attractor ξ∗

l , we can transform (E.26) into a
conservative Q-matrix dependent form as follows,

V̇Q(ξ) = ξ̃
T
gl

[
QG(ξ) ∅
QLG(ξ) QL(ξ)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q(ξ)

ξ̃gl

= ξ̃
T
gl

[
QG(ξ) 1

2QLG(ξ)T
1
2QLG(ξ) 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q+(ξ)6�0

ξ̃gl + ξ̃Tl QL+(ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
6�0

ξ̃l

(E.27)

It is straightforward to see that if V̇Q(ξ) < 0 ⇒ V̇ (ξ) < 0 ∀ξ = ξ∗g. To ensure such
condition, it would suffice to prove that Q+(ξ) ≺ 0 and derive a lower bound for the
remaining indefinite term. This is, however, not possible as Q+(ξ) is a saddle point
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matrix (see Appendix E.1.2). Namely, the Schur complement of QG(ξ) wrt. Q+(ξ) is,

SQ(ξ) = −(1/4)QLG(ξ) Q−1
G (ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≺0

QLG(ξ)T � 0, (E.28)

regardless of the definiteness of QLG(ξ), see Appendix E.1.2. Hence, Q+(ξ) will always
be indefinite with M (-) and M (+) eigenvalues. Yet, due to the spectral properties of
saddle point matrices, we can employ the J -transform approach described in Appendix
E.1.2 and transform Q+(ξ) to Q̂+(ξ) = JQ+(ξ) ≺ 0 via (E.8), yielding a V̂Q(ξ) with
the form,

˙̂
VQ(ξ) = ξ̃

T
gl

[
QG(ξ) 1

2QLG(ξ)T
−1

2QLG(ξ) 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q̂+(ξ)≺0

ξ̃gl + ξ̃Tl QLG(ξ)ξ̃g + ξ̃Tl QL+(ξ)ξ̃l (E.29)

which is equivalent to (E.27). Hence, in order to ensure ˙̂
VQ(ξ) < 0 we must impose an

upper bound on the residual indefinite terms. This bound is derived by applying (E.15)
to (E.29), thus ˙̂

VQ(ξ) < 0 can be ensured if,

λmax(QG(ξ))||ξ̃g||2 + λmax(QL+(ξ))||ξ̃l||2 < −ξ̃
T
l QLG(ξ)ξ̃g, (E.30)

which is the condition stated in (5.24). Intuitively, (E.30) defines the upper bound of the
dissipation rate of the locally active dynamics. The local DS is thus allowed to exhibit
converging behaviors in a local region of the state-space around a local virtual attractor
ξ∗l while still ensuring global asymptotic stability to ξ∗g. Hence, although V̇ (ξ) has an
indefinite structure, if conditions (5.21),(5.22),(5.23),(5.24) are met V̇ (ξ) < 0 ∀ξ ∈ RM ;
i.e. (5.2) is globally asymptotically stable wrt. the global attractor ξ∗g. �

E.3 Stability of Non-Linear LAGS-DS
We wish to prove Theorem 2, that is, that the non-linear DS (5.27) is globally asymp-
totically stable at the attractor ξ∗g ∈ RM , for the Lyapunov function proposed in (5.36).
This can be proven if the following conditions hold (I) V (ξ∗g) = 0, (II) V (ξ) > 0 ∀ ξ 6= ξ∗g
, (III) V̇ (ξ∗g) = 0 and (IV) V̇ (ξ) < 0 ∀ ξ 6= ξ∗g. From (5.38) it is straightforward to see
that conditions (I-II) are met. To prove (III-IV) we compute the time derivative of (5.38)
,V̇ (ξ), as

V̇ (ξ) =∇ξV (ξ)T d
dt
ξ(t) = ∇Tξ f(ξ)

=∇ξV T

[
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)
(
α(ξ)(Ak

gξ + bkg) +α(ξ)fkl (hk(ξ), ξ)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
via (5.27)

]
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V̇ (ξ) =∇ξV T

[
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)
(
α(ξ)(Ak

gξ + bkg) +α(ξ)
(
hk(ξ)fkl,a(ξ)

+ hk(ξ))fkl,d(ξ)− λ(ξ)∇ξh(ξ)
))]

=∇ξV T

[
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)
(
α(ξ)(Ak

gξ + bkg) +α(ξ) ·
(
hk(ξ)(Ak

l,aξ + bkl,a)

+ hk(ξ)(Ak
l,dξ + bkl,d − λk(ξ)∇ξhk(ξ)

))]

=∇ξV T

[
K∑
k=1

γk(ξ)
(
α(ξ) Ak

g ξ̃g︸ ︷︷ ︸
(5.41)

+α(ξ)
(
Ak
l (hk(ξ))ξ̃k︸ ︷︷ ︸

(5.43)

−λk(ξ)∇ξhk(ξ)
))]

(E.31)

with ξ̃g = (ξ − ξ∗g) for the global attractor and ξ̃k = (ξ − ξ∗k) for k = 1, . . . ,K local
virtual attractors. Recall that V (ξ) is defined as :

∇ξV (ξ) = (PT
g + Pg)ξ̃g +

K∑
j=1

β2
j (ξ)

[
Pj
l ξ̃j + (Pj

l )
T ξ̃g

]
(E.32)

with

β2
j (ξ) = 2β(ξ)ξ̃Tg Pj

l ξ̃j . (E.33)

To avoid confusion in the following derivations, we define the index of the k-th local
P-QLF’s with j and preserve the index k for the locally active DS parameters. Following
Appendix E.1.1 the bounds of (5.10) are defined as,

0 ≤ λmin(Pj
l )2β(ξ)ξ̃Tg ξ̃j < β2

j (ξ) ≤ λmax(Pj
l )2β(ξ)ξ̃Tg ξ̃j (E.34)

By evaluating (E.31) at ξ∗g we see that V̇ (ξ∗) = 0, ensuring condition (III). For ease
of readability in the following derivations we simplify notations to Ak

l (hk(ξ)) = Ak
l ,

∇ξhk(ξ) = ∇ξhk, ∇ξV (ξ) = ∇ξV , α(ξ) = α, α(ξ) = α, λk(ξ) = λk, γk(ξ) = γk and
β2
j (ξ) = β2

j . To ensure condition (IV), i.e. V̇ (ξ) < 0, we begin by grouping the terms in
(E.31) as,

V̇ (ξ) =
K∑
k=1

γk
[
α ξ̃

T
g (Ak

g)T∇ξV︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-th Global Comp.:V̇ kg (ξ)

+α
(
ξ̃
T
k (Ak

l )T − λk∇ξhTk
))
∇ξV︸ ︷︷ ︸

k-th Local Comp.:V̇ k
l

(ξ)

]

=
K∑
k=1

γk︸︷︷︸
>0 (5.42)

(
αV̇ k

g (ξ) +αV̇ k
l (ξ)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

V̇ k(ξ)

(E.35)
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To ensure V̇ (ξ) < 0 it suffices to ensure V̇ k(ξ) < 0 ∀k = 1, . . . ,K. Since V̇ k(ξ) is
equivalent to (E.20) we follow the same derivation as in Appendix E.2 to ensure its
negative definiteness; i.e. we being by ensuring,

V̇ k
g (ξ) < 0 ∀ ξ 6= ξ∗g. (E.36)

Negative Definiteness of the k-th Global Component V̇ k
g (ξ): Expanding V̇ k

g (ξ)
from (E.35) and grouping the similar terms yields,

V̇ k
g (ξ) = ξ̃

T
g (Ak

g)T∇ξV (ξ)

= ξ̃
T
g (Ak

g)T (Pg + PT
g )ξ̃g + ξ̃Tg (Ak

g)T
( K∑
j=1

β2
jP

j
l

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pl(ξ)

ξ̃g + ξ̃Tg (Ak
g)T

( K∑
j=1

β2
jP

j
l ξ̃j

)

= ξ̃
T
g

(
PgAk

g + (Ak
g)TPg︸ ︷︷ ︸

Qk
g≺0 (5.41)

+ (Ak
g)TPl(ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(Ql,k
g )+≺0 (5.41)

)
ξ̃g +

K∑
j=1

β2
j︸︷︷︸
≥0

(
ξ̃
T
g (Ak

g)T︸ ︷︷ ︸
(·)+≺0 (5.41)

Pj
l ξ̃j

)

= ξ̃
T
g

(
Qk
g + Ql,k

g

)
ξ̃g︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0 Proof below.

+
K∑
j=1

≥0︷︸︸︷
β2
j ξ̃

T
g

(
(Ak

g)TPj
l

)
ξ̃j︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤0 Proof below.

< 0

(E.37)

Next, we prove that ξ̃Tg
(
Qk
g + Ql,k

g

)
ξ̃g < 0. Note that,

ξ̃
T
g

(
Qk
g + Ql,k

g

)
ξ̃g = ξ̃

T
g Qk

g︸︷︷︸
≺0 (5.41)

ξ̃g + ξ̃Tg (Ql,k
g )+︸ ︷︷ ︸

≺0 (5.41)

ξ̃g < 0 (E.38)

with (Ql,k
g )+ signifying the symmetric part of Ql,k

g . Each of the terms have the following
upper/lower bounds,

λmin(Qk
g)︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

||ξ̃g||2 ≤ ξ̃
T
g Qk

g ξ̃g ≤ λmax(Qk
g)︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

||ξ̃g||2 < 0 (E.39)

λmin(Ql,k
g )+︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

||ξ̃g||2 ≤ ξ̃
T
g (Ql,k

g )+ξ̃g ≤ λmax(Ql,k
g )+︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

||ξ̃g||2 < 0 (E.40)

Showing explicitly that the first term in (E.37) < 0 ∀ξ ∈ RM \ ξ = ξ∗g.
Next, we show that β2

j ξ̃
T
g

(
(Ak

g)TPj
l ξ̃j

)
≤ 0. Following Appendix E.1.1 and defining
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(Ak
g)T = VΛVT , we can find the upper bound of this term,

β2
j ξ̃

T
g

(
(Ak

g)TPj
l

)
ξ̃j = ξ̃

T
g

(
VΛVTβ2

jP
j
l

)
ξ̃j = (V)T ξ̃g)TΛ(VTβ2

jP
j
l ξ̃j)

=
M∑
i=1

λi(vTi ξ̃
T
g )(vTi β2

jP
j
l ξ̃j) =

M∑
i=1

λiξ̃
T
g (vivTi )β2

jP
j
l ξ̃j

≤ λmax((Ak
g)+)

M∑
i=1
ξ̃
T
g (vivTi )β2

jP
j
l ξ̃j

= λmax((Ak
g)+)ξ̃Tg β2

jP
j
l ξ̃j

= λmax((Ak
g)+)︸ ︷︷ ︸

≺0 (5.41)

2 βj︸︷︷︸
≥0

(ξ̃Tg Pj
l ξ̃j)

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

≤ 0.

(E.41)

Proving that β2
j ξ̃

T
g

(
(Ak

g)TPj
l ξ̃j

)
≤ 0 ∀ ξ 6= ξ∗g. Hence, if the conditions stated in (5.41)

hold, then (E.36) holds.

Boundedness of k-th Local Component V̇ k
l (ξ): For 0 < α(ξ) < 1, we must ensure

that V̇ k(ξ) = α(ξ)V̇ k
g (ξ) + α(ξ)V̇ k

l (ξ) < 0. This condition is equivalent to ensuring
boundedness on the local component in the linear LAGS-DS case as derived in Appendix
E.2. As in (E.25), we expand V̇ k

l (ξ) from (E.35) and group similar terms,

V̇ k
l (ξ) =

(
ξ̃
T
k (Ak

l )T − λk∇ξhTk
)
∇ξV

= ξ̃
T
k

(
(Ak

l )TPT
g +T (Ak

g)TPg + (Ak
l )T

( K∑
j=1

β2
jP

j
l

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pl(ξ)

)
ξ̃g

+ ξ̃Tk (Ak
l )T

( K∑
j=1

β2
jP

j
l ξ̃j

)
− λk∇ξhTk∇ξV

= ξ̃
T
k

(
2(Ak

l )TPg︸ ︷︷ ︸
(Qg,k

l
)+ 6�0 (5.43)

+ (Ak
l )TPl(ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(Qk
l
)+ 6�0 (5.43)

)
ξ̃g

+
K∑
j=1

≥0︷︸︸︷
β2
j ξ̃

T
k

(≺0 (5.43)︷ ︸︸ ︷
(Ak

l )T Pj
l

)
ξ̃j︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤0 via (E.41)

−λ(ξ)∇ξhT∇ξV︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0 via (5.20)

(E.42)

Grouping (E.42) and (E.37) yields the following k-th Lyapunov derivative component
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V̇ k(ξ),

V̇ k(ξ) = ξ̃
T
g α

( ≺0︷︸︸︷
Qk
g +

+≺0︷︸︸︷
Ql,k
g

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Qk
G+(ξ)≺0 via (5.41)(5.42)

ξ̃g + ξ̃
T
k α

( 6�0︷ ︸︸ ︷
Qg,k
l +

6�0︷︸︸︷
Qk
l

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Qk
LG(ξ) 6�0 via (5.21)(5.22)(5.23)

ξ̃g

+
K∑
j=1

β2
j

(
ξ̃
T
g α
(
(Ak

g)TPj
l

)
ξ̃j + ξ̃Tk

(
(Ak

l )TPj
l

)
ξ̃j

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤0 via (5.41),(5.42),(5.43) and (E.41)

−αλ(ξ)∇ξhT∇ξV︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0 via (5.20)

. (E.43)

As in the linear case (E.43) is an indefinite quadratic form, hence, each k-th component
of our DS induces a k-th saddle point Lyapunov derivative which can be bounded
following the transformation derived for (E.29). Following Appendix E.2, (E.43) yields a
J -transformed Q-dependent term as,

˙̂
V k
Q(ξ) =ξTgk

[
Qk
G+(ξ) 1

2Qk
LG(ξ)T

−1
2Qk

LG(ξ) 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q̂
k
+(ξ)≺0

ξgk + ξTkQk
LG(ξ)ξg

+
K∑
j=1

β2
j

(
ξ̃
T
g α
(
(Ak

g)TPj
l

)
ξ̃j + ξ̃Tkα

(
(Ak

l )TPj
l

)
ξ̃j

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤0 via (5.41),(5.42),(5.43) and (E.41)

(E.44)

for ξ̃gk = [ξ̃g; ξ̃k] ∈ R2M . If we ensure ˙̂
V k
Q(ξ) < 0 then V̇ k(ξ) < 0 follows and consequently

V̇ (ξ) < 0. This can be achieved by imposing a bound on the residual indefinite term in
(E.44). Following (E.15) we see that the first term in (E.44) has an upper bound of,

ξ̃
T
gkQ̂

k
+(ξ)ξ̃gk < λmax(Qk

G+(ξ))||ξ̃g||2 < 0. (E.45)

Following (E.41) the j-th component of the last term in (E.44) has the following upper
bound,

β2
j

(
ξ̃
T
g α
(
(Ak

g)TPj
l

)
ξ̃j + ξ̃Tkα

(
(Ak

l )TPj
l

)
ξ̃j

)
<

2βj
(
αλmax((Ak

g)+)(ξ̃Tg Pj
l ξ̃j)

2 +αλmax(Ak
l )(ξ̃

T
kPj

l ξ̃j)
2
)
≤ 0.

(E.46)

Thus ˙̂
V k
Q(ξ) < 0 can be ensured if the indefinite term is bounded by,

λmax(QG
k
+(ξ))||ξ̃g||2 < −ξ̃

T
kQk

LG(ξ)ξ̃g

−
K∑
j=1

2βj
(
αλmax((Ak

g)+)(ξ̃Tg Pj
l ξ̃j)

2 +αλmax(Ak
l )(ξ̃

T
kPj

l ξ̃j)
2
)
,

(E.47)

which is the condition stated in (5.44). As in the linear case, (E.47) defines the upper
bound of the dissipation rate of the k-th locally active dynamics. Hence, although V̇ (ξ)
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has an indefinite structure, if conditions (5.41),(5.42),(5.43) and (5.44) are met, the DS
in (5.27) is globally asymptotically stable at the attractor ξ∗g; i.e. lim

t→∞
||ξ(t)− ξ∗g|| �

E.4 Derivatives of Mixing, Activation Functions and LAGS-
DS

E.4.1 Mixing Function

To derive the gradient of the mixing function γk(ξ), i.e. ∇ξγk(ξ), which is parametrized
by the a posteriori probability (5.29) let’s recall the derivatives of the Gaussian density
distribution:

∂N (ξ|µ,Σ)
∂ξ

= −N (ξ|µ,Σ)Σ−1(ξ − µ) (E.48)

∂2N (ξ|µ,Σ)
∂ξ∂ξT

= N (ξ|µ,Σ)
(
Σ−1(ξ − µ)(ξ − µ)TΣ−1 −Σ−1

)
(E.49)

The derivatives of the GMM density distribution, p(ξ|θγ) =
K∑
k=1

πkN (ξ|µk,Σk), are then,

∂p(ξ|θγ)
∂ξ

= −
K∑
k=1

πkN (ξ|µk,Σk)(Σk)−1(ξ − µk) (E.50)
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Thus, the derivative of p(k|ξ, θγ) = πkN (ξ|µk,Σ̃k)
K∑
j=1

πjN (ξ|µj ,Σ̃j)
, i.e. ∇ξγk(ξ) is,

∂

∂ξ
p(k|ξ, θγ) = 1

p(ξ|θγ)2

(
∂

∂ξ

[
πkN (ξ|µk,Σk)

]
p(ξ|θγ)−

πkN (ξ|µk,Σk) ∂
∂ξ
p(ξ|θγ)

)

= 1
p(ξ|θγ)2

(
− πkN (ξ|µk,Σk)(Σk)−1(ξ − µk)p(ξ|θγ)

+ πkN (ξ|µk,Σk)
( K∑
j=1

πjN (ξ|µj ,Σj)(Σj)−1(ξ − µj)
))

= πkN (ξ|µk,Σk)( K∑
j=1

πjN (ξ|µj ,Σj)
)2

(
− (Σk)−1(ξ − µk)

K∑
j=1

πjN (ξ|µj ,Σj)

+
K∑
j=1

πjN (ξ|µj ,Σj)(Σj)−1(ξ − µj)
)

= πkN (ξ|µk,Σk)( K∑
j=1

πjN (ξ|µj ,Σj)
)2

(
K∑
j=1

πjN (ξ|µj ,Σj)
(
− (Σk)−1(ξ − µk) + (Σj)−1(ξ − µj)

))

(E.51)

E.4.2 GMM-based Activation Function

To recall, the GMM-based activation function is parametrized as follows,

α(ξ) =
(
1− r(ξ)

)
Z

(
1− p(ξ|θγ)

)
+ r(ξ)

with

Z(·) = 1
2
(
1− p(ξ|θγ) + |1− p(ξ|θγ)|

)
r(ξ) = 1− exp

(
− c||ξ − ξ∗g||

)
The derivative of α(ξ) wrt. ξ; i.e. its gradient ∇ξα(ξ) ∈ RM×1 can be calculated as,

∇ξα(ξ) =−∇ξr(ξ)Z(·) + (1− r(ξ))∇ξZ(·) +∇ξr(ξ)
= (1− Z(·))∇ξr(ξ) + (1− r(ξ))∇ξZ(·)

(E.52)
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with the gradient of r(ξ) being

∇ξr(ξ) = ∂

∂ξ

(
1− exp(−c||ξ − ξ∗g||2)

)
= 2c exp(−c||ξ − ξ∗g||2)ξ̃g.

(E.53)

and the gradient of Z(·),

∇ξZ(·) = 1
2
∂

∂ξ

(
1− p(ξ|θγ) + |1− p(ξ|θγ)|

)
=− 1

2
(
∇ξp(ξ|θγ) + sgn(1− p(ξ|θγ))∇ξp(ξ|θγ)

)
.

(E.54)

where ∇ξp(ξ|θγ) can be computed by (E.50).

E.4.3 GPR-based Activation Function

To recall, the GPR-based activation function α(ξ) is parametrized as follows,

α(ξ) =
(
1− r(ξ)

)(
1− E{p(κ|ξ,Ξ,κ)}

)
+ r(ξ)

with

E{p(κ|ξ,Ξ,κ)} = k(ξ,Ξ) [K(Ξ,Ξ) + εσ2I]−1 κ

r(ξ) = 1− exp
(
− c||ξ − ξ∗g||

)
The derivative of α(ξ) wrt. ξ; i.e. its gradient ∇ξα(ξ) ∈ RM×1 can be calculated as,

∇ξα(ξ) =−∇ξr(ξ)
(
1− E{p(κ|ξ,Ξ,κ)}

)
− (1− r(ξ))∇ξE{p(κ|ξ,Ξ,κ)}+∇ξr(ξ)

=∇ξr(ξ)E{p(κ|ξ,Ξ,κ)}+ (1− r(ξ))∇ξE{p(κ|ξ,Ξ,κ)}

(E.55)

with the gradient of r(ξ) being (E.53). To derive the gradient of the posterior mean of
our GP; i.e. ∇ξE{p(κ|ξ,Ξ,κ)} we begin by re-writing the SE kernel as,

k(ξ, ξ′) = σ2
κ exp

(
−1

2

D∑
m=1

(ξd − ξ′d
λ

)2
)

= σ2
κ exp

(
−1

2(ξ − ξ′)TΛ−1(ξ − ξ′)
)

where Λ = λID

(E.56)
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where D is the number of dimensions of the input data. Further, the posterior mean can
be re-written as,

E{p(κ|ξ,Ξ,κ)} = k(ξ,Ξ)β
with β = [K(Ξ,Ξ) + εσ2I]−1 κ.

(E.57)

Since solely the first term, i.e. the kernel function, depends on the state ξ, it suffices to
derive its derivative wrt. to the i-th training sample ξi as follows,

∂

∂ξ
k(ξ, ξi) = ∂

∂ξ

(
σ2
κ exp

(
−1

2(ξ − ξ′)TΛ−1(ξ − ξ′)
))

= ∂

∂ξ

(
− 1

2(ξ − ξi)TΛ−1(ξ − ξi)
)
k(ξ, ξi)

=− Λ−1(ξ − ξi)k(ξ, ξi)

(E.58)

the gradient of the posterior mean is thus,

∇ξE{p(κ|ξ,Ξ,κ)} = ∂

∂ξ
(k(ξ,Ξ))β

= −Λ−1Ξ̃
(
k(ξ,Ξ)T � β

) (E.59)

where Ξ̃ = [ξ−ξi, . . . , ξ−ξMtrain ] ∈ RD×Mtrain and � represents the element-wise product.
We can further derive the Hessian of the posterior as,

∇∇ξE{p(κ|ξ, ,Ξ,κ)} = −Λ−1I1×Mtrain

(
k(ξ,Ξ)T � β

)
+ Λ−1Ξ̃

( ∂
∂ξ
k(ξ,Ξ)T � β

) (E.60)

E.4.4 LAGS - Dynamical Systems

Following we derive the Jacobian of fk(ξ) from (5.57) and all of its associated derivatives.
To recall,

fk(ξ) = α(ξ)fkg (ξ) + (1−α(ξ))fkl (ξ) (E.61)

its Jacobian is,

∂

∂ξ
fk(ξ) = ∇ξα(ξ)fk(ξ)T +α(ξ) ∂

∂ξ
fk(ξ) (E.62)
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since ∇ξα(ξ) is defined in Appendix E.4.2,E.4.3, we derive the remaining terms,

fk(ξ)T =
(
α(ξ)fkg (ξ) + (1−α(ξ))fkl (ξ)

)T
= α(ξ)(ξ − ξ∗g)T (Ak

g)T +α(ξ)(ξ − ξ∗k)TAk
l (·)T

+α(ξ)λk(ξ)∇ξh̃k(ξ)T
(E.63)

and,

∂

∂ξ
fk(ξ) =∇ξα(ξ)fkg (ξ)T +α(ξ) ∂

∂ξ
fkg (ξ)

+∇ξα(ξ)fkl (ξ)T +α(ξ) ∂
∂ξ

fkl (ξ)

=∇ξα(ξ)
(
fkg (ξ)− fkl (ξ)

)T
+α(ξ) ∂

∂ξ
fkg (ξ)

+α(ξ) ∂
∂ξ

fkl (ξ).

(E.64)

Following we derive the Jacobians of the k-th global and local dynamics, respectively,

∂

∂ξ
fkg (ξ) = ∂

∂ξ

(
Ak
gξ + bkg

)
= (Ak

g)T (E.65)

∂

∂ξ
fkl (ξ) = ∂

∂ξ

(
Ak
l (·)ξ̃k − λk(ξ)∇ξh̃k(ξ)

)
= ∂

∂ξ

(
h̃k(ξ)fkl,a + (1− h̃k(ξ))fkl,d − λk(ξ)∇ξh̃k(ξ)

)
=∇ξh̃k(ξ)

(
fkl,a − fkl,d

)T
+ h̃k(ξ) ∂

∂ξ
fkl,a

+ (1− h̃k(ξ)) ∂
∂ξ

fkl,d −
∂

∂ξ
λk(ξ)∇ξh̃k(ξ)T

=∇ξh̃k(ξ)(ξ − ξ∗k)T (Ak
l,a −Ak

l,d)T + h̃k(ξ)(Ak
l,a)T

+ (1− h̃k(ξ))(Ak
l,a)T −∇ξλk(ξ)∇ξh̃k(ξ)T

=Ak
l (·)T −∇ξλk(ξ)∇ξh̃k(ξ)T

+∇ξh̃k(ξ)(ξ − ξ∗k)T (Ak
l,a −Ak

l,d)T

(E.66)
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By plugging (E.65) and (E.66) into (E.64) and grouping all the terms the Jacobian of
the k-th LAGS-DS is,

∂

∂ξ
fk(ξ) =∇ξα(ξ)

(
(ξ − ξ∗g)T (Ak

g)T − (ξ − ξ∗k)TAk
l (·)T

+ λk(ξ)∇ξh̃k(ξ)T
)

+α(ξ)(Ak
g)T

+α(ξ)
(
Ak
l (·)T −∇ξλk(ξ)∇ξh̃k(ξ)T

+∇ξh̃k(ξ)(ξ − ξ∗k)T (Ak
l,a −Ak

l,d)T
)

=
(
∇ξα(ξ)(ξ − ξ∗g)T +α(ξ)I

)
(Ak

g)T

+
(
−∇ξα(ξ)(ξ − ξ∗k)T +α(ξ)I

)
Ak
l (·)T

+
(
∇ξα(ξ)λk(ξ)−α(ξ)∇ξλk(ξ)

)
∇ξh̃k(ξ)T

+α(ξ)∇ξh̃k(ξ)(ξ − ξ∗k)T (Ak
l,a −Ak

l,d)T

(E.67)

where ∇ξλk(ξ),∇ξh̃k(ξ) ∈ RM×1 are defined as,

∇ξλk(ξ) = ∂

∂ξ

(
1− exp(−ck||ξ − ξ∗k||2)

)
= 2ck exp(−ck||ξ − ξ∗k||2)ξ̃k

(E.68)

and

∇ξh̃k(ξ) =


−→0 if hk(ξ) ≥ 1
wk + sgn(bk + ξTwk)wk if hk(ξ) < 1

(E.69)
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F Appendices for Chapter 8

F.1 Stability of the Joint Space - Task Augmented DS
We wish to prove Proposition 4, that is, that JT-DS (6.3) (reproduced below)

q̇ = f(q) = −A(q)JT (q)(H(q)− ξ∗)

accomplishes criterion (I), where A(q) is positive definite. This will be proven below.
JT-DS (6.3) is asymptotically stable wrt. the Lyapunov candidate function,

V (q) = 1
2(H(q)− ξ∗)T (H(q)− ξ∗) (F.1)

That is, V (q) > 0, ∀q 6= q∗ and V (q∗) = 0, where q∗ is any joint configuration such that
H(q∗) = ξ∗. The derivative of V wrt. time is:

dV (q)
dt

= (H(q)− ξ∗)TJ(q)q̇

= −(H(q)− ξ∗)TJ(q)A(q)JT (q)(H(q)− ξ∗)

= −(H(q)− ξ∗)TJ(q)
K∑
k=1

θk(φ(q))︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

Ak︸︷︷︸
�0

JT (q)(H(q)− ξ∗) ≤ 0

(F.2)

When J(q) is full-rank, the above inequality can be tightened to dV (q)
dt < 0. Therefore, as

q = q∗ is the largest invariance in Rm, JT-DS (6.3) is stable with respect to a task-space
attractor; i.e. lim

t→∞
‖H(q)− ξ∗‖ = 0, and asymptotically stable for all regions in which

the end-effector is fully manipulable (J(q) is full rank).
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Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. (2019) “ Geometric Invariance of Covariance Matrices for
Unsupervised Clustering, Segmentation and Action Discovery in Robotics Applications.”
Journal of Machine Learning Research (JMLR). Under Review [2nd Round] .

Journal
Articles

Shavit, Y., Figueroa, N., Mirrazavi Salehian, S. S., and Billard, A. “Learning Augmented
Joint-Space Task-Oriented Dynamical Systems: A Linear Parameter Varying and Synergetic
Control Approach”. IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters (RA-L). 2018.

Mirrazavi Salehian, S. S., Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. “A Unified Framework for
Coordinated Multi-Arm Motion Planning”. International Journal of Robotics Research
(IJRR), 37(10), 1205-1232, 2018.

Figueroa, N., Dong. H. and El Saddik, A. “A Combined Approach Toward Consistent
Reconstructions of Indoor Spaces Based on 6D RGB-D Odometry and KinectFusion”.
ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology (TIST), 6(2):Art.14, 2015.

Dong. H., Danesh, A., Figueroa, N. and El Saddik, A. “An Elicitation Study on
Gesture Preferences and Memorability Towards a Practical Hand-Gesture Vocabulary
for Smart Televisions”. IEEE Access, 3:543-555, 2015.

Dong. H., Figueroa, N. and El Saddik, A. “Load balance control for a humanoid
musculoskeletal arm in table tennis movement”. International Journal of Control,
Automation and Systems, 4:887-896, 2015.

Dong, H., Figueroa, N., El Saddik, A. “Adaptive load-distributed muscle coordination
method for kinematically redundant musculoskeletal humanoid systems”. Robotics and
Autonomous Systems, 64:56-69, 2015.

Dong, H., Ugalde, I., Figueroa, N. and El Saddik, A. “Towards whole body fatigue
assessment of human movement: A fatigue-tracking system based on combined semg
and accelerometer signals”. Sensors, 14(2):2052-2070, 2014.

Ali, H., Shafait, H., Giannakidou, E., Vakali, A., Figueroa, N., Varvadoukas, T.
and Mavridis, N. “Contextual object category recognition for RGB-D scene labeling”.
Robotics and Autonomous Systems, 62(2):241-256, 2014.

Dong, H., Giakoumidis, N., Figueroa, N. and Mavridis, N. “Approaching Behaviour
Monitor and Vibration Indication in Developing a General Moving Object Alarm System
(GMOAS)”. International Journal of Advanced Robotic Systems, 10, 2013.

Figueroa, N., Schmidt, F., Ali, H. and Mavridis., N. “Joint origin identification of
articulated robots with marker-based multi-camera optical tracking systems”. Robotics
and Autonomous Systems, 61(6):580-592, 2013.

Conference
Proceedings

Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. “A Physically-Consistent Bayesian Non-Parametric Mixture
Model for Dynamical System Learning”. In Proc. of the 2018 Conference on Robot
Learning (CORL). Zürich, Switzerland.

Mirrazavi Salehian, S. S., Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. “Dynamical System-based
Motion Planning for Multi-Arm Systems: Reaching for Moving Objects” In Proc. of
the 2017 Intl. Joint Conf. on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI). Melbourne, Australia.

Mirrazavi Salehian, S. S., Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. “Coordinated multi-arm motion
planning: Reaching for moving objects in the face of uncertainty.” In Proc of Robotics:
Science and Systems (RSS) XVI, Arbor, Michigan, USA, 2016.[Winner of Best Student
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Paper Award, Finalist for Best Conference Paper and Best Systems Paper]

Beetz, M., Bessler, D., Winkler, J., Bartels, G., Billard, A., Figueroa, N., Pais, A. L.
and et al. “Open Robotics Research Using Web-based Knowledge Services.” In Proc. of
the IEEE Intl. Conf. on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), Stockholm, Sweden, 2016.

Dong, H., Figueroa, N. and El Saddik, A. “An Elicitation Study on Gesture Attitudes
and Preferences Towards an Interactive Hand-Gesture Vocabulary”. In MM ’15 Proceed.
of the 23rd Annual ACM Conference on Multimedia Conference, pages 999-1002, 2015.

Dong, H., Figueroa, N. and El Saddik, A. “Towards consistent reconstructions of
indoor spaces based on 6D RGB-D odometry and KinectFusion”. In IEEE/RSJ Intern.
Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), pages 1796-1803, 2014.

Dong, H., Yazdkhasti, S., Figueroa, N. and El Saddik, A.“Anti-fatigue control for
over-actuated bionic arm with muscle force constraints”. In IEEE/RSJ International
Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), pages 335-342, 2013.

Figueroa, N., Dong, H. and El Saddik, A. “From Sense to Print: Towards Automatic
3D Printing from 3D Sensing Devices”. In IEEE International Conference on Systems,
Man, and Cybernetics (SMC), pages 4897-4904, 2013.

Dong, H., Figueroa, N. and El Saddik, A. “Muscle Force Control of a Kinematically
Redundant Bionic Arm with Real-Time Parameter Update”. In IEEE International
Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics (SMC), pages 1640-1647, 2013.

Ali, H. and Figueroa, N. “Segmentation and Pose Estimation of Planar Metallic
Objects”. In Ninth Conf. on Computer and Robot Vision (CRV), pages 376-382, 2012.

Figueroa, N., Ali, H. and Schmidt, F. “3D registration for verification of humanoid
Justin’s upper body kinematics”. In Ninth Conference on Computer and Robot Vision
(CRV), pages 276-283, 2012.

Workshop
Papers and
Abstracts

Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. “Modeling Compositions of Impedance-based Primitives
via Dynamical Systems.” In Proc. of 2018 the IEEE ICRA Workshop on Cognitive
Whole-Body Control for Compliant Robot Manipulation (COWB-COMP).

Figueroa, N. and Billard, A. “Multi-Arm Self-Collision Avoidance: A Sparse Solution
for a Big Data Problem.” In Proc. of 2018 the Third Machine Learning in Planning
and Control of Robot Motion (MLPC) Workshop at 2018 IEEE ICRA.

Figueroa, N. and Billard, A.“Learning Complex Manipulation Tasks from Heterogen-
eous and Unstructured Demonstrations..” In Proc. of the 2017 IEEE/RSJ IROS Workshop
on Synergies between Interaction and Learning.

Figueroa, N., Pais, A. L. and Billard, A. “Learning Complex Sequential Tasks from
Demonstration: A Pizza Dough Rolling Case Study.” In Proc. of the 2016 ACM/IEEE
Intl. Conf. on Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). HRI 2016 Pioneers Workshop.

Honors and
Awards

Nominated for the EPFL Doctoral Program Distinction Award June 2019
Each year, a distinction is granted to a selection of very high quality theses, in order
to highlight the doctoral candidates’ research work and their scientific merit.

Nominated graduates are selected on the basis of their oral examination. Then the
program committee evaluates the nominees and rewards the best 8%.

Nominated for the ABB (Asea Brown Boveri) Award June 2019
The prize is awarded for particularly excellent masters and/or doctoral work in the
fields of energy and information technology and automation technology.
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KUKA Innovation Award 2017 Finalist April 2017
Sponsored by KUKA. This award is given to the top 5 finalists in a world-wide
robotics innovation competition. Link to video here.

Robotics: Science and Systems Best Student Paper Award June 2016
Sponsored by Springer. We were also selected as finalists for Best Conference

Paper Award and Best Systems Award. Link to video of my presentation here.

Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) Pioneer March 2016
HRI Pioneers Workshop identifies and empowers the world’s top student researchers
early in their careers.

Invited Talks Swiss AI Machine Learning Meetup, Lausanne, Switzerland Dec 2018
Title: Teaching Robots Complex Manipulation Tasks from Demonstrations

Swiss Machine Learning Day 2018, Lausanne, Switzerland Nov 2018
Title: A Physically-Consistent Bayesian Non-Parametric Mixture Model for Dynamical
System Learning

IROS’17 Workshop on Micro-Data: The Next Frontier in Robot Learning? Sept 2017
Title: Invariant and Weakly-Parameterized Algorithms for Efficient

Robot Learning: Tackling the Micro-Data Challenge

Swiss Machine Learning Day 2014, Lausanne, Switzerland Oct 2014
Title: Discovering Primitive Motions from Unstructured Heterogeneous Demonstrations

Seminar for NYU AD Research Rounds: June 2013
Title: 3D Computer Vision and Applications in Robotics and Multimedia

Professional
Activities
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